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Important notIce

Issuers of prospectus
This Prospectus is issued by Tlou Energy 
Limited ABN 79 136 739 967.

Lodgement and listing
This Prospectus is dated 20 February 2013  
and a copy was lodged with ASIC on that date.
The Prospectus expires on 19 February 2014 
(“Expiry Date”). No Shares will be issued on the 
basis of this Prospectus after the Expiry Date.
Tlou will apply to ASX within seven days of  
the date of this Prospectus for admission to  
the official list of ASX and for official quotation 
on ASX of the Shares issued under the Offer 
and all other Shares on issue as at the date  
of this Prospectus.
Neither ASIC nor ASX take responsibility for the 
contents of this Prospectus or the merits of the 
investment to which this Prospectus relates.

note to applicants
This Prospectus does not provide any financial 
or investment advice. You should seek your own 
financial advice in relation to the Offer. The Offer  
contained in this Prospectus does not take into 
account your investment objectives, financial 
situation or particular needs. It is important 
that you read this Prospectus carefully and in 
full before deciding to invest in the Company.  
In particular, in considering the prospects of the  
Company, you should consider the risk factors 
that could affect the financial performance of 
Tlou in light of your personal circumstances 
(including financial and taxation issues) and 
seek professional advice from your accountant, 
stockbroker, lawyer or other professional 
adviser before deciding to invest.
Section 5 outlines some significant risk  
factors that may impact on the prospects of  
the Company. Further, any number of known 
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other 
factors could have material adverse effects  
on the actual results, performance or  
achievements of the Company. Section 4.3 
details the assumptions underlying the  
Pro Forma Financial Information.

Disclaimer
No person named in this Prospectus, nor any 
other person, guarantees the performance of 
Tlou, the repayment of capital or the payment  
of a return on the Shares.
No person is authorised to give any information 
or make any representation in connection  
with the Offer which is not contained in this 
Prospectus. Any information or representation 
not contained in this Prospectus may not be 
relied on as having been authorised by Tlou  
or its directors.
This Prospectus contains forward looking 
statements, which are identified by words  
such as “may”, “could”, “believes”, “estimates”, 
“expects”, “intends” and other similar words 
that involve risks and uncertainties.
Other than as set out in this Prospectus, and as 
otherwise required by law or the Listing Rules, 
the Company has no intention to update forward 
looking statements, or to publish prospective 
financial information in the future, regardless 
of whether new information, future events or 
any other factors affect the information 
contained in this Prospectus.

Investment risks and Financial  
Information presentation
This Prospectus does not take into account  
your investment objectives, financial situation 
or particular needs. Before deciding to invest  
in the Company, it is important that you read 
the entire Prospectus and consider both the 
risk factors that could affect the financial 
performance of the Company and the 
assumptions underlying the Pro Forma 
Financial Information.

no overseas registration
This Prospectus does not constitute an offer  
or invitation in any place in which, or to any 
person to whom, it would not be lawful to make 
such an offer or invitation. No action has been 
taken to register or qualify the Shares or the 
Offer, or to otherwise permit a public offering  
of Shares, in any jurisdiction outside Australia. 
The distribution of this Prospectus (including  
in electronic form) outside Australia may be 
restricted by law and persons who come into 
possession of this Prospectus outside Australia 
should seek advice and observe any such 
restrictions. Any failure to comply with such 
restrictions may constitute a violation of the 
applicable securities laws.
In particular, the Shares have not been, and will 
not be, registered under the US Securities Act 
1933 (“US Securities Act”), and may not be 
offered or sold in the United States (“US”) or to, 
or for the account or benefit of, US Persons (as 
defined in Regulation S under the US Securities 
Act) unless the Shares are registered under  
the US Securities Act, or an exemption from the 
registration requirements of the US Securities 
Act is available.

electronic prospectus
An electronic version of this Prospectus 
appears at the following website:  
www.tlouenergy.com.
The Offer constituted by this Prospectus in 
electronic form is available only to persons 
receiving this Prospectus in electronic form 
within Australia. Persons having received a 
copy of this Prospectus in its electronic form 
may, during the Offer period, obtain a paper 
copy of this Prospectus (free of charge within 
Australia) by contacting the Company on 
+61 7 3040 9940. Applications for Shares under 
the Offer may only be made on the Application 
Form attached to or accompanying this 
Prospectus. The Corporations Act prohibits any 
person from passing on to another person the 
Application Form unless it is attached to or 
accompanies a hard copy of the Prospectus  
or a complete and unaltered electronic copy  
of this Prospectus.

exposure period
The Corporations Act prohibits Tlou from 
processing Applications in the seven day period 
after the date of lodgement of this Prospectus 
(“Exposure Period”). This period may be 
extended by ASIC by up to a further seven days. 
The purpose of the Exposure Period is to enable 
this Prospectus to be examined by market 
participants prior to the raising of funds. 
Applications received during the Exposure 
Period will not be processed until after the 
expiry of that period. No preference will be 
conferred on Applications received during  
the Exposure Period.

photographs
Photographs used in this Prospectus which do 
not have descriptions are for illustration only 
and should not be interpreted to mean that any 
person shown endorses this Prospectus or its 
contents or that the assets shown in them are 
owned by Tlou.

Financial amounts
All financial amounts referred to in this 
Prospectus are expressed in Australian dollars 
unless otherwise stated. Any discrepancies 
between totals and sums and components in 
tables contained in this Prospectus are due to 
rounding. Fees disclosed in this Prospectus  
are quoted exclusive of GST.

Glossary
Certain terms and abbreviations used in this 
Prospectus have defined meanings which are 
explained in the Glossary of this Prospectus.

contacts
If you require assistance to complete the 
Application Form, require additional copies  
of this Prospectus, or have any questions  
in relation to the Offer you should contact  
the Company on +61 7 3040 9940, or go to the 
Company’s website at www.tlouenergy.com.

If you are uncertain as to whether the  
Company is a suitable investment for you,  
you should seek professional advice from  
your stockbroker, lawyer, accountant or  
other professional adviser.
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KEY OFFER INFORMATION
Key Dates

Date of the prospectus Wednesday, 20 February 2013

Broker Firm offer opens 9.00am, Wednesday, 27 February 2013

Broker Firm offer closes 5.00pm, Wednesday, 20 March 2013

allotment of Shares Friday, 22 March 2013

Despatch of holdings statements Monday, 25 March 2013

Shares expected to begin trading on aSX (normal settlement basis) Thursday, 28 March 2013

Note:  This timetable is indicative only. The Company in conjunction with the Joint Lead Managers reserve the right to vary the times and dates of the  
Offer without prior notice, including to close the Offer early or to accept late Applications. Investors are therefore encouraged to submit their 
Application Forms as early as possible after the opening date. All times are AEST.

Key offer Statistics

offer price per Share $0.50

Shares available under the offer 20,000,000 

Shares on issue prior to the offer 83,003,758 

total issued Shares on completion of the offer 103,003,758 

capitalisation of Shares at the offer price $51,501,879

Note:  The Company has also granted 15,970,055 options. See Sections 4.5.9 and 14.4.
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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER
Dear Investor

On behalf of Tlou Energy Limited it is my pleasure to invite you to participate in the Company’s initial public offer  
and ASX listing.

Tlou is an Australian company established in 2009 to identify and develop unconventional gas opportunities in 
southern Africa. Historical exploration in the region has delineated multiple coal basins that are highly prospective  
for unconventional gas. Southern Africa is in the midst of an ongoing energy crisis with demand for energy exceeding 
supply. This offers an opportunity for new energy sources, such as coalbed methane (CBM), to be developed and 
commercialised on favourable terms. Tlou’s substantial and progressed CBM position has established the  
company as a leading unconventional gas company in the region well placed to capitalise on this growing  
commercial opportunity.

Tlou’s principal assets are located in Botswana, a country with a relatively stable fiscal regime and low corruption index  
for Africa. These assets, the Karoo Central and Karoo West CBM tenements, span approximately 7,000km² of the 
Karoo-Kalahari basin. The Company has been active in the country for over three years with a total of ~US$40 million 
having been invested on drilling and testing programmes in Botswana by Tlou and previous operator Saber Energy.

The Karoo Central project is one of the most progressed CBM projects in southern Africa. This project has been 
assessed by resource certifiers Netherland, Sewell & Associates, Inc. (NSAI) as containing Contingent Resources  
of 2.3TCF (3C), with a further Prospective Resource totalling 8.6TCF (High Estimate).1 Tlou is also well positioned to 
increase its exposure to prospective CBM acreage through a pending application with the Botswana government. 
Australian CBM industry leader Origin Energy and other regional majors including Exxaro and Sasol have also  
taken sizeable CBM positions in Botswana, establishing Botswana as an emerging unconventional gas province.  
Tlou is focused on leveraging its first mover advantage established through its Botswana CBM operation. 

The Company has established an experienced in-country management team in conjunction with a local operating 
workforce. This team is led by co-founder Anthony (Tony) Gilby, CEO of Tlou, who was a pioneer in Queensland’s CBM 
industry having co-founded and led Sunshine Gas Limited (formerly ASX listed), a company that proved +1,000PJ of 
CBM reserves and was sold to QGC/BG for ~ A$1.1 billion.2 Tony and I share a combined 45 years industry experience 
in the unconventional gas sector.

The Offer made under this Prospectus seeks to raise $10 million. The purpose of the Offer is to enable Tlou to test  
for commercial gas flows in its flagship asset in the Karoo Central area of Botswana; a key milestone to reserve 
certification. The Offer proceeds will be used to fund the work programme including overheads and corporate 
support costs through to June 2014. 

I encourage you to read this Prospectus carefully and in its entirety, including with reference to the risks of investing 
in Tlou, disclosed in Section 5 of this Prospectus. If you have any questions in respect of the Offer, please call the 
Company on +61 7 3040 9940 or consult your stockbroker, solicitor, accountant or other professional advisor. The 
Directors of Tlou commend this investment opportunity and look forward to you joining us as Shareholders in this 
exciting venture.

Yours faithfully

nathan mitchell 
Chairman

1 Prospective resources best estimate of 3.24 TCF and low estimate of 0.64 TCF.

2 Based on Sunshine Gas scrip option and QGC share price implied from the subsequent BG bid for QGC.
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1. INvESTMENT OvERvIEW

topic Summary
For more 
information

Introduction

Who is the issuer  
of this prospectus?

Tlou Energy Limited.

What is the offer? The Offer is an offer of 20 million Shares at an Offer Price  
of $0.50 per Share in accordance with this Prospectus.

What is tlou? Tlou Energy Limited is an Australian company established in  
2009 to identify and develop unconventional gas opportunities in 
southern Africa. Tlou’s principal assets are in Botswana where it  
has one of the most advanced coalbed methane (CBM) projects  
in southern Africa.

Tlou’s Karoo Central project in Botswana has a certified Contingent 
Resource of up to 2.3 trillion cubic feet (TCF) (3C) with a further 
Prospective Resource totalling 8.6TCF (High Estimate).1 Tlou has 
made an application for a further ~4,400km² of CBM exploration 
acreage pending award from the Botswana government. Tlou will 
use the majority of the proceeds from the IPO contemplated under 
this Prospectus to further develop the Botswana CBM tenements.

Tlou has a regional strategy to focus on unconventional gas 
opportunities in southern Africa. This strategy is supported by the 
ongoing energy crisis in the region. The largest supplier in the region,  
Eskom, is progressively terminating power export agreements from 
South Africa. In addition, other southern African governments are 
demonstrating increasing levels of support for independent power 
producers. Outside Botswana, Tlou has identified several additional 
unconventional gas exploration opportunities in southern Africa. In 
Zimbabwe, Tlou has a 49% ownership interest in two CBM Special 
Grant licenses and one current application for a Special Grant 
Licence totalling ~3,000km². Tlou has up to 66,000km2 of CBM 
tenements under application in Tanzania and is in negotiations for 
CBM exploration opportunities in Mozambique. Tlou believes the 
geological prospectivity and under explored nature of southern 
Africa, together with multiple commercialisation prospects for 
on-shore gas provides an attractive investment environment.

Tlou’s co-founders Anthony (Tony) Gilby and Nathan Mitchell have  
a combined 45 years industry experience in the unconventional gas 
sector. Anthony, CEO of Tlou, was a pioneer in Queensland’s CBM 
industry and co-founded Sunshine Gas Limited (formerly ASX listed), 
a company that proved +1,000PJ of reserves and was sold to QGC/BG 
for ~A$1.1 billion.2 Nathan, Chairman, is CEO of Mitchell Group, an 
international drilling company that was instrumental in developing 
drilling technology to maximise returns from CBM projects in 
Queensland and internationally.

Section 2.1

1 Prospective resources best estimate of 3.24 TCF and low estimate of 0.64 TCF.

2 Based on Sunshine Gas scrip option and QGC share price implied from the subsequent BG bid for QGC.
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topic Summary
For more 
information

tlou’s cBm permits

What are tlou’s  
cBm permits?

Tlou has nine CBM Prospecting Licenses in the Karoo Central and 
Karoo West areas of Botswana with a total area of ~7,000km². It also 
has an interest in two CBM Special Grants and a further application 
in Zimbabwe with a total area of ~3,000km².

Sections 2.3 
and 2.4

Key Investment attributes

What are the  
key investment 
attributes?

Strong Board and management team with Successful track record

•	 Nathan Mitchell, Chairman, is CEO of Mitchell Group, an 
international drilling company that was instrumental in  
developing drilling technology to maximise returns from  
CBM projects in Queensland

•	 Co-founder Anthony (Tony) Gilby, CEO, was a pioneer in 
Queensland’s CBM industry and co-founded Sunshine Gas 
Limited (formerly ASX listed), a company that proved +1,000PJ  
of reserves and was sold to QGC/BG for ~A$1.1 billion2

compelling region for Unconventional Gas exploration

•	 Southern Africa is in the midst of an ongoing energy crisis with 
demand for electricity exceeding supply

•	 Regional power generation expansion plans face technological, 
environmental and funding challenges

•	 The continued need for base-load and shoulder generation  
should make gas-fired generation options commercially  
attractive as soon as a reliable and competitively priced  
source of gas is available

•	 Opportunity for Botswana, Zimbabwe, Tanzania and Mozambique 
to become energy exporters

•	 Multiple paths to market for unconventional gas, including  
diesel replacement, gas-fired power generation and export  
of electricity and/or gas to South Africa

attractive operating and regulatory environment

•	 Botswana has a relatively stable fiscal regime with stable 
government and low corruption index for Africa

•	 Low cost environment

•	 Favourable government and environmental regulations with  
local stakeholders looking to nurture the development of  
new industries and diversify national income away from  
diamond production

Section 2.2

2 Based on Sunshine Gas scrip option and QGC share price implied from the subsequent BG bid for QGC.
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topic Summary
For more 
information

What are the  
key investment 
attributes? 
(continued)

one of the Largest acreage positions in southern africa

•	 ~7,000km² of CBM Prospecting Licenses and ~4,400km²  
of adjacent areas under application in Botswana

•	 49% ownership interest in two CBM Special Grants and  
one application in Zimbabwe totalling ~3,000km²

one of the most advanced cBm projects in Botswana

•	 Tlou’s Karoo Central area has a certified Contingent Resource 
(3C) of 2.3TCF and Prospective Resources of 8.6TCF (high 
estimate)1 from resource certifiers Netherland Sewell & 
Associates, Inc. (NSAI)

•	 ~US$40 million invested by Tlou and predecessor Saber Energy  
in exploration and drilling in Botswana to progress Tlou’s 
portfolio, with over 70 wells drilled to date

•	 Continuous operations in Botswana for approximately seven  
years (including predecessor Saber Energy), with established 
infrastructure including modern field camp and experienced 
drilling and operational team

Defined appraisal programme in Botswana providing a pathway  
to reserves certification

•	 Forward work programme consists of pilot production testing 
including horizontal lateral wells

•	 Further drilling of pilot appraisal wells, with gas resources 
expected to increase in a stepwise manner as drilling continues. 
Tlou is well advanced in the planning for both pilot and corehole 
drilling programmes, and has identified drilling contractors to 
complete the work. Scheduling of drilling will be subject to rig 
availability and equipment procurement, once final equipment 
orders have been issued

•	 The Offer proceeds will fund Tlou for its forward work 
programme, including overheads and corporate support costs 
through to June 2014 – see Sections 2.6 and 7.3 for more detail

regional Growth Strategy with First mover advantage

•	 Tlou is well positioned to become one of southern Africa’s leading 
unconventional gas companies

•	 Established acreage position and an advanced project in 
Botswana has allowed the Company to develop region-specific 
CBM technological know-how, local partnerships and  
government relationships

•	 Leading Australian energy company Origin Energy and regional 
African majors including Exxaro and Sasol have also established 
CBM positions in Botswana

Section 2.2

1 Prospective resources best estimate of 3.24 TCF and low estimate of 0.64 TCF.
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topic Summary
For more 
information

What are the  
key investment 
attributes? 
(continued)

•	 Operating interests in Zimbabwe provide exposure in a prospective 
area with minimal near term in-country investment required

•	 Up to 66,000km² of CBM tenements under application in Tanzania  
is an expansive, high-impact opportunity, covering a portion  
of the Selous Basin that Tlou believes has the potential to  
hold a significant CBM resource

•	 Discussions with relevant stakeholders to gain a sizable acreage 
position in the Zambeze Basin of Mozambique, where Tlou 
believes the region has significant CBM potential

Section 2.2

proposed exploration and Drilling programme

How does tlou 
expect to fund  
its operations?

Tlou intends to fund its continued exploration and development 
activities through to June 2014 from the proceeds of the Offer.  
Tlou’s work programme for the Karoo Central area includes the 
drilling and testing of two lateral horizontal pilot pods. Following 
successful pilot testing, Tlou will begin development planning.  
This will likely include reserve certification, finalisation of gas  
sales agreements, regulatory and government approval before  
the commencement of development drilling.

Tlou will also begin early exploration work to assess the prospectivity 
of its interest in tenements in Zimbabwe, and any tenement 
application areas that are granted to Tlou in Botswana, Zimbabwe, 
Tanzania and Mozambique.

Sections 2.6 
and 7.3

commercialisation opportunities

How does  
tlou expect to 
generate income  
in the future?

Tlou does not currently produce income. It has a number of 
commercialisation strategies should sufficient CBM reserves  
be established.

Southern Africa is in the midst of an on-going energy crisis with 
demand for electricity exceeding supply. Regional and national power 
generation expansion plans include additional coal-fired generation, 
renewable technologies and nuclear programmes, but each of  
these faces significant technological, environmental and funding 
challenges. The continued need for base-load and shoulder 
generation should make gas-fired generation options attractive.

There are a number of potential routes to market for unconventional 
gas in southern Africa, including:

Gas Fired power Generation

•	 Opportunity to replace diesel-fired peaking and shoulder 
generation in Botswana (50-150MW)

– Current diesel fuel costs in the order of US$25/GJ make  
gas an attractive option

•	 Potential to supply planned gas-fired power stations in Botswana 
(180MW) and Zimbabwe (250MW)

Sections 2.7 
and 3
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topic Summary
For more 
information

How does  
tlou expect to 
generate income  
in the future? 
(continued)

remote power Generation

•	 Many remote mining sites in southern Africa are dependent  
on costly off-grid diesel powered generation

•	 Diesel replacement opportunity equivalent to 1-2 PJ/year  
per remote generation opportunity

electricity export

•	 South Africa accounts for more than 80% of all electricity 
generated and consumed in southern Africa, but is expected  
to cease to be a net exporter of energy in 2012/2013

•	 Opportunity for countries such as Botswana, Zimbabwe, 
Mozambique and Tanzania to become net exporters of electricity 
to South Africa in the long term

•	 Proximity of Tlou’s Botswana licenses to existing transmission 
lines make export a viable option

export of Gas to South africa

•	 Near term opportunity to repower 1,400MW open-cycle gas 
turbine power plant in South Africa that is currently running  
on diesel

•	 Potential 15-20 PJ/year gas supply option, with a further  
20 PJ/year from private diesel fired generation

•	 Longer term power opportunities in South Africa represent 
potential of up to 200-300 PJ/year of gas demand

•	 In addition to gas to power requirements, 60 PJ/year of gas  
is also sold to industrial customers, with demand forecast to  
grow some 100 PJ/year over the next 5-10 years

Sections 2.7  
and 3

Summary of Key risks

What are the  
key risks?

tenure risk

There are a number of conditions that the Company must satisfy  
in order to keep its prospecting licences in Botswana and Special 
Grants in Zimbabwe in good standing, and to facilitate their 
conversion to mining permits. There is a risk that the Company  
may not be able to satisfy these requirements, in which case the 
Company may lose its licences or grants or be unsuccessful in 
obtaining a grant of mining permits.

Section 5
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topic Summary
For more 
information

What are the  
key risks? 
(continued)

application risk

Tlou has certain prospecting licence and special grant applications 
outstanding with the Botswana and Zimbabwe governments 
respectively. There is a risk that Tlou may be unsuccessful in 
obtaining the prospecting licences and special grants or other  
future applications.

country & Sovereign risk

The Company intends to carry out exploration and development 
activities in Botswana, Zimbabwe, Tanzania and Mozambique and 
may explore CBM opportunities in other southern African countries. 
There are various in-country risks and uncertainties associated with 
these jurisdictions. Any material adverse changes in government 
policies or legislation may adversely affect the viability and 
profitability of Tlou’s assets and operations.

exploration and Development

CBM exploration and development is inherently highly speculative 
and involves a significant degree of risk. There can be no assurances 
that Tlou’s planned exploration, appraisal and development activities 
will be successful or that it will be economic to extract any CBM 
resources identified.

resources risk

Resource estimates are estimates only and no assurance can be 
given that an identified resource will ever qualify as commercially 
viable which can be legally and economically exploited. This may 
have a material adverse impact on the financial position and 
prospects of the Company.

commercialisation, Infrastructure and contractual risk

Tlou’s potential future earnings, profitability, and growth are likely  
to be dependent upon Tlou being able to successfully implement 
some or all of its commercialisation plans detailed in Section 2.7.  
The ability for Tlou to do so is further dependent upon a number  
of factors, including matters which may be beyond the control  
of Tlou such as:

(a) Being successful in securing identified customers or  
market opportunities;

(b) Development of its own infrastructure or securing access  
to third party infrastructure in order to deliver gas and/or 
associated liquids to key markets or customers; or

(c) Successfully enforcing various contractual rights in the event  
of non-compliance by a contracting party under some or all 
contracts to which Tlou is a party.

Section 5
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topic Summary
For more 
information

What are the  
key risks? 
(continued)

Funding

On completion of the Offer, the Company believes it will have 
sufficient funding to undertake its work programme up to June 2014 
as detailed in Section 2.6. There is no certainty regarding the ability 
of the Company to raise sufficient funds to meet the needs of the 
Company in the future or that such funding will be available to  
Tlou on favourable terms.

operational risk

CBM exploration and development activities involve a wide range  
of operational risks including injury, death, loss of property, damage  
to private property and environmental damage.

The occurrence of any of these risks could result in substantial 
financial losses to Tlou in a number of different ways.

Whilst the Directors of Tlou will endeavour to anticipate, identify  
and manage the risks inherent in the activities of the Company,  
with the aim of eliminating, avoiding and mitigating the impact of 
such, no assurance can be given that the Directors of Tlou will  
be successful in these endeavours.

Tlou’s exploration and development activities are dependent on  
the availability of drilling rigs and related equipment in the area  
of its exploration permits.

royalties and taxes

In the event Tlou moves into CBM production, royalties will be  
payable in Botswana and Zimbabwe and may be payable in other 
jurisdictions. Further, taxes are payable in those jurisdictions. Any 
change to the royalties or tax rates in any countries in which Tlou 
operates may have a material adverse impact on the Company.

availability of drilling equipment and personnel

There is a risk that Tlou will be unable to secure appropriate drilling 
equipment and appropriately qualified and experienced personnel 
either at all or on acceptable terms.

reliance on Key personnel

The Company is reliant on its senior management and key personnel. 
There is a risk that Tlou may not be able to retain or hire all personnel 
necessary for the development and operation of its business. 
Although Tlou’s key personnel have considerable experience and 
have previously been successful in their coalbed methane project 
pursuits, there is no guarantee or assurance that they will be 
successful in their objectives pursuant to this Prospectus.

competition

Tlou has competitors that may have greater financial or other 
resources than Tlou. These competitors may prevent Tlou from 
achieving its objectives.

Section 5
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topic Summary
For more 
information

What are the  
key risks? 
(continued)

Limited operations history

Tlou was established in 2009 and therefore has limited operations 
history in southern Africa.

reliance on relationships and alliances

Tlou’s success depends, to some extent, on continued good  
relations with stakeholders in the CBM industry in the countries  
in which it operates.

Dealings with occupants and owners of land

Should Tlou be unable to continue to obtain access to the land  
on which its permits are located, this would prevent or delay  
Tlou’s operations.

Weather & Wildfire

Inclement weather or wildfire could prevent or delay  
Tlou’s operations.

Joint venture or farm-in risks

Dispute with joint venture or farm-in parties may adversely  
impact Tlou’s operations.

tlou is also subject to more general risks including:

•	 Share market and liquidity risk;

•	 Volatility in market price for CBM;

•	 Legal risks;

•	 Insurance risk;

•	 Risk from previous exploration and mining;

•	 Regulatory and litigation risk;

•	 Industrial relations risk; and

•	 Environment and government approval risk.

Section 5

proposed Use of Funds and Key terms and conditions

What is the purpose 
of the offer?

The purpose of the Offer is to enable Tlou to:

•	 Fund its work programme through to June 2014;

•	 Provide additional financial flexibility to pursue growth 
opportunities and improve access to capital markets;

•	 Provide a liquid market for its Shares and an opportunity  
for others to invest in the Shares of Tlou; and

•	 Provide additional working capital and to pay the costs of the Offer.

Sections 2.6 
and 7.3
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topic Summary
For more 
information

What is the 
proposed use  
of funds?

•	 The Offer proceeds will be used to fund the work programmes 
through to June 2014 and to fund ongoing operations. 
Approximately $5.5 million of the Offer proceeds will be used  
to develop pilot production programmes in Botswana, with the 
aim to prove up commercial reserves in its Karoo Central 
prospecting licences.

•	 Tlou has budgeted to spend $0.5 million on other exploration  
in Botswana.

•	 Tlou also has interests in Special Grants in Zimbabwe  
(including one under application) and has budgeted to spend 
$0.3 million on exploration.

•	 The balance of proceeds (less costs of the Offer) will be used  
to fund the support operations of the Company, including 
overheads, corporate costs and working capital to pursue 
business development in other southern African countries.

•	 The proceeds from the Offer will be reduced by the amount  
of payments for costs of the Offer and any other obligations of  
Tlou to be paid on completion of the Offer (net of tax refunds and 
deductions). This is described further in Section 7.3.

Sections 2.6 
and 7.3

Will the Shares  
be listed?

Tlou will apply for admission to the Official List of the ASX and 
quotation of Shares on the ASX under the code TOU. Completion of 
the Offer is conditional on ASX approving this application. If approval 
is not given within three months after such application is made (or 
any longer period permitted by law), the Offer will be withdrawn and 
all Application Monies received will be refunded without interest as 
soon as practicable in accordance with the requirements of the 
Corporations Act.

Section 7.14

How is the offer 
structured?

The Offer comprises:

•	 The Broker Firm Offer, and

•	 The Institutional Offer, which consists of an invitation to acquire 
Shares made to Institutional Investors.

Sections 7.1, 7.9 
and 7.10

Is the offer 
underwritten?

What is the 
allocation policy?

The Offer is underwritten by the Joint Lead Managers.

The Company, in consultation with the Joint Lead Managers, has 
discretion regarding the allocation of Shares between the Broker 
Firm Offer and the Institutional Offer. Further, the Company, in 
consultation with the Joint Lead Managers, may reject any Application, 
or allocate a lesser amount of Shares than those applied for, in its 
absolute discretion.

For Broker Firm Offer participants, it will be a matter for Brokers  
as to how they allocate Shares among their clients.

Sections 7.8, 
7.12, 14.5.1 and 
14.6.5
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topic Summary
For more 
information

Is there brokerage, 
commission or 
stamp duty payable 
by applicants?

No brokerage, commission or stamp duty is payable by Applicants  
on acquisition of Shares under the Offer.

Section 7.7

What is the tax 
implications of 
investing in  
the Shares?

Shareholders may be subject to Australian tax on any future 
dividends paid. The tax consequences of any investment in the 
Shares will depend upon an investor’s particular circumstances, 
particularly for non-resident Shareholders. Applicants should obtain 
their own tax advice prior to deciding whether to invest.

Section 13

When will I receive 
confirmation that  
my application has 
been successful?

It is expected that initial holding statements will be dispatched  
by standard post on or about Monday, 25 March 2013.

Section 7.13

How can I apply? Broker Firm Applicants may apply for Shares by completing a valid 
Application Form and lodging it with your Broker.

To the extent permitted by law, an application by an Applicant under 
the Offer is irrevocable.

Section 7.11

can the offer be 
withdrawn?

Tlou reserves the right not to proceed with the Offer at any time 
before the issue of Shares to successful Applicants.

If the Offer does not proceed, Application Monies will be refunded  
by the Registry, your Broker, or the Company.

No interest will be paid on any Application Monies refunded  
as a result of the withdrawal of the Offer.

Section 7.21

Key offer statistics

What are the key 
offer statistics?

•	 Offer Price per Share $0.50

•	 Shares available under the Offer 20,000,000

•	 Shares on issue prior to the Offer 83,003,758

•	 Total issued shares on completion of the Offer 103,003,758

•	 Capitalisation of shares at the Offer Price $51,501,879

•	 Total estimated costs of the Offer* $1,000,000

Sections 4.3, 
7.2 and 7.3

* In addition to the estimated costs of the Offer noted in the table above, the Company also incurred costs in 2012 relating to the preparation  
of the Prospectus totalling $1,341,203.
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topic Summary
For more 
information

Board and management experience and expertise

Who are the 
directors and  
key management 
and what is their 
experience?

nathan mitchell, non-executive chairman

•	 17 years in drilling and resource exploration

•	 CEO of Mitchell Group

•	 Extensive international operational experience, including Africa

•	 Non-executive director of Westside Corporation (ASX:WCL)

anthony (tony) Gilby, managing Director & ceo

•	 12 years CBM experience (28 years as a petroleum geologist)

•	 Co-founder and previous CEO of Sunshine Gas Limited  
(acquired by QGC/BG in 2008 for ~$1.1bn3)

•	 Previous technical roles for ESSO and Exxon

•	 Non-executive director of Comet Ridge (ASX:COI)

•	 B.Sc. (First Class Hons) in Geology, & Tate medal for Geology  
from the University of Adelaide

chris pieters, executive Director

•	 Seven years CBM experience

•	 Previously CCO of Sunshine Gas Limited

•	 Non-executive director of Comet Ridge Limited (ASX:COI)

•	 B.Sc. (Geology), B. Business from the University of Queensland

•	 First Class Hons. degree in Petroleum Geology and Geophysics 
from the Australian School of Petroleum

martin mcIver, non-executive Director

•	 Nine years managerial experience in mining services companies

•	 Formerly worked with PricewaterhouseCoopers

•	 MBA (International) (Hons), Graduate Diploma in Finance  
and B. Business from Queensland University of Technology

For detailed biographies of full Board and senior management team, 
see Sections 6.1 and 6.2.

Sections 6.1 
and 6.2

3 Based on Sunshine Gas scrip option and QGC share price implied from the subsequent BG bid for QGC.
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topic Summary
For more 
information

Significant Interests of Directors and material transactions

What are the 
significant interest 
of directors and 
material contracts 
of tlou?

Information pertaining to Directors’ interests in Tlou’s Shares and 
options is outlined in Section 6.3.

The Company has entered into a number of material transactions, 
including the Underwriting Agreement with the Joint Lead Managers. 
The Offer is underwritten by the Joint Lead Managers. See 
Section 14.5 for more details.

The Company is also party to a number of related party transactions 
which investors should consider prior to investing in the Company. 
Details of the related party transactions are outlined in Section 14.6.

Sections 6.3, 
14.5 and 14.6

Financial position

Where can I find 
financial information 
relevant to tlou?

Tlou’s present financial position and its financial position after 
completion of the Offer is set out in Section 4.

Tlou believes that after completion of the Offer, it will have sufficient 
funds to carry out its planned work programme to June 2014.

Section 4
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AbOUT TLOU

SECTION 2 //

Image: Tlou’s Mopani pre-pilot wellsite, Botswana
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2.1 Overview of Tlou

Tlou is an Australian company established in 2009 to identify and develop unconventional gas opportunities in 
southern Africa.

Historical exploration in the region has delineated multiple coal basins that are highly prospective for unconventional 
gas. Despite the coals having geological characteristics attractive for CBM production, the opportunity in southern 
Africa has largely remained unexploited due to several factors including a lack of technological know-how, funding, 
political support, and an abundance of alternative energy supplies.

Southern Africa is in the midst of a growing energy crisis with demand for energy increasingly exceeding sources of 
energy supply. The geological prospectivity in the region combined with the ongoing supply and demand imbalance offers 
an opportunity for emerging energy sources, such as CBM, to be developed and commercialised on favourable terms.

Tlou’s principal assets are in Botswana, where it has one of the most advanced CBM projects in southern Africa.  
Tlou and previous operator, Saber Energy have been active in Botswana for approximately seven years, and 
~$US40 million has been invested on drilling and testing programmes to advance Tlou’s CBM portfolio. Tlou’s Karoo 
Central project in Botswana has a certified Contingent Resource of up to 2.3 trillion cubic feet (TCF) (3C) with a further 
Prospective Resource totalling 8.6TCF (High Estimate).1 Tlou has made an application for a further ~4,400km² of CBM 
exploration acreage pending award from the Botswana government. Tlou will use the majority of the offer proceeds 
contemplated under this Prospectus to further develop the Botswana tenements, aiming to have certified gas 
reserves in 2013/2014.

Outside Botswana, Tlou has identified several additional unconventional gas exploration opportunities in southern 
Africa. In Zimbabwe, Tlou has acquired a 49% ownership interest in two CBM Special Grant Licenses and one current 
application for a Special Grant Licence totalling ~3,000km². Tlou has up to 66,000km2 of CBM tenements under 
application in Tanzania and is in negotiations for CBM exploration opportunities in Mozambique.

Tlou’s co-founders Tony Gilby and Nathan Mitchell, have a combined 45 years industry experience in the unconventional  
gas sector. Anthony, CEO of Tlou, was a pioneer in Queensland’s CBM industry and co-founded Sunshine Gas (formerly  
ASX listed), a company that proved +1,000PJ of reserves and was sold to QGC/BG for ~A$1.1 billion2. Nathan, Chairman,  
is CEO of Mitchell Group, an international drilling company that was instrumental in developing drilling technology  
to maximise returns from CBM projects in Queensland and internationally.

2.2 Key Investment Attributes

Strong Board and management team with Successful track record

•	 Nathan Mitchell, Chairman, is CEO of Mitchell Group, an international drilling company that was instrumental  
in developing drilling technology to maximise returns from CBM projects in Queensland

•	 Co-founder Tony Gilby, CEO, was a pioneer in Queensland’s CBM industry and co-founded Sunshine Gas Limited 
(formerly ASX listed), a company that proved +1,000PJ of reserves and was sold to QGC/BG for ~A$1.1 billion1

compelling region for Unconventional Gas exploration

•	 Southern Africa is in the midst of an ongoing energy crisis with demand for electricity exceeding supply

•	 Regional power generation expansion plans face technological, environmental and funding challenges

•	 The continued need for base-load and shoulder generation should make gas-fired generation options 
commercially attractive as soon as a reliable and competitively priced source of gas is available

•	 Opportunity for Botswana, Zimbabwe, Tanzania and Mozambique to become energy exporters

•	 Multiple paths to market for unconventional gas, including diesel replacement, gas-fired power generation  
and export of electricity and/or gas to South Africa

2. AbOUT TLOU

1 Prospective resources best estimate of 3.24 TCF and low estimate of 0.64 TCF.

2 Based on Sunshine Gas scrip option and QGC share price implied from the subsequent BG bid for QGC.
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attractive operating and regulatory environment

•	 Botswana has a stable fiscal regime with stable government and low corruption index

•	 Low cost environment

•	 Favourable government and environmental regulations with local stakeholders looking to nurture  
the development of new industries and diversify national income away from diamond production

one of the Largest acreage positions in Southern africa

•	 ~7,000km² of CBM Prospecting Licenses and ~4,400km² of adjacent areas under application in Botswana

•	 49% ownership interest in two CBM Special Grants and one application in Zimbabwe totalling ~3,000km²

one of the most advanced cBm projects in Botswana

•	 Tlou’s Karoo Central area has a certified Contingent Resource (3C) of 2.3TCF and Prospective Resources  
of 8.6TCF (high estimate)1 from resource certifiers Netherland, Sewell & Associates, Inc. (NSAI)

•	 ~US$40 million invested by Tlou and predecessor Saber Energy in exploration and drilling in Botswana  
to progress Tlou’s portfolio, with over 70 wells drilled to date

•	 Continuous operations in Botswana for approximately seven years (including predecessor Saber Energy),  
with established infrastructure including modern field camp and experienced drilling and operational team

Defined appraisal programme in Botswana providing a pathway to reserves certification

•	 Forward work programme consists of pilot production testing including horizontal lateral wells

•	 Further drilling of pilot appraisal wells, with gas resources expected to increase in a stepwise manner as drilling 
continues. Tlou is well advanced in the planning for both pilot and corehole drilling programmes, and has identified 
drilling contractors to complete the work. Scheduling of drilling will be subject to rig availability and equipment 
procurement, once final equipment orders have been issued

•	 The Offer proceeds will fund Tlou for its forward work programme, including overheads and corporate support 
costs through to June 2014 – see Sections 2.6 and 7.3 for more detail

regional Growth Strategy with First mover advantage

•	 Tlou is well positioned to become one of southern Africa’s leading unconventional gas companies

•	 Established acreage position and an advanced project in Botswana has allowed the Company to develop  
region-specific CBM technological know-how, local partnerships and government relationships

•	 Leading Australian energy company Origin Energy and regional African majors including Exxaro and Sasol  
have also established CBM positions in Botswana

•	 Operating interests in Zimbabwe provide exposure over a prospective area with minimal near term in-country 
investment required

•	 Up to 66,000km² of CBM tenements under application in Tanzania is an expansive, high-impact opportunity, 
covering a portion of the Selous Basin that Tlou believes has the potential to hold a significant CBM resource

•	 Discussions with relevant stakeholders to gain a sizable acreage position in the Zambeze Basin of Mozambique, 
where Tlou believes the region has significant CBM potential

2.3 botswana Project

2.3.1 History

In 2003, Botswana Development Corporation (now Kalahari Energy) commissioned a feasibility study to establish  
the technical and economic viability of developing a CBM project in Botswana. The study area covered approximately 
1.3 million acres of the eastern Kalahari-Karoo basin, and the results indicated significant CBM gas resources within 
the Karoo Coal succession. The results also indicated that the gas reservoirs are comprised of not only coal seams, 
but also organically rich, carbonaceous shales and mudstones.

1 Prospective resources best estimate of 3.24 TCF and low estimate of 0.64 TCF.
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Saber Energy paid approximately US$4.5 million in 2007 to acquire approximately 12,500km² of CBM prospecting 
licenses in Botswana, including the Karoo Central area which falls within Botswana Development Corporation’s  
study area. Over the next two years, Saber Energy undertook an exploration programme that comprised drilling 
exploration coreholes, stratigraphic chip holes and stratigraphic coreholes, totalling approximately 90 wells.  
In 2009 Tlou farmed into Saber Energy’s CBM prospecting licenses and executed a work programme of drilling  
10 fully evaluated exploration core holes, and ultimately acquired ownership in 2010 in exchange for ~30% of  
Tlou’s fully diluted share capital.

Since acquiring operatorship of the CBM Prospecting Licenses, Tlou has acquired data through core hole drilling, drill  
stem tests, pre-pilot testing and reservoir monitoring operations to characterise the CBM potential. Tlou has determined  
that the Karoo Central and Karoo West areas are the most prospective for CBM, and has relinquished all other 
previously held CBM Prospecting Licenses in Botswana. Tlou’s exploration data has enabled NSAI, an independent 
reserves certifier, to estimate 3C Contingent Resources of 2.3TCF and a further 8.6 TCF of Prospective Resources 
(high estimate)1 in the Karoo Central area. In total, ~US$40 million has been spent (by Tlou and predecessor Saber 
Energy) on exploration and drilling activities for Tlou’s CBM Prospecting Licenses in Botswana.

2.3.2 exploration tenements

Tlou currently owns and operates nine CBM Prospecting Licenses in the Karoo Central and Karoo West areas of 
Botswana comprising a total area of ~7,000km². These Prospecting Licenses are located in the eastern flank of the 
Kalahari – Karoo Basin. Tlou has high graded this area for further work with the company relinquishing a number of 
previous licences in more northern areas of Botswana. Figure 1 shows the location of Tlou’s Prospecting Licenses:

Figure 1: map of Botswana tenements

Source: Tlou

1 Prospective resources best estimate of 3.24 TCF and low estimate of 0.64 TCF.
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The below table details Tlou’s individual CBM Prospecting Licenses:

prospecting Licence no.
area covered by 

prospecting Licence1

Km² acres Valid to Status

Karoo central

PL 01/2004 900.8 222,593 31 March 2013 Valid

PL 02/2004 902.1 222,914 31 March 2013 Valid

PL 03/2004 761.6 188,195 31 March 2013 Valid

PL 35/2000 562.6 139,021 30 September 2014 Valid

PL 37/2000 900.1 222,420 30 September 2014 Valid

4027.2 995,143

Karoo West

PL 230/2007 742.6 183,500 30 September 2014 Valid

PL 231/2007 811.8 200,600 30 September 2014 Valid

PL 232/2007 875.5 216,341 30 September 2014 Valid

PL 233/2007 722.9 178,632 30 September 2014 Valid

3152.8 779,073

total 7180.0 1,774,216

Note: 1 Calculated by Tlou using Botswana Department of Mines, Published Tenure Map Database, July 2012.

Tlou has applied for a renewal of the licences which are valid to 31 March 2013 for a special renewal two year period, 
by making an application to the Botswanan Department of Geological Survey. Whilst Tlou is not aware of any reason 
why the renewal applications would not be granted, no assurance can be given that Tlou will be granted renewal of 
those permits. This risk is further described in Section 5.2.2.

In the event that Tlou believes there is enough gas to move into a production phase, the CBM prospecting licenses  
will need to be converted to mining licenses, under which a royalty is payable to the Botswana government of 3%  
of gross market value. Gross market value is defined as the sale value receivable at the mine gate in an arm’s  
length transaction without discounts, commissions or deductions for the mineral or mineral product on disposal.  
On the CBM Prospecting Licenses in the Karoo Central area, there is also a royalty payable to the previous owner 
Sekaname Pty Ltd of ZAR2.00 per 1,000 SCF produced at the wellhead or 12.5% of the wellhead selling price of  
the gas produced, whichever is greater.

In addition to the above royalties payable, Tlou will also be subject to a corporate tax rate of at least 22% and  
a 7.5% dividend withholding tax for any earnings in Botswana.

2.3.3 Karoo central exploration results

Karoo Central is Tlou’s principal project, with a large proportion of the previous expenditure conducted on this 
prospecting license area. Prior to Tlou’s involvement in Botswana, Saber Energy conducted extensive coring and 
stratigraphic drilling operations throughout 2007 and 2008. In 2009 and 2010 Tlou commenced a coring programme 
consisting of five coreholes, aiming at further delineating CBM reservoir properties. As part of this programme,  
Tlou conducted the first extensive drill stem testing (DST) programme in Botswana, measuring the in-situ 
permeability of selected coal seams.
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Karoo Central currently contains 11 validated coreholes with over 2.5km of core being cut, over 250 desorption 
samples being collected, and 1000+ specific CBM laboratory tests being sampled. Additional stratigraphic wells  
were drilled adding to the regional database. A brief summary of results are described below:

•	 Wells intersected coals at depths ranging from ~300-700m

•	 Gas contents of in excess of 5m³/t in areas, with much of the focus area displaying gas contents around 4m³/t

•	 Cumulative net coal thickness commonly averages around 25m and up to 35m in places.

•	 The shale reservoirs could add an additional 20-30m to the total reservoir thickness. Desorption sampling 
indicates that a significant contribution of gas is present within these reservoirs immediately adjacent and 
interbedded with the coal reservoirs

•	 Drill stem tests (DST) indicate an unstimulated average reservoir permeability of 2.0-5.0mD

•	 Isotherm analysis indicates variable gas saturations in the Karoo Central area, however, coals in the pre-pilot  
area show saturations ranging between 65% and 95%

•	 Excellent gas compositions, with a bulk of the samples ranging between 75% – 100% methane

Figure 2: Karoo central Drilling map

Source: Tlou
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After evaluation of the corehole exploration results, Tlou commenced a pre-feasibility pilot well drilling programme 
in the PL02/2004 tenement of Karoo Central. This pre-feasibility programme included drilling two pre-pilot wells, 
and two offset monitoring wells. Pre-pilot wells Mopani 1P and 2P were drilled using a barefoot completion technique 
and a balanced mud circulation system. The coal intervals were under-reamed to approximately 14 inches diameter 
to maximise wellbore productivity and to minimise any near-wellbore formation damage. Two monitoring wells were 
also completed approximately 350m away from their production sister well to provide additional pressure 
communication readings.

The objective of the pre-feasibility pilot programme was to establish reservoir properties on a field scale. Reservoir 
engineering studies have confirmed lateral connectivity of the CBM reservoirs away from the pilot wells, which is 
important when determining the optimal completion technique. During periods of pumping, gas has been measured 
evolving from the production wells at modest rates. During shut-in cycles, pressure build up in the production and 
monitoring wells has been relatively quick and strong. Tlou is conducting ongoing pumping and shut in cycling to 
further assess permeability and reservoir connectivity. All reservoir data is being fed into a reservoir modelling  
study to best define the completion method to maximise gas recovery and flow rates. Further production testing  
is ongoing. Mopani 1P and 2P are candidates for re-completion, and may form part of Tlou’s pilot programme.

After completing both the corehole drilling and pre-feasibility programmes, Tlou commissioned resource certifiers 
Netherland, Sewell & Associates, Inc. (NSAI) to carry out resource certification of Karoo Central. The study assessed 
all of Tlou’s exploration and reservoir information for the Karoo Central project. The following table summarises 
NSAI’s findings:

contingent resources

category oGIp (BcF)

Unrisked Gross 
(100%) contingent 

Gas resources 
(BcF)

Low Estimate (1C) (1) 0.0 0.0

Best Estimate (2C) 303.5 152.2

High Estimate (3C) 4,559.5 2,322.4

Note: 1 No 1C volumes for PL01/02 at this time

prospective resources

category oGIp (BcF)

Unrisked Gross 
(100%) prospective 

Gas resources 
(BcF)

Low Estimate 2,459.5 644.1

Best Estimate 7,653.1 3,239.0

High Estimate 14,326.8 8,596.1

Source: NSAI
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Figure 3: resource certification map

Source: Tlou and NSAI
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2.3.4 Karoo West exploration results

The Karoo West area is to the west of the Karoo Central area, and is comparably under explored. Three wells were 
initially drilled in 2008 by Saber Energy, with two stratigraphic exploration chip holes, K5-1 and M1-1, drilled by  
Tlou in 2012 (refer to Figure 4). These wells were positioned to assess stratigraphic and structural control in the 
westernmost portion of the Karoo West area.

Figure 4: Karoo West Drilling map

Source: Tlou
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The K5-1 well reached a total depth of 520m in the Jurassic section, above the coal measures. The Jurassic strata 
were considerably thicker than pre-drill estimates with onsite drilling equipment unable to penetrate the section.  
The well has been suspended and will be considered for deepening through to the Permian coal section in the 
upcoming exploration programme where more suitable drilling equipment will be employed. Based on the  
penetrated strata, the coal beds are prognosed to exist at 800-900m in this area.

The M1-1 exploration chip hole reached a total depth of 651m intersecting a full section of Permian aged Ecca 
formation coals. Wireline logs were run, indicating a cumulative net coal intersection in line with pre-drill expectations.  
The results indicate the coal and carbonaceous shale package can be correlated with coals in the Karoo Central 
project area.

The exploration data from the Karoo West area has been integrated into the geological model, and in particular  
the Lephephe low, a sub basin of the Karoo Kalahari basin. This is the same structure that extends into the Karoo 
Central area.

The exploration results from Karoo West have confirmed CBM prospectivity in the license area, and is considered  
a future growth opportunity.

2.3.5 masama area exploration results

Five wells were drilled across the Masama tenements as part of the 2009-2010 exploration programme, (Figure 5). 
Four of these wells were fully evaluated coreholes, whilst one failed to reach coal due to drilling difficulties. Laboratory  
testing from samples in the Masama area included in excess of 82 desorption samples, eight drill stem tests,  
in addition to other CBM specific laboratory tests.

Figure 5: masama Drilling map

Source: Tlou
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The results indicated a highly banded coal, with relatively high ash contents. A coal and carbonaceous shale package 
was present, however the coal quality was deemed insufficient to support a viable CBM project. Tlou relinquished its 
ownership of the Masama area in 2012 in part to focus on the Karoo Central and Karoo West areas.

2.3.6 Further Information

For further information on the Company’s activities in Botswana, please see the Botswana Legal Report in Section 11.

2.4 Zimbabwe Project

Tlou has acquired a 49% ownership interest in two CBM Special Grant licenses and an application in Zimbabwe 
covering ~3,000km², as shown in Figure 6 below. The Special Grant licenses are contained within the Mid-Zambezi 
Basin, an eastern extension of the Karoo-Kalahari Basin of Botswana.

Figure 6: map of Zimbabwe tenements

Source: Tlou

The Mid-Zambezi Basin contains a 20-40 kilometre wide coal belt stretching from Hwange in the West to Sengwe  
in the East. This area has been relatively well explored for minerals, particularly opencast mining deposits. CBM 
discoveries have been reported from the Hwange, Lubimbi and Lupane areas of the Matabeleland North Province,  
the Sengwe area of Gokwe and Chiredzi, but little information about these discoveries is available.

Tlou has reviewed the historical CBM exploration activity in Zimbabwe, and believes that considerable CBM potential 
exists. To gain exposure with minimal near term investment, Tlou acquired a 49% ownership interest in three CBM 
Special Grant licenses held by Exporien Mining (two valid Special Grants held and another application pending 
approval). Tlou paid to Exporien Mining a subscription amount of US$315,000 for the issue of shares totalling  
a 49% interest of the company.

These monies were utilised by Exporien Mining in respect of payment of licence fees to the Zimbabwe Ministry of 
Mines and Mining Development for the extension of the CBM Special Grants and the extension of the application  
for Special Grant 08/05 (5634), and for other working capital.
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The below table details the individual CBM Special Grant licenses:

area covered by Special Grant1

Special Grant no. (km²) acres Status

SG8/05 (5634) 987.2 243,942 Application

SG7/05 (4533) 1,023.0 252,788 Valid

SG9/05 (4535) 1,401.4 346,293 Valid

total 3,411.6 843,023

Note:  1 Calculated by Tlou

The Zimbabwe Mining Affairs Board has previously indicated that Special Grants issued under the Mines and 
Minerals Act will not exceed in area 1,000 km².

The areas of the Special Grants that have been approved both currently exceed this guideline. In those circumstances 
it may be necessary to relinquish some part of the grants in the future, but given the area any relinquishment to 
comply with the threshold will not impede a viable CBM project in these areas.

CBM production in Zimbabwe is subject to a royalty representing 2% of the gross fair value of the minerals produced 
that is payable to the government of Zimbabwe. Further, Tlou will also be subject to a 25.75% effective corporate tax 
rate (25% corporate tax rate plus 3% levy) and a 20% dividend withholding tax for any earnings in Zimbabwe.

2.5 Future Opportunities

Basinal coal deposits of Karoo age occur in almost all countries of southern Africa, which provide scope for Tlou  
to expand its unconventional gas portfolio in the region.

Tlou has undertaken in-house regional desktop exploration work, including the compilation of existing data sets  
from government geological authorities. This workflow has identified several unconventional gas opportunities  
within Botswana and the broader southern African region, and Tlou may explore opportunities in southern African 
countries in the future.

2.5.1 Botswana

Tlou has lodged a tenenent application for an area adjacent to the Karoo Central and Karoo West areas, internally 
referred to as the Mamba application area.

The Mamba application area was recently relinquished by a previous tenure holder. Tlou believes the Mamba area 
potentially holds the down dip extension to the confirmed gas resource in Karoo Central area.
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2.5.2 tanzania

The coalfields of Tanzania occur in eight disconnected basins that extend along a northwest-southeast trending corridor 
east of Lake Nyasa. The Selous Basin is the largest onshore Karoo basin and is under-explored for hydrocarbons, with 
only two deep hydrocarbon wells drilled in the interior. Previous wells did not reach Ecca group equivalent sediments, 
but they are believed to exist at appropriate depths on the flanks and in uplifted sections of the basin.

Tlou has applied for an expansive, large upside CBM prospective area covering the majority of the Selous Basin 
through four contiguous blocks covering up to 66,000 km².

2.5.3 mozambique

Mozambique hosts two major coal basins of Karoo age, the Maniamba and the Zambeze. The fault-bounded  
Zambeze Basin extends over a distance of some 500 kilometres from the Zimbabwe border eastwards into Malawi 
and contains one of the biggest known coal resources in the world. The coal resources are contained in a series  
of stacked coal zones which individually may be up to 60 metres in thickness and comprise intercalated coal and 
carbonaceous mudstone. Brazilian mining company Vale currently controls and operates the Moatize coal deposit, 
which has been reported to contain coal reserves in excess of 950 million tonnes of metallurgical and thermal  
grade coal. Anglo-Australian mining company Rio Tinto (through acquisition of Riversdale Mining) has identified  
a coal resource at the Benga coal deposit of greater than 4 billion tonnes.

Tlou’s preliminary interpretations of geological data from the Zambeze Basin suggest that the region has significant 
CBM potential. Deeper boreholes, down dip of known coal occurrences, have established zone continuity at depth. 
Tlou is in discussions with relevant stakeholders to gain a sizeable CBM acreage position in the Zambeze Basin.

2.6 Planned Work Programmes

Tlou intends to use the majority of the offer proceeds contemplated under this Prospectus to progress its Botswana 
project, particularly implementing a pilot programme in the Karoo Central area. A pilot programme simulates 
full-scale CBM production of the coals, but on a small scale. Pilot production is where specific reservoir properties 
are measured, such as lateral permeability of the coals, effectiveness of various completion techniques, gas recovery 
factor, gas and water flow rate and formation water sampling. The pilot programme results are critical in tailoring an 
effective full-scale production drilling programme.
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Tlou will also progress the Karoo West area of its Botswana tenements by executing an exploration programme  
that will build upon the 2012 exploration drilling programme.

2.6.1 Karoo central Work programme

Tlou’s forward work programme in Karoo Central includes a pilot well programme to test for an optimal completion 
technique for the CBM field.

Horizontal drilling methods are an efficient way of producing gas from the CBM reservoir, and have been successfully 
proven to be effective in many CBM basins worldwide. The CBM reservoirs in the Karoo Central project area share 
many reservoir characteristics with basins worldwide, where horizontal drilling methods are being adopted. Tlou 
plans to adopt similar horizontal drilling principles in the Karoo Central area, and believes this will improve reservoir 
drainage efficiency, and hence maximise gas flow rates. This programme aims to deliver certified gas reserves in 
2013/2014. Figures 8 & 9 illustrate different styles of horizontal pilot well design methodologies.

Figure 8: chevron style horizontal well pod

Source: Tlou
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Figure 9: Horizontal well schematic – multi seam intersections

Source: Mitchell Drilling Services

Horizontal wells are planned in areas where saturation, thickness and permeability constraints are appropriate 
within high productivity reservoir intervals. The aim of the horizontal programme is to maximise recovery from 
selected thick reservoir intervals.

Tlou has identified potential drilling contractors for the forward work programme in Karoo Central. The Company  
is preparing tenders for relevant drilling and completion equipment required to fulfil this programme. Following 
completion of the Offer these tenders will be issued for procurement of all equipment and associated services. 
Drilling will commence immediately upon a rig slot becoming available and all necessary equipment mobilised  
to site. Operations will be based out of Tlou’s nearby existing permanent field camp.

2.6.2 Karoo West Work programme

The Karoo West area in Botswana is at an earlier stage of resource definition than the Karoo Central area.

Tlou’s 2012 stratigraphic exploration well results have confirmed the CBM prospectivity in the Karoo West area. 
Tlou’s forward work programme will consist mainly of geological and resource modelling. The objective of the work 
programme is to evaluate the reservoirs as they continue westwards from Karoo Central, and will better define  
CBM prospectivity.
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2.6.3 Zimbabwe Work programme

The Zimbabwe licenses are prospective for unconventional gas and in particular CBM, given their proximity  
to known up-dip coal occurrences of Sengwa South, Sessami and Kaonga. The forward work programme for  
Zimbabwe centres on resource definition and establishing coal continuity away from existing data control.

Tlou’s exploration work in Zimbabwe is at an early stage. Desktop studies are in progress and a remote sensing 
interpretation has been completed for two of the CBM Special Grant licenses (SG7/05 (4533) and SG9/05 (4535)).

Tlou intends to use ~$0.3 million of the IPO proceeds to review all existing exploration data and put in place a forward 
exploration programme. Aerial geophysics will be assessed and interpreted, with additional aerogeophysical data  
to be acquired as necessary. Ground surveying and mapping methods may also be employed. A potential drilling 
programme may be implemented subject to results of early geological and geophysical studies.

2.6.4 application areas

Tlou has allocated certain funds from the Offer for work programmes in other areas under application. If any of the 
applications are unsuccessful, the funds will be allocated to other existing tenements, or for working capital purposes.

2.7 Commercialisation

The electricity market in southern Africa represents a potentially attractive commercialisation path if gas is produced 
from Tlou’s CBM exploration activities. Since 2008, southern Africa has experienced a shortage of electricity generation  
relative to demand. The supply/demand imbalance is expected to remain at least through the medium term, with an 
additional 1,500-2,000 MW of base load equivalent capacity estimated to be required per annum to meet demand 
growth in South Africa alone.

A number of new supply initiatives have been proposed to address the supply deficits, including additional coal-fired 
generation, renewable technologies and nuclear programmes, however, each of these face significant technological, 
environmental and funding challenges.

This presents a significant opportunity for gas-fired generation to play an important role in the energy supply mix in 
southern Africa in the near future, particularly to meet peak load requirements. Tlou has identified a number of 
commercialisation opportunities that are consistent with a staged commercial production programme. These 
opportunities include, Botswana power generation, remote mining supply and power and/or gas export to South Africa.

2.7.1 power Generation in Botswana

The Botswana power sector is facing a situation where demand is outstripping capacity of supply, both in the short 
and longer term (refer to Figure 10 below). Even with new coal-fired generation commencing during 2012/2013, 
Botswana requires further investments in generation capacity.

The Botswana government is focused on broadening the sources of technology and fuel supply options available, with 
particular emphasis on making use of Botswana’s large resource of CBM. Botswana currently generates 50-150 MW 
of peaking and shoulder regulating duty from an open-cycle gas turbine power plant that is run with expensive diesel 
fuel, which costs in the order of US$25.0/GJ. Tlou understands that the government plans to switch the fuel source  
of this power plant to gas and has plans to deploy an additional 180 MW of gas generation as soon as a commercially 
priced and reliable gas becomes available. In total, this represents a gas supply opportunity of up to 10 PJ/year.
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2.7.2 remote mining opportunity

There are current and proposed future remote mining operations in southern Africa, particularly in Zimbabwe and 
Mozambique, which do not have access to grid-based power and employ off-grid power solutions, such as small 
diesel powered mobile units. These remote mining operations provide an immediate commercialisation opportunity 
for the smaller amounts of gas produced in early CBM production profiles. Each remote mining opportunity could 
represent gas sales of 1-2 PJ/year, and Tlou will consider strategic partnerships with suppliers of temporary power 
solutions should Tlou’s pilot programmes begin to successfully produce gas.

Figure 10: Botswana Demand – Supply capacity Balance (mW)
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Source: Adapted from Norconsult Market Report

2.7.3 power export to South africa

The electricity market in southern Africa is dominated by South Africa, which accounts for more than 80% of all 
electricity generated and consumed in the region. The growth in generation capacity in South Africa has not been  
able to keep pace with the growth in demand for electricity, and South Africa is expected to cease to be a net exporter 
of electricity from 2012-2013.

There is an opportunity for South Africa’s neighbouring counties, such as Botswana, Zimbabwe and Mozambique,  
to become net exporters of energy to South Africa over time. The power grid in Botswana is interconnected with both 
South Africa and Zimbabwe through transmission lines (refer to Figure 11 below). Sections of Tlou’s CBM Prospecting 
Licenses in Botswana are located in close proximity (‹150 km) to existing transmission lines running from Phokoje.
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Figure 11: Botswana transmission Grid

Source: Adapted from Norconsult Market Report

Zimbabwe’s power network also provides a strategic hub for the transfer of power within southern Africa (refer  
to Figure 12 below). The country is interconnected with Zambia, Botswana, South Africa and Mozambique. As part  
of the regional ZIZABONA transmission initiative, there is a proposal to construct a new transmission line from 
Pandamatenga in northern Botswana to western Zimbabwe. Tlou’s interests in permits in Zimbabwe are located  
in close proximity (within 50 to 100 km) to existing transmission lines running to Hwange and Kariba.
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Figure 12: Zimbabwe transmission Grid
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2.7.4 export of Gas to South africa

In addition to the opportunity for countries such as Botswana, Zimbabwe and Mozambique, to export electricity  
to South Africa, there is also the opportunity for these countries to export gas to South Africa.

The most immediate opportunity is to repower a 1,400 MW open-cycle gas turbine power plant in South Africa that  
is currently running at a 10-20% load factor, much more aggressively than the planned 2-3% load factor for peaking 
purposes. Since there is no reliable source of gas currently available, this plant is being run on expensive diesel, 
which costs about 25.0 US$/GJ. Repowering the plant with gas represents a supply opportunity of 15-20 PJ/year if a 
reliable gas source, such as CBM, were to become available. A fair amount of private diesel-fired generation is also 
run, providing an additional gas supply opportunity of 20 PJ/year. South Africa also has plans for a new gas-fired 
combined cycle plant from around 2018/2019, initially with some 700 MW of capacity. With significant risks to the 
timing of other generation expansion programmes in South Africa, the need for gas-fired generation could triple  
to 2,000 MW for shoulder usage, which would equate to 80-90 PJ/year of gas supply.

The most significant opportunity for gas supply to South Africa would be if South Africa’s 9,600 MW nuclear programme  
is delayed or abandoned, which would represent a gas market opportunity on the order of 200-300 PJ/year. The scope 
for gas-fired generation will depend on the price of gas when compared to other supply options. At 10.0 US$/GJ, 
combined cycle plant would be competitive for shoulder to base load applications, and any reliable source of gas 
below this level, such as CBM, would be attractive for increasing the role of gas-fired generation in South Africa.

In addition to using gas for electricity generation, about 60 PJ/year of gas is sold to some 600 industrial customers 
in South Africa, mainly in the metals industry. The demand for gas in the industrial market has been forecast to grow 
to some 100 PJ/year over the next 5-10 years. There is also scope for the use of gas in large process and feedstock 
applications, which is estimated to be in the order of 60 PJ/year.

The only current supplier of gas in South Africa is Sasol, who also consumes about 60 PJ/year of gas for its own 
operations. Sasol supplies gas from Mozambique through a 1,600 kilometre transmission and distribution pipeline, 
which it has exclusive rights to until 2013. The only other source of gas in South Africa is PetroSA’s offshore 
production of ~75 PJ/year, which PetroSA uses in its gas to liquids refinery. Both of these sources of gas are 
constrained by size of the gas resource offshore in South Africa and by the transport infrastructure for the 
Mozambique gas.

2.7.5 Southern africa transmission network

Various initiatives to strengthen and/or debottleneck regional and national transmission infrastructure are at 
advanced stages of planning and development, some promoted by the SAPP while others (in Mozambique in 
particular) are driven by the large-scale power export opportunities.

Important regional transmission initiatives include the Mozambique Transmission Backbone, the ZIZABONA  
initiative (connecting Zimbabwe, Zambia, Botswana and Namibia) as well as further strengthening of the key  
Central Transmission Corridor (CTC) through Zimbabwe. These key transmission developments are indicated  
in Figure 13 below.
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Figure 13: Sapp regional power transmission Grid and priority Initiatives

Source: Norconsult Market Report

Once developed, these transmission initiatives will help support the commercialisation opportunities available  
to Tlou within the southern Africa electricity market.

2.8 Competitive Landscape

The CBM industry in southern Africa is in the early stages of development, with no CBM projects currently in long 
term production. As was witnessed through the growth of the Queensland CBM industry, there are strong barriers  
to entry to CBM exploration in a new basin. Tlou and predecessor Saber Energy, through continued operations in 
Botswana since 2007, have positioned themselves to capitalise on aspects of first mover advantage over other 
entrants in the region.

Tlou has systematically acquired data through a programme of drilling and testing which has enabled the company  
to develop one of the most comprehensive unconventional gas exploration datasets in southern Africa. This dataset 
has allowed Tlou to identify and secure key acreage positions. Through years of operations in southern Africa,  
Tlou has inherited and established key political relationships, local partnerships and has cultivated a talented  
local workforce with relevant support staff. Tlou has established a functioning CBM operation with considerable 
drilling and completion equipment mobilised to site and is in a position to operate in a cost effective manner. 
Replicating Tlou’s operation would likely be a costly and time consuming process.
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Several large international companies have acquired CBM exploration tenements in close proximity to Tlou  
in Botswana, as shown in Figure 14 below:

Figure 14: competitor acreage

Source: Tlou

The earliest entrant to CBM exploration in Botswana was Kalahari Energy, which has been active since 2000 and 
previously held a portion of Tlou’s Karoo Central area. In 2009, Kalahari Energy formed a joint venture with Exxaro, 
which carried out a five spot pilot test to the north east of Tlou’s Karoo Central and Karoo West areas in 2010/2011. 
Resource estimates have not been disclosed and evaluation appears to be at an early stage.

Anglo Coal Botswana commenced CBM exploration in 2008, with the aim of identifying gas resources of at least 
110 billion cubic metres and subsequently constructing a dedicated synfuels plant. There is little publicly available 
information on Anglo Coal Botswana’s exploration results.

More recently, a joint venture has been formed between Origin Energy, a leading Australian CBM player, and South 
African based international integrated energy company, Sasol. In November 2011, the joint venture acquired three 
tenements covering approximately 3,000km² and plans to conduct a number of exploration activities over two years. 
The first phase will include an airborne magnetic survey, extraction, sampling of borehole cores and the drilling  
of test wells.

Other smaller companies have undertaken limited work throughout Botswana. The entry of significant CBM and energy  
companies to Botswana is a strong endorsement of Tlou’s strategy and highlights both the prospective nature of the 
basin and the favourable commercial dynamics of the region. Given the relative advancement of its CBM portfolio, 
Tlou believes it is in a strong position to capitalise on its first mover advantage in a rapidly growing industry.
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Image: Tlou’s exploration coring operations, Botswana
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3.1 Southern Africa Energy Sector

The energy market in southern Africa is dominated by South Africa, which accounts for more than 80% of  
electricity generated and consumed in southern Africa, and some 45% of electricity generation in all of Africa.  
While South Africa remains the generation hub of the region, the situation is changing as demand for electricity  
has effectively outstripped supply since 2007/2008. South Africa has progressively terminated or reduced its cross 
border generation commitments, which is magnifying the energy shortage for other countries that historically  
were net importers of electricity from South Africa.

The Southern Africa Power Pool (SAPP) is a regional entity that was formed to facilitate and promote regional 
electricity trading. It is estimated that peak energy demand in southern Africa will grow ~2.9% per annum through 
2025 to some 79,000 MW, which would require 1,000-1,500 MW of additional base load capacity each year over the 
next decade to meet demand growth. More than two thirds of this demand relates to South Africa, but it is estimated 
that South Africa will cease to be a net exporter of energy by 2012/2013.

SAPP has an expansion plan that is targeting 22,000 MW of new generation capacity by 2015, about half of which is 
planned to come from outside of South Africa. By 2025, 39,000 MW of new capacity is being targeted, 11,000 MW of 
which is hydroelectric and 28,000 MW of which is expected to come from thermal sources, mostly coal. To facilitate 
these generation opportunities, it is understood that SAPP is also focused on supporting key initiatives to expand  
the transmission and distribution grid in southern Africa. These key initiatives include the Mozambique Backbone 
(connecting northern and southern Mozambique), ZIZABONA (connecting Zimbabwe, Zambia, Botswana and 
Namibia) and strengthening the Central Corridor (through Zimbabwe).

SAPP’s expansion plan is considered optimistic in terms of the new capacity that will be built, mainly because of 
unrealistic expectations as to the availability of finance and the complexities involved in realising major generation 
projects. Most of the major generation projects planned are too large for their domestic market and rely on supplying 
South Africa on the basis of long-term Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs), which have proved challenging to 
negotiate. Even if SAPP delivers on its current expansion plans, competitively priced power generation, such as gas 
options, should continue to remain attractive in the medium to longer-term.

3.1.1 South africa

South Africa is a sophisticated energy market, and the state owned utility, Eskom, is one of the top 20 utilities in the 
world by generation capacity. Eskom has in excess of 4.5 million customers, and 82% of households in South Africa 
have access to grid-based electricity (more than 90% in urban areas). South Africa has annual energy demand of 
225,000 GWh and peak demand of close to 39,000 MW (including exports). Figure 15 below summarises the South 
Africa power system:

Figure 15: South africa power System characteristics

electricity sales and revenue 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008

Sales within South Africa (GWh) 211,290 211,150 205,364 202,202 210,458

International sales (GWh) 13,195 13,296 13,227 12,648 13,908

total Sales (GWh) 224,785 224,446 218,591 214,850 224,366

Growth in GWh sales (%) 0.2 2.7 1.7 –4.2 2.9

Revenue within South Africa (Rm) 108,090 86,358 66,970 50,766 41,585

International revenue (Rm) 4,909 4,127 2,972 2,334 1,971

total revenue (rm) 112,999 90,485 69,942 53,100 43,556

Annual growth in revenue (%) 24.8 29.4 31.7 21.9 10.6

Eskom customers (number) 4,700,000 4,653,750 4,463,301 4,361,007 4,152,312

South Africa peak demand (MW) 37,065 36,664 35,850 35,959 36,513

Source: Eskom 2012 Annual Report

3. INDUSTRY OvERvIEW
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Energy demand in South Africa is forecast to grow ~3% per annum in the medium term, effectively doubling to 
456,000 GWh by 2030. Electricity prices in South Africa have increased ~25% per annum over the past few years to 
~6.9 USc/kWh in December 2012, reflecting significant investments required in the energy system. The tariff is 
expected to continue to increase ~15% over the next 2-3 years to reach 11.0-12.0 Usc/kWh by 2015.

South Africa’s electricity supply problems since 2008 have been well documented, and recent statements by the 
government suggest that supply will be under pressure until at least 2016, when Eskom is scheduled to deliver 
9,600 MW of additional gross capacity from two new coal-fired stations. South Africa has also released an Integrated 
Resource Plan for the period to 2030. The plan includes 14,000 MW of new capacity from Eskom and an additional 
43,000 MW of capacity from a variety of sources, as detailed in Figure 16 below.

Figure 16: South Africa Generation Expansion to 2030 – Additional to Eskom’s Programme

NEw build oPtioNS

Coal 
(PF, FBC, 
imports, 

own build) Nuclear
Import 

hydro
Gas –  
CCGT

Peak –  
OCGT Wind CSP Solar PV

Mw Mw Mw Mw Mw Mw Mw Mw

2010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2011 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2012 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 300

2013 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 300

2014 5001 0 0 0 0 400 0 300

2015 5001 0 0 0 0 400 0 300

2016 0 0 0 0 0 400 100 300

2017 0 0 0 0 0 400 100 300

2018 0 0 0 0 0 4004 1004 3004

2019 250 0 0 2373 0 4004 1004 3004

2020 250 0 0 2373 0 400 100 300

2021 250 0 0 2373 0 400 100 300

2022 250 0 1,1432 0 805 400 100 300

2023 250 1,600 1,1832 0 805 400 100 300

2024 250 1,600 2832 0 0 800 100 300

2025 250 1,600 0 0 805 1,600 100 1,000

2026 1,000 1,600 0 0 0 400 0 500

2027 250 0 0 0 0 1,600 0 500

2028 1,000 1,600 0 474 690 0 0 500

2029 250 1,600 0 237 805 0 0 1,000

2030 1,000 0 0 948 0 0 0 1,000

total 6,250 9,600 2,609 2,370 3,910 8,400 1,000 8,400

 Firm commitment necessary now  Final commitment in IRP 2012

Notes: 1. Built, owned & operated by IPPs.

2. Commitment necessary due to required high-voltage infrastructure, which has long lead time.

3. Commitment necessary due to required gas infrastructure, which has long lead time.

4. Possibly required grid upgrade has long lead time and thus makes commitment to power capacity necessary.

Source: Norconsult Market Report
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As of February 2013, it was clear that some of the envisaged generation capacity will not materialise within the 
timeframe to 2020, including 1,000 MW of private coal-fired generation that were scheduled for 2015/2016. These 
projects are pending policy and regulatory clarifications, with Eskom creating obstacles to such developments 
materialising in a timely manner. The target of 3,600 MW of renewable generation capacity by 2016 also seems 
ambitious, particularly since the electricity grid capacity is insufficient to integrate these technologies in many  
areas where projects are envisaged. Further, the ANC ruling party has in December 2012 adopted the National 
Development Plan 2030 which highlights key concerns regarding the nuclear programme and instead calls for 
increased use of gas in the economy, based on realisation of South Africa’s shale gas potential and imports of  
natural gas from neighbouring countries (in particular Mozambique). This view is also supported by the Ministerial 
determination by the Minister of Energy which calls for over 9,000 MW of new thermal and hydro generation before 
2024/2025 (including over 3,000 MW of gas powered generation between 2019 and 2025).

Despite South Africa’s plans for power generation expansion, the supply and demand balance is tight, with a real risk 
of forced load curtailment and potentially blackouts similar to 2008. A National Medium Term Risk Mitigation Team 
has been established to focus on demand-side management and energy efficiency/conservation, targeting a 10% 
reduction in demand from large electricity customers. The South African government is also looking to mobilise 
private sector investment, and is implementing framework for private investors in power production and the 
Independent System Market Operator legislation is expected to be finalised in 2013.

3.1.2 Botswana

Botswana has a peak load of close to 600 MW and annual energy demand of 3.5 TWh, or some 1.5% of the market  
in South Africa. The economy in Botswana is dominated by the mining industry, which accounts for 36% of current 
electricity sales, but the main driver of energy demand growth in recent years has been the non-mining sector  
(firms, households and government). Botswana’s economic growth is expected to remain around 6-7% per annum  
in the medium term, and mining growth is predicted to shift to smaller mines that have a higher intensity of electricity 
consumption per unit of economic output. As a result, base load energy demand is predicted to reach about 800 MW 
by 2016. Figure 17 below summarises the Botswana power system:

Figure 17: Botswana power System characteristics

operational Statistics  
at year ending 31 march 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007

System maximum demand (MW) 553 553 503 493 473

Total unit sales (GWh) 3,118 3,151 2,917 2,889 2,777

Total generation (sent out)  
including imports (GWh) 3,552 3,412 3,298 3,216 3,120

Transmission and distribution  
losses (GWh) 434 333 381 327 343

System losses (in %) 12 10 11.6 10.2 11

total number of customers 251,773 214,170 198,615 196,755 166,651

Source: BPC 2011 Annual Report

The state owned Botswana Power Corporation (BPC) is responsible for electricity generation, transmission and 
distribution. BPC has 132 MW of installed base load coal-fired capacity, but effective capacity is much less due  
to aging equipment and insufficient major maintenance. Despite 530 MW of new coal-fired generation entering 
commercial operation during 2012/2013, peak demand is expected to exceed supply from 2013 (when emergency 
diesel is excluded) (refer to Figure 18 below) and further investments in generation capacity will be required.
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Figure 18: Botswana Demand – Supply capacity Balance (mW)
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Source: Adapted from Norconsult Market Report

Short term supply relief in Botswana is being provided by costly diesel fired emergency generation solutions, with 
peaking and shoulder regulating duty in Botswana largely provided by 50-150MW of diesel-fired generation at the 
Orapa power plant, with an estimated average load factor of some 30-40%. The cost of diesel generation is in the 
order of 25.0 US$/GJ, compared with coal-fired generation costs of 6.0-8.0 US$/GJ.

Botswana is becoming increasingly dependent on coal-fired base load generation, which is an inefficient solution to 
meet demand in a cost-effective and sustainable manner. The Botswana Government is focussed on broadening the 
source of technology and fuel supply options, with particular emphasis on making use of Botswana’s large resource 
of CBM. In the short-term, CBM would be a diesel replacement for the Orapa power station, but CBM fuelled 
generation could become a permanent part of Botswana’s generation capacity if a reliable and commercially priced 
source of gas were available, as evidenced by the government’s plan to deploy another 180 MW of gas-fired 
generation for shoulder duty if a gas supply becomes available.

In the longer term (after 2020), export of CBM-fuelled power generation to South Africa could represent a major 
opportunity for Botswana.

3.1.3 Zimbabwe

Due to its geographic location, Zimbabwe was historically a strategic hub for power distribution within southern 
Africa. Until 2000, the Zimbabwean Electricity Supply Authority was amongst the top three performing utilities in 
sub-Saharan Africa. However, Zimbabwe’s energy market has been severely financially and physically compromised 
due to political instability, an economic downturn, lack of investment in generation assets and aging electricity 
infrastructure. As a result, Zimbabwe is facing ongoing electricity shortages.
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Zimbabwe’s state owned electricity utilities generate power mainly from the Hwange coal-fired station and the  
Kariba South hydro station, which have total installed capacity of 1,960 MW, but readily available capacity is only 
1,100-1,200 MW. Peak energy demand in Zimbabwe is estimated at 2,200-2,300 MW, which has given rise to regular 
load shedding whereby 400-600 MW of national load is curtailed and some rural areas don’t have electricity over long 
periods. All sectors of the Zimbabwe economy are suffering from the energy shortfall, but the situation for the mining 
and manufacturing industries is particularly dire, with manufacturing some 25% of the economic capacity and a 
number of mining developments on hold due to lack of a credible power supply.

Refurbishment work is underway to improve the generating capacities of the Hwange and Kariba power stations and 
add new generating units with 900 MW of combined capacity by 2016. To supplement the work underway by the state 
owned utilities, a 2,400 MW Sengwa Project is being sponsored by Rio Tinto Zimbabwe, but the targeted financial 
close in 2013 appears optimistic.

Zimbabwe’s energy resource base is diverse, but dominated by vast coal reserves of some 12 billion metric tonnes. 
Zimbabwe’s coals are generally good quality with calorific values ranging from 20 to 32 MJ/kg. Current estimates  
of CBM put resource potential at 40TCF, indicating significant potential for a meaningful contribution to meeting 
Zimbabwe’s power generation. The most advanced project is Lupane, which is targeting a capacity of 250 MW for 
base-load operation, which equates to about 20 PJ/year of gas supply.

Zimbabwe’s continuing unresolved political situation has represented a major challenge to mobilising large scale 
and long-term funding for power generation developments, which has compounded the energy supply problems. 
A positive result from forthcoming elections (potentially in 2013) would provide a more stable outlook, but even under 
favourable political conditions, Zimbabwe is expected to have a supply deficit of energy through at least 2018.

3.1.4 mozambique

Mozambique has experienced rapid growth in the demand for electricity in recent years, with annual growth rates  
of up to 14%. This demand has been driven by both economic growth and a government focus on connecting new 
households. Mozambique’s annual GDP growth is expected to remain around 7-8% per annum through 2020, which 
combined with a number of large mining, agricultural and industrial projects and a push to increase household 
electricity access from 16% to 20%, is expected to continue to drive rapid demand growth for electricity in 
Mozambique. Peak load demand is expected to increase nearly four times from 620 MW to 2,338 MW by 2030.

Mozambique has a large and diverse energy resource base, including hydropower potential of more than 12,000 MW 
(only 2,100 MW developed), thermal coal resources that could support up to 6,000 MW of power generation and a 
significant natural gas resource. Mozambique has installed generation of 2,400 MW, of which 2,200 MW is hydropower,  
and Mozambique is one of the few countries in southern Africa that exports a significant portion of its electricity, with 
about 75% of output from Cahora Bassa going to South Africa. A number of new generation projects are being 
contemplated in Mozambique, including 275 MW in 2014/2015 of gas-fired generation, 600 MW in 2015 of on-site 
generation for the Benga and Moatize coal mines and 2,745 MW in 2019/2020 from two hydro plants (Mphanda Nkuwa 
and Cahora Bassa North Bank). The large scale hydro developments are expected to export 90% of output to South 
Africa, and recent large scale natural gas discoveries offshore the Cabo Delgado Province also provide an 
opportunity for future export of gas-fired power to South Africa (or alternatively gas as fuel).

Despite having large and diverse sources of energy, Mozambique lacks an integrated national power system. The 
Mozambique population has a dispersed settlement pattern over a wide geographic area, and Mozambique currently 
has two distinct transmission and distribution systems, the central-northern and the southern, with the systems only 
integrated via South Africa. The transmission and distribution infrastructure has also fallen into disrepair following 
severe flooding in 2000/2001 and again in 2008/2009. Interconnection and rehabilitation of transmission and 
distribution infrastructure will be critical to support new generation projects, with the Transmission Backbone 
Project representing a key initiative for Mozambique. The Mozambique government recognises that external funding 
will be essential to realise Mozambique’s generation potential, and is looking for regional and international partners.
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4.1 Introduction

This section provides a summary of the historical and pro-forma financial information (Financial Information) for the 
Tlou Energy Group. All information contained in this section should be read in conjunction with the Investment Risks 
(Section 5) and the Investigating Accountant’s Report (Section 12) and other information included in this Prospectus.

The Financial Information presented in this Section has been prepared in accordance with the recognition and 
measurement principles of the Australian Accounting Standards, Australian Accounting Interpretations, other 
authoritative pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board (AASB) and the significant accounting 
policies set out in this Section.

The Financial Information is presented in an abbreviated form and does not contain all the disclosures and 
comparative information that are usually provided in an annual report prepared in accordance with the Australian 
Accounting Standards and the Corporations Act (Cth) 2001. In the Directors’ view, the omitted disclosures would 
provide no more relevant information to a potential investor in Tlou Energy.

The Financial Information has been reviewed by BDO East Coast Partnership (formerly PKF East Coast Practice), 
whose Investigating Accountant’s Report is contained in Section 12. Potential investors should note the scope and 
limitations of the Investigating Accountant’s Report.

Tlou Energy operates on a financial year ending 30 June. Unless stated otherwise, all figures within this section  
are as at 30 June 2012.

All amounts disclosed in the tables are presented in Australian dollars, and unless otherwise noted, are rounded  
to the nearest dollar.

4.2 Historical Financial Information

The Historical Financial Information comprises the following:

•	 the audited Consolidated Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2012; and

•	 selected notes to the audited Consolidated Statement of Financial Position.

The historical financial information has been extracted from the audited financial statements for the Tlou Energy 
Group for the year ended 30 June 2012.

The historical financial information does not include a Statement of Comprehensive Income or a Statement of  
Cash Flows. Tlou Energy is involved with the exploration for coalbed methane and has not earned any revenue  
from operations, consequently, the presentation of the Statement of Comprehensive Income and Statement  
of Cash Flows is not considered relevant.

4.3 Pro-forma Financial Information

The Pro-forma Financial Information comprises:

•	 the unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2012; and

•	 selected notes to the unaudited Pro-forma Consolidated Statement of Financial Position.

The Pro-forma Consolidated Statement of Financial Position has been prepared based on the audited Consolidated 
Statement of Financial Position of Tlou Energy as at 30 June 2012, and on the basis that the following transactions  
and adjustments (the pro-forma transactions) had occurred at that date:

•	 The issue of 20,000,000 Shares under this Prospectus at an issue price of $0.50 each raising gross cash funds  
of $10,000,000. All ordinary shares issued pursuant to this Prospectus will be fully paid.

•	 Total costs expected to be incurred of approximately $1,000,000 in connection with the Offer and $1,341,203 
incurred in 2012 in connection with the preparation of the Prospectus. Of these amounts, $756,729 has been 
recognised in the financial statements at 30 June 2012 as follows:

– $387,421 as prepaid costs relating to the issue of new shares; and 

– $369,308 expensed through the profit and loss relating to the listing of existing shares.

Of the $756,729 recognised at 30 June 2012, $273,933 has been paid at that date.

4.  HISTORICAL AND PRO-FORMA 
FINANCIAL INFORMATION
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•	 The issue of 10,175,000 unlisted options that were modified in January 2013 to be exercisable at $0.625 each.

•	 The issue of 10,047,332 shares at an issue price of $0.20 under a non-renounceable rights issue, raising gross 
cash funds of $2,009,466 with associated costs of $44,818. The offer entitled eligible shareholders to one new 
share for every seven held at the offer date of 18th December 2012.

•	 The issue of 2,625,106 shares to eligible staff, consultants and Directors in lieu of salaries and fees owed up  
to 31 March 2013. The approximate value of these shares is $787,531. Of this, $252,500 had been accrued  
at 30 June 2012. The balance will be included as an expense in the financial statements for the year ending 
30 June 2013. This expense has been incorporated in the pro-forma transactions and is the only adjustment  
that relates to trading performance for the period from 1 July 2012 to date.

4.4 Historical and Pro-forma Financial Information

The historical and pro-forma financial information1 should be read in conjunction with the notes in Section 4.52.

conSoLIDateD Statement oF FInancIaL poSItIon

note
Historical (audited) 

30-June-2012
pro-forma 

transactions3

pro-forma 
30-June-2012

current assets
Cash and cash equivalents 4.5.3 3,157,485 9,897,378 13,054,863
Trade and other receivables 99,536  – 99,536
Other assets 4.5.4 618,159 (387,421) 230,738
Total Current Assets 3,875,180 9,509,957 13,385,137

non-current assets
Exploration and evaluation 
expenditure

4.5.5 30,443,857 87,096 30,530,953

Property, plant and equipment 482,563  – 482,563
Total Non-current Assets 30,926,420 87,096 31,013,516
Total Assets 34,801,600 9,597,053 44,398,653

current Liabilities
Trade and other payables 4.5.6 1,082,528 (735,296) 347,232
Provisions 190,120  – 190,120
Total Current Liabilities 1,272,648 (735,296) 537,352

non-current Liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities 4.5.7 3,485,958  – 3,485,958
Provisions 53,078  – 53,078
Total Non-current Liabilities 3,539,036  – 3,539,036
Total Liabilities 4,811,684 (735,296) 4,076,388

net assets 29,989,916 10,332,349 40,322,265

equity
Contributed equity 4.5.8 42,178,814 11,765,744 53,944,558
Share options reserve 4.5.9 2,654,980 2,014,105 4,669,085
Foreign currency reserve (3,301,108)  – (3,301,108)
Accumulated losses 4.5.10 (10,744,851) (3,447,500) (14,192,351)
Equity attributable to the  
owners of Tlou Energy Limited

30,787,835 10,332,349 41,120,184

Non-controlling interest (797,919)  – (797,919)

total equity 29,989,916 10,332,349 40,322,265

Notes: 1. Other than expenditure associated with the issue of equity in lieu of salary and fees as outlined in Section 4.3, no adjustments have been 
made to reflect trading performance from 1 July 2012 to listing date.

2. The accompanying notes form part of the Financial Information.

3. Pro-forma Consolidated Statement of Financial Position is based on the Prospectus being fully subscribed.
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4.5 Notes to the Historical and Pro-forma Financial Information

The following is a summary of the material accounting policies adopted by the group in the preparation of the 
historical and pro-forma financial information.

4.5.1 Basis of preparation

(a) compliance with accounting standards
The Financial Information in this section has been prepared in accordance with the measurement and recognition 
(but not all of the disclosure) requirements of Australian Accounting Standards as issued by the Australian 
Accounting Standards Board.

(b) Historical cost convention
The Financial Information has been prepared on an accruals basis using historical costs modified, where applicable, 
by the measurement at fair value of selected non-current assets, financial assets and financial liabilities.

(c) Going concern
The Financial Information has been prepared on a going concern basis which contemplates that the group will 
continue to meet its commitments and can therefore continue normal business activities and the realisation of  
assets and settlement of liabilities in the ordinary course of business.

Because of the nature of the operations, exploration companies, such as Tlou Energy Limited, find it necessary on  
a regular basis to raise additional cash funds to fund future exploration activity and meet other necessary corporate 
expenditure. Therefore, the group’s ability to continue to adopt the going concern assumption depends on securing 
future funding including the successful closure of its initial public offering, successful capital raisings in the future  
if necessary and the successful exploration, evaluation and subsequent exploitation of the group’s tenements.

At the date of this Prospectus, the ability of the group to execute its currently planned exploration and evaluation 
activities requires the group to successfully complete its initial public offering to raise $10 million before costs.  
Whilst the directors believe that the fundraising will be successful, the actual outcome of the fund raising cannot  
be determined with certainty at this stage. 

If the IPO is not successfully completed there exists a material uncertainty that may cast significant doubt regarding 
the group’s ability to continue as a going concern and therefore the group may be unable to realise its assets and 
discharge its liabilities in the normal course of business. Nevertheless, after taking into account the current status  
of the group’s funding options and making other enquiries regarding other sources of funding, the directors have  
a reasonable expectation that the group will have adequate resources to fund its future operational requirements  
and for these reasons they continue to adopt the going concern basis in preparing the Financial Information.

The financial report does not include adjustments relating to the recoverability or classification of recorded assets 
amounts or to the amounts or classification of liabilities that might be necessary should the group not be able to 
continue as a going concern.

(d) critical accounting estimates
The preparation of Financial Information requires management to make judgements, estimates and assumptions  
that affect the reported amounts in the Historical and Pro-forma Statements of Financial Position. Management 
continually evaluates its judgements and estimates in relation to assets, liabilities, contingent liabilities and expenses. 
Management bases its judgements, estimates and assumptions on historical experience and on other factors, 
including expectations of future events that may have a financial impact on the group and that management believes 
to be reasonable under the circumstances. The resulting accounting judgements and estimates will seldom equal the 
related actual results. The judgements, estimates and assumptions that have a significant risk of causing a material 
adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below:

exploration and evaluation expenditure
The consolidated entity performs regular reviews on each area of interest to determine the appropriateness of 
continuing to carry forward costs in relation to that area of interest. These reviews are based on detailed surveys  
and analysis of drilling results performed to balance date.
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provision for rehabilitation
The provision for rehabilitation requires a degree of estimation and judgement. The level of provision is assessed  
by taking into account costs incurred on recent rehabilitation as well as assessing the location and accessibility  
of each well.

Business combinations
Business combinations are initially accounted for on a provisional basis. The fair value of assets acquired,  
liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed, are initially estimated by the group taking into consideration all  
available information at the reporting date. Any subsequent fair value adjustments on the finalisation of the business 
combination is retrospective to the period when the combination occurred and may have an impact on the assets, 
liabilities, depreciation and amortisation reported.

4.5.2 accounting policies

(a) principles of consolidation
The Financial Information incorporates the assets and liabilities of all subsidiaries of Tlou Energy Limited (‘company’ 
or ‘parent entity’) as at 30 June 2012 and the results of all subsidiaries for the year then ended or in the case of 
subsidiaries acquired during the year, the period then ended. Tlou Energy Limited and its subsidiaries together  
are referred to as the ‘group’.

Subsidiaries are all those entities over which the group has the power to govern the financial and operating policies, 
generally accompanying a shareholding of more than one-half of the voting rights. The effects of potential exercisable 
voting rights are considered when assessing whether control exists. Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date 
on which control is transferred to the group. They are de-consolidated from the date that control ceases.

Intercompany transactions, balances and unrealised gains on transactions between entities in the group are 
eliminated. Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of the impairment of the 
asset transferred. Accounting policies of subsidiaries have been changed where necessary to ensure consistency 
with the policies adopted by the group.

The acquisition of subsidiaries is accounted for using the acquisition method of accounting. Refer to the ‘business 
combinations’ accounting policy for further details. A change in ownership interest, without the loss of control, is 
accounted for as an equity transaction, where the difference between the consideration transferred and the book 
value of the share of the non-controlling interest acquired is recognised directly in equity attributable to the parent.

Non-controlling interests in the results and equity of subsidiaries are shown separately in the statement of 
comprehensive income and statement of financial position of the group. Losses incurred by the group are attributed 
to the non-controlling interest in full, even if that results in a deficit balance.

Where the group loses control over a subsidiary, it derecognises the assets including goodwill, liabilities and  
non-controlling interest in the subsidiary together with any cumulative translation differences recognised in equity. 
The group recognises the fair value of the consideration received and the fair value of any investment retained 
together with any gain or loss in profit or loss.

(b) Foreign currency translation
The Financial Information is presented in Australian dollars, which is Tlou Energy Limited’s functional and 
presentation currency.

Foreign currency transactions
Foreign currency transactions are translated into Australian dollars using the exchange rates prevailing at the dates 
of the transactions. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and from 
the translation at reporting date exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies 
are recognised in profit or loss.

Foreign operations
The assets and liabilities of foreign operations are translated into Australian dollars using the exchange rates at  
the reporting date. The revenues and expenses of foreign operations are translated into Australian dollars using the 
average exchange rates, which approximate the rate at the date of the transaction, for the period. All resulting foreign 
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exchange differences are recognised in the foreign currency reserve in equity. The foreign currency reserve is 
recognised in profit or loss when the foreign operation or net investment is disposed of.

(c) Income tax
The income tax expense or benefit for the period is the tax payable on that period’s taxable income based on the 
applicable income tax rate for each jurisdiction adjusted by changes in deferred tax assets and liabilities attributable 
to temporary differences and unused tax losses and under and over provision in prior periods, where applicable.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognised for temporary differences at the tax rates expected to apply when 
the assets are recovered or liabilities are settled, based on those tax rates that are enacted or substantively enacted, 
except for:

•	 When the deferred income tax asset or liability arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or an asset or liability 
in a transaction that is not a business combination and that, at the time of the transaction, affects neither the 
accounting nor taxable profits; or

•	 When the taxable temporary difference is associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates or interests  
in joint ventures, and the timing of the reversal can be controlled and it is probable that the temporary difference 
will not reverse in the foreseeable future.

Deferred tax assets are recognised for deductible temporary differences and unused tax losses only if it is probable 
that future taxable amounts will be available to utilise those temporary differences and losses.

The carrying amount of recognised and unrecognised deferred tax assets are reviewed each reporting date.  
Deferred tax assets recognised are reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that future taxable profits will 
be available for the carrying amount to be recovered. Previously unrecognised deferred tax assets are recognised  
to the extent that it is probable that there are future taxable profits available to recover the asset.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset only where there is a legally enforceable right to offset current tax assets 
against current tax liabilities and deferred tax assets against deferred tax liabilities; and they relate to the same 
taxable authority on either the same taxable entity or different taxable entity’s which intend to settle simultaneously.

(d) cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with financial institutions, other short-term, 
highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less that are readily convertible to known 
amounts of cash and which are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value. For the statement of cash flows, 
cash and cash equivalents also includes bank overdrafts, which are shown within borrowings in current liabilities  
on the statement of financial position.

(e) trade and other receivables
Trade receivables are initially recognised at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the 
effective interest method, less any provision for impairment. Trade receivables are generally due for settlement 
within 30 days.

Collectability of trade receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis. Debts which are known to be uncollectable are 
written off by reducing the carrying amount directly. A provision for impairment of trade receivables is raised when 
there is objective evidence that the group will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the original terms  
of the receivables. Significant financial difficulties of the debtor, probability that the debtor will enter bankruptcy  
or financial reorganisation and default or delinquency in payments (more than 60 days overdue) are considered 
indicators that the trade receivable may be impaired. The amount of the impairment allowance is the difference 
between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows, discounted at the  
original effective interest rate. Cash flows relating to short-term receivables are not discounted if the effect  
of discounting is immaterial.

Other receivables are recognised at amortised cost, less any provision for impairment.

(f) property, plant and equipment
Plant and equipment is stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment. Historical cost 
includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the items.
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Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis to write off the net cost of each item of property, plant and 
equipment (excluding land) over their expected useful lives as follows:

•	 Plant and equipment – 3-7 years

•	 The residual values, useful lives and depreciation methods are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each 
reporting date.

•	 An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or when there is no future economic 
benefit to the group. Gains and losses between the carrying amount and the disposal proceeds are taken to profit 
or loss. Any revaluation surplus reserve relating to the item disposed of is transferred directly to retained profits.

(g) Intangible assets
Intangible assets acquired as part of a business combination, other than goodwill, are initially measured at their fair 
value at the date of the acquisition. Intangible assets acquired separately are initially recognised at cost. Intangible 
assets are subsequently measured at cost less amortisation and any impairment. The gains or losses recognised in 
profit or loss arising from de-recognition of intangible assets are measured as the difference between net disposal 
proceeds and the carrying amount of the intangible asset. The method and useful lives of finite life intangibles are 
reviewed annually. Changes in the expected pattern of consumption or useful life are accounted for prospectively  
by changing the amortisation method or period.

Goodwill
Where an entity or operation is acquired in a business combination, the identifiable net assets acquired are  
measured at fair value. The excess of the fair value of the cost of the acquisition over the fair value of the identifiable 
net assets acquired is brought to account as goodwill. Goodwill is not amortised. Instead, goodwill is tested annually 
for impairment or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate that it might be impaired, and is 
carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses. Impairment losses on goodwill are taken to profit or loss and 
are not subsequently reversed.

(h) exploration and evaluation asset
This represents exploration and evaluation expenditure incurred and accumulated in respect of each identifiable  
area of interest. Such expenditures comprise net direct costs and an appropriate portion of related overhead 
expenditure but do not include overheads or administration expenditure not having a specific nexus with a particular 
area of interest. These costs are only carried forward to the extent that they are expected to be recouped through  
the successful development of the area or where activities in the area have not yet reached a stage which permits 
reasonable assessment of the existence of economically recoverable reserves and active or significant operations  
in relation to the area are continuing. Regular reviews are undertaken on each area of interest to determine the 
appropriateness of continuing to carry forward costs in relation to that area of interest.

(i) trade and other payables
These amounts represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the group prior to the end of the reporting 
period and which are unpaid. Due to their short-term nature they are measured at amortised cost and not discounted. 
The amounts are unsecured and are usually paid within 30 days of recognition.

(j) provisions
Provisions are recognised when the group has a present (legal or constructive) obligation as a result of a past event,  
it is probable the group will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of 
the obligation. The amount recognised as a provision is the best estimate of the consideration required to settle the 
present obligation at the reporting date, taking into account the risks and uncertainties surrounding the obligation.  
If the time value of money is material, provisions are discounted using a current pre-tax rate specific to the liability. 
The increase in the provision resulting from the passage of time is recognised as a finance cost.

restoration and rehabilitation
Both for close down and restoration, and for environmental clean-up costs, provision is made in the accounting period  
when the related disturbance occurs, based on the net present value of estimated future costs. The amortisation or 
‘unwinding’ of the discount applied in establishing the net present value of the provision is recognised in profit and 
loss as a finance cost in each accounting period.
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For close down and restoration costs, which include the dismantling and demolition of infrastructure, removal  
of residual materials and remediation of disturbed areas, movements in the provision other than the amortisation  
of the discount, such as those resulting from changes in the cost estimates, lives of operations or discount rates,  
are capitalised into the carrying amount of development and amortised against future production.

Severance pay
As per the Botswana Labour regulations, a provision is recognised for each Botswana based employee based on one 
day’s entitlement per month of service, which can be paid out after 60 months or when employment ends. The benefit 
rises to two days per month after the first 60 months.

(k) employee benefits
Wages and salaries and annual leave
Liabilities for wages and salaries, including non-monetary benefits, and annual leave expected to be settled within 
12 months of the reporting date, are recognised in current liabilities with respect to employees’ services up to the 
reporting date and are measured at the amounts expected to be paid when the liabilities are settled.

Long service leave
The liability for long service leave is recognised in current and non-current liabilities, depending on the unconditional 
right to defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after the reporting date. The liability is measured as  
the present value of expected future payments to be made in respect of services provided by employees up to the 
reporting date using the projected unit credit method. Consideration is given to expected future wage and salary 
levels, experience of employee departures and periods of service. Expected future payments are discounted using 
market yields at the reporting date on national government bonds with terms to maturity and currency that match,  
as closely as possible, the estimated future cash outflows.

Share-based payments
Equity-settled and cash-settled share-based compensation benefits are provided to Directors, employees  
and consultants.

Equity-settled transactions are awards of shares, or options over shares that are provided to Directors, employees 
and consultants in exchange for the rendering of services. Cash-settled transactions are awards of cash for the 
exchange of services, where the amount of cash is determined by reference to the share price.

The cost of equity-settled transactions is measured at fair value on grant date. Fair value is independently determined 
using either the Binomial, Monte Carlo simulation or Black-Scholes option pricing model that takes into account the 
exercise price, the term of the option, the impact of dilution, the share price at grant date and expected price volatility 
of the underlying share, the expected dividend yield and the risk free interest rate for the term of the option, together 
with non-vesting conditions that do not determine whether the group receives the services that entitle the employees 
to receive payment. No account is taken of any other vesting conditions.

The cost of equity-settled transactions is recognised as an expense or as an asset as determined by the nature  
of the goods or services received with a corresponding increase in equity over the vesting period. The cumulative 
amount recorded is calculated based on the grant date fair value of the award, the best estimate of the number  
of awards that are likely to vest and the expired portion of the vesting period. The amount recognised in profit or  
loss or as an asset for the period is the cumulative amount calculated at each reporting date less amounts already 
recognised in previous periods.

Market conditions are taken into consideration in determining fair value. Therefore any awards subject to market 
conditions are considered to vest irrespective of whether or not that market condition has been met provided all  
other conditions are satisfied.

If equity-settled awards are modified, as a minimum an expense is recognised as if the modification has not been 
made. An additional expense is recognised, over the remaining vesting period, for any modification that increases  
the total fair value of the share-based compensation benefit as at the date of modification.

If the non-vesting condition is within the control of the group or employee, the failure to satisfy the condition is treated 
as a cancellation. If the condition is not within the control of the group or employee and is not satisfied during the 
vesting period, any remaining expense for the award is recognised over the remaining vesting period, unless the 
award is forfeited.
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If equity-settled awards are cancelled, it is treated as if it has vested on the date of cancellation, and any remaining 
expense is recognised immediately. If a new replacement award is substituted for the cancelled award, the cancelled 
and new award is treated as if they were a modification.

(l) contributed equity
Issued and paid up capital is recognised at the fair value of the consideration received by the group.

Incremental costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares or options are shown in equity as a deduction,  
net of tax, from the proceeds.

(m) Business combinations
The acquisition method of accounting is used to account for business combinations regardless of whether equity 
instruments or other assets are acquired.

The consideration transferred is the sum of the acquisition-date fair values of the assets transferred, equity 
instruments issued or liabilities incurred by the acquirer to former owners of the acquiree and the amount of any 
non-controlling interest in the acquiree. For each business combination, the non-controlling interest in the acquiree 
is measured at either fair value or at the proportionate share of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets. All acquisition 
costs are expensed to profit and loss as incurred.

On the acquisition of a business, the group assesses the financial assets acquired and liabilities assumed for 
appropriate classification and designation in accordance with the contractual terms, economic conditions, the  
group’s operating or accounting policies and other pertinent conditions in existence at the acquisition-date.

Where the business combination is achieved in stages, the group remeasures its previously held equity interest  
in the acquiree at the acquisition-date fair value and the difference between the fair value and the previous carrying 
amount is recognised in profit or loss.

Contingent consideration to be transferred by the acquirer is recognised at the acquisition-date fair value. 
Subsequent changes in the fair value of any contingent consideration classified as an asset or liability is recognised  
in profit or loss. Contingent consideration classified as equity is not remeasured and its subsequent settlement is 
accounted for within equity.

The difference between the acquisition-date fair value of assets acquired, liabilities assumed and any non-controlling 
interest in the acquiree and the fair value of the consideration transferred and the fair value of any pre-existing 
investment in the acquiree is recognised as goodwill. If the consideration transferred and the pre-existing fair value is 
less than the fair value of the identifiable net assets acquired, being a bargain purchase to the acquirer, the difference 
is recognised as a gain directly in profit or loss by the acquirer on the acquisition-date, but only after a reassessment 
of the identification and measurement of the net assets acquired, the non-controlling interest in the acquiree, if any, 
the consideration transferred and the acquirer’s previously held equity interest in the acquirer.

Business combinations are initially accounted for on a provisional basis. The acquirer retrospectively adjusts the 
provisional amounts recognised and also recognises additional assets or liabilities during the measurement period, 
based on new information obtained about the facts and circumstances that existed at the acquisition-date. The 
measurement period ends on either the earlier of (i) 12 months from the date of the acquisition or (ii) when the 
acquirer receives all the information possible to determine fair value.

(n) Goods and Services tax (‘GSt’) and other similar taxes
Receivables and payables are stated inclusive of the amount of GST receivable or payable. The net amount of GST 
recoverable from, or payable to, the tax authority is included in other receivables or other payables in the statement  
of financial position.

Cash flows are presented on a gross basis. The GST components of cash flows arising from investing or financing 
activities which are recoverable from, or payable to the tax authority, are presented as operating cash flows.

Commitments and contingencies are disclosed net of the amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the  
tax authority.
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4.5.3 cash and cash equivalents

reconciliation of movements in pro-forma cash and cash equivalents aUD

Cash and cash equivalents at 30 June 2012 3,157,485

Net proceeds from rights issue entitlement offer – January 2013 1,964,648

Proceeds from the issue of shares pursuant to this Prospectus 10,000,000

Payment of estimated costs associated with the Offer and preparation  
of the Prospectus (2,067,270)

pro-forma cash and cash equivalents 13,054,863

4.5.4 other assets

reconciliation of movements in pro-forma other assets aUD

Other assets at 30 June 2012 618,159

Transfer to contributed equity (387,421)

pro-forma other assets 230,738

4.5.5 exploration and evaluation expenditure

reconciliation of movements in pro-forma exploration  
and evaluation expenditure aUD

Exploration and evaluation expenditure at 30 June 2012 30,443,857

Capitalisation of share-based expense for options granted to Directors,  
employees and consultants 87,096

pro-forma exploration and evaluation expenditure 30,530,953

Pro-forma exploration and evaluation expenditure comprise the following tenements:

tenement aUD

Karoo central, Botswana

PL 001/2004 4,444,949

PL 002/2004 9,126,136

PL 003/2004 4,450,991

PL 035/2000 4,033,458

PL 037/2000 6,665,752

Karoo West, Botswana

PL 230/2007 683,027

PL 231/2007 337,606

PL 232/2007 345,238

PL 233/2007 246,976

Zimbabwe

SG7/05 (4533) 98,410

SG9/05 (4535) 98,410

total exploration and evaluation expenditure 30,530,953
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The ultimate recoupment of exploration and evaluation expenditure carried forward is dependent on the successful 
development and commercial exploitation or sale of the areas of interest at an amount at least equal to the  
carrying value. 

4.5.6 trade and other payables

reconciliation of movements in pro-forma trade and other payables aUD

Trade and other payables at 30 June 2012 1,082,528

Payment of trade and other payables accrued at 30 June 2012 related to IPO costs (482,796)

Trade and other payables paid in equity (252,500)

pro-forma trade and other payables 347,232

4.5.7 Deferred tax Liabilities

At 30 June 2012, the group has recognised a deferred tax liability of $3,485,958 which arises due to the fair value  
of capitalised exploration costs that were acquired through a business combination, exceeding their tax base.

4.5.8 contributed equity

reconciliation of pro-forma issued share capital number

Shares issued at 30 June 2012 70,331,320

Shares issued as per the entitlement offer 10,047,332

Shares issued in lieu of salary and fees 2,625,106

Shares issued pursuant to this Prospectus 20,000,000

pro-forma issued share capital 103,003,758

reconciliation of pro-forma contributed equity aUD

Issued share capital at 30 June 2012 42,178,814

Proceeds from the issue as per the entitlement offer 1,964,648

Proceeds from the issue in lieu of salary and fees 787,531

Proceeds from the issue of shares pursuant to this prospectus 10,000,000

Payment of estimated costs associated with the shares issue (986,435)

pro-forma contributed equity 53,944,558
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4.5.9 Share-based payments

The Board, at its discretion may grant options over ordinary shares in Tlou Energy Limited to certain personnel of the 
group. The options are issued for nil consideration and are granted subject to a service condition and/or performance 
conditions established by the Board.

reconciliation of pro-forma share options number

Share options on issue at 30 June 2012 5,795,055

Share options granted to Directors, employees and consultants 10,175,000

pro-forma share options 15,970,055

reconciliation of pro-forma share options reserve aUD

Share options reserve at 30 June 2012 2,654,980

Recognition of share-based expense for options granted to Directors,  
employees and consultants 2,014,105

pro-forma share options reserve 4,669,085

The 10,175,000 share options were approved to be granted to Directors, employees and consultants on 1 July 2012. 
These options were modified in January 2013 to be exercisable at $0.625. The maximum share based payments 
amount relating to these options to be recognised over the vesting period is $2,014,105, which includes a weighted 
average value of the options, pre and post modification of the exercise price.

The fair value of the 10,175,000 options at grant date is determined using generally accepted valuation techniques  
that take into account exercise price, the term of the option, the impact of dilution, the share price at grant date, the 
expected price volatility of the underlying share, the expected dividend yield and the risk free rate for the term of  
the option/performance right and an appropriate probability weighting to factor the likelihood of the satisfaction  
of non-vesting conditions.

The following table lists the inputs to the model used to value the 10,175,000 options granted following  
the modification:

Weighted average exercise price $0.625

Weighted average life of option 3.3 Years

Underlying share price $0.30

Expected share price volatility 75%

Risk free interest rate 2.57%

Value per option $0.103
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4.5.10 accumulated Losses

reconciliation of movements in pro-forma accumulated losses aUD

Accumulated losses at 30 June 2012 (10,744,851)

Recognition of share-based expense for equity granted to Directors,  
employees and consultants in lieu of salary and fees (535,031)

Payment of estimated issue costs with respect to this Prospectus  
re listing of existing shares (985,460)

Recognition of share-based expense for options granted to Directors,  
employees and consultants (1,927,009)

pro-forma accumulated losses (14,192,351)

4.5.11 commitments

exploration expenditure
In order to maintain an interest in the exploration tenements in which the group is involved, the group is committed  
to meet the conditions under the agreements. The timing and amount of exploration expenditure and obligations  
of the group are subject to the minimum work or expenditure requirements of the permit conditions or farm-in 
agreements (where applicable) and may vary significantly from the forecast based on the results of the work 
performed, which will determine the prospectivity of the relevant area of interest. The obligations are not provided  
for in the financial statements. 

minimum expenditure requirements – 31 December 2012 aUD

Not later than 12 months 1,257,343

Between 12 months and 5 years 2,206,002

total 3,463,345

4.5.12 Subsequent events
The Directors are not aware of any significant changes in the state of affairs of the group or events that would have  
a material impact on the Financial Information.

4.5.13 contingent assets and contingent Liabilities
The Directors are not aware of any contingent assets or contingent liabilities.
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INvESTMENT RISKS

SECTION 5. //
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5.1 Introduction

By investing in Tlou you will be exposed to a number of risks.

Risks that the Directors believe are key risks are described in Section 5.2. The key risks are risks that senior 
management and the Directors focus on when managing Tlou’s business and have the potential, if they occurred,  
to result in very significant consequences for Tlou and an investment in it. The balance of risks regarded by the 
Directors as potentially material are described in Section 5.3.

There are also risks that are common to all investments in shares and which are not specific to an investment  
in Tlou; for example, the general volatility of share prices including as a result of general economic conditions 
(including monetary and fiscal policy settings as well as interest and exchange rates) in Australia and overseas  
and other events outside the usual course of Tlou’s business such as acts of terrorism or war.

Investors should note that the occurrence or consequences of some of the risks described in this section of the 
Prospectus are partially or completely outside of the control of Tlou, its Directors and senior management. Further, 
investors should note that this description focuses on risks referred to above and does not purport to list every risk 
that Tlou may have now or in the future. It is also important to note that there can be no guarantee that Tlou will 
achieve its stated objectives or that any forward looking statements or forecasts contained in this Prospectus will  
be realised or otherwise eventuate.

Before applying for Shares, you should satisfy yourself that you have a sufficient understanding of these matters, 
including the risks described in this section of the Prospectus, and should consider whether Shares are a suitable 
investment for you, having regard to your own investment objectives, financial circumstances and taxation position.  
If you do not understand any part of this Prospectus or are in any doubt as to whether to invest in Shares or not, it is 
recommended that you seek professional guidance from your stockbroker, solicitor, accountant or other independent 
and qualified professional adviser before deciding whether to invest.

5.2 Key Risks Specific to an Investment in Tlou

5.2.1 tenure risk

Botswana prospecting licences – In Botswana, the government owns all the mineral and land rights and grants 
exploration and development licenses pursuant to Botswana’s Mines and Minerals Act. Along with the right for 
exploration and development, the licensee receives the right for surface access to the land. There are numerous 
temporary surface rights holders for each licence area. The holder of a licence, where its access causes disruption  
to another surface right holder, is obliged to negotiate with the other surface holder for access and appropriate 
compensation in respect of disruption. As an example, a portion of the Karoo West tenements are on the Kalahari 
Game Reserve, and Tlou must negotiate with the relevant government authorities to arrange access to these areas 
when undertaking drilling and exploration activities.

Exploration licenses are granted for an initial period of up to three years, and may be renewed up to two times for  
a period of two years per renewal. Additional “special” renewals are required thereafter. Each licence requires  
the holder to fulfil minimum stipulated annual work and spending commitments. In the event that such minimum 
commitments are not met, the Botswana government has the right to suspend or cancel the prospecting licence.

5. INvESTMENT RISKS
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The following table sets out the terms of the prospecting licences held by Tlou subsidiaries.

prospecting Licence no. Valid until: Status

Karoo central

PL 01/2004 31 March 2013 Valid

PL 02/2004 31 March 2013 Valid

PL 03/2004 31 March 2013 Valid

PL 35/2000 30 September 2014 Valid

PL 37/2000 30 September 2014 Valid

Karoo West

PL 230/2007 30 September 2014 Valid

PL 231/2007 30 September 2014 Valid

PL 232/2007 30 September 2014 Valid

PL 233/2007 30 September 2014 Valid

These permits are considered by the Tlou Directors to be key to the exploration activities of Tlou in Botswana.

Zimbabwe Special Grants – In Zimbabwe, the following Special Grants granted or in application with the Zimbabwe 
Mining Affairs Board:

Special Grant no. District Status

SG8/05 (5634) Bulawayo Application

SG7/05 (4533) Gweru Valid

SG9/05 (4535) Gweru Valid

Tlou has applied for a renewal of the Botswanan licences which are valid to 31 March 2013 for a special renewal two 
year period, by making an application to the Botswanan Department of Geological Survey. Whilst Tlou is not aware of 
any reason why the renewal applications would not be granted, no assurance can be given that Tlou will be granted 
renewal of those permits.

The conduct of Tlou’s operations and the steps involved in satisfying the applications for renewal involve compliance 
with numerous procedures and formalities. It is not always possible to comply with, or obtain waivers from, all such 
requirements and it is not always clear whether requirements have been properly completed, or whether it is possible 
or practical to obtain evidence of compliance. In some cases, failure to follow such requirements or obtain relevant 
evidence may call into question the validity of the actions taken. The final grant of all renewals involves the exercise  
of administrative functions (including discretion), which are beyond the control of Tlou.

In the event that Tlou believes there is enough gas to move into a production phase for any of its exploration tenements  
in Botswana or Zimbabwe, the exploration licenses will need to be converted to mining licenses. There is a possibility 
that the mining licenses will not be granted.

Any failure to obtain a renewal of an exploration permit or the granting of a mining license in any jurisdiction in which 
Tlou operates may have a material adverse effect on the ability of Tlou to explore and produce CBM in the areas 
comprised in those permits. There is also a risk that some or all of the granted prospecting licences, Special Grants 
or other exploration permits are revoked in the future.
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5.2.2 applications

Tlou currently has a prospecting licence application outstanding with the Botswana government (Mamba application 
area) and a Special Grant application outstanding with the Zimbabwe government (Bulawayo SG8/05 (5634)). Whilst 
Tlou is not aware of any reason why these applications would not be granted, no assurance can be given that Tlou  
will be granted these permits.

The conduct of Tlou’s operations and the steps involved in satisfying the applications involve compliance with 
numerous procedures and formalities. It is not always possible to comply with, or obtain waivers from, all such 
requirements and it is not always clear whether requirements have been properly completed, or whether it is possible 
or practical to obtain evidence of compliance. In some cases, failure to follow such requirements or obtain relevant 
evidence may call into question the validity of the actions taken. The final grant of all permits involves the exercise of 
administrative functions (including discretion), which are beyond the control of Tlou.

Any failure to obtain a permit applied for may have a material adverse effect on the ability of Tlou to explore and 
produce coal bed methane in the areas comprised in those applications.

5.2.3 country, geopolitical and sovereign risk

The Company is currently involved in and may in the future conduct CBM operations in Botswana, Zimbabwe, 
Mozambique and Tanzania in Africa. Tlou may also explore CBM opportunities in other southern African countries. 
These operations are exposed to various levels of political, economic and other risks and uncertainties associated 
with operating in any jurisdiction. There can be no assurance that the political environment in these jurisdictions will 
continue to be stable now or in the future. In particular, Zimbabwe has been subject to political unrest in recent times. 
Other countries in which Tlou operates now or in the future may be subject to political unrest or be affected by 
political conditions which adversely impact Tlou’s operations or assets.

Other risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, high rates of inflation, labour unrest, currency exchange 
rate fluctuations, limitations on repatriation of profits, renegotiation or nullification of existing licences, Special 
Grants or contracts, changes in taxation policies, currency controls and regulations that favour or require the 
awarding of contracts to local contractors or require foreign contractors to employ citizens, or purchase supplies 
from, a particular jurisdiction.

The occurrence of any of these risks or any material changes in government policies, attitude or legislation that  
affect foreign investment, repatriation of foreign currency, taxation or mineral exploration, development or mining 
activities, may adversely affect the viability and profitability of the Company’s assets and operations in Botswana, 
Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Tanzania or other southern Africa jurisdictions in a highly material manner. Failure to 
comply strictly with applicable laws, regulations and local practices relating to mineral tenure and development, 
could result in loss, reduction or expropriation of entitlements.

5.2.4 exploration and Development

The future value of Tlou will depend on its ability to find and develop CBM resources that are economically 
recoverable within Tlou’s granted exploration permits and other permits should they be granted. CBM exploration 
and development is inherently highly speculative and involves a significant degree of risk. There can be no assurance 
that Tlou’s planned exploration, appraisal and development activities will be successful. Even if CBM resources are 
identified, there is no guarantee that it will be economic to extract these resources or that there will be commercial 
opportunities available to monetise these resources. Further, some of the permits are largely unexplored and have 
only a very limited history and there is no certainty that the proposed exploration will encounter any CBM that may 
ultimately be commercially viable.

The proposed work programme could experience cost overruns that reduce the Company’s ability to complete that 
programme in the time expected.

CBM exploration may involve drilling operations and exploration activities which do not generate a positive return  
on investment. This may arise from unproductive wells, but also from wells that are productive but do not produce 
sufficient revenues to return a profit after accounting for drilling, operating and other associated costs. The production  
from successful wells may also be impacted by various operating conditions, including insufficient storage or 
transportation capacity, or other geological and mechanical conditions. In addition, managing drilling hazards or 
environmental damage and pollution caused by exploration and development operations could greatly increase  
the associated cost and profitability of individual wells.
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5.2.5 resources

Tlou is engaged in gas exploration and development which is inherently highly speculative and involves a significant 
degree of risk. There can be no assurance that Tlou’s planned exploration, appraisal and development activities  
will be successful, nor that if gas resources are identified, that it will be economic to extract these resources.

Whilst NSAI has independently assessed a best estimate Contingent Resource of 152 billion cubic feet of gas and a 
best estimate Prospective Resource of 3,239 billion cubic feet of gas within Tlou’s Botswana Karoo Central permits,  
these represent estimates only.

Contingent resources are those quantities of petroleum which are estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially 
recoverable from known accumulations, but for which the applied project or projects are not yet considered mature 
enough for commercial development because of one or more contingencies.

Resource estimates are estimates only and no assurance can be given that an identified resource will ever qualify  
as commercially viable which can be legally and economically exploited. This may have a material adverse impact  
on the financial position and prospects of the Company.

5.2.6 commercialisation, Infrastructure and contractual risk

Tlou’s potential future earnings, profitability, and growth are likely to be dependent upon Tlou being able to 
successfully implement some or all of its commercialisation plans detailed in Section 2.7.

The ability for Tlou to do so is further dependent upon a number of factors, including matters which may be beyond 
the control of Tlou. Tlou may not be successful in securing identified customers or market opportunities.

Part of Tlou’s development plan and growth opportunities include the supply of CBM to the Botswana market and 
other external markets. There is no guarantee that suitable infrastructure will be available, or available on acceptable 
and economic terms, to deliver CBM to those markets.

The transportation and service infrastructure in Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Tanzania are under-developed  
and can be unreliable in some of the areas where the Company is operating. Material delays in the transportation  
of equipment, supplies and resources may delay the exploration and development of the Company’s projects and/or 
the commercialisation of those projects. Any such delay is likely to increase the cost of exploring and developing  
the projects, and such increase may materially affect the Company’s business, results of operations and  
financial condition.

Tlou’s ability to sell and market any CBM produced will be negatively impacted should it be unable to secure adequate 
transportation and processing. Access will depend on the proximity and capacity of pipelines and processing 
facilities. Further Tlou may be required to develop its own pipeline infrastructure or secure access to third party 
pipeline infrastructure in order to deliver CBM to key markets or customers. The development of its own pipeline 
infrastructure will be subject to Tlou obtaining relevant approvals including pipeline licences. Access to third party 
infrastructure cannot be guaranteed given that the pipelines may not be developed with an open access regime.

Tlou is a party to various contracts, including those set forth in Section 14.5. Whilst Tlou will have various contractual 
rights in the event of non-compliance by a contracting party, no assurance can be given that all contracts to which 
Tlou is a party will be fully performed by all contracting parties. Additionally, no assurance can be given that if a 
contracting party does not comply with any contractual provisions, Tlou will be successful in enforcing compliance.

5.2.7 Funding

Upon successful completion of the Offer, the Company believes it will have sufficient funding to undertake the work 
programme up to June 2014 as detailed in Section 2.6, and the Directors do not expect to require additional funding 
outside of this Offer to complete that work programme. However, Tlou will require additional funding in the future, 
and there can be no assurance that such funding will be available to Tlou on favourable terms, or at all. The 
Company’s ability to raise further equity or debt, or to divest part of its interest in a project, and the terms of such 
transactions will vary according to a number of factors, including the progress of production and supply agreements, 
success of exploration results and the future development of projects, stock market conditions and commodity 
prices. An inability on the part of the Company to raise further equity or debt or the terms and conditions required  
for the Company to raise further equity and debt could have a material adverse impact on the financial position  
and prospects of the Company.
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5.2.8 operational risk

CBM exploration and development activities involve numerous operational risks, including encountering unusual or 
unexpected geological formations, mechanical breakdowns or failures, accidents, human errors, weather conditions, 
shortages or delays to delivery of equipment, compliance with government requirements and other unexpected 
events which occur in the process of drilling and operating wells.

The occurrence of any of these risks could result in substantial financial losses to Tlou due to injury or loss of life, 
damage to or destruction of property, natural resources or equipment, environmental damage or pollution, clean-up 
responsibilities and regulatory investigation, amongst other factors. Damages occurring to third parties as a result  
of such risks may give rise to claims against Tlou which may not be covered fully by insurance or at all.

The Directors of Tlou will (in conjunction with senior management) endeavour to anticipate, identify and manage  
the risks inherent in the activities of Tlou, with the aim of eliminating, avoiding and mitigating the impact of risks on 
the performance of Tlou and its business operations. The ability of the Directors to do so may be affected by matters 
outside their control and no assurance can be given that the Directors of Tlou will be successful in these endeavours.

5.2.9 royalties and taxes

In the event that Tlou believes it has sufficient CBM resources to move into a production phase, the CBM exploration 
licenses will need to be converted to mining licenses, under which a royalty is payable to the Botswana government. 
This royalty is currently 3% of gross market value. Gross market value is defined as the sale value receivable at the 
mine gate in an arm’s length transaction without discounts, commissions or deductions for the mineral or mineral 
product on disposal. In addition to the royalty payable, Tlou will also be subject to a corporate tax rate of at least  
22% and a 7.5% dividend withholding tax for any earnings in Botswana.

In addition, Zimbabwe currently charges a royalty of 2% of the gross fair value of the minerals produced that is payable  
to the Zimbabwe government. In addition to the royalty, Tlou will also be subject to a 25.75% effective corporate tax 
rate (25% corporate tax rate plus 3% levy) and a 20% dividend withholding tax for any earnings in Zimbabwe.

Any change to the royalties or tax rates in any of the countries in which Tlou is successful in producing gas may have  
a material adverse effect on the ability of Tlou to commercially produce and sell CBM from the areas comprised in 
those applications.

5.2.10 availability of drilling equipment and personnel

Tlou’s CBM exploration and development activities are dependent on the availability of drilling rigs and related 
equipment and appropriately qualified and experienced personnel in the area of its exploration permits. If Tlou is 
unable to secure such equipment or personnel in the future, or is unable to secure it on acceptable terms, this may 
have a material adverse effect on the financial position and prospects of the Company.

5.2.11 reliance on Key personnel

Tlou’s success, in part, depends upon the continued performance, efforts, abilities and expertise of its key management 
personnel, as well as other management and technical personnel including those employed on a contractual basis. 
The loss of the services of certain personnel could adversely affect the time frames and costs structure as currently 
envisaged for Tlou’s exploration projects.

In particular, Nathan Mitchell (Non-Executive Chairman), Tony Gilby (Managing Director and CEO) and Christopher 
Pieters (Executive Director) have significant know-how of working in and relationships with third parties in southern 
Africa. In addition, these persons (other than Mr Pieters) are substantial holders of Tlou’s shares (including through 
controlled entities). The loss of any of such persons could result in relationships with key stakeholders in the countries 
in which Tlou operates being lost or diminished. This may have an adverse impact on the prospects of the Company.

Whilst Tlou has taken steps to secure a number of senior management under fixed term agreements, the competition 
for qualified personnel in the CBM industry is notable and there can be no assurance that Tlou will be able to retain or 
hire all personnel necessary for the development and operation of its business. The impact of a loss of key staff would 
be dependent upon the quality and timing of the employee’s replacement.

Although Tlou’s key personnel have a considerable amount of experience and have previously been successful in their 
pursuits of acquiring, exploring and developing coal bed methane projects, there is no guarantee or assurance that 
they will be successful in their objectives pursuant to this Prospectus.
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5.2.12 competition

Tlou competes with numerous other CBM companies in the search for CBM reserves and resources. Competitors 
include companies that have greater financial and other resources than Tlou. Tlou is protected from competition on  
land in which it holds exclusive exploration rights, however Tlou may face competition for equipment and skilled labour.

The pursuit of Tlou’s business development strategy to pursue entry into the Mozambique, Tanzania and other 
southern African markets may result in the Company competing directly with other CBM companies which may  
have greater financial and other resources than Tlou. These competitors may use pricing or other strategies  
to prevent Tlou achieving its business development objectives. This may have a material adverse impact on the 
financial position and prospects of the Company.

5.2.13 Limited operations History

Tlou is a relatively new company established in 2009. Tlou does not yet have a record of revenue-producing 
operations. Consequently, there is a limited operating history upon which to base an assumption that Tlou will be  
able to successfully implement its business plans or achieve its business goals. Any future revenue and profitability 
from Tlou’s business will depend upon successful exploration and development of Tlou’s permits. There can be no 
assurance that Tlou will achieve profitability in the future.

5.2.14 reliance on relationships and alliances

Tlou has relationships and alliances with political, technical and advisory parties and other stakeholders in the CBM 
industry in the countries in which it operates. Tlou’s success, in part, depends upon continued successful relations 
with these parties. The loss of one or more of these relationships or a change in nature or terms of one or more of 
these relationships may have a material adverse impact on the financial position and prospects of the Company.

5.2.15 occupants and owners of land

Some or all of the permits held by the Company are occupied by people with village rights or owned by third parties, 
primarily in Botswana and Zimbabwe. Should the Company be unable to obtain access to its permits on terms 
acceptable to the occupier or owner of the land upon which the permits are located then there is a risk that this  
may cause delays to, or prevent, any operations on the permits.

5.2.16 Weather and Wildfire

Tlou operates in areas where surface flooding can occur, especially in the summer months. Heavy rains and/or 
flooding could hamper construction and operating activities of the Company. This may have a negative effect on  
Tlou’s operations.

Tlou operates in areas where wildfire can occur. Fire could hamper construction and operating activities of the 
Company. This may have a negative effect on Tlou’s operations.

5.2.17 Joint Venture or Farm-in risks

Where the Company is a party to joint venture operating agreements or farm-in agreements for prospects, if any,  
or the Company’s joint venture partners fail to or are unable to fund their pro rata contributions to expenditure, the 
Company may have to make increased contributions to ensure that the programme succeeds. It may also be the  
case that delays in programmes may arise due to the joint venture partners not reaching agreement on joint  
venture decisions.
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5.3 General Risks

5.3.1 Share market price and liquidity risk

There is currently no public market through which the Shares of Tlou may be sold. There can be no guarantee that  
an active trading market for the Shares will develop and investors may not be able to resell the Shares purchased 
under this Prospectus.

The price at which Shares will trade cannot be accurately predicted. The trading price of Shares can be affected  
by general market conditions as well as factors specifically affecting the sector Tlou operates in. Factors that could 
impact the trading price that are unrelated to Tlou’s performance include domestic and global commodity prices and 
economic outlook, fiscal and monetary policies, currency movements, and market perceptions of the attractiveness 
of particular industries. The Shares carry no guarantee in respect of profitability, dividends, return on capital, price  
or liquidity at which they may trade once listed on the ASX.

5.3.2 Volatility of the market price for cBm

Tlou’s possible future revenues are expected to be derived mainly from the sale of CBM. Consequently, Tlou’s 
potential future earnings, profitability, and growth are likely to be closely related to the market price of CBM.

Historically, CBM market prices have fluctuated in response to changes in the supply of and demand for CBM, 
economic uncertainty, and a variety of additional factors beyond the control of Tlou. Such influencing factors include 
economic conditions in Australia and abroad, government regulation and sanctions, the actions of the Organization  
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), political stability in the Middle East and elsewhere and the availability 
of alternative fuel sources.

Any substantial and extended decline in the market price of CBM could have an adverse effect on Tlou’s future 
revenues, profitability, cash flow from operations, carrying value of future reserves, and borrowing capacity amongst 
other factors. If the market price of CBM to be sold by Tlou were to fall below the costs of production and remain at 
such a level for any sustained period, Tlou would experience losses and could have to curtail or suspend some or  
all of its proposed activities. In such circumstances, Tlou would also have to assess the economic impact of any 
sustained lower commodity prices on the recoverability of existing reserves.

5.3.3 Geopolitical risk

The Company operates in, and may in the future explore opportunities in, southern African countries. Tlou is and  
may in the future be exposed to political, economic and sovereign risk, including instability and unrest, associated 
with operating in any jurisdiction.

5.3.4 Legal risks

The Company’s operations in Botswana, Zimbabwe and proposed operations in Mozambique and Tanzania are  
subject to the jurisdiction of the courts in those countries. The legal system may be affected by political instability  
in those countries and additional legal risks such as political influence in obtaining effective legal redress in courts 
and a high degree of discretion on the part of government agencies, may arise as a result.

Introduction of new legislation, amendments to existing legislation, the application of developments in existing 
common law, or the interpretation of those laws, could adversely affect the viability and profitability of the Company’s 
assets and operations in Botswana, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, Tanzania or any other jurisdiction in which it operates  
in a highly material manner.

Information on recent and mooted legislative and policy changes by the Botswana government is set out in Section 11. 
Because of the uncertainty of the passage of such changes, Tlou is unable to predict with any degree of certainty the 
effect, if any, of these changes on Tlou’s financial position, financial performance, cash flows, growth prospects, 
ability to pay dividends and Share price due to changes in legislation. However, changes may result in a material 
adverse effect in one or all of these respects.
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5.3.5 previous exploration and mining

Previous exploration and mining activities undertaken by illegal mining activity could in the future give rise to  
costs for environmental rehabilitation, damage, control and losses. As at the date of this Prospectus, the Company 
has received no indication or instruction that rehabilitation of these areas is required. Tlou has rehabilitated, or will 
rehabilitate, areas where it has conducted exploration work. The enforcement of any environmental regulation could 
lead to increased costs for the Company, which in turn could adversely affect the Company’s financial performance 
and available cash reserves.

5.3.6 Insurance

CBM exploration, development and production operations are subject to all the risks and hazards typically associated 
with mining operations, including hazards such as fires, explosions, blowouts, gas releases and spills which could 
result in property or environmental damage and personal injury. Tlou intends to ensure that insurance is maintained in  
accordance with industry practice and having regard to the nature of activities being conducted. However, insurance 
of such risks is sometimes unavailable and may attract large premiums. Accordingly, no assurance can be given that 
Tlou will be able to obtain such insurance coverage at reasonable rates, or that any coverage it arranges will be 
adequate and able to cover any such claims. If Tlou incurs uninsured losses or liabilities, this could have a material 
adverse impact on the financial position and prospects of the Company.

5.3.7 regulatory and Litigation risk

Many of Tlou’s operations are governed by national and local environmental laws and regulations that set standards 
regulating certain aspects of health and environmental quality, provide for penalties and other liabilities for the 
violation of such standards and establish, in some circumstances, obligations to remediate current and former 
facilities and locations where operations are or were conducted. Non-compliance with any of these laws may have  
a material adverse impact on the Company and its ability to undertake business in the relevant jurisdictions.

Liability could be imposed on Tlou for damages, clean-up costs or penalties in the event of certain discharges into  
the environment, environmental damage caused by previous owners of property acquired by Tlou, native title  
claims, tenure disputes, legal action from special interest groups, and non-compliance with environmental laws  
or regulations. If this was to occur, it may cause a material adverse impact on the financial position of the Company.

5.3.8 Industrial relations risk

Employment is an area which has the capacity to give rise to significant legal risk, particularly because of the 
significant degree of legislation and other regulation. Tlou also employs a number of third party contractors. 
Industrial action affecting Tlou projects may result in project delays or an increase in costs. Industrial action or 
threatened industrial action from Tlou’s employees or contractors may have a material adverse impact on the 
development of Tlou’s projects and the financial position and prospects of the Company.

5.3.9 environment and Government approvals

The Company’s exploration and appraisal programmes will, in general, be subject to approval by government 
authorities. Development of any CBM resources will be dependent on the project meeting environmental guidelines 
and gaining approvals by government authorities. Inability to obtain these approvals or unsatisfactory terms and 
conditions on which these approvals are obtained may have a material adverse impact on Tlou’s projects and the 
financial position and prospects of the Company.
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KEY PEOPLE, INTERESTS AND bENEFITS

SECTION 6. //
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This section provides information about the directors and key managers of Tlou, the interests of people involved  
in the Offer and any benefits they may receive.

6.1 board of Directors

           nathan mitchell
non-executive chairman
Nathan was appointed Non-Executive Chairman in August 2009 and has over 23 years 
experience with the drilling and resource exploration industry.

Nathan was previously CEO of Mitchell Drilling from 2001 until 2008, a period that saw 
international expansion to India, China, America and Zambia. After the sale of Mitchell Drilling’s 
Australian operations in August 2008, Nathan incorporated Mitchell Group as a governing 
company to all existing international operations and future energy sector expansion. Mitchell 

Group is the parent of Arcturus Capital Pty Ltd, a substantial holder of Tlou’s Shares.

Nathan is also a non-executive director at Westside Corporation Limited – an ASX-listed company with interests  
in CBM projects in Queensland, and a number of other unlisted and private companies.

           anthony (tony) Gilby
chief executive officer and managing Director
Tony was appointed Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director in March 2012 and has over 
28 years experience in the oil and gas industry. He is a founding director of Tlou.

Tony was awarded a Bachelor of Science (First Class Honours) degree in Geology from the 
University of Adelaide in 1984, and also won the University Medal in Geology (Tate Memorial 
Medal). Tony began his career working as a well-site geologist for Delhi Petroleum in the 
Cooper Basin. He subsequently joined ESSO Australia. His roles with ESSO included exploration  

geology, geophysics, petrophysics and a period of time working in the Exxon Production Research Centre in Houston 
studying the seismic application of sequence stratigraphy.

On his return to Australia, he continued to work with ESSO in a New Ventures capacity working on a variety of projects 
prior to relocating to Brisbane where he worked for MIM Petroleum and the Louisiana Land and Exploration Company 
(LL&E). In 1996, he left LL&E to take on a consulting role as well as the acquisition of prospective Queensland acreage 
in a private capacity. This work culminated with the founding of Sunshine Gas Limited where he remained Managing 
Director until its sale in late 2008. He was a founding director of Chartwell Energy Limited until its merger with the 
ASX listed Comet Ridge Limited in April 2009 where he is currently a non-executive director.

Tony is a member of the Petroleum Exploration Society of Australia and the American Association of Petroleum Geologists.

           christopher pieters
executive Director
Christopher was a founding member of Tlou and was appointed Executive Director in March 
2012 and has seven years experience in unconventional gas.

Chris Pieters is managing director and co-founder of Walcot Capital Pty Ltd, a private venture 
capital business specialising in energy and mining investment. He was also Managing Director 
of Tlou Energy from inception until February 2012.

Prior to that Chris was Chief Commercial Officer of Sunshine Gas Limited where he was a key member of the team 
that built the company before its takeover by QGC in 2008. Chris also held other technical and business development 
roles whilst at Sunshine Gas Limited.

Chris is a non-executive director of ASX-listed Australian CBM company, Comet Ridge Limited, and a number of other 
unlisted and private companies.

Chris holds both Bachelor of Science (Geology) and Bachelor of Business degrees from the University of Queensland, 
and a first class Honours degree in Petroleum Geology and Geophysics from the Australian School of Petroleum 
in Adelaide.

6.  KEY PEOPLE, INTERESTS AND bENEFITS
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           martin mcIver
Independent non-executive Director
Martin was appointed Non-Executive Director in September 2010 and has over 11 years 
experience at General Manager and Director levels in mining service companies.

Martin is the Executive General Manager of the Mitchell Group. Prior to joining the Mitchell 
Group Martin was a Director in the Brisbane Corporate Finance team with 
PricewaterhouseCoopers. He was an advisor on the WestSide Corporation Limited purchase of 
Anglo Coal’s Dawson coal seam gas assets, and the sale of the Mitchell Drilling Contractors 

Australian coal seam gas drilling business. Martin was also the General Manager for a transport company servicing 
the Australian mining industry with operations in four states.

Mr McIver was a former director of Mackenzie River Bulkhaul Pty Ltd, a company which was placed into voluntary 
administration in 2002, within 12 months of Mr McIver ceasing to be a director of that company.

Martin holds an MBA (International) with honours from the American Graduate School of International Management 
(Thunderbird), a Graduate Diploma in Applied Finance and Valuations (FINSIA/Kaplan) and a Bachelor of Business 
(Marketing) from the Queensland University of Technology.

6.2 Key Managers

Glen Smith
chief operating officer
Glen has over 25 years of operational and exploration experience in the oil and gas industry having worked with both 
international and local oil and gas companies in offshore and onshore environments. His drilling and geological 
experience has included in Australia, Papua New Guinea, New Zealand, Indonesia, Brazil and now Africa.

His career commenced with Delhi Petroleum in the mid 1980’s as a wellsite geologist before moving to fulfil various 
operations management rolls, notably with Delhi, Esso/Exxon, MIM Petroleum and Innamincka Petroleum. More 
recently he has worked in the CSG industry with Comet Ridge Limited as the contract Drilling Manager.

As COO Glen co-ordinates Tlou’s day to day field, drilling and production operations. Glen is currently based in  
South Africa to directly supervise the operations for Tlou’s southern African asset base.

Don Langdon
chief Financial officer
Don was appointed Chief Financial Officer in March 2012. He is a Chartered Accountant with more than 40 years 
professional experience in commercial accounting roles and in audit and corporate services. Prior to October 2010, 
he was an Audit Principal with a large mid-tier accounting firm where he gained experience with the financial 
reporting requirements for public/private companies, external and internal audit, due diligence for company floats 
and major acquisitions, other expert reports, special investigations, valuations, company secretarial matters, 
Corporations Act requirements and ASX listing rules. Since October 2010, he has acted as Chief Financial Officer  
for Comet Ridge Limited and for a number of private companies.

Don has a Bachelor of Commerce from the University of Queensland and is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants and a Fellow of the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

Stephen rodgers
company Secretary
Stephen is a lawyer with over 20 years experience and holds a Bachelor of Laws degree from Queensland University  
of Technology. After practicing law with several firms in Brisbane over a 12-year period he operated his own specialist 
commercial and property law practice for seven years. Stephen then joined Sunshine Gas Limited, where he was the 
in-house Legal and Commercial Counsel – a broad role which also included assisting the Company Secretary with 
many of the facets of that position.

During this period, Stephen gained experience in the operation and running of an ASX 200 coal seam gas company  
as well as being a member of the team which led the takeover negotiations and implementation of QGC’s friendly 
acquisition of that company.
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Stephen was appointed Company Secretary of Chartwell Energy Limited and was appointed the Company Secretary 
of Comet Ridge Limited when it merged with Chartwell in April 2009. He remains the Company secretary of Comet 
Ridge Limited which is an ASX-listed public company.

Stephen has been the Company Secretary of Tlou since August 2009.

mark Di Bacco
chief Geologist
Mark holds a Bachelor of Science in Geology from the University of Adelaide, and an honours degree from the 
Australian School of Petroleum, majoring in Petroleum Geology and Geophysics. Mark has experience in multi-
disciplinary exploration for oil and gas in conventional and unconventional reservoirs in both onshore and offshore 
environments. Mark has explored in many sedimentary basins across many regions worldwide, including Australia, 
Africa, UK and Continental Europe.

Mark has particular experience in CBM exploration and appraisal, having previously worked for Sunshine Gas  
Limited and Santos. Mark’s work included the exploring and appraising of the CBM resources of those companies 
within the Bowen and Surat basins in Queensland.

Mark is a member of PESA, ASEG and the Geological Society of America.

colm cloonan
Group Financial controller
Colm has over 13 years experience in various finance roles. He has worked with accounting firms both in Ireland  
and Australia, holding senior positions. He has provided auditing services, taxation advice, consulting and business 
services to entities in various industries. Colm has also provided financial and management accounting services  
to clients, which included retail companies and major coal and gas fired power generation assets in Australia.

Colm studied accountancy at the Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology in Ireland and is a Fellow of the Association  
of Chartered Certified Accountants.

Gabaake Gabaake
regional manager
Gabaake is a former Botswana Government Senior Public Servant. For over two years of his public service career  
he headed the key Ministry of Minerals, Energy and Water Resources in Botswana. He is a professional geologist with 
a knowledge in policy formulation, analysis and implementation in the minerals, energy and water sectors. He also 
oversaw the successful development and implementation of a strategy to overcome Botswana’s worst power crisis 
between 2008 and 2010 and implementation of a comprehensive review of the water sector institutional framework  
in Botswana.

Gabaake has served in various private company boards such as De Beers, Debswana and DTC, in various capacities 
and is a public speaker and writer.

Gabaake graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in Geology from the University of Botswana in 1986 and with  
a Masters Degree in groundwater hydrology from the University College of London in 1989.

Francois Badenhorst
operations manager
Francois has over 25 years experience in Project Development, Project Management and Corporate Governance.

He has previously held the position of Vice President of Saber Energy Services and Chief Operating Officer of CIC 
Energy Corp. from 2005 until 2007.

Prior to holding these positions, Mr Badenhorst gained experience in his position as Executive in Eskom (South 
African power utility), responsible for power production planning, fuel procurement of over 40 million tons per annum 
and corporate restructuring. The coal projects included motivation and implementation of major capital expenditures.

Mr Badenhorst has a Bachelor of Science degree from the University Potchefstroom and is a registered member  
of the South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.
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6.3 Interests and benefits

Other than as stated in this section and elsewhere in this Prospectus:

•	 no amount has been paid or agreed to be paid and no benefit has been given or agreed to be given to a Director,  
or proposed Director to induce them to become, or to qualify as, a Director of the Company;

•	 none of the following persons:

– a Director or proposed Director of the Company;

– each person named in the Prospectus as performing a function in a professional, advisory or other capacity  
in connection with the preparation or distribution of the Prospectus;

– a promoter of the Company; or

– an underwriter to the issue or sale of the Shares, or a financial services licensee involved in the issue or sale  
of the Shares and named in the Prospectus;

holds or has held at any time in the two years before lodgement of this Prospectus with ASIC, an interest in:

– the formation or promotion of the Company;

– the Offer of Shares;

– property acquired or proposed to be acquired by the Company in connection with its formation or promotion  
or the Offer of Shares,

or was paid or given, or agreed to be paid or given, any amount or benefit for services provided by such persons  
in connection with the formation or promotion of the Company or the Offer of Shares.

Directors’ interests in Shares

Directors are not required under the Constitution to hold any Shares in Tlou. The Directors (and their associates)  
are entitled to apply for Shares in the Offer. All Directors or entities related to them will hold Shares or options  
on Completion of the Offer.

Set out below are details of the interests of the Directors in Shares at allotment of Shares under the Offer. Interests 
include those held directly or by related parties. Details of options held by the Directors at the date of this Prospectus 
is set out in Sections 4.5.9 and 14.4 of this Prospectus.

Detailed in the table below are particulars of the interests that Directors or parties related to them hold in Shares  
and options in the Company as at the date of this Prospectus.

Director Shares options4

Nathan Mitchell 12,762,0121 1,500,000

Tony Gilby 9,213,3172 4,000,000

Christopher Pieters 2,935,9083 2,000,000

Martin McIver 130,800 250,000

Note: 1 Shares held by Nathan Mitchell and Arcturus Capital Pty Ltd, an entity controlled by Mr Mitchell.

2  Shares held by Tony Gilby, by Gilby Resources Pty Ltd as trustee for Gilby Superannuation Fund and Gilby Resources Pty Ltd as trustee  
for Gilby Investment Trust (an entity controlled by Mr Gilby), and by Savasana Securities Pty Ltd (an entity controlled by Fleur Gilby,  
Mr Gilby’s daughter).

3  Shares held by Christopher Pieters, Pieters Capital Pty Ltd as trustee for Pieters Investment Trust and Wood Duck Holdings, entities 
controlled by Mr Pieters.

4 See Section 4.5.9 and 14.4 for further details of options.
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chief executive officer and managing Director

Tlou has entered into an employment contract with Tony Gilby to govern his employment with Tlou. Tony Gilby  
is the Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director of Tlou. Refer to Section 14.6.4 for further details.

executive Director

Tlou has entered into a contract with Christopher Pieters through his wholly owned company to govern the provision 
of his services to Tlou. Christopher Pieters is an Executive Director of Tlou. Refer to Section 14.6.4 for further details.

Directors’ remuneration

Under the Constitution, the Directors decide the total amount paid to each Director as remuneration for their  
services as a Director to Tlou. However, under ASX Listing Rules, the total amount paid to all Directors (other than 
executive directors) for their services must not exceed in aggregate in any financial year the amount fixed by Tlou  
in general meeting. This amount has been fixed by Tlou at $500,000.

The remuneration of Directors must not include a commission on, or a percentage of profits or operating revenue. 
Superannuation on these amounts will also be paid at 9% or as otherwise permitted by law on the respective amounts.

Annual directors’ fees, exclusive of remuneration paid to Tony Gilby (Chief Executive Officer and Managing Director) 
and Christopher Pieters (Executive Director) under their respective agreements, currently agreed to be paid by Tlou 
are set out in the table below.

Director
remuneration per 

annum

Nathan Mitchell $52,320

Tony Gilby $52,320

Christopher Pieters $Nil

Martin McIver $52,320

total $156,960

Deeds of access, indemnity and insurance for Directors

The Company has entered into deeds of indemnity, insurance and access with the Directors on standard terms for 
directors of public listed companies. Under each deed, the Company has undertaken, to the extent permitted by law, 
to indemnify each Director in certain circumstances and to maintain insurance cover in favour of the Director for 
seven years after the Director has ceased to be a Director. The Company has also agreed in certain circumstances  
to provide access for seven years after the Director has ceased to be a Director to records of the Company created 
while the person was a Director.

other information – Directors

Directors may also be reimbursed for travel and other expenses incurred in attending to Tlou’s affairs.

Non-executive directors may be paid such additional or special remuneration as the Directors decide is appropriate 
where a Director performs extra work or services which are not in the capacity as Director of Tlou or a subsidiary.

There are no retirement benefit schemes for Directors, other than statutory superannuation contributions.

Interests of advisers

Clayton Utz has acted as Tlou’s Australian legal adviser in relation to the Offer. In respect of this work, Clayton Utz 
will be paid approximately $775,000 (excluding disbursements and GST) for work performed by it until the date of  
the Prospectus. Further amounts may be paid to Clayton Utz in accordance with its time-based charges.

RBS Morgans Corporate Limited and Integra Advisory Partners Pty Ltd have acted as Joint Lead Managers for  
the Offer, in respect of which they will receive the fees described in Section 7.12 of this Prospectus.
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BDO East Coast Partnership has acted as Investigating Accountant, has prepared the Investigating Accountant’s 
Report in Section 12 and has performed work in relation to due diligence enquiries. In respect of this work, BDO East 
Coast Partnership will be paid approximately $42,500 (excluding disbursements and GST) for work performed up 
until the date of the Prospectus. Further amounts may be paid to BDO in accordance with its time-based charges.

BDO East Coast Partnership has acted as Tlou’s taxation adviser in relation to the Offer. In respect of this work, BDO 
East Coast Partnership will be paid approximately $20,500 (excluding disbursements and GST) for work performed 
up until the date of the Prospectus. Further amounts may be paid to BDO in accordance with its time-based charges.

BDO East Coast Partnership acts as Tlou’s auditor. In respect of the work conducted relating to the Offer, BDO East 
Coast Partnership will be paid approximately $30,000 (excluding disbursements and GST) for work performed up 
until the date of the Prospectus. Further amounts may be paid to BDO in accordance with its time-based charges.

RISC Operations Pty Ltd has prepared the Independent Expert’s Geological Report in Section 8. In respect of this 
work, RISC Operations Pty Ltd will be paid approximately $96,000 (excluding disbursements and GST) for work 
performed up until the date of the Prospectus.

Norconsult Africa (Pty) Ltd has prepared the Independent Expert’s Market Report in Section 9. In respect of this  
work, Norconsult Africa (Pty) Ltd will be paid approximately $28,500 (excluding disbursements and GST) for work 
performed up until the date of the Prospectus.

Netherland, Sewell & Associates, Inc. has prepared the Resources Report in Section 10. In respect of this work, 
Netherland, Sewell & Associates, Inc. will be paid approximately $52,500 (excluding disbursements and GST)  
for work performed up until the date of the Prospectus.

Armstrongs Attorneys, Notaries and Conveyancers has prepared the Bostwana Legal Report in Section 11 and has 
performed work in relation to due diligence enquiries. In respect of this work, Armstrongs will be paid approximately 
$13,500 (excluding disbursements and GST) for work performed up until the date of the Prospectus.

The above costs include amounts incurred in 2012 in the preparation of the Prospectus and related work. These 
amounts, and other expenses of the Offer, have been paid or will be paid by Tlou out of funds raised under the Offer  
or available cash. Further information on the use of proceeds and payment of expenses of the Offer is set out in 
Section 7.3.

6.4 Scope and Responsibility of the board

Responsibility for Tlou’s proper corporate governance rests with the Board. The Board’s guiding principle in  
meeting this responsibility is to act honestly, conscientiously and fairly, in accordance with the law, in the interests  
of Tlou’s Shareholders (with a view to building sustainable value for the Shareholders) and those of employees and 
other stakeholders.

The Board’s broad function is to:

•	 chart strategy and set financial targets for the Company;

•	 monitor the implementation and execution of strategy and performance against financial and non-financial 
targets; and

•	 appoint and oversee the performance of executive management and generally to take and fulfil an effective 
leadership role.

Power and authority in certain areas is specifically reserved to the Board – consistent with its function as outlined 
above. These areas include:

•	 composition of the Board itself including the appointment and removal of Directors;

•	 oversight of the Company including its control and accountability system;

•	 appointment and removal of senior management including the Managing Director, Chief Executive Officer,  
Chief Financial Officer, Executive Directors and Company Secretary and certain other senior executives;

•	 reviewing and overseeing systems of risk management and internal compliance and control, codes of ethics  
and conduct, and legal and statutory compliances;

•	 monitoring senior management’s performance and implementation of strategy; and

•	 approving and monitoring financial and other reporting and the operation of committees.
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6.5 Composition of board

The Board performs its roles and function, consistent with the above statement of its overall corporate governance 
responsibility, in accordance with the following principles:

•	 the Board should comprise at least three Directors with a maximum of nine Directors;

•	 where circumstances allow, to have a majority of independent Directors and an independent Chairman; and

•	 Directors will be elected for a three year term.

6.6 board Charter

The Board has recently adopted a Board Charter which will be kept under review and amended from time to time  
as the Board may consider appropriate, the purpose of which is to give formal recognition to the matters outlined 
above. This charter sets out various other matters that are important for effective corporate governance including  
the following:

•	 a detailed definition of “independence” for purposes of appointment of Directors;

•	 a framework for annual performance review and evaluation;

•	 approval of criteria for monitoring and evaluating the performance of senior executives;

•	 approving and monitoring capital management and major capital expenditure;

•	 frequency of Board meetings;

•	 ethical standards and values – ensuring compliance with the Company’s governing documents and code  
of conduct;

•	 risk management – identifying risks, reviewing and ratifying the Company’s systems of internal compliance  
and control;

•	 establishment of Board committees: audit committee, risk committee and remuneration and nomination 
committee;

•	 the implementation of a formal and detailed code for securities transactions designed to ensure fair and 
transparent trading by Directors, management, employees and others (the Board has implemented a separate 
securities trading policy); and

•	 communications with shareholders and the market.

These initiatives, together with other matters provided for in the Board’s charter, are designed to “institutionalise” 
good corporate governance and generally build a culture of best practice in the Company’s own internal practices  
and in its dealings with others.

6.7 Audit Committee

The purpose of this committee is to monitor the integrity of the Company’s financial statements, and monitor and 
review the effectiveness of the Company’s internal financial control system and internal and external audit functions. 
The Audit Committee Charter provides that the committee is to include at least 3 members, the majority of which  
are non-executive directors, including the chair who shall not be the chairperson of the Board. At least one member 
is to have significant, recent and relevant financial management experience. The committee as at the date of this 
document will comprise the following members:

•	 Martin McIver (Chair); and

•	 Tony Gilby.

It is the intention of Tony Gilby to step down from the Audit Committee role once the company is listed and a replacement 
be appointed to replace him on this committee once a new director can be appointed to the Board. It is not practical  
at this stage of the company’s development to have 3 members of the committee. As soon as the constitution of the 
Board allows, the committee will be constituted by 3 directors who will, if possible, be non-executive directors and  
2 of which, if possible, will be independent. The committee performs a variety of functions relevant to internal and 
external reporting and reports to the Board following each meeting. Among other matters for which the committee  
is responsible for are the following:
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•	 monitor the integrity of the financial statements of Tlou and its subsidiaries, by reviewing significant financial 
reporting judgements;

•	 review the effectiveness of the Company’s internal financial control system and, unless expressly addressed  
by a separate Risk Committee or by the Board itself, risk management systems;

•	 monitor and review the effectiveness of the Company’s internal audit function;

•	 monitor and review the external audit function including matters concerning appointment and remuneration, 
independence and non-audit services;

•	 perform such other functions as assigned by law, the Company’s constitution, or the Board;

•	 approve the corporate governance section of the Company’s Annual Report relating to the committee and its 
responsibilities; and

•	 review compliance with legal and regulatory requirements.

The committee meets at least twice per year, with further meetings to be convened as required or as requested by the 
chair of the committee or the Board. At the discretion of the chair of the committee, relevant members of management  
and the external auditor may be required to attend meetings.

6.8 Risk Committee

The purpose of this committee is to assist the Board and make recommendations to it in relation to the oversight and 
governance control of the Company’s financial and non-financial risk management activities. The committee shall 
consist of at least 2 Board members, with the chair of the committee to be a Director. The committee is currently 
constituted by the following members:

•	 Nathan Mitchell;

•	 Martin McIver; and

•	 Glen Smith.

The committee performs a variety of functions relevant to financial and non-financial risks and reports to the Board 
following each meeting. Among other matters for which the committee is responsible for are the following:

•	 to review and oversee management policies and profiles and the risk management and internal control system 
and to review effectiveness and compliance;

•	 identifying material business risks and monitoring emerging risks;

•	 monitoring risk management performance including conducting specific investigation where necessary;

•	 reviewing legal matters, compliance and reporting issues;

•	 reviewing the compliance function at least annually;

•	 reviewing findings of any regulatory examinations and liaising with regulators;

•	 consideration of the Company’s official documents including media releases, ASX announcements and  
analyst information;

•	 reviewing the Company’s insurance strategy and expenditure authorities;

•	 promoting an awareness of a risk based culture;

•	 interfacing with the Audit Committee. At least once a year, reviewing the Audit Committee’s reports and providing 
guidance on risk management. Reviewing with the Audit Committee any significant risks and assess steps taken 
by management to minimise such risks;

•	 after notifying the Board or the Chair and the Managing Director/Chief Executive Officer, directing any 
investigations and seeking professional advice; and

•	 reviewing the Risk Committee Charter annually and submit proposed changes to the Board.

The committee meets at least three times a year, with additional meetings convened as required. The committee  
may invite Company management and other persons deemed appropriate to carry out its responsibilities.
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6.9 Remuneration and Nominations Committee

The purpose of this committee is to assist the Board and make recommendations to it in relation to the appointment 
and remuneration of new Directors both executive and non-executive and senior executives. The committee is to have 
(membership of the Board permitting) a minimum of three members. At any time the composition of the Board permits, 
the committee shall also consist only of non-executive directors, and a majority of independent directors, and will be 
chaired by an independent chair appointed by the Board. Committee members will be appointed for periods of no 
more than one year, with members being generally eligible for re-appointment so long as they remain directors of the 
Board. It is intended that due to the size and composition of the Board that initially the committee will comprise the 
non-executive directors of the Board with the role of Chair of the committee being filled by the Chair of the Board.

Functions performed by the committee will include the following:

•	 providing advice in relation to remuneration packages of senior executives, non-executive Directors and executive 
Directors, equity-based incentive plans and other employee benefit programmes;

•	 reviewing the Company’s recruitment, retention and termination policies;

•	 reviewing the Company’s superannuation arrangements;

•	 reviewing succession plans of senior executives and executive Directors;

•	 recommending individuals for nomination as members of the Board and its committees;

•	 ensuring the performance of senior executives and members of the Board are reviewed at least annually;

•	 considering those aspects of the Company’s remuneration policies and packages, including equity-based 
incentives, which should be subject to shareholder approval;

•	 monitoring the size and composition of the Board;

•	 reviewing the Company’s diversity policy and its effectiveness;

•	 development of suitable criteria for the selection and appointment of Board candidates;

•	 identification and consideration of possible candidates, and recommendation to the Board accordingly;

•	 establishment of procedures, and recommendations for succession plans for the Board; and

•	 ensuring the performance of each Director and of senior management, is reviewed and assessed each year  
in accordance with procedures adopted by the Board.

The remuneration and nomination committee will meet as often as necessary, but must meet at least twice a year 
and one of those meetings must take place at least two months prior to each annual general meeting. The Chair may 
invite other persons to attend meetings if appropriate.

6.10 best Practice Commitment

The Company is committed to achieving and maintaining the highest standards of conduct and has undertaken 
various initiatives, as outlined in this section that are designed to achieve this objective. Tlou’s corporate governance 
objective is intended to “institutionalise” good corporate governance and, generally, to build a culture of best practice 
both in the Company’s own internal practices and in its dealings with others.

The following are a tangible demonstration of Tlou’s corporate governance commitment.

Independent professional advice

With the prior approval of the Chairman, which may not be unreasonably withheld, each Director has the right  
to seek independent professional advice at the cost of the Company, concerning any aspect of the Company’s 
operations or undertakings in order to fulfil their duties and responsibilities as Directors and to ensure  
independent decision making.
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codes of conduct

Tlou has developed and adopted detailed codes of conduct to guide Directors, senior executives and employees  
in the performance of their duties.

Securities trading policy

Tlou has developed and adopted a formal code to regulate dealings in securities by Directors, officers, consultants 
and members of senior management and other employees. This is designed to ensure fair and transparent trading  
in accordance with both the law and best practice.

compliance with aSX corporate governance guidelines and recommendations

The Directors of Tlou are responsible for the overall corporate governance practices of the Company and are 
committed to the implementation of the highest standards of ethical behaviour and accountability in its decision 
making and the Company’s operations. In determining these standards the Board refers to and applies, to the 
greatest extent possible, the ASX Corporate Governance Council’s (the Council) Corporate Governance Principles  
and Recommendations 2nd Edition (including 2010 Amendments) (Principles).

In developing the Principles, the ASX understands that all companies and industries are different and require 
corporate governance frameworks that are appropriate for their business model. As such, the Principles are 
prescriptive and based on a “if not, why not” regime whereby companies may elect to deviate from the Council’s 
recommendations provided they provide the reasoning behind the non-compliance.

The Company corporate governance practices are largely consistent with the ASX Principles as detailed in the 
Company’s corporate governance policies located on the Company website at www.tlouenergy.com:

•	 Board Charter

•	 Audit Committee Charter

•	 Remuneration and Nomination Committee Charter

•	 Remuneration Policy

•	 Code of Conduct – all employees

•	 Code of Conduct – Directors and senior executives

•	 Securities Trading Policy

•	 Risk Committee Charter

•	 Risk Management Policy

•	 Shareholder Communication Policy

•	 Continuous Disclosure Policy

•	 Diversity Policy

•	 Privacy Policy

However, where the Company has not applied a principle or recommendation the explanation for non-compliance  
is detailed below.

principle 1 – Lay solid foundations for management and oversight

The Board is responsible for overall oversight of the management of the Company. In doing so, they are responsible 
for guiding and monitoring the activities of Tlou on behalf of shareholders, determining the strategic direction and 
objectives of the Company and overseeing management’s achievements against these.

The Board operates in accordance with the Board Charter which formalises the Board’s roles and responsibilities. 
This is supported by two written Codes of Conduct for employees generally and Directors specifically. These Codes 
ensure that Directors, executives and employees act honestly, responsibly, legally and ethically and in the best 
interests of the Company.
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The Board delegates specific responsibilities to various Board sub-committees. The Board has established:

•	 an Audit Committee, which is responsible for overseeing the external and internal auditing functions of the 
Company’s activities;

•	 a Risk Committee, which comprises representatives of the Board and staff to advise and assist the Board in 
assessing risk factors associated with the operation of the Company; and

•	 a combined Remuneration and Nominations Committee, which is responsible for making recommendations  
to the Board on remuneration packages and nominations.

Through regular and frequent communication between the Board and management and by monitoring management’s 
activities, reports and performance, the Board will ensure that management is aware of and responsive to the risks, 
opportunities and priorities recognised by the Board. As part of the overall structure, the Company has implemented 
a formal process to evaluate performance of Directors, the Board and senior executives.

principle 2 – Structure the Board to add value

The Board is comprised of individuals with a range of knowledge, skills and experience that are appropriate to the 
Company’s activities and objectives. The Board believes the Company as a whole benefits from the experience of its 
Directors who bring quality and independent judgement to all relevant issues falling within the scope of the role.

The Board considers that, fundamentally, the independence of Directors is based on their capacity to put the best 
interests of the Company and its Shareholders ahead of all other interests, so that the Directors are capable of 
exercising objective independent judgment. Given the size of the Company, the Board believes that it has an 
appropriate size and mix of skills to provide independent and transparent decisions for the benefit of the Company 
despite not having the recommended majority independent Directors as outlined in the Principles.

Instead, the Board has implemented policies and practices to enable it to make transparent and independent 
decisions. For example, Directors are not allowed except where expressly permitted, to be present during 
discussions or decision making on matters in which they have or could be seen to potentially have a material conflict 
of interest. In addition, Directors are excluded from taking part in the appointment of third party service providers 
where the Director has an interest, which provides further separation and safeguards to independence.

The Principles particularly require the Chair to be independent. Nathan Mitchell is the Chair and a Non-Executive 
Director. He is also a major shareholder. While the Board recognises the Principle that the Chair should be an 
independent Director, the Board believes that Nathan Mitchell is the most appropriate person to lead the Board  
as Chair given his long standing experience of the Company’s operations and business relationships. The Board is 
confident that he is able to bring quality and independent judgement to all relevant issues falling within the scope  
of the role of Chair.

The Company has, as disclosed above, developed a formal process for evaluating the effectiveness, process and 
structure of the Board, its committees and individual Directors. The Board is committed to regular assessment of  
its effectiveness and believes that the contribution of individual Directors is essential to improve the governance and 
guidance of the Company.

The review of the Board and its Directors is focused on matters such as the structure, effectiveness and contributions 
made by each Director and the progress towards the strategic objectives of the Company. The Chair is responsible for 
conducting the annual review of the Board’s performance which involves open and constructive dialogue between 
respective parties.

principle 3 – promote ethical and responsible decision-making

The Board acknowledges the need for the highest standards of corporate governance practice and ethical conduct by 
all directors, employees, consultants and contractors of the Company.

The Board has adopted two Codes of Conduct for employees generally and Directors and senior executives generally, 
which establishes a clear set of values that emphasise a culture encompassing strong corporate governance, sound 
business practices and good ethical conduct.
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Recognising the increased role played by women and minorities in the workforce, the Company has also adopted  
a Diversity Policy which is managed by the Remuneration and Nomination Committee. Key to this policy is the 
establishment of measurable gender diversity objectives, against which the Board will report progress annually.

Recognising that individuals connected with the Company will sometimes be in possession of market-sensitive 
information the Company has adopted a Securities Trading Policy. Compliant with ASX Listing Rule 12.9, this policy 
also restricts any transactions in the Company’s Shares by Company directors, officers, consultants, senior 
management and other employees and related persons who in the course of their interactions with the Company,  
are in possession of such market-sensitive information.

principle 4 – Safeguard Integrity in Financial reporting

The Company has established an Audit Committee to ensure the Company’s financial reporting is adequately 
reviewed and that the external auditors are independent. The committee’s structure, roles and responsibilities  
are detailed in the Audit Committee Charter.

Martin McIver is the independent chair of the Audit Committee being the only independent director as determined  
by the Board of Tlou. He is a Non-executive Director having been appointed on 16 September 2010. Mr McIver is  
the Executive General Manager of Mitchell Group which is controlled by Nathan Mitchell, Non-Executive Chairman  
of Tlou. The Board of Tlou (absent Martin McIver) consider that the real risk of there being material interference  
in the execution of Mr McIver’s independent judgement is relatively minor given he is not an executive director nor  
a shareholder, that he is capable of making decisions and taking actions which are designed to be in the best interests  
of the Company and therefore consider him to be independent notwithstanding that he may not meet all the criteria 
published by the ASX Corporate Governance Council.

The other member of the committee is Tony Gilby, whose experience and expertise is detailed earlier in this section  
of the Prospectus. Please see Section 6.7 for further discussion regarding the constitution of the committee and 
compliance with the Principles. The charter of the committee will be reviewed from time to time taking into account 
the availability of independent directors.

The Board believes that the committee is constituted by members of the Board who possess the necessary 
experience and skills to competently fulfil the role of the audit committee.

The Audit Committee members’ attendance at meetings as compared to total meetings held is detailed in the 
Directors’ Report contained in the Company’s Annual Report.

The external auditors attend the committee meetings at least twice a year and on other occasions where 
circumstances warrant as well as being available at the Company’s AGM to be available to answer shareholders 
questions about the conduct of the audit and the preparation and content of the audit report.

The Audit Committee keeps minutes of its meetings and includes them for review at the following Board meeting.

principle 5 – make timely and Balanced Disclosure

The Company is committed to promoting investor confidence and ensuring that Shareholders and the market are 
provided with timely and balanced disclosure of all material matters concerning the Company, as well as ensuring 
that all Shareholders have equal and timely access to externally available information issued by the Company.

The Company has adopted a Continuous Disclosure Policy to outline responsibilities in relation to disclosing 
information to the market and shareholders, and to ensure compliance with the continuous disclosure regime  
under ASX Listing Rules and the Corporations Act 2001. A copy of this policy is available on the Company’s website  
for download.

principle 6 – respect the rights of Shareholders

The Company has adopted a Shareholder Communication Strategy to ensure that Shareholders have access  
to balanced and understandable information about the Company and its activities.

The Company will use its website www.tlouenergy.com as its primary communication tool for distribution of the 
annual report, market announcements and media disclosures. External communication which may have a material 
effect on the price or value of the Company’s securities will not be released unless it has been announced previously 
to ASX.
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Effective participation by Shareholders will be encouraged at general meetings and procedures will be designed to 
facilitate this.

principle 7 – recognise and manage risk

The Company has established a Risk Committee that is focussed on ensuring that the Company maintains an effective 
system of internal control and risk management. The committee’s structure, roles and responsibilities are detailed  
in the Risk Committee Charter.

Flowing from this, the Company has adopted a Risk Management Policy that governs the Company’s approach to 
managing financial and non-financial risks.

The Board has formed a Risk Committee which has the responsibility for identifying assessing, treating, monitoring 
and reporting in respect of identified risks and the management of these to the Board. The committee shall comprise 
at least two members in total, one of which is the Chairman who also chairs the committee.

The members of the Risk Committee are appointed by the Board and Company personnel are required to attend  
Risk Committee meetings as and when requested.

Specific functions of the Risk Committee are to review and report to the Board that:

•	 the Company’s ongoing risk management programme effectively identifies all areas of potential risk;

•	 adequate policies and procedures have been designed and implemented to manage identified risks;

•	 a regular programme of audits is undertaken to test the adequacy of and compliance with prescribed policies; and

•	 proper remedial action is undertaken to redress areas of weakness.

The Risk Committee meets whenever necessary but no less than twice a year and keeps minutes of its meetings 
which are included for review at the following Board Meeting.

principle 8 – remunerate Fairly and responsibly

Given the size of the Board, the Directors have determined that the non-executive Directors will execute the functions 
of a combined Remuneration and Nomination Committee and have adopted a Remuneration and Nomination Charter.

The size of the Company does not afford it the scope of being able to comply with the Principles such as the 
appointment of an independent chair and a majority of independent members of the committee. In this instance it 
believes that the committee benefits from having input from all of the Board members due to the extensive collective 
corporate experience which the non-executive directors of the Board bring to this role.

The Board believes that in this instance there is no conflict that would interfere with the committee’s independence  
or its ability to discharge its mandate effectively.

The committee is tasked with ensuring that the Company has remuneration policies and practices which enable  
it to attract and retain Directors and executives who will best contribute towards achieving positive outcomes  
for Shareholders.

The Company complies with the guidelines for executive remuneration packages and non-executive Director 
remuneration as recommended in the Principles. More detailed information will be presented in the annual report.
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Image: Tlou’s Mopani pre-pilot wellsite, Botswana
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7.1 The Offer

The Offer comprises the issue of Shares to raise gross cash proceeds of $10 million through the issue of 20 million 
Shares at the Offer Price of $0.50 per Share payable in full on application.

The offer comprises:

•	 the Broker Firm Offer, and

•	 the Institutional Offer.

The Shares offered under this Prospectus will be issued as fully paid ordinary shares and, when issued, will rank 
equally in all respects with existing shares.

The Offer is fully underwritten by the Joint Lead Managers.

The Company, in consultation with the Joint Lead Managers, will determine the allocation of Shares between  
the Broker Firm Offer and the Institutional Offer.

7.2 Key Terms

Key terms

Offer Price per Share $0.50

Shares available under the Offer 20,000,000

Shares on issue prior to the Offer 83,003,758

Total issued Shares on completion of the Offer 103,003,758

Capitalisation of Shares at the Offer Price $51,501,879

Note: The Company has also granted 15,970,055 options. See Sections 4.5.9 and 14.4.

7.3 Purpose of the Offer

The purpose of the Offer is to enable Tlou to:

•	 fund its work programme through to June 2014;

•	 provide additional financial flexibility to pursue growth opportunities and improve access to capital markets;

•	 provide a liquid market for its Shares and an opportunity for others to invest in the Shares of Tlou; and

•	 provide additional working capital and to pay the costs of the Offer.

The proceeds from the Offer will be reduced by the amount of the costs of the Offer and any other obligations of  
Tlou to be paid on completion of the Offer (net of tax refunds and deductions). These costs and obligations are 
described further in Section 6.3.

7.  AbOUT THE OFFER AND HOW TO APPLY
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Sources and Uses

Sources

Existing Cash as at 31 January 2013 $1.1 million

Gross Proceeds of the Offer $10.0 million

total available cash $11.1 million

Uses

Botswana

 Karoo Central Pilot Programme $5.5 million

Other Exploration $0.8 million

Overheads and Support Costs $2.3 million

Transaction costs (IPO) $1.0 million

Working Capital $1.5 million

total uses of funds $11.1 million

Sources of funds

The amount of $10 million in respect of cash proceeds received for all Shares issued under the Offer represents  
the gross proceeds that Tlou expects to receive on completion of the Offer.

Uses of funds

The gross proceeds from the Offer are intended to be used to fund Tlou’s planned work programmes, including 
overheads and corporate support costs, through to June 2014 as outlined in Section 2.6 and in the Sources and  
Uses table above.

7.4 Share and Option Structure

The table below sets out Tlou’s shares and options on issue pre and post completion of the Offer:

pre-completion 
of the offer

post-completion 
of the offer

Shares 83,003,758 103,003,758

Options 15,970,055 15,970,055

Note: For further details about the options please refer to Sections 4.5.9 and 14.4.

7.5 Control Implications of the Offer

Whilst at the date of this Prospectus Talon holds in excess of 26% of the issued capital, its shareholding will be  
diluted as a consequence of the Offer and Talon will hold approximately 21% of issued capital after the successful 
completion of the Offer. Talon’s shareholding after the successful completion of the Offer is not considered by the 
Board of Tlou to be a control position. Further, the Company does not consider that any other single shareholder  
will be in a control position.
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7.6 Working Capital

The Directors consider that following completion of the Offer, Tlou will have sufficient working capital to achieve  
its objectives set out in this Prospectus.

7.7 Terms and Conditions of the Offer

topic Summary

What is the type of security 
being offered?

Shares being fully paid ordinary shares in Tlou Energy Limited.

What are the rights and 
liabilities attached to the 
security being offered?

A description of the Shares, including the rights and liabilities attaching to them, 
is set out in Section 14.3.

What is the consideration 
payable for each security 
being offered?

The Offer Price is $0.50 per Share.

What is the Offer period? The key dates, including details of the Offer period, are set out in the Key Offer 
Information on page 2. No securities will be issued on the basis of this Prospectus 
later than 13 months after the date of this Prospectus.

What are the cash proceeds 
to be raised?

$10 million will be raised under the Offer.

What is the minimum and 
maximum Application size 
under the Broker Firm Offer?

The minimum Application under the Broker Firm Offer is $2,000, and in multiples 
of $500 thereafter, as directed by the Applicant’s Broker.

The Joint Lead Managers, in consultation with Tlou, reserve the right to reject 
any Application or to allocate a lesser number of Shares than that applied for.

There is no maximum value of Shares that maybe applied for under the Broker 
Firm Offer.

Will the securities be listed? Tlou will apply for admission to the official list of ASX and quotation of Shares 
under the code TOU. Completion of the Offer is conditional on ASX approving this 
application. If approval is not given within three months after such application is 
made (or any longer period permitted by law), the Offer will be withdrawn and  
all Application Monies received will be refunded without interest as soon as 
practicable in accordance with the requirements of the Corporations Act.

When are the securities 
expected to commence 
trading?

It is expected that trading of the Shares on the ASX will commence on or about 
Thursday, 28 March 2013, on a normal settlement basis. It is the responsibility  
of each Applicant to confirm the Shares it holds before trading in Shares. Applicants 
who sell Shares before they receive an initial statement of holding do so at their  
own risk.

Is the Offer underwritten? Yes. The Offer is underwritten by the Joint Lead Managers. See Section 14.5.1 for 
further details regarding the Underwriting Agreement between the Company and 
the Joint Lead Managers.

Are there any escrow 
arrangements?

Yes. There will be escrow arrangements for some existing Shareholders.  
Details are provided in Section 7.20.
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topic Summary

Has any ASIC relief or ASX 
waiver been obtained or 
been relied on?

No.

Are there any taxation 
considerations?

Shareholders may be subject to Australian tax on any future dividends paid.  
The tax consequences of an investment in Shares will depend upon an investor’s 
particular circumstances, particularly for non-resident Shareholders. Applicants 
should obtain their own tax advice prior to deciding whether to invest.

Are there any brokerage, 
commission or stamp duty 
considerations?

No brokerage, commission or stamp duty is payable by Applicants on acquisition 
of Shares under the Offer. See Section 7.12 for details of fees payable by Tlou to 
the Joint Lead Managers.

What should you do with  
any enquiries?

All enquiries in relation to this Prospectus should be directed to the Company  
on +61 7 3040 9940. If you are unclear in relation to any matter or are uncertain  
as to whether Tlou is a suitable investment for you, you should seek professional 
guidance from your solicitor, stockbroker, accountant or other independent and 
qualified professional adviser before deciding whether to invest.

7.8 Allocation Policy

The Company, in consultation with the Joint Lead Managers, has absolute discretion regarding the allocation of 
Shares between the Broker Firm Offer and the Institutional Offer, subject to any firm allocation for the Broker Firm 
Offer. Further, the Company, in consultation with the Joint Lead Managers may reject any Application, or allocate  
a lesser amount of Shares than those applied for, in its absolute discretion.

7.9 The broker Firm Offer

The Broker Firm Offer consists of an invitation to Retail Investors in Australia who have received a firm allocation 
from their Broker.

Applications to acquire Shares under the Broker Firm Offer will only be accepted on the Broker Firm Application 
Form attached to or accompanying this Prospectus. The Application Form must be completed in accordance with  
the instructions set out on the back of the Application Form.

Applicants under the Broker Firm Offer must lodge their Application Form and Application Monies with the relevant 
Broker in accordance with the relevant Broker’s directions in order to receive their firm allocation. Applicants under 
the Broker Firm Offer must not send their Application Forms to the Share Registry.

If you elect to participate in the Broker Firm Offer, your Broker will act as your agent in submitting your Application 
Form and Application Monies to the Share Registry. Brokers who receive Application Monies from Broker Firm Offer 
Applicants do so as the agent of the Broker Firm Offer Applicant.

Broker Firm Offer Applicants will be able to contact their Broker to confirm their allocations.
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7.10 Institutional Offer

The Institutional Offer consists of an invitation to certain Institutional Investors in Australia and a number of other 
eligible jurisdictions to apply for Shares. The Joint Lead Managers have separately advised Institutional Investors  
of the Application procedures for the Institutional Offer.

The allocation of Shares among Applicants in the Institutional Offer will be determined by the Joint Lead Managers  
in consultation with Tlou. The Joint Lead Managers, in consultation with Tlou, will have absolute discretion regarding 
the basis of allocation of Shares among Institutional Investors, and there is no assurance that any Institutional 
Investor will be allocated any Shares, or the number of Shares for which it has bid.

7.11 How to Apply for Shares in the Offer

Applications for Shares can only be made by completing and lodging a paper copy of an Application Form.

An Application Form is attached to or accompanies this Prospectus, and the Prospectus in electronic form is 
available at: www.tlouenergy.com.

An Application Form must be accompanied by a cheque or money order in Australian dollars for the value of  
Shares applied for. Cheques or money orders should be drawn up in accordance with the instructions provided  
on the relevant Application Form. Cheques should be crossed ‘Not Negotiable’.

An Application Form may only be distributed attached to or accompanied by a complete and unaltered copy of this 
Prospectus. The Application Form included with this Prospectus contains a declaration that the investor has personally 
received the complete and unaltered Prospectus prior to completing the Application Form.

Tlou will not accept a completed Application Form if it has reason to believe that the Applicant has not received  
a complete paper or electronic copy of this prospectus or if it has reason to believe that the Application Form  
or electronic copy of the Prospectus has been altered or tampered with in any way.

While Tlou believes that it is extremely unlikely that during the period of the Offer the electronic version of the 
Prospectus will be tampered with or altered in any way, the Company cannot give any absolute assurance that this 
will not occur. Any investor in doubt concerning the validity or integrity of an electronic copy of the Prospectus should 
immediately request a paper copy of the Prospectus directly from Tlou or the Share Registry.

Application Forms should be lodged in accordance with the instructions set out on the Application Forms and in the 
table below.

applicants Lodgement

Broker Firm Offer 
Applicants

Lodge your Application Form and Application Monies with the Broker from whom 
you received a firm allocation, in accordance with that Broker’s directions.

Additional copies of the Prospectus are available from Tlou’s website at www.tlouenergy.com.

Lodgement of an Application Form constitutes an irrevocable offer made in accordance with the provisions of the 
guidelines to the Application Form.

If you have any enquiries about the Offer, you should contact your Broker.

7.12 Underwriting Arrangements

The Offer is fully underwritten and managed by the Joint Lead Managers. The Joint Lead Managers will charge the 
Company an underwriting and management fee of 6% of the gross offer proceeds. See Section 14.5.1 for further 
details as to the Underwriting Agreement between Tlou and the Joint Lead Managers.
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7.13 Allotment

Allotment of the Shares offered by this Prospectus will be at the absolute discretion of the Board and will take place 
as soon as practicable after the Closing Date of the Offer. Where the number of Shares allotted is less than the 
number applied for, the surplus money will be returned by your broker. Where no allotment is made, the amount 
tendered on Application will be returned by your broker. Interest will not be paid on money refunded. Initial holding 
statements for the Shares will be dispatched to holders as soon as possible after issue.

7.14 ASX Listing of Shares

Application will be made within seven days of the date of this Prospectus to ASX for the Shares issued pursuant to  
this Prospectus, as well as all other existing issued Shares in Tlou, to be granted Official Quotation by ASX.

The fact that ASX may admit Tlou to its Official List is not to be taken in any way as an indication of the merits of Tlou 
or of the Shares now offered for subscription. Official Quotation, if granted, of the Shares offered or issued by this 
Prospectus will commence as soon as practicable after the issue of holding statements to allottees. ASX takes no 
responsibility for the contents of this Prospectus, including the experts’ reports which it contains. In the event that 
ASX does not grant permission for the Official Quotation of the Shares within three months after the date of issue of 
this Prospectus, none of the Shares offered by this Prospectus will be allotted or issued unless ASIC grants Tlou an 
exemption permitting the allotment or issue. If no allotment or issue is made, all money paid on Application for the 
Shares under the Offer will be refunded without interest within the time period set out under the Corporations Act.

7.15 Trading on ASX

It is the responsibility of each Applicant or bidder to confirm their holding before trading in Shares. Applicants who 
sell Shares before they receive an initial statement of holding do so at their own risk. The Company, the Joint Lead 
Managers and the Registry disclaim all liability whether in negligence or otherwise, to persons who sell Shares 
before receiving their initial statement of holding whether on the basis of confirmation of allocation provided by  
them, by a Broker or otherwise.

Shares are expected to commence trading on ASX on a normal settlement basis on or about Thursday, 28 March 2013.

7.16 Dividend Policy

It is the present intention of the Directors to apply surplus cash flow to fund the exploration of Tlou’s project portfolio 
and any resultant development or production and generate new opportunities, rather than distributing this money in 
the form of dividends.

It is the Directors’ intention to review this policy from time to time and commence the payment of a regular dividend 
once Tlou is able to generate a substantial and sustainable level of cash flow, after allowing for capital expenditure 
and other commitments.

The Directors can give no assurance as to the amount, timing, franking or payment of any future dividends by Tlou. 
The capacity to pay dividends will depend on a number of factors including future earnings, capital expenditure 
requirements and the financial position of Tlou.

7.17 CHESS and Issuer Sponsored Register

The Company will apply to be admitted to participate in CHESS, in accordance with the Listing Rules and the ASTC 
Settlement Rules. On admission to CHESS, Tlou will operate an electronic issuer-sponsored sub-register and an 
electronic CHESS sub-register. The two sub-registers together will make up Tlou’s principal register of Shares.

The Company will not issue certificates to Shareholders. Shareholders who elect to hold Shares on the issuer 
sponsored sub-register will be provided with a holding statement (similar to a bank account statement), which sets 
out the number of Shares allotted to the Shareholder under this Prospectus. For Shareholders who elect to hold 
Shares on the CHESS sub-register, Tlou will issue an advice that sets out the number of Shares allotted to the 
Shareholder under this Prospectus. At the end of the month of allotment, CHESS (acting on behalf of Tlou) will  
provide Shareholders with a holding statement that confirms the number of Shares held. A holding statement 
(whether issued by CHESS or Tlou) will also provide details of a Shareholder’s Holder Identification Number (HIN)  
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in the case of a holding on the CHESS sub-register or Shareholder Reference Number (SRN) in the case of a holding 
on the issuer-sponsored sub-register.

Following distribution of these initial holding statements to all Shareholders, a holding statement will also be 
provided to each Shareholder at the end of any subsequent month during which the balance of that Shareholder’s 
holding of Shares changes.

7.18 Restrictions on the Distribution of this Prospectus

The distribution of this Prospectus outside of Australia may be restricted by law. No action has been taken to register 
or qualify the Shares or the Offer, or otherwise to permit an offering of the Shares, in any jurisdiction outside Australia.

This Prospectus is not intended to, and does not, constitute an offer of securities in any place which, or to any person 
to whom, the making of such offer would not be lawful under the laws of any jurisdiction outside Australia. Applicants 
resident in countries outside Australia should consult their professional advisers as to whether any governmental or 
other consents are required, or other formalities need to be observed to enable them to apply for Shares. The failure 
to comply with any applicable restrictions may constitute a violation of securities law in those jurisdictions.

7.19 Electronic Prospectus

The Offer constituted by this Prospectus in electronic form is available only to persons receiving this Prospectus 
within Australia. Persons who receive a copy of this Prospectus in electronic form at www.tlouenergy.com are 
entitled to obtain a paper copy of the Prospectus (including any relevant accompanying Application Form) free  
of charge, during the Offer period, by contacting the Company on +61 7 3040 9940.

7.20 Restricted Securities

It is expected that ASX will, as a condition of granting Tlou’s application for Official Quotation of its Shares, classify 
certain Shares and options of Tlou held by some of the Existing Shareholders and others as restricted securities, 
which has the potential to have an impact on the liquidity of trading in securities of the Company. Prior to Official 
Quotation of Tlou’s Shares, the holders of the Shares and options that are to be classified as restricted securities will 
be required to enter into appropriate restriction agreements with Tlou in accordance with Chapter 9 of the ASX Listing 
Rules (Restriction Agreements).

Tlou anticipates that the majority (and in some cases all) of the Share and option holdings of the following will  
be restricted securities, subject to escrow for 24 months from Official Quotation:

•	 Talon Metals Corp (Tlou’s largest shareholder);

•	 Tlou’s directors and certain other persons who are considered to be promoters, consultants or related parties  
to Tlou; and

•	 entities controlled by any of the foregoing and any transferees of such securities (where the transfer was agreed 
prior to the Offer).

In addition, Tlou anticipates that approximately 60% of Shares issued to non-promoters, consultants or related 
parties under the Company’s non-renounceable rights issue in January 2013 will be restricted securities, subject  
to escrow for 12 months from the date the securities were issued.

Under the Restriction Agreements, the relevant Existing Shareholders and optionholders agree to not sell, dispose  
of or encumber any of the escrowed Shares and options for the period set out below.

The escrowed Shares or options may be disposed of when a takeover offer is made to acquire all of the Shares  
or options or there is a merger by way of a scheme of arrangement.

Section 14.3 sets out the rights attaching to Shares in greater detail.

A summary of the Shares and options expected to be escrowed is as follows. The tables below are indicative only  
and subject to final confirmation from ASX.
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Shares

Security holder role / relationship no. of Shares
escrow  
period1

Talon Metals Corp. Tlou's largest Shareholder 19,285,714 24 months

Arcturus Capital Pty Ltd Controlled by Nathan Mitchell,  
Non-Executive Chairman 

11,136,364 24 months

Non-promoters, consultants or 
related party participants in  
2013 rights issue

Various 4,532,018 12 months

Gilby Resources Pty Ltd as trustee 
for Gilby Superannuation Fund

Controlled by Tony Gilby, Managing 
Director/CEO

4,288,371 24 months

Pieters Capital Pty Ltd as trustee 
for Pieters Investment Trust

Controlled by Christopher Pieters, 
Executive Director

2,227,272 24 months

Tony Gilby Managing Director/CEO 1,695,330 24 months

Gilby Resources Pty Ltd  
as trustee for Gilby  
Investment Trust

Controlled by Tony Gilby, Managing 
Director/CEO

1,566,625 24 months

Berne No. 132 Nominees  
Pty. Limited

Related to RBS Morgans Corporate 
Limited (Joint Lead Manager)

687,678 12 months

Wood Duck Holdings Controlled by Christopher Pieters, 
Executive Director

411,667 24 months

Martin McIver Independent Non-Executive Director 130,800 24 months

Nathan Mitchell Non-Executive Chairman 130,800 24 months

Mark Di Bacco as trustee for  
Di Bacco Investment Trust

Chief Geologist 108,571 24 months

Savasana Securities Pty Ltd Controlled by Fleur Gilby, daughter  
of Tony Gilby, Managing Director/CEO

84,818 24 months

Hauberk Pty Ltd as trustee  
for Rodgers Property Trust

Controlled by Stephen Rodgers, 
Company Secretary

82,000 24 months

Stuart Comline Former Non-Executive Director 80,312 24 months

Cydonia Holdings Pty Ltd  
as trustee for Geisha Trust

Controlled by Mark Di Bacco,  
Chief Geologist

66,600 24 months

Berne No. 132 Nominees  
Pty. Limited

Related to RBS Morgans Corporate 
Limited (Joint Lead Manager)

65,877 24 months

Philip Hicks Director of Integra Advisory Partners  
Pty Ltd (Joint Lead Manager)

35,000 24 months

Colm Cloonan Group Financial Controller 32,174 12 months

Laguna Capital Pty Ltd Controlled by Donald Langdon,  
Chief Financial Officer

30,000 24 months

Henri van Rooyen Former Non-Executive Director 23,712 24 months

Sean Wegner Former Alternate Non-Executive Director 23,711 24 months

Note: 1. 24 months from Official Quotation. 12 months from the date the securities were issued.
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 options

optionholder role / relationship no. of options

escrow period 
from official 

Quotation

Talon Metals Corp. Tlou's largest Shareholder 4,945,055 24 months

Anthony Gilby Managing Director and CEO 4,000,000 24 months

Christopher Pieters Executive Director 2,000,000 24 months

Nathan Mitchell Non-Executive Chairman 1,500,000 24 months

Glen Smith Chief Operating Officer 850,000 24 months

Cydonia Holdings Pty Ltd  
as trustee for Geisha Trust

Controlled by Mark Di Bacco,  
Chief Geologist

350,000 24 months

Philip Hicks Director of Integra Advisory Partners 
Pty Ltd (Joint Lead Manager)

250,000 24 months

Stephen Rodgers Company Secretary 250,000 24 months

Martin McIver Independent Non-Executive Director 250,000 24 months

Stuart Comline Former Non-Executive Director 250,000 24 months

Henri van Rooyen Former Non-Executive Director 250,000 24 months

Donald Langdon Chief Financial Officer 150,000 24 months

Michael Langford Former Consultant 125,000 24 months

Please see Sections 4.5.9 and 14.4 for further details on the options granted by Tlou.

In addition to the above, the Company has or proposes to enter into voluntary escrow agreements with certain 
Shareholders. Under these agreements the relevant Shares are escrowed for a period commencing on Official 
Quotation until Tlou announces to ASX its financial results for the half year ending 31 December 2013, or 
28 February 2014, whichever is the earlier. Further detail in relation to these voluntary escrow agreements  
is contained in Section 14.5.4.

Tlou anticipates that, post-completion of the Offer, approximately 45% of its Shares will be restricted securities 
pursuant to the Listing Rules, and approximately 7% of its Shares will be subject to voluntary escrow agreements.  
Tlou anticipates that entities controlled by Nathan Mitchell, Non-Executive Chairman (1,484,848 Shares), Christopher 
Pieters, Executive Director (296,969 Shares) and Tony Gilby, Managing Director/CEO (1,527,813 Shares) will enter into 
voluntary escrow agreements.

7.21 Discretion Regarding the Offer

Tlou may withdraw the Offer at any time before the issue of Shares to successful Applicants or bidders in the Broker 
Firm Offer and Institutional Offer. If the Offer, or any part of it, does not proceed, all relevant Application Monies will 
be refunded (without interest).

Tlou and the Joint Lead Managers also reserve the right to close the Offer or any part of it early, extend the Offer  
or any part of it, accept late Applications or bids either generally or in particular cases, reject any Application or bid, 
or allocate to any Applicant or bidder fewer Shares than applied or bid for.
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1. E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y  
Tlou Energy Limited (Tlou) has acquired or is in the process of acquiring interests in a number of 
prospective coal bed methane (CBM) tenements in Botswana and Zimbabwe. These tenements are located 
in the Permian Karoo-Kalahari basin which contains a significant proportion of Southern Africa's coal 
deposits. 

1.1. BOTSWANA 

Tlou has a 100% interest in 9 CBM licences in the West and Central Karoo project areas in Botswana with a 
total area of 7,180 km2 in the Permian Karoo Basin. Tlou has also made an application in early 2012 to 
acquire a further 5 licences in the adjacent Mamba application area with a total area of 4,433 km2. 

There are currently over 50 companies with CBM licences in Botswana, however most of the exploration 
activity has been carried out by a smaller number of companies such as Tlou, Kalahari Energy (formerly 
BGC), Saber Energy, Zulu Energy, Anglo Coal Botswana and the Kubu Joint Venture between Sasol and 
Origin Energy. As yet there is no commercial CBM production in Botswana. 

Between 2003 and 2008, BGC (now Kalahari Energy) identified a gas in-place resource of 31 Tcf within their 
5260 km2 project area in the Karoo Basin with an average gas content of 3.3 m3/t. In 2009, Tlou acquired 
operatorship of the Central and West Karoo licences from Saber Energy. A portion of the Kalahari project 
area is now within the Tlou's Central Karoo licences. 

Since taking over operatorship of the permits in 2009, Tlou has been systematically acquiring data to 
characterise the CBM potential of its Botswana CBM licences. This data had taken the form of core holes, 
drill stem tests and pilot testing. This  data has enabled Netherland, Sewell & Associates, Inc. (NSAI), an 
independent US reserves certifier to estimate 3C contingent resources of 2.3 Tcf with a high estimate 
prospective resource of 8.6 Tcf as at December 31 2012 in the Karoo Central project area. As yet, resource 
estimates for the Karoo West area are unavailable. 

The data acquired by Tlou and Saber has identified three prospective coal seams in Karoo Central: the 
Serowe, Morupule and Kamotaka seams at average depths of 380-511 m below ground level. The coals 
rank is sub to high volatile bituminous with  vitrinite reflectance of 0.55% to 0.97%. The average seam 
thickness is 3-12m and 21m in aggregate. The average ash content from 64 samples is 42%. Gas desportion 
data shows a wide spread of gas content from 1 to almost 10 m3/t with a considerable number of values 
above 3 m3/t which is favorable for commercial concentration of gas. There is a  wide range of gas 
saturation data which requires confirmation by pilot testing. Permeability from drill stem tests is 
approximately 2 to 5 mD. Although DSTs can be useful in establishing permeability trends in the early 
exploration phase, our experience suggests interpreted permeability from CBM DST data can be 
unrepresentative of the dynamic performance seen in longer term production. The more reliable data 
generally comes from dynamic performance analysis of pilot or production wells which also usually have 
more optimal well completion strategies than core holes. Tlou is commencing this type of analysis on their 
pre-pilot test wells and aims to integrate it into future reservoir modelling. 

The initial results of the Mopani-1P and 2P wells which have been on production since November 2011 has 
been qualitatively interpreted by Tlou's well test consultant.  This interpretation indicates that a pressure 
response from the Mopani-1P and Mopani-2P wells has been observed in the Mopani 1M and 2M 
observation wells some 350m distance from their respective pilot wells. The qualitative analysis, if 
confirmed, would demonstrate permeability and continuity over the types of distances needed for field 
scale development. 
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The initial data is encouraging.  Although gas contents are variable, and individual seams relatively thin, 
cumulative coal thickness, gas content and permeability of the coal and depth to the objective indicate that 
it is likely that at least a portion of the tenements held by Tlou will be able to support a CBM development 
in the future.  Additional dynamic data from pilot testing is required in order to confidently model well 
deliverability and production profiles. 

The Mamba application area is currently being reviewed by the Botswana Ministry of Minerals, Energy and 
Water Resources who are accepting competitive bids for this area.  Tlou have proposed an exploration 
programme for this area, and if successfully granted the licenses, will look to add them to its existing 
exploration portfolio. The geological framework for this area is analogous to the current licenses which 
Tlou currently owns and operates.  There has been no specific detailed CBM exploration previously 
conducted in these areas. 

1.2. ZIMBABWE 

Tlou has, through its 80% economic interest in Exporien Mining (PVT) Ltd access to three special grant (SG) 
licences for coal and coal bed methane totalling 3,414.5 km2. The licences are contained within the Mid-
Zambezi basin, which is an eastern extension of the Karoo-Kalahari Basin of Botswana and may reasonably 
be expected to contain coal measures prospective for CBM. 

The Mid-Zambezi basin has been relatively well explored for minerals, however most data has been 
relatively shallow focusing on opencast mining deposits. 

In the 1990s, Afpenn Resources (UK) prospected four licence areas in the Mid-Zambezi Basin. Three 
continuous core holes were drilled to depths of up to 1,550 feet and measured gas content from 10 core 
samples averaged nearly 12 m3/t. The rank of the coal core samples ranged from low volatile to anthracite 
due to the proximity of igneous intrusions. 

Other early exploration was conducted by Shangani Energy Exploration Limited, on behalf of Zimasco 
(Zimbabwe Mining & Smelting Company).  In 1999, Shangani announced the discovery of a world class 
resource of 40 trillion cubic feet of recoverable gas in the Lupane area of Northern Matabeleland.   The gas, 
comprising 95% methane, was intersected in coal and associated carbonaceous shales with the content 
ranging from 1.7 to 4.5 m3/t.  The Lupgas Project, as it is now termed, was accorded national project status 
in 2007 but there has still been no further development largely due to lack of funding and the absence of a 
specific regulatory framework. 

Exploration work on the three licence areas is still at an early stage.  Desktop studies are in progress and a 
remote sensing interpretation has been completed for licences SG4533 and SG4535.  The results identified 
several target areas for future drilling. 

A three-phase evaluation approach has been adopted with progression to the next stage contingent on 
positive results. 

 Phase 1:  desktop evaluation, data compilation and reconnaissance site visits; 
 Phase 2:  reconnaissance exploration drilling; 
 Phase 3:  infill drilling aimed at project evaluation followed by scoping and feasibility studies. 

SG8/05 is immediately underlain mostly by Upper Karoo sediments and it could be reasonably assumed 
that the coal-bearing Lower Karoo occurs at depths of possibly 400 to 1,000 m.  On this basis, the licence 
could be considered prospective for CBM. 

In accordance with the scope of this report, RISC has not carried out its own independent resource 
estimate of Tlou’s Zimbabwe CBM assets.  Exploration drilling has not yet commenced and no third party 
resource estimates have been made. 

In our opinion, the program proposed by Tlou to investigate the CBM potential of their Zimbabwe licences 
is appropriate at this early stage. 
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1.3. CBM POTENTIAL OF OTHER AREAS IN SOUTHERN AND CENTRAL AFRICA 

Basinal coal deposits of Karoo age occur in almost all countries of southern and central Africa. Most have 
been explored by mining companies to a greater or lesser extent but, outside of South Africa, very few coal 
deposits have been exploited.  Until recently the focus of exploration has been surface-mineable coal 
deposits with little consideration given to CBM potential.  This approach however is changing and 
exploration programmes specifically designed towards CBM assessment have been conducted in South 
Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe and Mozambique. 

Tlou is considering expanding the regional area of interest to investigate the CBM potential of coal deposits 
in Tanzania and Mozambique which are of the same age as the resources currently being tested in 
Botswana.  The two main coalfields of Tanzania occur within graben components of the Great East African 
Rift Valley.  One of the exploration companies active in the area has already signed agreements with an 
associated Australian group to exploit the CBM potential of coal deposits within their tenements which are 
too deep to mine economically. 

Mozambique hosts two major coal basins of Karoo age; Maniamba and Zambeze.  The fault-bounded 
Zambeze Basin extends over a distance of some 500 kilometres from Zumbo near the Zimbabwe border 
eastwards into Malawi and contains one of the biggest coal resources in the world.  The resources are 
contained in a series of stacked coal zones which individually may be up to 80 m in thickness.  The zones 
occur from surface to depths of several hundred metres and comprise intercalated coal and carbonaceous 
mudstone. The two major coal players in the country, Vale and Rio Tinto, have recently embarked on CBM 
studies over their concession areas.  Given the occurrence of multiple, thick coal zones at depth, and the 
favourable coal quality and rank, it is considered that region offers significant CBM potential. 

Maniamba (also called Metangula) is the second-most important coal basin in Mozambique.  It is located in 
the north of the country and extends into Tanzania.  Structurally, the basin is a NE-SW trending graben 
which covers an area of about 4,000 km2.  Outcrops of coal-bearing Ecca sediments of Lower Karoo age are 
restricted to a 25 km strike length in the southern sector of the basin.  As the coal seams dip northwest at 
about 10o there is potential for CBM targets at depth. 

CBM potential is also believed to exist in Malawi and Swaziland, which also contain Karoo aged 
sedimements which may be prospective for CBM. 
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2. T E R M S  O F  R E F E R E N C E  
RISC's terms of reference are to provide an independent geologists report in relation to the CBM properties 
held by the Company in Botswana and Zimbabwe. RISC was also asked to briefly review the CBM potential 
of other areas in Southern and Central Africa. The scope of the report will be to review the geological 
setting of the tenements held by Tlou and provide an independent qualitative opinion on the potential for 
economic resources of CBM. 

This Independent Experts Report was prepared by qualified evaluators and auditors of RISC during April -
October 2012 at the request of Tlou.  The report was prepared in relation to the proposed admission of the 
ordinary shares of Tlou to trading on the ASX market of the Australian Securities Exchange. 

No resource estimates, economic evaluation or fair market evaluation has been carried out by RISC as part 
of this report. 
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3. T E N E M E N T  S T A T U S  
The tenements under review in this report are located in Botswana (Figure 3-1) and Zimbabwe (Figure 3-2) 
and summarised in Table 3-1. 

The legal firm Armstrongs was engaged by Tlou to provide an independent assessment of the status of its 
tenements in Botswana as part of its due diligence for the share acquisition of shares by Tlou held by Saber 
Energy Inc.  The legal firm Gill, Godlontin and Gerrans (GGG) was engaged by Tlou to provide an 
independent assessment of the status of its tenements in Zimbabwe as part of its due diligence of Exporien 
Mining (PVT) Limited in which Tlou holds an 80% economic interest. 

RISC has reviewed Amstrongs report, dated 15th February 2013 in accordance with Section 67 of the 
Valmin Code. Armstrongs found that: 

1. All the listed licenses are active; 
2. The annual rentals for all the licenses have been paid and are up to date; 
3. All the licenses are in Good Standing as per exploration operations and rental payments. 
4. With respect to the licences with a validity date to 31st March 2013, Armstrongs have been provided 

with documents evidencing the lodgement of renewal applications, have confirmed these renewals 
have been lodged and see no reason why the renewals will not be granted. 

 
Figure 3-1   Location of Tlou’s tenements in Botswana 
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Figure 3-2   Location of Tlou’s tenements in Zimbabwe 

 

RISC has reviewed the GGG report, dated 29 October 2012 in accordance with Section 67 of the Valmin 
Code. GGG found that the listed licences pending renewal, approval of which has been granted by the 
Mining Affairs Board and are awaiting approval by the President. The terms of the licences will become 
known once approval is granted. 

 

 
Country Prospecting 

Licence 
Number 

Concession 
Type 

Area 
(km2) 

Commencement 
Date 

Termination 
Date 

Tlou 
Interest % 

Botswana PL001/2004 Coal & Coal 
bed methane 

900.8 1st April 2011 31st March 2013 100% 

Botswana PL002/2004 Coal & Coal 
bed methane 

902.1 1st April 2011 31st March 2013 100% 

Botswana PL003/2004 Coal & Coal 
bed methane 

761.6 1st April 2011 31st March 2013 100% 

Botswana PL035/2000 Coal & Coal 
bed methane 

562.6 1st October 2012 30th September 
2014 

100% 

Botswana PL037/2000 Coal & Coal 
bed methane 

900.1 1st October 2012 30th September 
2014 

100% 

Botswana PL230/2007 Coal & Coal 
bed methane 

742.6 1st October 2012 30th September 
2014 

100% 

Botswana PL231/2007 Coal & Coal 811.8 1st October 2012 30th September 2014 100% 
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Country Prospecting 
Licence 
Number 

Concession 
Type 

Area 
(km2) 

Commencement 
Date 

Termination 
Date 

Tlou 
Interest % 

bed methane 
Botswana PL232/2007 Coal & Coal 

bed methane 
875.5 1st October 2012 30th September 2014 100% 

Botswana PL233/2007 Coal & Coal 
bed methane 

722.9 1st October 2012 30th September 2014 100% 

Zimbabwe SG7/05 (4533) Coal Bed 
Methane 

1,023 7th July 2011 6th July 2014 80% 

Zimbabwe SG8/05 (5634) Coal Bed 
Methane 

991.1 Pending approval  80% 

Zimbabwe SG9/05 (4535) Coal Bed 
Methane 

1,401.1 30th June 2011 29th June 2014 80% 

Table 3-1   Tlou Energy Limited Tenement Interests 
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4. T E C H N I C A L  D I S C U S S I O N  
4.1. THE KAROO BASINS OF SOUTHERN AND CENTRAL AFRICA 

Coal in central and southern Africa occurs mainly in the lower part of the Karoo sequence and is Permian in 
age.  Karoo sediments rest unconformably on Precambrian basement and were deposited in a number of 
basins between the end of the Carboniferous Period and the close of the Triassic.  Sediments of marine 
origin are limited, for the most part, to the southern sector of the Karoo Basin of South Africa, Namibia and 
the far western parts of Botswana and Zambia.  Sedimentation ceased in the early Jurassic with the onset 
of widespread volcanism and the outpouring of vast amounts of basaltic lava. 

The oldest Karoo sediments of Dwyka age are glaciogenic and comprise predominantly diamictites, 
rhythmites, shales, sandstones and conglomerates.  They are succeeded by Ecca-age coal-bearing 
sequences consisting mainly of sandstones and argillites laid down in fluvial or deltaic conditions in a cold 
to temperate climate.  The later stages of Karoo sedimentation are dominated by red beds of fluvial, 
lacustrine or aeolian origin reflecting increasing climatic amelioration (Figure 4-1). 

The present day distribution of Karoo sediments in southern and central Africa stretches from Namibia in 
the west to Tanzania and Kenya in the northeast.  The deposits occur in a series of disconnected basins that 
encompass a total area of approximately 700,000 km2 (Figure 4-2).  Three distinct types of depositional 
basins have been recognised; firstly, a broadly supra-cratonic type developed on relatively stable cratons; 
secondly, inter-cratonic basins which straddle the boundaries between cratons; and thirdly, basins 
associated with fault-bounded rifts in areas of crustal instability. 

 
Figure 4-1   Karoo Supergroup lithostratigraphic sub-division and palaeoenvironments (Modie & Le Herisse, 2009) 
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Figure 4-2   Karoo basins in parts of central and southern Africa 

The north-eastern parts of the Great Karoo Basin of South Africa, which host the economically important 
Witbank, Ermelo and Highveld Coalfields, are supra-cratonic. However, towards the south, the basin 
deepens and thickens into a foredeep basin. 

The Karoo-Kalahari Basin of Botswana is areally extensive and relatively shallow with the succession 
thickening towards the southwest of the country.  To the northeast, the basin is contiguous with the Mid-
Zambezi Basin of northern Zimbabwe.  The Karoo basins of eastern Botswana, southern Zimbabwe and far 
northern South Africa are constrained by the Limpopo Mobile Belt and the Rhodesian and Kaapvaal cratons 
to the north and south respectively.  Many of these basins occur as half-grabens bounded on the northern 
side by east to east-northeast trending faults. 

The Karoo basins of Zambia, Mozambique, Malawi and Tanzania developed as linear troughs of grabens or 
semi-grabens parallel to rift zones.  Rift-related basins usually contain considerably thicker sedimentary 
packages than supra- or intra-cratonic basins due greater basement instability and more active subsidence.  
Consequently, coal deposits in rifted basins are likely to be more erratic and variable in quality than in 
supra- or inter-cratonic basins but the sequence of coal-bearing zones may be much thicker and therefore 
the hydrocarbon potential is often greater. 
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4.2. BOTSWANA 

Sediments of the Karoo Supergroup underlie about 60% of Botswana and occur mostly in the relatively 
shallow Karoo-Kalahari Basin.  Karoo rocks sub-outcrop along the eastern margin of the basin where they 
rest unconformably on crystalline basement whereas, over most of the western half of the country, the 
Karoo sequence is masked by up to 200 m of younger Kalahari Group sediments and is known only from 
boreholes and geophysical investigations. 

The basal Dwyka Group is represented by the Dukwi Formation (Figure 4-1) comprising a variable suite of 
glaciogenic rocks including diamictites, rhythmites and pebbly mudstones.  It is succeeded by sandstones 
and argillites of the Ecca Group which contain economic coals in the lower part.  The Ecca Group is overlain 
by predominantly mudrocks of the Thlabala Formation, and in turn by red beds of the Lebung Group, and 
finally by volcanics of the Stormberg Group. 

Sedimentation patterns were controlled principally by regional subsidence of the main basin to the west.  
However, along the eastern margin of the basin a system of WNW trending faults, which were probably 
active during Karoo times, resulted in a number of embayments that also influenced sedimentation.  Coal 
stratigraphy may vary significantly between coalfields. However, there are usually two or three persistent 
coal zones of good quality. 

Little is known of the sub-surface geology over most of the deeper sectors of the Karoo-Kalahari Basin as 
few boreholes have been drilled.  Similarly, the Tuli Coalfield in the far southeast of the country has been 
little drill-tested.  Exploration boreholes in the Pandamatenga Coalfield in the northeast of the country 
have failed to penetrate deep enough to intersect coal-bearing Karoo sediments suggesting that CBM 
targets may exist in excess of 500m depth. 

4.2.1.  Coal and CBM Exploration History  

The coal resources of Botswana are estimated to total about 210 Bt. However, figures as high as 320 Bt 
have been mooted.  Morupule Colliery, which supplies coal to the nearby power station, is the only 
operating coal mine in the country.  Annual production has historically been about 1 Mt but is scheduled to 
increase to 3.2 Mtpa in 2012. 

Systematic coal exploration did not commence until 1948 when the Geological Survey conducted 
reconnaissance operations.  Exploration by private companies was initiated in the 1960s by Anglo-
American Corporation resulting in the discovery of significant resources in the Morupule Coalfield and the 
subsequent establishment in 1973 of a mine.  During the 1970s and 1980s, a number of other companies, 
notably Shell and Total, conducted widespread coal exploration.  The last few years has seen a resurgence 
of interest in Botswanan coal and most of the more prospective areas have been pegged. 

Coal exploration for mining purposes has been concentrated along the eastern and southern flanks of the 
Central Karoo-Kalahari Basin (Figure 4-2, label “1”) where the deposits are relatively shallow and a number 
of major coalfields have been identified (Figure 4-3).  Current mining exploration activities are focussed 
mainly in the Morupule, Moijabana, Mmamabula and Letlhakeng Coalfields. However, exploration is also 
taking place in the Dukwe, Serule and Bobonong Coalfields. 
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Figure 4-3   Coalfields of Botswana and Zimbabwe (source The Mineral Corporation) 

Exploration for CBM is a relatively new activity in Botswana, commencing only in the late 1990s.  Given that 
target depths for CBM are usually deeper than the maximum depths currently considered economically 
acceptable for coal mining, there has been little serious overlap of mining and CBM tenement interests. 

CBM work to date has been pioneered by a small number of companies such as Tlou (formerly Saber), 
Kalahari Energy (formerly BGC), Zulu Energy and Anglo Coal Botswana, while Sasol of South Africa has 
recently become involved in a joint venture with Origin Energy of Australia (Kubu Joint Venture).  However, 
out of more than fifty companies which have taken out CBM leases in the country, few have carried out 
any detailed resource assessment work to date. 

Kalahari Energy has been actively pursuing CBM development since 2000 and, in 2008, drilled a five-well 
pilot program for production testing.  In 2009, Kalahari Energy formed a joint venture with Exxaro 
Resources to perform on-going exploration work. Exxaro carried out a 5 spot pilot test in 2010/11 but as 
yet resource estimates have not been disclosed and the evaluation appears to be at an early stage. The 
Origin/Sasol joint venture plan to conduct a number of exploration activities in the Botswana prospecting 
licence areas during the next two years including an airborne magnetic survey, extraction, sampling of 
borehole cores and the drilling of test wells. 

Anglo Coal Botswana embarked on a major CBM exploration drive in late 2008 with the aim of identifying 
gas resources of at least 110 billion cubic metres which it considered sufficient to justify construction of a 
dedicated synfuels plant.  Anglo Coal’s exploration activities are on-going. 

Between 2003 and 2008, the government owned Botswana Development Corporation (BDC), with funding 
support from the U.S. Trade and Development Agency (USTDA), commissioned Advanced Resources 
International (ARI) to conduct a feasibility study to establish the technical and economical viability of 
developing a commercial CBM project located in the eastern portion of the Kalahari Karoo Basin of 
Botswana (ARI, 2008). ARI are an internationally recognised US firm specialising in uncoventional 
petroleum research and consulting.  The project area is defined as the 1.3 million acres of leases held by 
the Gas Corporation of Botswana (BGC) – a precursor company to the currently named Kalahari Energy, 
shown in Figure 4-4. 
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Figure 4-4   Location of BGC Lease Areas in Eastern Botswana (source Tlou) 

Four coreholes were drilled and tested to measure gas content, permeability, and other reservoir 
parameters.  Two of the coreholes successfully tested the main Karoo coal sequences.  One of the most 
important findings of the coring program was determining that the gas reservoirs are comprised not only of 
coal seams, but of organically rich, carbonaceous shales and mudstones as well.  These shale sections are 
highly interbedded with coal seams and, because they also contain absorbed methane, can be produced in 
conjunction with the coal seams. 

The average insitu gas content value of 3.3 m3/ton was derived from data gathered for the subject study, 
as well as other gas content data obtained from a government-sponsored exploration program.  A CBM gas 
in place resource of 31 Tcf is estimated for the 1.3 million acre study area. 

In November 2007, BGC renamed itself Kalahari Energy Corporation, and underwent a re-structure where a 
portion of it’s assets were divested from the company.  Between 2007 and 2011, a series of  commercial 
transactions took place on the Shoshong project license.  The Shoshong license area currently forms what 
is currently known as the Central Karoo Project area, owned and operated by Tlou. 

A portion of the exploration work conducted by BGC and ARI between 2003 and 2008 falls within Tlou’s 
currently held Central Karoo Area.  Results from this study indicate the early stage foundation to the CBM 
prospectivity of the Tlou Licences.  Work done since 2008 by Saber and Tlou has built upon the BGC work, 
forming the project that it is now. 

4.3. TLOU CBM LICENCES IN BOTSWANA 

Tlou farmed into the Saber Energy Group’s Botswana CBM licenses in 2009 and later the same year was 
granted Operatorship of the licences.  Subsequent to the completion of the farm-in programme, Tlou and 
Saber Energy underwent a merger in November 2010, giving Tlou full control and operatorship of the 
acreage portfolio.  Tlou is currently exploring in two project areas, Karoo Central and Karoo West (Figure 
3-1). 

The Karoo West and Karoo Central project areas are located in the Southeast-Central Kalahari Sub-basin 
and partly within the Lephephe Low.  The Moijabana Coalfield lies immediately east of the Tlou 
concessions and is currently being explored by Hodges Resources which is targeting a coal resource of 800 
Mt to 1.3 Bt. 
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4.3.1.  Data availabi l ity  

During its time as operator, Saber drilled numerous wells consisting of coreholes, stratigraphic wells and 
pilot production wells.  Operations were located mostly within the Central Karoo licenses. 

Tlou inherited a technical database from Saber, consisting of a total of 1,321 desorption samples, from 19 
coreholes, all residing in the Central Karoo project area.  Data were extensively reviewed by Tlou, who 
found that all desorption samples except for 91 (from 7 core holes) were unreliable. The 91 samples were 
acquired by Terratek on behalf of Saber and have been used in Tlou's resource estimates (along with Tlou’s 
own later acquired corehole data).  The inherited wireline log dataset was also checked and it was found to 
be largely reliable. 

Given the expanse of the Central License areas, Tlou decided to pursue an exploration programme 
commencing in 2009 to complement and build upon the existing Terratek corehole data. The aim of this 
exploration programme was to investigate the CBM prospectivity of these under-explored permits. The 
2009 exploration programme consisted of 5 fully evaluated coreholes in the Central Karoo area. This, 
together with the Terratek desorption laboratory data forms the basis of Tlou’s contingent resource 
position. 

Tlou also inherited Pilot well data, and associated wireline log data. This data also went through Tlou’s 
validation process. The results of this process showed that poor record keeping meant that the data could 
not be validated and was inherently unreliable. Therefore this data is only used in a qualitative basis. 
Wireline log data, lithological descriptions, geological and laboratory data was, however, verified. This data 
was therefore retained and forms an intergal part of Tlou’s geological modelling. 

Tlou is currently pumping pre-feasibility pilot wells (Mopani 1P & 2P) and measuring pressure responses in 
monitoring wells (Mopani 1M and 2M).  The far-field permeability and lateral connectivity of the coal 
seams are being measured with continuing pressure communication investigations at the pre-pilot location 
areas.  The monitoring wells are 350 m from their respective pilot wells, and pressure responses are 
continually being recorded and interpreted as pumping and shut-in cycles are ongoing.  The objective of 
the pilot tests is to provide dynamic reservoir properties to feed into reservoir models which will be used 
to determine gas resources.  It will also test the effectiveness of an under-reamed completion technique 
for pilot wells in this area, and go towards refining a completion technique for future production wells.  
Qualitative interpretation by Tlou's well test consultant infer that pressure communiation has been seen 
between the pre-pilot and the monitoring wells. Quantification of the permeability will be carried out once 
testing is complete. 

The results of Tlou’s exploration core hole and pilot test program laboratory results have allowed NSAI to 
certify contingent gas resources in the Central Karoo area. 

4.3.2.  Depth and thickness of target coal seams  

The primary CBM targets in Tlou’s tenements are the Kamotaka Formation, Morupule Formation and 
Serowe Formation within the Ecca Group (Figure 4-1).  A type section from the D2-1XRR corehole is shown 
in Figure 4-5.  The coals are interbedded with carbonaceous shales and sandstones.  It can also be seen 
that the Morupule and Kamotaka Fm contain several seams and plies. 
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4.3.2.1.  Seam Depth 

Table 4-1 provides seam depth statistics from well cores drilled within for the Karoo West and Karoo 
Central Project areas.  The seam depths are ideal for CBM development as they are sufficiently deep for 
the coals to retain gas content but are not too deep to lose permeability. 

 

Seam Karoo Central/Karoo West  

Seam depth below ground level (m) 

Min  Max Average 

Serowe 240 664 381 

Morupule 260 728 439 

Kamotaka 390 781 511 

 
Table 4-1   Seam depths (based on well bore intersections) 

 
Figure 4-5   Type section D2-1XRR core hole 

Top of seam overburden depth structure maps for the Serowe seam, Morupule seam and Kamotaka seam 
are shown as Figure 4-6, Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-8 respectively. 

D2-1XRR
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Figure 4-6   Serowe seam roof overburden structure map 

 
Figure 4-7   Morupule seam roof overburden structure map 
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Figure 4-8   Kamotaka seam roof overburden structure map 

4.3.2.2.  Seam Thickness  

The coal seams are reasonably continuous as can be seen in Figure 4-9.   The north to south line of section 
from A3-2X in the north to H4-2X in the south is datumed on the top Morupule Formation.  The section 
also shows that the interburden between the Serowe and Morupule seams thickens to the south. 

 
Figure 4-9   North-South stratigraphic well correlation panel showing seam continuity 
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Seam Seam net thickness (m) 1.85 g/cc density cut-off 

 Min Max Average Count 

Serowe 0 8 3 57 

Morupule 0 28 12 57 

Kamotaka 0.3 17 6 54 

Table 4-2   Karoo Central and West Seam Thickness 

Table 4-2 summarises the cumulative net coal thickness statistics measured from approximately 55 wells in 
the Karoo West and Karoo Central Project Areas.  The thickness of net coal is defined by the density log 
measurement and includes coal having  a density of less than 1.85 g/cc.  This excludes carbonaceous shale 
which has a density between 1.8 g/cc and 2.2 g/cc. 

Gas attributed to shale reservoirs are not currently included in NSAI’s resource calculations.  Favourable 
pilot production results which demonstrate gas production from shale reservoirs will lead to a subsequent 
inclusion of these shales into future gas resource statements.  Should additional shale reservoirs be 
incorporated into resource calculations, a significant increase in gas resource is expected. 

The reservoir in the Central Karoo area contains discrete stacked coal bands which are generally less than 
3m thick. Such stacked coal bands lend themselves to vertical well completions in order to adequately 
drain the coals where gas and water production from numerous stacked coals can be co-mingled. However 
horizontal well technology now exists to target individual coals 2m or greater in thickness provided they 
have a reasonable predictable lateral extent. Central Karoo project area contains coal beds possibly 
exploitable by horizontal well completion methods as well as vertical well completion methods. 

Cumulative net coal thickness maps for the Serowe seam, Morupule seam and Kamotaka seam are shown 
in Figure 4-10, Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 respectively. 

 
Figure 4-10   Serowe seam cumulative net coal thickness map 
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Figure 4-11   Moruple seam cumulative net coal thickness map 

 
Figure 4-12   Kamotaka seam cumulative net coal thickness map 

4.3.3.  Coal rank and maturity  

Petrology has been conducted on four samples from the B6-1X well and six samples from the D2-1XRR well.  
The coal is mainly vitrinite (up to 80%) and inertinite (up to 79%), with minor liptinite and mineral matter.  
The mean maximum vitrinite reflectance (VR) ranges from 0.55% to 0.97% which is the characteristic 
vitrinite reflectance for Sub-biuminous (0.4% -0.59%) and High Volatile Bituminous (0.6% - 1.0%) based on 
Australian Standard (AS) 2096.  A single high VR measurements was recorded which is attributed to heat 
affected coal due to the presence of a localised dolerite intrusion. 

4.3.4.  Coal density and ash content  

Proximate analysis results were available from 12 core holes the location of which is shown in Figure 4-13. 
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Figure 4-13   Location of core holes with proximate analysis 

Ash content statistics from two of the sampled core holes B6-1X and D2-1XRR are provided in Table 4-3.  
The dataset indicates that the three coal seams have similar values, however there is a reasonable range in 
measured values from 20% to 72%. 

Seam Ash Content % 

 Min Max Average Count 

Serowe 21 67 44 15 

Morupule 20 72 42 32 

Kamotaka 21 69 40 17 

Table 4-3   Karoo Central and West Seam Ash content 

Figure 4-14 is a cross plot of ash content versus density and indicates a trend of increasing coal density with 
depth for equivalent ash contents. 

 
Figure 4-14   Cross plot of ash and densitydata measured by proximate analysis 
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4.3.5.  Gas content  and gas saturat ion  

Figure 4-15 shows the gas content and corresponding gas saturation from 34 desorption measurements 
that had isotherm measurements at the same depth. 

The desorption data shows a wide spread of gas content from less than 1 to almost 10 cc/g DAF with a 
considerable number of values above 3 cc/g which are more favorable for commercial concentration. Gas 
saturation ranges from 10% to almost 100%. There appears to be a decreasing trend of gas saturation with 
depth in the Morupule seam, however there is no observable trend in the other seams. Low gas 
saturations are less favorable because long dewatering times can result. 

No well defined trend is observable in respect of gas content with depth. Tlou believe that the gas 
saturation is lower in the southern areas due to a lack of biogenic gas source which may be influencing the 
trend. 

The wide range of isotherm results creates significant uncertainty in regard to gas saturation. Pilot testing 
is required to confirm gas saturation and economic production. 

Figure 4-15   Gas Desorption Data (samples selected by Tlou) 
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4.3.6.  Permeabil ity  

Tlou comissioned Austar Gas Pty Ltd to conduct a review of their drill stem tests and build a permeability 
interpretation for the subsurface.  During their review, Austar utilised only those drill stem tests which 
achieved radial flow during the testing period.  After interpretation of the gauge data and DST reports, 
Austar concluded that there were a total of 12 qualified tests across the Morupule and Kamotaka coal 
seams within the Central Karoo area (refer to Figure 4-13 for well locations). Results of the interpretation is 
summarised in Table 4-4. 

Well Depths Formation Average Permeability 
(mD) 

B6-1X 429.85 - 446.80 Kamotaka 4.90 

B6-1X 332.00 - 355.97 Morupule 2.18 

D2-1XRR 461.48 - 474.64 Morupule 5.34 

F4-2X 652.87 - 663.35 Morupule 2.40 

G5-1X 626.44 - 632.68 Morupule 3.55 

Table 4-4   Results of average permeability from DST Analysis (Source, Austar) 

Based on Austar’s analysis, permeability is approximately 2 to 5 mD. Although DSTs can be useful in 
establishing permeability trends in the early exploration phase, our experience suggests interpreted 
permeability from CBM DST data can be unrepresentative of the dynamic performance seen in longer term 
production. The more reliable data generally comes from dynamic performance analysis of pilot or 
production wells which also usually have more optimal well completion strategies than core holes. Tlou is 
commencing this type of analysis on their pre-pilot test wells and aims to integrate it into future reservoir 
modelling. 

The initial results of the Mopani-1P and 2P wells which have been on production since November 2011 has 
been qualitatively interpreted by Tlou's well test consultant.  This interpretation indicates that a pressure 
response from the Mopani-1P and Mopani-2P wells has been observed in the Mopani 1M and 2M 
observation wells some 350m distance from their respective pilot wells. The qualitative analysis, if 
confirmed, would demonstrate permeability and continuity over the types of distances needed for field 
scale development. 

4.3.7.  Potential  for CBM in the permits  

Since taking over operatorship of the permits in 2009, Tlou has been systematically acquiring reliable data 
to characterise the CBM potential of the coal seams within its tenements.  Data acquisition is ongoing but 
the initial data is encouraging, especially within the Karoo West and Karoo Central project areas.  Although 
gas contents are variable, and individual seams relatively thin, cumulative coal thickness, gas content and 
permeability of the coal and depth to the objective indicate indicate that it is likely that at least a portion of 
the tenements held by Tlou will be able to support a CBM development in the future.  Additional dynamic 
data from pilot testing is required in order to confidently model well deliverability and production profiles. 
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4.3.8.  Mamba Application Area  

In June 2012, Tlou lodged an application for a parcel of vacant acreage internally referred to as the Mamba 
Application Area.  This area has recently become available after the previous tenureholder relinquished their 
interest in the area.  The Mamba application area largely resides in between Tlou’s Central Karoo and Karoo 
West project areas (see Figure 4-16).  Due to geographical proximity, the geological trends in the Mamba 
application area are believed to be analogous to those of Tlou’s existing tenement portfolio.  The application 
is currently being reviewed by the Botswana Ministry of Mines, Energy and Water Resources. 

 
Figure 4-16   Mamba Application Map (Source: Tlou) 

4.3.9.  Resource Assessment  

In accordance with the scope of this report, RISC has not carried out its own independent resource 
estimate of Tlou’s Botswana CBM assets.  Resource estimates have been made by Netherland, Sewell & 
Associates, Inc. (NSAI) in a report to Tlou dated 30th January 2012.  NSAI has estimated contingent and 
prospective (undiscovered) resources as at 31st December 2012 using deterministic methods that are in 
accordance with the definitions and guidelines set forth in the 2007 Petroleum Resources Management 
System (PRMS) approved by the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE). 

NSAI’s estimates of OGIP and Unrisked Contingent Gas Resources in PLs 001 and 002 and Unrisked 
Prospective Gas Resources in PLs 003, 035 and 037 as at 31st December 2012 are shown in Table 4-5 and 
Table 4-6 respectively. 
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Table 4-5   Unrisked Contingent Gas Resources as at 31st December, 2012 (Source NSAI) 

 
Table 4-6   Unrisked Prospective Gas Resources as at 31st December, 2012 (Source NSAI) 

NSAI’s deterministic methodology assigns contingent resources to an area around a successful pilot well.  
Using this methodology, the 1C and 2C resources are expected to increase in a stepwise manner as more 
drilling and tests are performed, provided these are successful. 
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4.4. ZIMBABWE 

4.4.1.  Introduction 

Tlou has an 80% economic interest in the Zimbabwean company Exporien Mining (PVT) Limited which 
holds three Special Grant (SG) licences for coal and coalbed methane (Figure 4-17).  All the licences are 
contained within the Mid-Zambezi Basin which is an eastern extension of the Karoo-Kalahari Basin of 
Botswana. 

 
 

Figure 4-17   Location of Project Licence Areas in Zimbabwe (Source: Tlou) 
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4.4.2.  Regional Geology  

The Mid-Zambezi Basin contains a 20 to 40 km wide coal belt stretching from Hwange (formerly Wankie) in 
the west to Sengwe in the east.  Coal deposits occur in the K2-K3 Black Shale and Coal Formation in the 
lower to middle part of the Ecca Group and are thought to represent lacustrine shoreline deposits which 
extend no more than 35 km in a down-dip direction (Figure 4-18).  The thickest seam is the “Main” which 
may exceed 12m in the Hwange area.  Sub-economic seams also occur in the lower part of the 
stratigraphically higher (K5) Madumabisa Mudstones. 

 
Figure 4-18   Location Zimbabwe Coalfields in the Mid-Zambezi Basin 

Within the Mid-Zambezi coal belt, a number of discrete coalfields are recognised, the most important 
being Hwange where mining first commenced in 1903 (Figure 4-3, label “1”).  Some 80 km east of Hwange 
is the Lubimbi Coalfield which includes the Dahlia, Hankano and Lubimbi East sub-fields (Figure 4-3-label 
“2”).  From SW to NE, the coalfields extend over an area some 40 km long and vary in width from 5 km at 
Dahlia to 25 km at Lubimbi East.  Six coal-bearing horizons occur within a 40 to 50 m thick K2-K3 
succession.  In contrast to the Hwange area, Lubimbi coal is characteristically banded dull and bright and 
alternates with mudstone. 

The Lubu Coalfield is located about 70 km north of Lubimbi (Figure 4-3, label “3”).  It occurs in a down-
faulted block within the Sijarira Inlier and covers an area of approximately 15 km by 8 km.  The basal Main 
Seam averages 12.5 m in thickness with a maximum of 18 m.  It is overlain by a mudstone unit containing 
two coal seams averaging 2.5 and 2.0 m in thickness.  Atypically, the best quality coal is found not at the 
base of the Main Seam but towards the middle.  Both the Lubu and Lubimbi Coalfields are currently being 
explored by Liberation Mining in a joint venture with Sable Mining and large potentially opencastable coal 
resources have been reported. 
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In the eastern sector of the Mid-Zambezi Basin are the Lusulu and the Sengwe Coalfields, both of which are 
estimated to contain huge resources.  The Lusulu Coalfield extends NE-SW for 45 km and is 5km wide on 
average (Figure 4-3, label “4”).  The K2-K3 thickness is 40 to 60 m with the two most important seams, the 
Main Seam and the A Seam, ranging in thickness from 4 to 10 m and 2.5 to 4.5 m respectively, Figure 
4-19Error! Reference source not found.. 

 
Figure 4-19   K2-3 lithofacies changes at Lusulu Coalfield (source Oesterlen & Lepper) 

 

The Sengwe Coalfields consist of Sengwe South and Sengwe North both of which were comprehensively 
explored by Rio Tinto from 1973 to 1994 (Figure 4-3, label “5”).  Only the Main Seam is economic with 
thicknesses averaging 14.1 m in Sengwe North and 12.5 m in Sengwe South, Figure 4-20.  Plans to develop 
a coal-fired power station in the coalfield (the Gokwe North Project) are currently on hold due to lack of 
funding. 

 
Figure 4-20   K2-3 lithofacies changes at Sengwa North and Sengwa South Coalfields (source Oesterlen & Lepper) 
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Some 80 km southeast of Sengwe, near the town of Gokwe, is the Sessami-Kaonga Coalfield (Figure 4-3, 
label “6”).  Boreholes have intersected the coal-bearing K2-K3 sequence at depths of 200 to 300 m.   

The coalfields of Lusulu and Hwange contain medium volatile bituminous coal, whereas the rank of all the 
other fields in the Mid-Zambezi Basin ranges from sub-bituminous to high volatile bituminous coal. 

4.4.3.  Explorat ion History and Data Availabil ity  

Much of the Mid-Zambezi Basin has been relatively well-explored by a combination of the Zimbabwe 
Geological Survey and private mining or exploration companies, notably Shell Coal and the Anglo American 
Corporation.  However, most boreholes have been drilled in areas where the seams are relatively shallow 
and amenable to opencast mining and, as a consequence, there is a paucity of data in areas where deeper 
seams are likely to represent CBM targets.  Data from the Geological Survey data is readily available.  It also 
may prove possible to acquire drill information from private firms given that CBM and mining targets are 
unlikely to conflict. 

CBM discoveries have been reported from the Hwange, Lubimbi and Lupane areas of the Matabeleland 
North Province, the Sengwe area of Gokwe and Chiredzi in the southeast of the country but there is little 
detailed data available in the public domain. 

In the 1990s, Afpenn Resources (UK) prospected four licence areas in the Mid-Zambezi Basin. Three 
continuous core holes were drilled to depths of up to 1,550 feet and measured gas content from 10 core 
samples averaged nearly 12 m3/t. The rank of the coal core samples ranged from low volatile to anthracite 
due to the proximity of igneous intrusions.  In 2004, the Zambezi Gas Corporation conducted sub-surface 
investigations in the Entuba Coalfield.  It was intended to utilise methane gas for the establishment of an 
ammonium nitrate plant.  Exploration in the Hwange and Entuba Coalfields had mixed results and the 
project has remained in abeyance since that time. 

Other early exploration was conducted by Shangani Energy Exploration Limited, on behalf of Zimasco 
(Zimbabwe Mining & Smelting Company).  Activities were focussed near the Shangani River, about half way 
between the town of Bulawayo and Victoria Falls.  Following exploration and detailed assessment of 
sample data by Raven Ridge Resources, test production began in 1994.  The drilling programme was 
designed and supervised by Maralex Resources Incorporated from the United States of America. 

In 1999, Shangani announced the discovery of a world class resource of 40 trillion cubic feet of recoverable 
gas in the Lupane area of Northern Matabeleland.   The gas, comprising 95% methane, was intersected in 
coal and associated carbonaceous shales with the content ranging from 60 to 160 ft3/t.  However, investors 
prepared to fund the US$5 to 7 million required for feasibility studies could not be found.  The Lupgas 
Project, as it is now termed, was accorded national project status in 2007 but there has still been no 
further development largely due to lack of funding and the absence of a specific regulatory framework that 
would safeguard investments. 

Hwange Colliery Company recently announced that it was working on a feasibility plan for CBM production. 

4.4.4.  Prospectivity of  the Exporien SG Concessions  

Exploration work on the three licence areas is still at an early stage.  Desktop studies are in progress and a 
remote sensing interpretation has been completed by Murphy Geological Services for licences SG4533 and 
SG4535.  The results identified several target areas for future drilling. 

A three-phase evaluation approach has been adopted with progression to the next stage contingent on 
positive results. 

 Phase 1:  desktop evaluation, data compilation and reconnaissance site visits; 
 Phase 2:  reconnaissance exploration drilling; 
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 Phase 3:  infill drilling aimed at project evaluation followed by scoping and feasibility studies. 
 

4.4.4.1.  Special  Grant L icence SG8/05(5634) 

Licence SG8/05 covers 991.1 km2 and is located midway between the Hwange Coalfield in the west and the 
Lubu Coalfield in east (Figure 4-21). 

 
Figure 4-21   Location Zimbabwe SG8/05 

The area is immediately underlain mostly by Upper Karoo sediments and it could be reasonably assumed 
that the coal-bearing Lower Karoo occurs at depths of possibly 400 to 1,000 m.  On this basis, the licence 
could be considered prospective for CBM. 

4.4.4.2.  Special  Grant L icence SG9/05 (4535) 

Exporien also holds two other Special Grants in the eastern sector of the Mid-Zambezi Basin (Figure 4-22).  
SG4535 encompasses an area of 1401.4 km2 and is located directly east of the Lusulu Coalfield and south of 
the Sengwe Coalfield.  The greater part of the concession area is immediately underlain by Upper Karoo or 
younger sediments with potential for Lower Karoo coal-bearing sediments to occur at depths amenable to 
CBM exploitation.  However, studies by Oesterlen and Lepper (2004) suggest that the K2-K3 sequence in 
the area may be deleteriously affected by a NW-SE trending fluvial system which may have precluded peat 
accumulation or resulted in seam wash-outs. 
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Figure 4-22   Location Zimbabwe SG4533 & SG4535 

4.4.4.3.  Special  Grant L icence SG7/05 (4533) 

SG7/05 (covering 1023.0 km2) is located in the eastern sector of the Sessami-Kaonga Coalfield.  Boreholes 
drilled in the field have intersected the coal-bearing K2-K3 sequence at depths of 200 to 300 m.  Duguid 
(1986) estimated a Main Seam resource of 1Bt with an average seam thickness of 4.9 m and a raw coal ash 
content of 16%.  However, Oesterlen & Lepper (2004) report that the Main Seam can achieve 9 m in 
thickness but is sometimes absent, while the coal quality is not good with ash content ranging from 20 to 
30%. 

4.5. RESOURCE ASSESSMENT 

In accordance with the scope of this report, RISC has not carried out its own independent resource 
estimate of Tlou’s Zimbabwe CBM assets.  Exploration drilling has not yet commenced and no third party 
resource estimates have been made. 
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4.6. CBM POTENTIAL OF OTHER AREAS IN SOUTHERN AND CENTRAL AFRICA 

Basinal coal deposits of Karoo age occur in almost all countries of southern and central Africa (Figure 4-2).  
Most have been explored by mining companies to a greater or lesser extent but, outside of South Africa, 
very few coal deposits have been exploited.  Until recently the focus of exploration has been surface-
mineable coal deposits with the little consideration given to CBM potential.  This approach however is 
changing and exploration programmes specifically designed towards CBM assessment have been 
conducted in South Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe and Mozambique. 

Given that African CBM exploration is at an early stage, there is little data specific to CBM investigations in 
the public domain.  However, there is a considerable amount of data available relating to exploration that 
has been undertaken by coal mining companies and this can usually provide at some useful information 
regarding seam thicknesses, depths and distribution, as well as coal qualities.  Unfortunately however, 
boreholes drilled for mining exploration purposes do not usually extend greater than 250 m below surface, 
whereas the depth generally considered optimal for CBM exploitation is in excess of this. 

Tlou is considering expanding the regional area of interest to investigate the CBM potential of coal deposits 
in Tanzania and Mozambique which are of the same age as the resources currently being tested in 
Botswana.  The two main coalfields of Tanzania occur within graben components of the Great East African 
Rift Valley.  The Songwe-Kiwira Coalfield at the northern end of Lake Nyasa comprises several coal seams 
with a cumulative thickness of about 7 m which are being mined at two small collieries.  Coal exploration is 
currently being conducted by several mining companies however the CBM potential does not yet appear to 
have been investigated. 

The Ruhuhu Coalfield in the southwest of the country is currently being explored by a number of 
international companies and a coal mine is in development stage.  The coal-bearing Mchuchuma Formation 
comprises two distinct facies; a lower sandstone dominated facies with persistent good quality coal seams 
ranging in thickness from less than 1.0 to 7.5 m, and an upper shale-coal sequence about 30 to 50 m thick 
consisting of shale, coaly shale and mudstone separated by thin, impersistent coal seams.  One of the 
exploration companies active in the area has already signed agreements with an associated Australian 
group to exploit the CBM potential of coal deposits within their tenements which are too deep to mine 
economically. 

Mozambique hosts two major coal basins of Karoo age; Maniamba and Zambeze.  The fault-bounded 
Zambeze Basin extends over a distance of some 500 kilometres from Zumbo near the Zimbabwe border 
eastwards into Malawi and contains one of the biggest coal resources in the world.  The basin is divided 
into a series of sub-basins each of which represent graben-type structures.  The resources are contained in 
a series of stacked coal zones which individually may be up to 80 m in thickness.  The zones occur from 
surface to depths of several hundred metres and comprise intercalated coal and carbonaceous mudstone.  
Exploration for coal mining purposes has been intense over the past few years however the potential for 
CBM in areas which are too deep to mine by opencast methods appears to have been little investigated.  
The two major coal players in the country, Vale and Rio Tinto, have recently embarked on CBM studies 
over their concession areas.  Given the occurrence of multiple, thick coal zones at depth, and the 
favourable coal quality and rank, it is considered that region offers significant CBM potential. 

Maniamba (also called Metangula) is the second-most important coal basin in Mozambique.  It is located in 
the north of the country and extends into Tanzania.  Structurally, the basin is a NE-SW trending graben 
which covers an area of about 4,000 km2.  Outcrops of coal-bearing Ecca sediments of Lower Karoo age are 
restricted to a 25 km strike length in the southern sector of the basin.  As the coal seams dip northwest at 
about 10o there is potential for CBM targets at depth. 
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4.6.1.  Tanzania  

The coalfields of Tanzania occur in eight disconnected basins which extend along a northwest-southeast 
trending corridor east of Lake Nyasa (Figure 4-23). Coal seams are contained in two formations; a lower 
Mchuchuma Formation and an upper Mhukuru Formation. The coal is of Permian age and equivalent to the 
coals occurring in the Ecca Group of the Karoo Supergroup in South Africa. 

 
Figure 4-23   Distribution of Karoo basins in Tanzania and locations of coalfields, Semkiwa, 2003 

Due to the specific structural history of Tanzanian Karoo basins, which was essentially governed by 
expanding rift systems, older Karoo sediments were laid down generally only within the early, deep graben 
features. Thus, no Early Permian Karoo strata are exposed in the northern and central basins, where the 
older troughs have been covered by younger Karoo strata.  Outcrops of Permo-Carboniferous sedimentary 
successions are only restricted to areas around the young rift structures of Lake Nyasa and Lake Rukwa, 
where the Karoo succession was substantially uplifted by the young movements. 

The following coal occurrence data comes from these outcrop and shallow mining exposures only.  The 
existence of Karoo sediments at depth in the interior and coastal basins are postulated to exist from 
seismic and other basin analysis studies. 

Coal seams occurring in the Mchuchuma Formation are of commercial significance while those in the 
Mhukuru Formation are usually uneconomic for coal mining methods.  The most important coalfields are 
the Ketewaka-Mchuchuma, Mbalawala and Ngaka fields located in the Ruhuhu Basin of southwest 
Tanzania (Figure 4-2, label “14”) and the Songwe-Kiwira Coalfield at the northern end of Lake Nyasa (Figure 
4-2, label “15”). 

In the Ruhuhu Basin, the Mchuchuma Formation comprises two distinct facies; a lower sandstone 
dominated facies with persistent good quality coal seams ranging in thickness from less than 1.0 m to 7.5 
m, and an upper shale-coal sequence about 30 to 50 m thick consisting of shale, coaly shale and mudstone 
separated by thin, impersistent seams of poor quality.  The pre-Karoo palaeotopography is irregular with 
relief up to 300m and coal seams associated with the lower sandstone-coal facies are better developed 
within the palaeo-valleys.  The seams usually dip at less than 15o but are disturbed by block faulting. 
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In the Ngaka Coalfield, there are four principal seams with the main seam attaining up to 8 m in thickness.  
The total resource has been estimated at 110 Mt.  The Ketewaka-Mchuchuma Coalfield occurs in a down-
warped faulted block and contains seven persistent seams with an estimated combined resource of 700 
Mt.  Intra Energy Corporation (IEC) of Australia is currently developing a coal mine in the Mbalawala 
Coalfield about 50 km southeast of Mchuchuma and has estimated resources of 250 Mt.  The coal is 
medium to high volatile bituminous. 

The Songwe-Kiwira Coalfield occurs in a relatively small Karoo outlier located near the Tanzania/Malawi 
border at the northern end of Lake Nyasa.  Several coal seams (with a cumulative thickness of 6.8 m) occur 
in the shale-coal-sandstone facies of the Mchuchuma Formation.  The coal varies from high volatile C 
bituminous to high volatile A bituminous, with relatively high ash content (22-49%), and vitrinite 
reflectance of 0.60-0.83 Ro (%).  The deposit is exploited underground by Kiwiri and Ilima Mines which 
collectively produce about 200,000 tpa.  A number of coal exploration companies are active in the Songwe-
Kiwira Coalfield including IEC and Edenville Energy. 

The Selous Basin is the largest onshore Karoo basin in Tanzania.  The basin is under-explored for 
hydrocarbons, with only two deep hydrocarbon wells ever drilled in it’s interior.  Sparse seismic data exists, 
but only in the northern portion of the basin.  Previous wells drilled by Shell in the 1980s have never 
managed to reach Ecca group equivalent sediments, but they are postulated to exist at appropriate depths 
on the flanks, and in uplifted sections of the basin. 

Tlou has recently made application for a CBM prospective area of the Selous Basin, consisting of four 
contiguous blocks, covering up to approximately 66,000 km2 (Figure 4-24).  The Tanzania Petroleum and 
Development Corporation (TPDC) are currently reviewing the applications, and are expected to respond to 
Tlou in the near term. 

 

 
Figure 4-24   Location of Tlou’s application areas 
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4.6.1.1.  CBM Exploration  

To date, there have been no reports of active CBM exploration in Tanzania.  However, IEC recently entered 
into a JV agreement with NuEnergy Capital to exploit CBM potential over the tenements held by IEC.  It is 
reported that low cost drilling and early appraisal has been facilitated through the sharing of drilling costs 
on commercial arms-length terms with NuEnergy Capital's wholly owned subsidiary NuEnergy Gas 
(Tanzania) Ltd.  This arrangement allows IEC to remain focused on coal mine development while reaping 
potential gains from CBM extracted from deep non-economic coal resources. 

4.6.2.  Malawi  

Karoo strata in Malawi are confined to fault-bounded half-graben outliers within the pre-Karoo basement 
in the northern and southern extremities of the country.  The Northern Coalfields (Figure 4-2, (label “16”) 
comprise the Ngana and Livingstonia coal deposits with Malawi’s only coal mine, Mchenga, operating in 
the latter. 

The Livingstonia Coalfield is a half graben delimited on the south-western margin by a major fault.  It 
represents a south-western extension of the Ruhuhu Basin in Tanzania.  The Coal Measures comprise 
varying amounts of carbonaceous mudstones, sandstones and coal seams up to 2.0 m thick.  Faulting is 
common. 

The Nkana (or Ngana) Coalfield extends over some 60 km2 and is located in the far north of Malawi on the 
Tanzanian border.  It comprises a southern lobe of the more extensive Songwe-Kiwira Coalfield of 
Tanzania.  Essentially, the Nkana Coalfield comprises the southern end of a tectonic basin and is bounded 
by faults on the south and east while the western boundary is an unconformity.  Within the basin, the 
sediments thicken towards the east and southeast and are divided into two differing structural entities by a 
major northeast trending fault.  Coal occurs in the Karoo-age Upper Shale Series which comprises 
mudstones, carbonaceous shales and coal seams.  Nine individual seams have been identified with 
thicknesses ranging from a few centimetres to about one metre.  The coal is commonly thinly-banded and 
composed of alternating layers of dull and bright coal with the latter seldom more than one centimetre in 
thickness.  According to a 1989 report by the British Geological Survey, most previous geological 
investigations in the coalfield have been concentrated along the western unconformable margin of the 
basin and designed to evaluate the opencast mining potential.  A resource of 50 Mt to a depth of 200 m 
has been estimated and drill-indicated reserves of 15 Mt have reportedly been defined over an area of 6 
km2.  The Nkana Coal Measures in this section dip eastwards at angles of up to 30o and are about 18 m in 
thickness.  The coal seam is said to be in the order of 15 m but contains a high proportion of waste.  From 
this statement, it must be assumed that the ‘coal seam’ is in fact an interbedded sequence of coal plies and 
argillites. 

The Southern Coalfields (Figure 4-2, label “17”) comprise the Sumbu and Chiromo coal deposits which are 
an extension of the Minjova Basin in Mozambique. The coal zones mostly comprise thin coal plies 
intercalated with mudstone partings with occasional development of metre-thick seams.  The coalfields are 
highly faulted and much intruded by dolerites which have devolatilised the coal over extensive areas. 

To date, it appears that there has been little or no CBM exploration in Malawi although the potential may 
be there, particularly in the Nkana Coalfield. 

4.6.2.1.  Commercial  cons iderations  

Paladin’s Kayelekera Uranium Mine is located close to the southern border of the Nkana Coalfield and is 
the first large-scale mining operation in Malawi.  The mine requires a significant amount of power which is 
currently sourced from diesel generators.  The Member of Parliament for Dedza North West, Alekeni 
Menyani, has advised the Malawi Government to find an alternative source of energy for the mine as the 
use of diesel fuel is exerting pressure on the country's already low supplies of fuel. 
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4.6.3.  Mozambique 

Coal deposits of Karoo age have been recorded at numerous locations throughout Mozambique but are 
concentrated in the two major depositional basins of Maniamba (Figure 4-2, label “18”) and Zambeze 
(Figure 4-2, label “19”).  It has been estimated that the latter contains over 90% of the total coal resources 
of Mozambique. 

The fault-bounded Zambeze Basin extends over a distance of some 500 km from Zumbo near the 
Zimbabwe border eastwards into Malawi.  The Basin is divided into a series of sub-basins each of which 
represent graben-type structures (Figure 4-22).  The most important sub-basins from economic mining 
aspects are Moatise-Minjova and Mucanha-Vuzi.  Coal occurs within the Productive Series which is 
generally about 300 to 400 m thick.  In the Tete/Moatize area, there are six major coal zones which 
individually may attain thicknesses of up to 60 m.  The zones comprise intercalated carbonaceous 
mudstone and coal, although thicker coal seams up to several metres in thickness may be developed, 
particularly at the base of the Chipanga Seam.  Seam correlation between sub-basins is often tenuous and, 
in areas where there is rapid lateral facies variation, correlation from borehole to borehole may be difficult.  
Faulting is common in all coalfields of the Zambeze Basin with some faults having displacements of several 
hundred metres.  Dolerite intrusions in the form of sills and dykes are also frequent, particularly in the 
eastern sector of the basin, where coals are extensively burnt or devolatilised. 

Maniamba is the second-most important coal basin.  It is located in the north of the country and extends 
into Tanzania.  Structurally, the basin is a NE-SW trending graben which covers an area of about 4000 km2.  
Outcrops of coal-bearing Ecca sediments of the Lower Karoo are restricted to a 25 km strike length in the 
southern sector of the basin, northeast of the town of Metangula.  Two coal-bearing zones have been 
reported; a lower assemblage with coal seams ranging from 1 to 4 m in thickness, and an upper 
assemblage which includes 8 seams about 0.8 to 1.0 m thick.  The seams are interbedded with sandstones 
and shales.  The coal is high volatile bituminous with a high ash content.  Faulting is common with dykes 
intruded along some of the planes.  Kimberlite intrusions of Cretaceous age have also been reported.  As 
the coal seams dip northwest at about 10o there may be potential for CBM targets at depth in that 
direction. 

In recent years, the Zambeze Basin has been the target of much exploration by coal mining companies.  
Drilling has been concentrated in areas where the coal zones are relatively shallow and offer opencast 
mining potential.  However, deeper boreholes have established zone continuity at depth and in such areas 
there appears to be good CBM potential.  Vale and Rio Tinto are currently undertaking CBM investigations 
in their concessions areas but otherwise CBM exploration has received little attention to date. 

4.6.4.  Swazi land 

Coal deposits occur in up to six seams striking north-south across the country parallel to the Lebombo 
monocline (Figure 4-2, label “20”)  Up to six seams occur and dip gently westwards from sub-outcrop.  At 
the border with Mozambique, it is probable that the seams occur at depths favourable for CBM 
exploitation.  However, all seams have been heat affected by dolerite intrusions which have resulted in a 
rank increase to anthracite or lean coal with a volatile matter content of less than 20% (air-dried basis).  
Mpaka Colliery is the only coal mine operating in the country.  There have been no reports of CBM 
exploration activity in the country. 
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5. D E C L A R A T I O N S  
5.1. VALMIN CODE 

This report has been prepared in accordance with the Code for the Technical  Assessment and Valuation of 
Mineral and Petroleum Assets and Securities for Independent Expert Reports 2005 Edition (“The VALMIN 
Code”). 

5.2. PETROLEUM RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

In the preparation of this report, RISC has complied with the guidelines and definitions of the Petroleum 
Resources Management System approved by the Board of the Society of Petroleum Engineers in 2007 
(PRMS). 

5.3. QUALIFICATIONS 

RISC  was founded in 1994 to provide independent advice to companies associated with the oil and gas 
industry. RISC now has approximately 40 highly experienced professional staff at offices in Australia and 
the UK. We have completed over 1000 assignments in approximately 60 countries for nearly 400 clients. 
Our services cover the oil and gas business lifecycle: 

 Oil and gas asset valuations, expert advice to banks for debt or equity finance; 
 Exploration / portfolio management; 
 Field development studies and operations planning; 
 Reserves assessment and certification / Independent Expert / Expert Witness; 
 Strategy and corporate planning / Gas market advice. 

The principals of RISC have also had responsible charge for the preparation of reserves statements, the 
preparation, evaluation and implementation of oil and gas field development plans, gas and LNG 
contracting, joint venture negotiations and evaluation of new business opportunities during their careers 
with major organisations such as Shell, BP, Arco, Santos, Mobil, Petrofina and Woodside. Further corporate 
information about RISC can be found on our website at http://www.riscadvisory.com. 

The preparation of this report has been managed by Mr Geoff Barker. Mr Barker leads RISC’s 
unconventional gas practice. He has thirty years of global experience in the upstream hydrocarbon 
industry, with extensive expertise in the areas of asset valuation, business strategies, evaluation of 
conventional and non-conventional petroleum (coal seam gas and tight gas), due diligence assessment for 
mergers, acquisitions and project finance requirements and reserves assessment/certification. Mr Barker is 
a Past Chairman of the SPE WA Section, a past member of the SPE International’s Oil and Gas Reserves 
Committee 2007-2009, and is a co-author of the Guidelines for Application of the Petroleum Resources 
Management System published by the SPE in November 2011 (Chapter 8.5 Coal Bed Methane). Mr Barker 
is a Member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE),  and holds a BSc (Chemistry), Melbourne 
University, 1980 and a M.Eng.Sc (Pet Eng), Sydney University, 1989. 

This report has been compiled by  Mr Nick Hall and Mr Mark Stewardson. Mr Hall has BSc (Hons) Geology, 
University of Durham, UK, 1981 and over 30 years of international experience as a geoscientist, gained 
from operating, consulting and service company environments. He has extensive experience with clastic, 
carbonate and CSG sequences in the UK, North Sea, South America, Middle East, Africa, India and Australia. 
Mr Hall has held various technical and leadership positions in multiple disciplines (subsurface, projects, 
legal and commercial) and project teams involved in development planning, reservoir management plus 
equity and reserves determination including Subsurface Manager for Santos’ Scotia-Peat CSG Project. Mr 
Hall has been a Principal Geoscience Advisor with RISC since 2006. 
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Mr Stewardson has been a professional coal geologist for over 30 years working in most of the major 
coalfields of Africa, Indonesia and Australia an is currently employed as a consulting geologist with The 
Mineral Corporation, a South African mineral consulting firm which has been retained by RISC to assist with 
the preparation of this report.  He has also been involved in coal projects in Madagascar, India, Pakistan, 
Mongolia, Canada, Malaysia and Thailand. He has designed and managed numerous major coal exploration 
programmes and has an excellent record of discoveries, several of which are now operating mines.  He also 
has considerable experience at senior management level in underground and open-cast mines exploiting 
coal, copper and chrome. For the purposes of coal resource estimation and reporting, he is recognised as a 
Competent Person in accordance with JORC, SAMREC and NI 43-101 Codes and has compiled Competent 
Person’s Reports for the LSE, TSX, JSE and ASX.  In this capacity much of his work involves the critical 
assessment of coal mines and exploration prospects from geological, technical and economic 
considerations as well as the geological management of feasibility studies and due diligence investigations. 
Mr Stewardson is based in South Africa where he advises local and international clients on all aspects of 
investment in coal exploration and mining. Mr Stewardson has a BSc Honours (Geology) 1973 from 
Nottingham University, England, CEd (Geology & Environmental Studies) 1974 University of Keele, England 
and since 1993 has been registered Professional Geologist, South African Council for Natural Scientific 
Professions. 

5.4. INDEPENDENCE 

RISC makes the following disclosures: 

Tlou Energy Limited (Tlou) has engaged RISC Operations Pty Ltd (RISC) to provide an Independent Technical 
Experts Report on selected petroleum properties held by Tlou. 

RISC is independent with respect to Tlou and confirms that there is no conflict of interest with any party 
involved in the assignment. 

Under the terms of engagement between RISC and Tlou  for the provision of this report RISC will receive a 
fee, based on our current standard terms and conditions, payable by Tlou. The payment of this fee is not 
contingent on the outcome of the proposed admission of the ordinary shares of Tlou to trading on the ASX 
market of the Australian Securities Exchange. 

The Directors and staff of RISC do not own shares in Tlou. RISC has not previously been engaged by Tlou in 
any capacity. 

5.5. LIMITATIONS 

The assessment of petroleum assets is subject to uncertainty because it involves judgments on many 
variables that cannot be precisely assessed, including reserves, future oil and gas production rates, the 
costs associated with producing these volumes, access to product markets, product prices and the 
potential impact of fiscal/regulatory changes. 

The statements and opinions attributable to RISC are given in good faith and in the belief that such 
statements are neither false nor misleading.  In carrying out its tasks, RISC has considered and relied upon 
information obtained from Tlou as well as information in the public domain. The information included well 
reports, seismic data, maps, interpretation reports, previous analyses, financial records and legal 
documents. The material was reviewed for its quality, accuracy and validity and was considered to be 
acceptable. RISC believes that that full disclosure has been made of all relevant material in Tlou possession 
and that information provided, is to the best of its knowledge, accurate and true. 

The information provided to RISC has included both hard copy and electronic information supplemented 
with discussions between RISC and representatives of Tlou. 
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Whilst every effort has been made to verify data and resolve apparent inconsistencies, we believe our 
review and conclusions are sound, but neither RISC nor its servants accept any liability, except any liability 
which cannot be excluded by law, for its accuracy, nor do we warrant that our enquiries have revealed all 
of the matters, which an extensive examination may disclose. In particular, we have not independently 
verified property title, encumbrances, regulations that apply to these assets. RISC has also not audited the 
opening balances at the valuation date of past recovered and unrecovered development and exploration 
costs, undepreciated past development costs and tax losses. 

Our review was carried out only for the purpose referred to above and may not have relevance in other 
contexts. 

5.6. CONSENT 

RISC has consented to this Report, in the form and context in which it appears, being included in the Tlou 
Energy Limited Prospectus. Neither the whole nor any part of this report nor any reference to it may be 
included in or with or attached to any other document, circular, resolution, letter or statement without the 
prior consent of RISC. 
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6. S I G N A T U R E S  
 

This report is authorised for release by Mr Peter Stephenson, RISC Partner. Mr Stephenson has M.Eng 
Petroleum Engineering, Heriot Watt University, B.Sc Chemical Engineering (IIi Hons), University of 
Nottingham, is a Member of the SPE and a Chartered Engineer (MIChemE). 

 

 
 

Peter Stephenson 

Partner 
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8. L I S T  O F  T E R M S  
The following lists, along with a brief definition, abbreviated terms that are commonly used in the oil and 
gas industry and which may be used in this report. 

Abbreviation Definition 

1P Equivalent to Proved reserves or Proved in-place quantities, depending on the 
context. 

1Q 1st Quarter 

2P The sum of Proved and Probable reserves or in-place quantities, depending on 
the context. 

2Q 2nd Quarter 

2D Two Dimensional 

3D Three Dimensional 

4D Four Dimensional – time lapsed 3D in relation to seismic 

3P The sum of Proved, Probable and Possible Reserves or in-place quantities, 
depending on the context. 

3Q 3rd Quarter 

4Q 4th Quarter 

AFE Authority for Expenditure 

Bbl US Barrel 

BBL/D US Barrels per day 

BCF Billion (109) cubic feet 

BCM Billion (109) cubic meters 

BFPD Barrels of fluid per day 

BOPD Barrels of oil per day 

BTU British Thermal Units 

BOEPD US barrels of oil equivalent per day 

BWPD Barrels of water per day 

°C Degrees Celsius 
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Abbreviation Definition 

Capex Capital expenditure 

CAPM Capital asset pricing model 

CBM Coal bed methane 

CGR Condensate Gas Ratio – usually expressed as bbl/MMscf 

Contingent 

Resources 

Those quantities of petroleum estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially 
recoverable from known accumulations by application of development projects 
but which are not currently considered to be commercially recoverable due to 
one or more contingencies. Contingent Resources are a class of discovered 
recoverable resources as defined in the SPE-PRMS. 

CO2 Carbon dioxide 

CP Centipoise (measure of viscosity) 

CPI Consumer Price Index 

DEG Degrees 

DHI Direct hydrocarbon indicator 

Discount Rate The interest rate used to discount future cash flows into a dollars of a 
reference date  

DST Drill stem test 

E&P Exploration and Production 

EG Gas expansion factor. Gas volume at standard (surface) conditions / gas volume 
at reservoir conditions (pressure & temperature) 

EIA US Energy Information Administration 

EMV Expected Monetary Value 

EOR Enhanced Oil Recovery 

ESP Electric submersible pump 

EUR Estimated ultimate recovery 

Expectation The mean of a probability distribution 

°F Degrees Fahrenheit 

FDP Field Development Plan 
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Abbreviation Definition 

FEED Front End Engineering and design 

FID Final investment decision 

FM Formation 

FPSO Floating Production Storage and offtake unit 

FWL Free Water Level 

FVF Formation volume factor 

GIIP Gas Initially In Place 

GJ Giga (109) joules 

GOC Gas-oil contact 

GOR Gas oil ratio 

GRV Gross rock volume 

GSA Gas sales agreement 

GTL Gas To Liquid(s) 

GWC Gas water contact 

H2S Hydrogen sulphide 

HHV Higher heating value 

ID Internal diameter 

IRR Internal Rate of Return is the discount rate that results in the NPV being equal 
to zero. 

JV(P) Joint Venture (Partners) 

Kh Horizontal permeability 

km2 Square kilometres 

Krw Relative permeability to water 

Kv Vertical permeability 

kPa Kilo (thousand) Pascals (measurement of pressure) 

Mstb/d Thousand Stock tank barrels per day 
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Abbreviation Definition 

LIBOR London inter-bank offered rate 

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas 

LTBR Long-Term Bond Rate 

m Metres 

MDT Modular dynamic (formation) tester 

mD Millidarcies (permeability) 

MJ Mega (106) Joules 

MMbbl Million US barrels 

MMscf(d) Million standard cubic feet (per day) 

MMstb Million US stock tank barrels 

MOD Money of the Day (nominal dollars) as opposed to money in real terms 

MOU Memorandum of Understanding 

Mscf Thousand standard cubic feet 

Mstb Thousand US stock tank barrels 

MPa Mega (106) pascal (measurement of pressure) 

mss Metres subsea 

MSV Mean Success Volume 

mTVDss Metres true vertical depth subsea 

MW Megawatt 

NPV Net Present Value (of a series of cash flows) 

NTG Net to Gross (ratio) 

ODT Oil down to 

OGIP Original Gas In Place 

OOIP Original Oil in Place 

Opex Operating expenditure 
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Abbreviation Definition 

OWC Oil-water contact 

P90, P50, P10 90%, 50% & 10% probabilities respectively that the stated quantities will be 
equalled or exceeded. The P90, P50 and P10 quantities correspond to the 
Proved (1P), Proved + Probable (2P) and Proved + Probable + Possible (3P) 
confidence levels respectively.  

PBU Pressure build-up 

PJ Peta (1015) Joules 

POS Probability of Success 

Possible 

Reserves 

As defined in the SPE-PRMS, an incremental category of estimated recoverable 
volumes associated with a defined degree of uncertainty. Possible Reserves are 
those additional reserves which analysis of geoscience and engineering data 
suggest are less likely to be recoverable than Probable Reserves. The total 
quantities ultimately recovered from the project have a low probability to 
exceed the sum of Proved plus Probable plus Possible (3P) which is equivalent 
to the high estimate scenario. When probabilistic methods are used, there 
should be at least a 10% probability that the actual quantities recovered will 
equal or exceed the 3P estimate. 

Probable 

Reserves 

As defined in the SPE-PRMS, an incremental category of estimated recoverable 
volumes associated with a defined degree of uncertainty. Probable Reserves 
are those additional Reserves that are less likely to be recovered than Proved 
Reserves but more certain to be recovered than Possible Reserves. It is equally 
likely that actual remaining quantities recovered will be greater than or less 
than the sum of the estimated Proved plus Probable Reserves (2P). In this 
context, when probabilistic methods are used, there should be at least a 50% 
probability that the actual quantities recovered will equal or exceed the 2P 
estimate. 

Prospective 

Resources 

Those quantities of petroleum which are estimated, as of a given date, to be 
potentially recoverable from undiscovered accumulations as defined in the 
SPE-PRMS. 

Proved 

Reserves 

As defined in the SPE-PRMS, an incremental category of estimated recoverable 
volumes associated with a defined degree of uncertainty Proved Reserves are 
those quantities of petroleum, which by analysis of geoscience and engineering 
data, can be estimated with reasonable certainty to be commercially 
recoverable, from a given date forward, from known reservoirs and under 
defined economic conditions, operating methods, and government regulations. 
If deterministic methods are used, the term reasonable certainty is intended to 
express a high degree of confidence that the quantities will be recovered.  If 
probabilistic methods are used, there should be at least a 90% probability that 
the quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the estimate. Often 
referred to as 1P, also as “Proven”. 
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Abbreviation Definition 

PSC Production Sharing Contract 

PSDM Pre-stack depth migration 

PSTM Pre-stack time migration 

psia Pounds per square inch pressure absolute 

p.u. Porosity unit e.g. porosity of 20% +/- 2  p.u. equals a porosity range of 18% to 
22% 

PVT Pressure, volume & temperature 

QA/QC Quality Assurance/ Control 

rb/stb Reservoir barrels per stock tank barrel under standard conditions 

RFT Repeat Formation Test 

Real Terms (RT) Real Terms (in the reference date dollars) as opposed to Nominal Terms of 
Money of the Day 

Reserves RESERVES are those quantities of petroleum anticipated to be commercially 
recoverable by application of development projects to known accumulations 
from a given date forward under defined conditions. Reserves must further 
satisfy four criteria: they must be discovered, recoverable, commercial, and 
remaining (as of the evaluation date) based on the development project(s) 
applied. Reserves are further categorised in accordance with the level of 
certainty associated with the estimates and may be sub-classified based on 
project maturity and/or characterized by development and production status. 

RT Measured from Rotary Table or Real Terms, depending on context 

SC Service Contract 

scf Standard cubic feet (measured at 60 degrees F and 14.7 psia) 

Sg Gas saturation 

Sgr Residual gas saturation 

SRD Seismic reference datum lake level 

SPE Society of Petroleum Engineers 

SPE-PRMS Petroleum Resources Management System, approved by the Board of the SPE 
March 2007 and endorsed by the Boards of Society of Petroleum Engineers, 
American Association of Petroleum Geologists, World Petroleum Council and 
Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers. 
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Abbreviation Definition 

s.u. Fluid saturation unit. e.g. saturation of 80% +/- 10 s.u. equals a saturation 
range of 70% to 90%  

stb Stock tank barrels 

STOIIP Stock Tank Oil Initially In Place 

Sw Water saturation 

TCM Technical committee meeting 

Tcf Trillion (1012) cubic feet 

TJ Tera (1012) Joules 

TLP Tension Leg Platform 

TRSSV Tubing retrievable subsurface safety valve 

TVD True vertical depth 

US$ United States dollar 

US$ million Million United States dollars 

WACC Weighted average cost of capital 

WHFP Well Head Flowing Pressure 

Working 
interest 

A company’s equity interest in a project before reduction for royalties or 
production share owed to others under the applicable fiscal terms. 

WPC World Petroleum Council 

WTI West Texas Intermediate Crude Oil 
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1 Executive Summary 

This independent review provides an analysis of commercial aspects of electricity demand and 
supply in Southern Africa, with a focus on where unconventional gas resources, such as Coal Bed 
Methane (“CBM”), may play a meaningful and viable role in the years ahead.  

While the report provides a general review of the Southern African energy scene as of late 2012, it 
focuses its analysis on Botswana, South Africa, Zimbabwe and Mozambique.  The report describes 
salient features of the electricity sub-sector in the countries mentioned, including key current and 
planned developments.  It discusses electricity demand forecasts for the four countries and 
associated supply side strategies, plans and projects on the table to manage demand growth.  

The whole region is underlain by coal but only in South Africa is coal mining a major industry (+/- 
240m tons per year production) with coal exports (+/-70m tons), large power generation (+/-120m 
tons) and domestic industrial uses (+/-50m tons) as key markets.  In Botswana, Zimbabwe and 
Mozambique coal was historically only mined for local power generation consumption, although 
large-scale coal export operations located in the Tete Province of Mozambique are in the process 
of commencing, with rapid ramp-up over the next few years to annual export volumes in the order 
of 20 – 30m tons and more, initially from the Benga and Moatize coal fields.  

The energy supply and demand of the four countries under review is dominated by South Africa, 
which electricity market accounts for more than 80% of all electricity generated and consumed in 
the Southern Africa region, and some 45% of electricity generation on the Africa continent as a 
whole.  While the country remains the generation hub and also an exporter of electricity to other 
countries in the region, the situation is changing as demand for electricity in South Africa has 
effectively outstripped supply since 2007/08.  The South African national power utility (Eskom) has 
increasingly come under pressure from its domestic constituency to prioritise supply towards 
servicing South African demand and is therefore progressively terminating or reducing its cross 
border commitments to neighbouring countries. 

A good illustration of the current tight supply balance is the need for Eskom to run open-cycle gas 
turbine plant located in the Western Cape Province, fuelled by diesel (as there is no current source 
of gas supply), much more aggressively than what was contemplated.  Eskom’s 1,400 MW of 
open-cycle turbines currently run at 10-20% average load factor (against a planned usage of some 
2-3% load factor only for peaking purposes).  The current operations represent annual 
consumption of 300 to 600 million litres of diesel fuel for power generation (equivalent to 15 – 20 
million GJ/year of gas supply), at a cost per kWh which is estimated to be some 6 to 8 times higher 
than the average cost of generation. 

The sizes of the national power markets in the region vary enormously, as do the current and 
expected rates of demand growth.  South Africa represents a market with a peak load of close to 
38,000 MW and annual energy supply exceeding 225 TWh.  This is starkly contrasted by Botswana 
and Mozambique, each with peak loads of close to 600 MW and annual energy demand 
approaching 3,500 GWh (3.5 TWh), i.e. each market being some 1.5% only of the South African 
market size.  The Zimbabwe market is significantly larger with a real demand in the order of 2,300 
MW / 13,000 GWh (13 TWh), but with about 1/3 of this load currently not being met due to supply 
shortfalls. 
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Electricity demand growth is very high in Mozambique at about 15% p.a. currently, compared to 
4.6% in Botswana and <3.0% in South Africa.  Zimbabwe’s power demand growth is effectively 
limited to whatever additional supply can be deployed on the grid, a fact which will continue to 
constrain market growth at least for the next five (5) years.  Thereafter a rapid electricity market 
growth rate may be expected to materialise in Zimbabwe, with a clear potential for this market to 
become and remain the second largest power market on the sub-continent. 

Power expansion planning is undertaken at both national and regional level, the latter under the 
auspices of the Southern African Power Pool (SAPP) who is mandated to facilitate and promote 
regional trading in electricity, including supporting key initiatives to debottleneck and expand the 
regional transmission grid – much needed to unlock several of the most promising electricity 
generation opportunities in the region.  While relatively sophisticated trading platforms exist, 
including a Day-Ahead Market introduced in 2010, the level of trading is limited, due to the 
prevailing regional power supply shortfall, but also due to transmission constraints.  Most current 
trading (mainly between the respective national utilities) is therefore done under medium and long-
term bilateral contracts. 

South Africa’s Integrated Resource Plan for the period to 2030 (i.e. the IRP2010-30) was 
promulgated by the Government of South Africa (GoSA) in May 2011 and provides important 
insight into policy priorities and trade-offs which will impact on electricity supply developments, not 
only in South Africa but also the wider region.  The main thrust of the IRP2010-30 is the immediate 
introduction of significant renewable energy capacity as part of the supply mix (as much as 3,600 
MW by 2016), complemented by a large-scale (9,600 MW in total) nuclear energy programme 
expected to come into play from around 2023.  However, the National Development Plan 2030 
(NDP 2030) published 15 August 2012 was adopted by the ruling ANC party at the Mangaung 
conference on 5 December 2012, and is expected to inform government policy.  The NDP 2030 
highlights key concerns regarding the nuclear programme. It calls for a thorough investigation on 
the implications and financial viability of nuclear energy, putting the development of the nuclear 
programme as proposed in IRP2010-30 into doubt.  The NDP 2030 instead calls for increased use 
of gas in the economy, based on realisation of South Africa’s shale gas potential but also imports of 
natural gas from neighbouring countries, in particular Mozambique.  The view in the NDP 2030 is 
also supported by the Ministerial determination (by the South African Minister of Energy) published 
on 29 October 2012 which calls for over 9,000 MW of new thermal and hydro generation. This 
needs to come into play before 2024/25 of which a significant portion is from gas powered 
generation (over 3,000 MW between 2019 and 2025).However, the IRP2010-30 recognises the 
need for additional supply options, including both conventional coal-fired plant and large-scale 
hydropower imports from neighbouring countries, with a particular focus on Mozambique.  Gas 
features as a potentially attractive option in the supply side mix but is constrained by current 
limitations in gas supply as fuel for power generation.  The attractiveness of gas-based power 
generation will obviously depend on the long-term price of gas as fuel, as well as the expected 
volatility in gas prices.  The gas price assumption applied in the IRP2010-30 represents a cost of 
gas at the generating plant gate of 10.0 USD/GJ, assumed to include cost of imported LNG as well 
as terminal and regasification costs.  Any regional gas supply options, e.g. based on proven CBM 
supply, which would be able to deliver gas at a lower price than the comparable price of LNG 
import feedstock would be attractive for inclusion in future amendments to the generation 
expansion programme.  In comparison, the equivalent cost of diesel used in open-cycle gas turbine 
plant is currently in the order of 25.0 USD/GJ, although this represents the premium attached to the 
flexibility of such generation option deployed for peaking supply only.  

An update to the IRP is envisaged by end of 2013, with scope for introduction of a more prominent 
role for gas-based generation solutions – both linked to CBM and shale gas opportunities but also, 
potentially in the longer term, gas supply from large natural gas discoveries in Mozambique. 
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It is merited to question the realism of the South African IRP as a ‘master plan’ for new generation 
developments in South Africa.  While both renewable technologies and nuclear ambitions are high, 
the likelihood of delays is significant, and with the jury still out on future realisation of the nuclear 
ambition in particular.  Combined with South Africa’s ambitious commitments to contain CO2

emissions at current levels, and for the level of emissions to reduce after 2025, the scope for more 
energy efficient, lower carbon options is significant.  With a continued significant need for base-load 
and mid-merit type generation, gas fired options will remain attractive as soon as a commercial and 
competitively priced fuel source is on the table.  This appears to represent a major opportunity for 
CBM as fuel.  Should gas manage to capture a significant portion of the South Africa power 
generation market in the future, as replacement for additional coal-fired development and 
potentially also replacing portions of the planned nuclear expansion programme (due to delay 
and/or scale back of the nuclear ambition), this could represent total gas supply opportunities of 
>200 million GJ/year some 10 years into the future. 

CBM as a generation option is currently featuring on the agenda in Botswana, initially as a diesel 
replacement strategy (currently 50 – 150 MW of diesel-fired generation is used for peaking and 
mid-merit regulating duty, with an estimated average load factor of some 30-40%.  This represents 
an opportunity to replace in the order of ~60 million litres of diesel on an annual basis, with 
significant potential cost savings to the Botswana economy if CBM as fuel is priced at a discount to 
diesel). 

In the future, CBM-fuelled generation could become a permanent feature of the generation supply 
mix in Botswana as soon as commercially proven CBM solutions are confirmed.  The immediate 
opportunity is represented by plans to deploy another 180 MW of CBM fired generation for mid-
merit duty, representing another fuel replacement opportunity equivalent to ~200 million litres of 
diesel fuel on an annual basis.  The total diesel replacement market opportunity for gas to power 
generation in Botswana could amount to 10 million GJ/year from 2015/16 onwards. 

The attractiveness of replacing diesel fuel with CBM would depend on the price of CBM and the 
perceived supply reliability.  Assuming high reliability of CBM supply, the upper end of the value 
range for CBM would be represented by the equivalent cost of diesel used in diesel generators and 
open cycle gas turbines running on diesel, being in the order of 25.0 USD/GJ.  The lower end 
would typically be represented by the fuel cost making CBM comparable to the marginal cost of 
local coal-fired generation when such plant is run in load-following mode, being an inefficient way 
of deploying coal-fired plant as plant efficiency is reduced and operating costs increase.  Based on 
current cost of coal-fired generation, the lower end of the value range for CBM when replacing 
coal-fired generation can be considered to be in the order of 6.0 - 8.0 USD/GJ.  This value would 
increase should a decision be taken in the future to implement environmental taxation in the form of 
a CO2 emission tax on coal-fired generation (as is being contemplated in South Africa).  What price 
could be realised from CBM supply to replace diesel generation in Botswana would obviously 
depend on the CBM supply characteristics as well as locational aspects.  

CBM-fired generation is being contemplated also in Zimbabwe and South Africa, although the 
South African debate is controversial with significant opposition to the concept of hydraulic fracking 
to release tight gas trapped in coal and shale formations.  However, following the recent 
acceptance of NDP 2030, the government position is changing with recognition that the shale gas 
exploration in the Karoo basin should continue and that the potential for mining CBM gas and 
underground coal gasification technology should be explored. 

Cross-border export of CBM-fuelled power generation from Botswana may therefore be an option 
for South Africa.  This could in the longer term (after 2020) represent a major market opportunity. 

CBM may represent an attractive solution for both localised and grid-based power supply to mining 
and manufacturing operations in Zimbabwe and Mozambique, although most such opportunities 
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should be viewed as short to medium term options until a lower cost grid-based supply solution 
materialises.  As such, a strategic partnership between CBM suppliers and suppliers of temporary 
power solutions may be worthwhile considering.  Each such remote mining related opportunity 
could represent a gas sales opportunity of 1.0 – 2.0 million GJ/year. 

Each of the four countries under review has state owned vertically integrated electricity companies 
as the dominant electricity industry players.  They also have legislation in place to allow 
Independent Power Producers (IPPs) to operate alongside the national utilities.  However, actual 
development of IPPs in all four countries has been very limited, due to barriers to entry related to 
economic, financial and political factors.  The South African IPP market is opening up, initially 
focused on renewable energy IPPs (wind and solar) and co-generators.  IPPs are under 
consideration in all of the other countries, with Mozambique most advanced at this stage, but with 
major IPP development still expected to be some three (3) to five (5) years or more down the line. 

Lastly, but importantly, electricity tariffs are expected to reach fully cost-reflective levels in most 
countries within the next three (3) to five (5) years, with a growing recognition of the true cost of 
additional power generation capacity – among policy makers, electricity users and other 
stakeholders alike.  This provides an encouraging outlook for market-based and competitively 
priced power generation options in the medium to longer term. 

In addition to gas for power generation, the large South African economy represents opportunities 
for gas usage outside of the electricity industry.  Natural gas from Mozambique and offshore the 
Cape South Coast in South Africa currently provide some 3% of total primary energy supply in 
South Africa.  This currently amounts to about 180 mill GJ/yr of gas usage, although most of this 
relate to consumption by PetroSA at its gas to liquids refinery in Mossel Bay and Sasol at its 
synthetic fuels and chemicals operations at Secunda and Sasolburg.  However, about 60 mill GJ/yr 
of gas is sold to some 600 industrial customers, mainly in the central Gauteng and KwaZulu Natal 
provinces of the country. 

Independent research undertaken indicates a scope for the industrial market for gas growing to 
some 100 mill GJ/yr over the next 5 to 10 years (representing a growth of 40 mill GJ/yr), with a 
further additional scope for gas usage in large process and feedstock applications estimated to be 
in the order of 60 mill/GJ year.  In total this would represents a market potential for incremental
usage of gas for thermal and process/feedstock applications in the order of 100 mill GJ/yr in South 
Africa, most of this in the central Gauteng province of the country.  This gas market potential is 
obviously premised on gas being proven and considered a reliable source of supply and with gas 
pricing adapted to support economic viability of the industrial and process applications in question. 
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2 Introduction 

2.1 BACKGROUND 

Tlou Energy Limited is moving towards a listing on the ASX during the first quarter of 2013 and is 
looking at power sector opportunities within the Southern African energy market, as a way of 
monetising its gas resources, therefore initially targeting gas for power generation applications 
(although other gas use opportunities may also be pursued). 

2.2 SCOPE OF REPORT 

The objective of this report is to provide an independent review and analysis of commercial aspects 
of energy demand and supply in Southern Africa, focused on countries where unconventional gas 
resources, such as Coal Bed Methane (“CBM”) and/or shale gas may play a commercial role.  

The scope of the report provides: 

(a) A review of the Southern African energy scene, with specific reference to Botswana, South 
Africa, Zimbabwe and Mozambique.  The country reviews cover the following aspects: 

i. Summary of energy and electricity sector policy objectives; 

ii. Governing legislation and regulatory frameworks (including frameworks related to 
participation by Independent Power Producers – IPPs); 

iii. Industry structure and the role of the national utility; 

iv. Power system size, customer base and key features; 

v. Electricity prices and tariff structures; 

vi. Interconnection with neighbouring countries and regional power trading activities; 
and 

vii. Key power sector development priorities. 

(b) Power supply and demand forecasts (capacity and energy) to identify power supply 
shortfalls, taking into account current and planned infrastructure development in the region, 
again focused primarily on the four mentioned countries.  This part of the review covers: 

i. Electricity demand drivers; 

ii. Demand forecasts; 

iii. Supply developments; and 

iv. Managing the capacity balance. 

(c) A summary of key power supply challenges facing the region in general and the four focus 
countries in particular, with identification of opportunities where CBM may play a 
constructive role in addressing the identified power supply challenges. 
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3 Southern Africa Electricity – Brief Overview 

This section provides a high-level overview of the Southern African electricity scene.  

3.1 ELECTRICITY IN SOUTHERN AFRICA  

According to a report commissioned by the Southern African Power Pool (SAPP) in 20091, it is 
estimated that some 1,000 -1,500 MW of additional base load equivalent capacity will be required 
in Southern Africa each year over the next decades to meet demand growth.  More than two thirds 
of this incremental capacity relates to South Africa as the main regional market.  Much of the 
incremental demand can be met through large, regional generation projects, although noting that 
such projects face a number of challenges in terms of their timely development.  The SAPP optimal 
expansion plan through to 2025 is based on an overall growth in peak demand and energy 
requirement of 2.9% p.a. to some 79,000 MW, with South Africa continuing to dominate the overall 
picture2.  The SAPP plan identifies 39,000 MW of new capacity additions across the SAPP 
countries to 2025, about 12,000 MW of which are intended to replace old coal power plants, mostly 
in South Africa.

According to the SAPP expansion plan, South Africa will cease to be a net exporter from 2012-13 
and become a significant importer of electricity from the rest of the SAPP area over the medium to 
long term.  For the near future, up to 2015/16, South Africa’s Integrated Resource Plan (IRP2010-
30) foresees a high likelihood of an energy supply shortfall for the country.  Mozambique (and 
potentially also Botswana and Zambia in the longer term) are poised to become potential important 
exporters to the region, mainly to South Africa.  

The new capacity additions planned according to the SAPP report consist of 11,000 MW of new 
hydroelectric generation based on available potential notably in the DRC, Mozambique, Zambia, 
Zimbabwe, and South Africa3, with the balance of 28,000 MW expected to come from thermal 
sources (mostly coal in South Africa, Botswana and Mozambique, and gas from Namibia, 
Mozambique, Angola, and South Africa). 

The medium-term expansion programme through 2015 consists of about 22,000 MW which are at 
various stages of preparation (see Table 1). 

It is worth noting that the SAPP regional plan, while prudent in its analysis of new capacity 
required, is considered overly optimistic in terms of the amount of new capacity that will 
actually be built through 2015, mainly because of unrealistic expectations as to the availability of 
finance and the complexities involved in realising major generation projects, in particular cross-
border projects. 

                                                     
1 SAPP Regional Generation and Transmission Expansion Plan Study, July 2009. 
2 While South Africa continues to dominate the regional power sector as the largest market by far, it can be noted that the annual growth 
rate in electricity demand is lower in South Africa than most other countries in the sub-continent, being a reflection of South Africa being 
a more mature economy than the rest of the sub-continent.
3 In the case of South Africa, additional hydropower generation is in the form of pumped storage plant.  While such plant has important 
system regulation capabilities, these plant are net users of energy (as the energy required for pumping exceeds the energy generation, 
typically by some 7-8%) and as such does not add anything to the regional energy supply balance (in GWh terms).
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Table 1: Selection of SAPP Priority Generation Projects through 2015 

MW Coal Gas Hydro Total 
Botswana 1,800   1,800 
South Africa 1 6,400 2,760 2,330  11,490 
Namibia 400 800 85 1,285 
Mozambique 1,200 450 34 1,684 
DRC   1,128 1,128 
Zambia   1,280 1,280 
Other SAPP 1,500 288 1,114 2,902 
Total 11,300 4,298 5,972 21,569 

1 With South Africa’s IRP2010-30 approved in May 2011, there are some changes introduced in the composition of 
generation technologies towards more emphasis on renewables (wind and solar in particular), although the total capacity 
addition is not materially different from the figure set out in the table above.

Source: SAPP & World Bank 

The relative size of South Africa’s electricity market means that its development will have a material 
impact on supply and demand in the region for a long time.  The significance of South Africa in the 
regional context is illustrated in the comparative peak demand statistics in Figure 1 below.   

Figure 1: Comparative Regional Peak Demand 4  

South Africa’s electricity supply problems since 2008 have been well documented.  Recent 
statements by Eskom and the South African Government suggest that supply margins will be under 
pressure until at least 2016 when two new large coal-fired base load stations (Medupi and Kusile, 
each with approx. 4,800 MW of gross capacity) start bringing significant relief to the situation5.

                                                      
4 SAPP Regional Generation and Transmission Expansion Plan Study, July 2009. 
5 Progress with implementation of the Medupi project is delayed, with the 1st unit (of 800MW gross capacity) only expected to go into 
commercial operation in December 2013, against the original plan of 2011.  Additional units on Medupi will be commissioned with about 
9 months interval, and with the first unit of the Kusile ‘sister station’ expected to enter into operation during 2014/15.
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3.2 OPPORTUNITIES FOR INDEPENDENT POWER PRODUCERS 

In all four of the countries reviewed in this report, being Botswana, South Africa, Zimbabwe and 
Mozambique, there is government support for the introduction of IPPs with legal frameworks in 
place to facilitate their introduction.  The necessary procurement and regulatory frameworks to give 
comfort to IPP investors are still, however, underdeveloped or lacking in most countries.   

Many of the projects planned (by SAPP and also listed in South Africa’s IRP2010-30) are likely to 
suffer delays, as has been common with projects in the past.  The current global financial crisis has 
added to the challenge due to the very large capital requirements involved6, with significantly less 
investment capital currently available for power development in Africa from international financiers, 
and with the cost of local debt finance generally being high (where available). 

The realism of government led generation expansion programmes, such as the South Africa 
programme set out in the IRP2010-30 can also be questioned; refer also to discussion in sections 
4.2.7 and 5.2.3 of this report. 

Most of the major generation projects planned or contemplated in the sub-continent are too large 
for their domestic market and hence rely on and are premised on supplying Eskom on the basis of 
long-term Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs).  The Mmamabula IPP (Botswana), for a long-time 
considered a regional front-runner, has already suffered significant delays and is, in its original 
concept, postponed indefinitely due to the difficulty in finalizing a PPA with Eskom (or another 
South African denominated offtaker), which is subject to regulatory approval in South Africa of 
significant cross-border power imports.7

As long-term PPAs are critical to financing of new generation projects, the timing and scale of 
these projects remain uncertain.  Therefore, the energy security situation in the SAPP region is 
unlikely to be resolved in the medium term.  An implication of this is more government and utility 
emphasis on national power supply solutions in the short to medium-term, while the necessary 
frameworks in support of large scale regional generation (and transmission) infrastructure are 
being finalised. 

As discussed above there are still uncertainties with respect to the removal of barriers to entry for 
the development of IPPs, whether such barriers relate to unfinished regulatory frameworks or to 
confidence in government’s ability (and willingness) to stand behind long-term PPA commitments 
by their national utilities, as well as the general operation of the legal frameworks in a country. 

                                                     
6 Funding requirements associated with the 39,000 MW envisaged by the SAPP expansion plan could exceed US$150bn for the 
generation investments alone.  In addition, significant investments are required in transmission and distribution infrastructure to 
evacuate and integrate the new generation capacity into the domestic and regional power grids.
7 Eskom has put off discussions about a PPA until funding gaps for its own large capital investment programme are fully secured, and 
until the South African government has provided clarity as to potential import of coal-fired electricity from neighbouring countries.  Import 
of coal-fired generation is controversial from a South African political perspective as South Africa has made strong commitments in 
terms of containing its CO2 emissions (and thereby also those resulting from emissions in neighbouring countries, when such projects 
are aimed at power supply to South Africa). 
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4 Electricity Industry Overview 

This section provides an overview of the electricity industry in each of the four countries covered by 
this report, with the current and forecast demand and supply balances analysed in section 5. 

4.1 BOTSWANA 

The Botswana power sector is facing a situation where demand is outstripping capacity of supply, 
both in the short and longer term.  While short-term relief is being provided by very costly liquid-fuel 
fired emergency generation solutions, and despite the new 600 MW Morupule B coal-fired power 
station entering into commercial operation during 2012/13, further investments in power generation 
capacity are urgently required to secure a satisfactory reliability and security of supply. 

Botswana is increasingly becoming dependent on coal-fired base load generation plant to meet its 
demand for electricity, with this being recognised as an inefficient solution to meet demand in a 
cost-effective and sustainable manner.  The Government of Botswana (GoB) policy is accordingly 
focused on broadening the sources of technology and fuel supply options available, with particular 
emphasis on making use of Botswana’s large resource of coal-bed methane as a key element in 
the country’s future electricity supply mix, but also looking at contributions from solar powered 
solutions – although recognised as expensive at this stage.  There is therefore a strong market 
demand for gas for power generation, in the short, medium and long term – for Botswana’s own 
needs as well as to realise export opportunities to neighbouring Southern African countries. 

To facilitate a diversification of power generation and supply options, the GoB is undertaking 
necessary reforms of its legal, regulatory and power pricing frameworks to allow independent 
power producers (IPPs) to play an important role in the future of the Botswana power sector.   

4.1.1 Energy policy objectives 

The Department of Energy Affairs (DEA) within the Ministry of Minerals, Energy and Water 
Resources (MMEWR) is tasked with the formulation, direction and coordination of the national 
energy policy.  The policy aims at facilitating the provision of energy services at least cost to the 
economy as well as to improve service delivery to meet customer needs.  Key policy objectives 
include: 

 Coal: Improving accessibility and quality of Botswana coal. 

 Coal-bed methane:  Proving coal-bed methane as a commercial energy resource and 
ensuring its contribution to meet Botswana’s future energy needs. 

 Electricity:  Ensuring security of supply, increasing accessibility, while reducing connection 
costs and availing easy/affordable payment terms. 

 Solar Energy: Increasing accessibility, reliability, affordability and acceptability. 

 Biomass:  Protecting the environment by promoting sustainable use of biomass energy 
resources; woody biomass, residues, wet biomass and energy crops and by ensuring 
successful adoption of modern biomass energy technologies. 

 Petroleum Products:  Increasing accessibility, reliability of supply and price stability, while 
ensuring operational safety in the handling, storage and distribution of the products. 
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 Energy Efficiency and Conservation:  Reducing energy wastages and costs through 
energy efficiency measures, and encouraging least cost mix practices. 

The policy for the electricity sector is generally focused on energy security, diversity of supply, 
increasing accessibility, energy efficiency, price certainty and affordability.  It is worth noting that 
use of CBM features explicitly as an important policy priority.  

4.1.2 Governing legislation and regulatory frameworks 

The power sector is governed by: 

 The Electricity Supply Act, as amended by the Electricity Supply (Amendment) Act, 2007;

 the Electricity Regulations, including, the Electricity Supply (Licensing) Regulations and the 
Electricity (Supply) Regulations; and 

 the Botswana Power Corporation Act. 

A regulatory agency, the envisaged Botswana Energy and Water Regulatory Agency (BEWRA) is 
targeted to be implemented during first half of 2013, subject to passing of necessary legislation. 

Currently, no party may operate electrical energy generation facilities or supply electrical energy 
except pursuant to a licence granted by the Minister (of Minerals, Energy and Water Resources), 
issued under the Electricity Supply Act and the Electricity Supply (Licensing) Regulations. 

Generation licences are currently granted by the Minister, and include, on a case by case basis, 
the conditions and restrictions applicable to that licence, in accordance with relevant legislation.  In 
particular, the Minister decides the duration of the licence. 

The terms and conditions of the generation licence will cover duration and renewal, location and 
capacity of facilities, operation and maintenance, approval and regulation of tariff, assignments, 
transfers or encumbrances of licences and assets, technical standards, etc.  The conditions of the 
generation licence will regulate the transfer of the licence, or of assets or shareholdings in a 
licensed entity. 

4.1.3 Industry structure and role of national power utility 

Botswana Power Corporation (“BPC”) is the national state owned utility.  It is a vertically integrated 
utility and responsible for the generation, transmission, distribution and supply of electricity within 
the country.  However, recent policy pronouncements and the new Electricity Supply (Licensing) 
Regulations makes it clear that BPC’s monopoly is no longer the preferred industry model going 
forward, with introduction of IPPs being an area of focus. 

4.1.4 Power system size, customer base and key features 

Based information about the Botswana industry is set out in the tables below, with reference to the 
latest year for which statistics are available. 

Table 2: Botswana power system characteristics 

Operational Statistics at year ending 31 March 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 

System maximum demand (MW) 553 553 503 493 473

Total unit sales (GWh) 3 118 3 151 2 917 2 889 2 777 

Total generation (sent out) including imports (GWh) 3 552 3 412 3 298 3 216 3 120 

Transmission and distribution losses (GWh) 434 333 381 327 343

System losses (in %) 12 10 11.6 10.2 11

Total number of customers 251 773 214 170 198 615 196 755 166 651 

Source: BPC 2011 Annual Report 
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Electricity customer base 2011: 
Mining accounts for 36% of total electricity sales, commercial and domestic customers each 
account for some 26-28%, while the remainder (10%) being mainly government consumption. 

Figure 2: Composition of Botswana electricity demand

Key characteristics of BPC - the national utility: 

Annual Statistics at year ending 31 March 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 

Revenue (P'000) 1 512 236 1 135 474 1 069 559 938 555 819 680 

Net profit / (loss) (P’000) -796 620 -1 572 169 -133 623 111 143 101 305 

Return on re-valued fixed assets (%) 0 -11.04 -9.25 -2.27 -1.9 

Average selling price per unit (P/kWh) 0.48 0.36 0.36 0.32 0.29

Sales growth % Mining -2.1 1.6 -5.0 -1.1 1.2

  Commercial -1 13.1 7.4 7.9 0.5

  Domestic 5.3 7.9 3.1 9.3 16.6

  Government 0.1 5.9 6.2 4.4 15.6

Total sales growth % 0.3 6.6 1.0 4.0 5.7

Source: BPC 2011 Annual Report  

BPC’s net financial losses have grown considerably since 2007, mainly as a result of a significant 
increase in investment without commensurate increases in electricity sales and tariffs, putting 
BPC’s financial situation under strain.  Cost escalation factors include costs of foreign currency 
hedging instruments for the Morupule B loan of US$825m, high operating costs for purchases of 
imported electricity and, not least, high running cost of diesel-powered thermal plant required to 
meet supply shortfalls in the short term.  This trend will continue until Morupule B comes fully on 
line by May 2013 and more cost reflective tariffs are introduced, a stated commitment of the GoB. 

Thermal plant capacity includes a 70 MW emergency power facility at Matshelagabedi, 25km east 
of Francistown, run as a peaking to mid-merit type of facility (up to 50% plant load factor at times).  
This is a temporary leased facility which will be phased out as soon as security of supply improves 
and lower cost generation options become available.  With commissioning of a dual-fuel capability 
90 MW thermal plant at Orapa in 2011, the system peaking and regulating duty is increasingly 
taken over by this plant, currently run on diesel fuel as a gas-based fuel supply is not available.   

The current average selling tariff of 0.48 P/kWh is low (equivalent to 6.1 USc/kWh as of December 
2012).  With the cost of new base load power generation generally exceeding 10.0 USc/kWh, and 
the cost of mid-merit and peaking generation being even higher, GoB realises that further tariff 
increases are required in the years ahead to ensure long-term sustainability of the Botswana power 
sector.  In comparison, the wholesale electricity tariff in neighbouring South Africa, by far the 

36%

26%

28%

10%

Mining Commercial Domestic Government
Source: BPC Annual Report 2011
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largest economy and market for electricity in the region, is planned to increase from the current 
average level of about 7.5 USc/kWh to about 12.0 USc/kWh (in 2010 money terms) over the period 
to 2015. 

4.1.5 Electricity prices and tariff structures 

Table 3: Botswana electricity tariff structure 

Electricity tariff structures Charges effective 1st July 2011 

Tariff category Type of supply Fixed (P) Energy (P/kWh) Demand (P/kW) 

Domestic 230/400V 19.1173 0.5295 (<200kWh) 

0.6883 (>200kWh) 

Small Business 230/400V (under 35kW) 51.1744 0.6061 (<200kWh) 

0.7879 (>200kWh) 

Medium Business 400V (above 35kW) 51.1744 0.3978 111.6024 

Large Business 11kV or above 51.1744 0.3587 105.0504 

Government  
All government, municipal & 
street lighting 51.1744 1.0213 

Water Pumping Special for water pumping 51.1744 0.8034 
The exchange rate as of 31 December 2012 was 1.0 US$ = 7.65 Pula 

4.1.6 Interconnections with neighbouring countries and participation in regional power trading 
initiatives and arrangements 

Figure 3: Botswana transmission grid, including regional interconnections
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The Botswana grid is interconnected with South Africa at 400kV and 132kV and with Zimbabwe at 
400kV and 220kV.  Proposals are also in place to construct a new 400kV (initially to be operated at 
330kV) line from Pandamatenga to Zimbabwe and Zambia as part of the regional ZIZABONA 
transmission initiative and potentially new 400kV lines into South Africa to connect future coal-fired 
generation developments into the South African grid, although no decisions have been taken in this 
regard.  Some of these expected transmission developments may need to be optimised should 
commercial scale gas reserves be proven in Botswana. 

BPC is an Operating Member of the SAPP and has trading agreements with other members of 
SAPP, including Mozambique and Zambia.  However, there are constraints on the capacity that 
can be traded due to physical limitations of the interconnected networks, as well as a general 
shortfall of electricity generation capacity in the SAPP system. 

4.1.7 Key sector development priorities 

Botswana’s electricity has in recent years been largely supplied from two major sources, imports 
from Eskom (South Africa) and production at BPC’s Morupule A coal-fired power station (installed 
capacity 132 MW but effective available capacity much less).  Imports from Eskom were 
traditionally significantly cheaper than local coal-fired power generation, mainly due to the 
existence of power surpluses in the South Africa system.  With ample supplies available from 
South Africa until around 2007/08, BPC was therefore content to meet the bulk of Botswana’s 
power needs through relatively low-cost imports. 

In recent years, however, the situation has changed dramatically, with a regional (Southern African) 
power surplus transformed into a deficit, resulting from steady growth in consumption and limited 
investment in new generation capacity.  South Africa has itself suffered from power shortages, and 
the BPC supply contract from 2008 involved stepped reductions in guaranteed (firm) supplies, 
which fell away to zero at the end of 2012. Botswana and South Africa signed a contingency 
electricity supply agreement in December 2012 for 200 MW of non-firm supply to mid-2013 but to 
date Eskom has failed to deliver on this agreement. In late December 2012, a new 3-year contract 
with Eskom to supply 100 MW of firm power to end of 2015 was entered into, giving Botswana 
some short-term reprieve although it is understood that the tariff for this new contract is high.  

During the power shortfalls experienced in South Africa in 2008, BPC had insufficient capacity to 
meet demand, and there was extensive load shedding that caused widespread disruption with 
negative impacts on economic output, productivity and growth.  Botswana was granted a temporary 
reprieve by the global economic crisis which had negative impacts on the mining sector in 
Botswana (in particular on Botswana’s large scale diamond mining operations), with resulting 
reductions in power demand during 2009/10.  This demand is now rebounding with the mining 
industry experiencing a return to activity levels as before the economic crisis.  

The emerging electricity shortage led BPC and the Government of Botswana to undertake a range 
of short-term, emergency measures to manage the shortfall, including leasing of the already 
mentioned 70 MW diesel-generator capacity (the contract was expected to be terminated by end of 
2012 but due to commissioning delays at Morupule B is still in place and now only expected to be 
terminated mid 2013) and completing the construction of the 90 MW dual-fuel fired plant at Orapa 
in early 2011, currently running on diesel fuel until a gas-based fuel supply solution can be realised.  
BPC attaches high priority to identifying a reliable solution to repowering the Orapa plant on gas-
based fuel, thereby reducing the cost of delivered energy.  Planning was also progressed to build a 
further 180 MW of gas-fired plant at Mmashoro, envisaged as an IPP.  This development is 
currently on hold, pending more conclusive news from on-going CBM exploration activities in 
Botswana. 
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The Morupule B plant is currently entering into commercial operation.  The plant configuration is 4 x 
150 MW (gross capacity) / 4 x 132 MW (net capacity), the 1st unit passed its performance test in 
August 2012 and is providing power to the grid, Unit 2 completed its test in September and is also 
supplying the grid whilst Unit 3 has yet to undergo performance tests. Unit 4 is still under 
construction and commissioning and not expected to enter commercial operation until May 2013.   
When the plant is fully completed it will significantly improving Botswana’s security of supply 
situation in the medium term.  However, coal-fired base load plant is poorly adapted for load 
following duty and more flexible generation options are desperately needed, with particular 
emphasis on gas-based generation. 

Furthermore, with the resumption of economic growth, expected to stabilise at 6-7% in the medium 
term, Botswana is facing a re-emergence of electricity supply constraints, and occasional load-
shedding is taking place.  BPC’s problems are compounded by reduced levels of availability of its 
Morupule A coal-fired plant (as low as 50% during 2011 and still declining) due to aging equipment 
and insufficient major maintenance, as well as high fuel-supply costs for diesel fuelled thermal plant 
used for load management.  At present Morupule A is under care and maintenance pending 
procurement of funds to undertake a comprehensive refurbishment including pollution abatement.  
The refurbishment project is expected to yield 116 MW (net) by the end of 2015. 

4.2 SOUTH AFRICA 

The South African electricity sector is dominated by Eskom, a large vertically integrated power 
company that since 2002 has operated as a public limited liability company wholly owned by 
government.  Eskom is one of the top 20 utilities in the world by generation capacity.  It generates 
approximately 95% of the energy used in South Africa and approximately 45% of the energy used 
in Africa.  Eskom directly provides electricity to about 45% of all end-users in South Africa, with the 
other 55% sold in bulk to redistributors, being mainly some ~380 municipalities. 

4.2.1 Energy policy objectives 

The Minister of Energy, together with the Department of Energy (DoE) is the key policy ministry 
responsible for the energy industry, including the electricity sector, and is tasked with the 
formulation, direction and coordination of the national energy policy.  Key policy objectives are 
listed below: 

Increasing access to affordable energy services: 
 Government will promote access to affordable energy services for disadvantaged 

households, small businesses, small farms and community services. 

Improving energy governance: 
 Governance of the energy sector will be improved.  The relative roles and functions of the 

various energy governance institutions will be clarified, the operation of these institutions will 
become more accountable and transparent, and their membership will become more 
representative, particularly in terms of participation by blacks and women. 

 Stakeholders will be consulted in the formulation and implementation of new energy policies, 
in order to ensure that policies are sympathetic to the needs of a wider range of stakeholder 
communities. 

 Co-ordination between government departments, government policies, and the various 
spheres of government will be improved in order to achieve greater integration in energy 
policy formulation and implementation. 
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 Government capacity will be strengthened in order to better formulate and implement energy 
policies. 

Stimulating economic development: 
 Government will encourage competition within energy markets. 

 Where market failures are identified, government will intervene through transparent,
regulatory and other carefully defined and time delineated mechanisms, to ensure effective 
delivery of energy services to consumers. 

 Government policy is to remove distortions and encourage energy prices to be as cost-
reflective as possible.  To this end prices will increasingly include quantifiable externalities. 

 If subsidies are required these should be implemented transparently based on agreed 
criteria. 

 Energy taxation will continue to remain an option within government’s fiscal policy, but will be 
exercised with more consideration for the economic and behavioural impacts of such 
policies. 

 Government will work towards an investor-friendly climate in the energy sector through 
good governance, stable, transparent, regulatory regimes and other appropriate policy 
instruments. 

Managing energy-related environmental and health impacts: 
 Government will promote access to basic energy services for poor households, in order to 

ameliorate the negative health impacts arising from the use of certain fuels. 

 Government will work towards the establishment and acceptance of broad national targets 
for the reduction of energy-related emissions that are harmful to the environment and to 
human health. 

 Government will ensure a balance between exploiting fossil fuels and maintenance of 
acceptable environmental requirements. 

Securing supply through diversity: 
 Given increased opportunities for energy trade, particularly within the Southern African 

region, government will pursue energy security by encouraging a diversity of both supply 
sources and primary energy.

In line with above policy objectives, a major thrust of current government policy is the promotion of 
a significant contribution of renewable energy to the South African power supply system, with an 
initial public tendering process (in several tranches) for about 3,600 MW on renewable energy 
capacity, focused primarily on wind and solar energy (both PV and solar thermal plant).  To 
complement this, government was intending to introduce some 9,600 MW of nuclear capacity, 
commencing from around 2023.  However, the nuclear component is now in doubt following a 
Ministerial determination in October 2012 which calls for the introduction of over 9,000 MW of new 
capacity from coal, gas, hydro and cogeneration to come into play by 2024/25 of which a significant 
portion is from gas powered generation (over 3,000 MW between 2019 and 2025). 

Therefore, there is a recognition that South Africa’s future generation requirements cannot be 
resolved by renewable energy and nuclear alone, with further thermal plant options also being 
included in the long-term plan for the period 2010-30 (i.e. the IRP2010-30 previously referred to).  
This includes both gas-based solutions and coal-fired solutions.  The realism of the IR2010-30 is 
further discussed later in this report. 
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4.2.2 Governing legislation and regulatory frameworks 

The power sector is governed by: 

 Electricity Regulation Act (4 of 2006) and its associated regulations. 

The key objectives of the Electricity Regulation Act are: 

 Efficient, effective, sustainable and orderly development and operation of electricity supply 
infrastructure in South Africa; 

 Long-term sustainability of the industry; 

 Investment in the industry; 

 Universal access to electricity; 

 Diverse energy sources and energy efficiency; 

 Competitiveness and customer choice; and 

 Fair balance between the interests of customers and end users, licensees, investors and 
the public. 

The implementation of the Electricity Regulation Act is managed by the National Energy Regulator 
of South Africa (NERSA), with its key powers being to: 

 Issues licences for the operation of generation, distribution and transmission facilities; 

 Regulate the imports, exports and the trading of electricity; and 

 Determine and approve electricity prices and tariffs and the conditions under which 
electricity may be sold. 

4.2.3 Industry structure and role of national power utility 

The NERSA has significant influence and oversight over Eskom’s business.  Eskom is regulated by 
separate licences for the generation, transmission and distribution of electricity.  It also has a 
nuclear licence from the National Nuclear Regulator, regulating the operation of its existing nuclear 
power station (1,830 MW, located outside Cape Town) and all elements of the nuclear value chain. 

Eskom generates, transmits and distributes electricity to customers in the industrial, mining, 
commercial, agricultural and residential sectors, and to redistributors.  Eskom sells electricity 
directly to about 3,000 industrial customers, 1,000 mining customers, 49,000 commercial 
customers, 84,000 agricultural customers and some 4.7 million residential customers (of whom the 
majority are pre-paid customers).  Most of the sales are in South Africa, with sales to other 
southern African countries accounting for a small percentage. 

4.2.4 Power system size, customer base and key features 

The South African power system is a large and complex system by any measure, with annual 
demand in the order of 225,000 GWh and a peak demand approaching close to 39,000 MW when 
export commitments are taken into account.  The total number of electricity customers exceeds 
10 million, of which 45% are customers of Eskom, the national utility, and the remaining 55% 
customers of municipal distributors.  A total of some 25 large industrial and mining groups consume 
some 30% of total electricity demand, across a number of sites.  
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Table 4: Characteristics of the South African power sector 

Electricity sales and revenue   2012  2011  2010  2009  2008 

Sales within South Africa (GWh)  211 290  211 150  205 364  202 202  210 458 

International sales (GWh)  13 195  13 296  13 227  12 648  13 908 

Total sales (GWh)  224 785  224 446  218 591  214 850  224 366 

Growth in GWh sales (%)   0.2  2.7  1.7  ‐4.2  2.9 

Revenue within South Africa (Rm)  108 090  86 358  66 970  50 766  41 585 

International revenue (Rm)  4 909  4 127  2 972  2 334  1 971 

Total revenue (Rm)8  112 999  90 485  69 942  53 100  43 556 

Annual growth in revenue (%)  24.8  29.4  31.7  21.9  10.6 

Eskom customers (number)  4 700 000  4 653 750  4 463 301  4 361 007  4 152 312 

South Africa peak demand (MW)9  37 065  36 664  35 850  35 959  36 513 

Source: Eskom 2012 Annual Report 

Electricity customer base 2012: 
Re-sale to municipalities accounts for 41.0% of total Eskom electricity sales, industry 26.1%, 
mining 14.5%, commercial and agricultural 6.4%, residential/domestic customers 4.7% (mainly 
prepaid), and 5.9% as export with 1.4% to railways. 

As of the end of 2012, approximately 82% of all formal households in South Africa had access to 
grid based electricity supply (with more than 90% access in urban areas).  Government remains 
committed to a policy of ‘energy for all’, which includes another 500,000 households being targeted 
for electrification over the next 5 years or so. 

Figure 4: Composition of South African electricity demand 

Source: Eskom Annual Report 2012 

                                                      
8 The exchange rate as of 31 December 2012 was 1.0 US$ = 8.47 ZAR
9 The peak demand number represents South African loads only.  In addition comes approximately 1,700 MW of export demand, most 
of this linked to supply to the Mozal aluminium smelter in Mozambique with a single customer demand of about 930 MW.
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4.2.5 Electricity prices and tariff structures 

South Africa’s electricity prices have over the past few years increased significantly, in the order of 
25% p.a. or more, in reflection of the significant investment requirements of the system (mainly 
adding new generation capacity, but also strengthening the transmission and distribution grids) and 
the fact that cost of new generation capacity is significantly higher than the cost of current 
generation operations which are influenced significantly by low capital charges due to largely 
depreciated generating plant. 

Eskom’s tariffs were increased by 16% with effect from 1 April 2012, with further above-inflation 
tariff increases expected also for the next 2-3 years as a minimum, indicated as approximately 15% 
p.a. in nominal terms (against an inflation expectation of about 6% p.a.).  Eskom submitted towards 
the end of 2012, to NERSA (the South African Energy Regulator), its next multiyear price 
determination (MYPD3) application for the years 2014 – 2018. Very controversially, it has 
requested a 16% year on year tariff increase to cover its own needs and in particular the funding 
requirements for new generation and transmission and to support to the introduction of IPPs. 

Table 5: South African electricity tariff increases in 2012 

Source: Eskom 

As can be noted from Table 5 above, government is following a ‘social’ tariff policy with annual tariff 
increases for domestic consumers generally being kept below the average annual tariff increase, 
with particular focus on low income / low consumption customers.  The burden of rapidly increasing 
electricity tariffs is therefore predominantly carried by the industrial and commercial sectors of the 
economy. 

Eskom’s average selling price in December 2012 was approximately 6.9 USc/kWh, with this 
expected to increase to between 11.0 and 12.0 USc/kWh over the next 3 years. 

4.2.6 Interconnections with neighbouring countries and participation in regional power trading 
initiatives and arrangements 

The figure below provides a high-level overview over the South African power transmission grid, 
comprising a large transmission system of more than 48,000 km of high voltage lines, with voltage 
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levels up to 765kV.  Voltages of 275kV and above are classified as transmission, with voltage 
levels lower than 275kV classified as distribution. 

Figure 5: South African power transmission grid 

The country has interconnections with Lesotho, Swaziland, Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe and 
Mozambique, the latter also including a HVDC link supplying power from the large Cahora Bassa 
hydropower plant (2,075 MW) in Mozambique.  Eskom buys and sells electricity from and to the 
countries of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) and is a member of the SAPP.  

The future involvement in African markets beyond South Africa is currently limited to projects that 
have a direct impact on ensuring a secure supply of electricity for South Africa itself, focused 
primarily on Mozambique and Zambia and potentially the DR Congo in the longer term – all of this 
premised predominantly on potential import of hydropower to South Africa.  However, Eskom is 
investigating additional opportunities in the SADC region, including supply of gas-fired power 
generation. 
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4.2.7 Key sector development priorities 

Government’s short-term priority is procurement of renewable energy capacity, with a Renewable 
Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (“REIPPPP”) currently in progress, 
targeting a total of 3,625 MW on renewable energy generation to be in operation by end of 2016 at 
the latest.  This is focused primarily on onshore wind (1,850 MW) and solar PV (1,450 MW), with 
concentrated solar power (200 MW), small hydro (75 MW) and various other small-scale renewable 
energy technologies making up the remainder. 

A total of 1,415 MW of bids were accepted in the 1st REIPPPP bidding round which closed in 
December 2011, with these projects having reached financial close by October 2012.  Bids were 
also received for the 2nd bidding round which closed on 5 March 2012, with more than 2,500 MW of 
bids received, competing for an allocation of 1,275 MW.  Award of preferred bidder status was 
announced by end of May 2012, with financial close by March 2013 for the successful 2nd round 
projects.  The PPA tariffs offered for onshore wind project is a maximum of 1.15 R/kWh (14.5 
USc/kWh) with the maximum PPA tariff for solar PV and concentrating solar power being 2.85 
R/kWh (35.0 USc/kWh).  The tariffs offered by successful bidders were reduced by 10-15% in the 
subsequent 2nd bidding round. 

The IRP 2010-30 for South Africa, prepared by the Department of Energy (DoE), originally 
published in October 2010 and finally promulgated in May 2011, laid out the proposed generation 
new build fleet for South Africa for the period to 2030.  The current plan includes some 2,300 MW 
of imported hydropower from neighbouring countries, focused on Mozambique and Zambia.  
Additional import options may be considered, including potential gas-fired generation.  Such 
additional regional options are expected to be included in the next revision of the IRP, expected 
sometime in 2nd half of 2013.  To inform the updating of the IRP, the DoE recently issued a 
Request for Information (RFI) to gain information about potential domestic and regional options that 
are sufficiently advanced to be considered for inclusion in the revised IRP document.  The outcome 
of the RFI was a Ministerial determination announced in late October 2012, which calls for the 
introduction of over 9,000 MW of new capacity from coal, gas, hydro and cogeneration by 2024/25 
of which a significant portion is from gas powered generation (over 3,000 MW between 2019 and 
2025). 

However, the current South African electricity supply/demand situation remains very tight.  The 
latest forecasts indicate a worsening situation proceeding through to 2016.  It is recognised that the 
IRP 2010-30 is a long term plan and does not provide sufficient detail to address short to medium 
term supply shortages.  This situation poses a real risk of forced load curtailment and even 
blackouts, similar to those experienced in 2008, and is therefore a serious threat to government’s 
growth and job creation objectives.  Consequently, to better understand the risks and assess 
options for mitigation, a National Medium Term Risk Mitigation (NMTRM) Project Team was 
established with support of government, business, industry and Eskom, to review and make 
recommendations and, where practical, implement initiatives and measures to alleviate power 
shortages and avoid blackouts up to 2016.  This includes active focus on demand-side 
management and energy efficiency / conservation, targeting a 10% reduction in demand from large 
customers (compared to an unconstrained base line), including power ‘buy-back’ initiatives. 

Of particular relevance is the government’s intent to mobilise private sector investment in electricity 
generation and demand side initiatives, including not only renewable energy but also promotion of 
co-generation initiatives.  Its commitment is supported by implementing the necessary enabling 
framework for private investors in power production (Non‐Eskom Generation ‐ NEG) to take up the 
challenge of competitive electricity production in the country. 

The perceived conflict of interest/barrier to entry, created through Eskom's scope and mandate as 
the single buyer and negotiator of contracts, is expected to be mitigated through the establishment 
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of a non-conflicting entity to procure Independent Power; called the Independent System and 
Market Operator (ISMO).  Legislation for the establishment of ISMO is currently under discussion 
and is expected to be finalised in 2013.  This indicates a serious intent to ensure that NEG’s can 
and will be treated in a non-conflicting manner, although the proof will come when the legal and 
regulatory framework, as well as the procurement arrangements, have been finalised. 

A further assessment of the realism of the generation expansion plan set out in the IRP2010-30 is 
included in section 5.2.4.  

4.2.8 Opportunities for Gas – Beyond Electricity 

While the main objective of this energy market review is the obvious and immediate opportunities 
that gas represent as fuel for electricity generation, gas has potentially much wider application in 
the relatively energy intensive and hungry South African economy.  Gas is currently estimated to 
contribute some 3% to primary energy supply, with the only two sources of gas being natural gas 
imported from Mozambique (the Pande and Temane fields in central Mozambique, under control of 
Sasol), predominantly for use by Sasol in its own synthetic fuels and chemicals operations at 
Secunda and Sasolburg and for own Sasol captive power generation, and gas supplied from a field 
offshore the Cape South Coast to the PetroSA gas to liquids refinery in Mossel Bay.  Both these 
sources of gas are constrained, either by the size of the gas resource (in terms of PetroSA) or by 
the size of the transport solution (in the case of the Mozambique gas import). 

Sasol’s use of natural gas in its industrial operations at Secunda and Sasolburg is estimated at 
about 60 mill GJ/yr at the moment, increasing over the next few years as the overall capacity of the 
Mozambique to South Africa gas pipeline is boosted through installation of compression.  PetroSA 
consumes approximately 75 mill GJ/yr at its gas to liquids refinery in Mossel Bay. 

Piped gas is currently used by certain industrial customers in South Africa, predominantly in the 
Gauteng and KwaZulu Natal provinces of the country.  The current industrial usage of piped gas is 
estimated to be approximately 60 mill GJ/yr, supplied through a gas transmission and distribution 
pipeline system of some 1,600 km, servicing some 600 individual customers.  The main usage 
(some 45-50%) is estimated to be in the metals industry, with other key industries being chemical, 
pulp and paper, mining, food and beverage and manufacturing.  This current industrial gas market 
is dominated by Sasol Gas which is the only supplier of gas in South Africa (apart from PetroSA 
which produce only for its own use).  The Sasol gas supply is a combination of natural gas from 
Mozambique and smaller quantities of methane rich gas produced as a by-product and supplied 
from Sasol’s plant at Secunda.  Sasol Gas also owns the gas transmission and distribution pipeline 
infrastructure used to supply gas to South African customers, putting the company in a dominant 
position currently.  Sasol arrived in such strong position through certain agreements signed as part 
of the development of the Mozambique to South Africa gas pipeline in 2003, with a 10-year time-
limited exclusivity of use of this infrastructure. This time limited exclusivity is coming to an end in 
2013 and this is expected to open up opportunities for new gas suppliers. 

If gas was more widely available in South Africa, e.g. in the form of large scale CBM supply 
(imported or local), the following gas applications would be of interest: 

- Gas for thermal applications, primarily in industry but also in the commercial sectors in the 
metropolitan areas of the country.  Industrial gas applications would include steam raising, 
drying, kiln firing, furnace firing, cooling, heat treatment & slab re-heating; and 

- Gas for process and feedstock applications, focused primarily on applications such as direct 
reduced iron, ammonia production and minerals beneficiation. 

The main geographical areas where gas could play an important role in overall primary energy 
supply would be the central Gauteng area, the Western Cape and the Eastern Cape parts of the 
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country with the Gauteng area expected to make up for 50-60% of the industrial gas market 
potential and each of the other two areas some 20-25% each.  Analysis undertaken a few years 
ago indicated that a doubling of the industrial market for gas would be possible if gas was more 
widely available and priced competitively against other energy supply options.  This would 
represent an additional market of >50 mill GJ/yr in the ordinary industrial market alone.  In addition 
to this comes opportunities in the process and feedstock application market, with previous studies 
having indicated a market potential of up to 60 mill GJ/yr in such applications – although dependent 
on global and local market conditions for the end products. 

An additional opportunity not previously considered could be repowering of public transport fleets of 
busses to run on compressed natural gas (CNG), in particular in the central Johannesburg, Cape 
Town and Durban metropolitan areas of the country. 

The South African government is committed to an increased role for gas in the economy as part of 
its energy and industrial policy initiatives.  This is also supported by regulatory initiatives to ensure 
that gas is a competitive source of energy.  An example of this is a recent announcement by the 
National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA) in July 2012 that a new maximum-price 
regulatory methodology will be implemented, basically to promote ‘fairness and transparency’ and 
to curtail what is viewed as non-competitive and monopolistic pricing behaviour by Sasol Gas in the 
current market environment. 

4.3 ZIMBABWE 

Zimbabwe’s power sector plays a strategic role in enabling and promoting economic activity across 
the economy, as well as delivering key social services.  Due to its geographic location, Zimbabwe’s 
power network provides a strategic hub for the transfer of power within the SAPP.  Until 2000, the 
Zimbabwean Electricity Supply Authority (ZESA) was amongst the top three performing utilities in 
sub-Saharan Africa; today the Zimbabwe power sector has been physically and financially 
compromised.

The quality and reliability of electricity supply services in Zimbabwe have been affected by political 
instability, the economic downturn, falling revenue streams, lack of investments in generation, 
transmission and distribution infrastructure and lack of capacity to manage an aging infrastructure. 
These constraints present serious challenges for the power sector in Zimbabwe.  

Generation infrastructure in the country is run down as a result of lack of investments and needs 
urgent rehabilitation to restore lost capacity.  Zimbabwe has two major power supply sources: the 
Hwange coal-fired thermal power station with an installed capacity of 920 MW, and the Kariba 
South Bank hydro power station with an installed capacity of 750 MW.  There are also 3 small coal 
fired stations with a combined installed capacity of 270 MW.  Overall installed generation capacity 
is about 1,960 MW but the reliable available capacity presently stands at only 1,100 – 1,200 MW.  
Domestic generation is supplemented by regional imports of up to 500 MW, predominantly from 
Cahora Bassa in Mozambique, although a portion of these supplies are non-firm and can therefore 
not be relied upon10.  The Hwange thermal power plant presently produces between 400 - 550 MW 
of power out of its 920 MW capacity due to regular failures of components in both the generation 
blocks as well as common auxiliary facilities and lack of spares for maintenance.  Current national 
peak demand is estimated at approximately 2,200 – 2,300 MW, resulting in power supply shortfalls 
of up to 600 MW.  This situation has given rise to regular load shedding whereby 400 - 600 MW of 
national load is curtailed. 

                                                     
10 ZESA’s import contract with HCB (Cahora Bassa) has been hampered by significant payment backlogs although Zimbabwe managed 
to reduce the backlog significantly by end of 2012.  HCB is currently supplying Zimbabwe on a ‘pre-payment’ basis, with up to 300 MW 
understood to be provided.
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4.3.1 Energy policy objectives 

The National Energy Policy objectives are to: 

 Preserve an appropriate balance between energy demand and supply; 

 Balance the use of natural resources with environmental considerations; 

 Establish a clear definition of roles between the state, private sector and other players; and 

 Take cognisance of the context within which it is being formulated. 

4.3.2 Governing legislation and regulatory frameworks 

The power sector is governed by:  

 Electricity Act of 2002 as amended by the Electricity Amendment Act No. 3 of 2003. 

The implementation of the Electricity Act is managed by Zimbabwe Electricity Regulatory 
Commission (ZERC), a statutory body established in terms the Electricity Act.   

ZERC’s function is to regulate the electricity supply industry in Zimbabwe, create an enabling 
environment for competition and thus promote an efficient electricity supply industry.  ZERC is also 
the only legal authority that can approve a tariff increase. 

No entity can generate, transmit or distribute electricity without a licence from ZERC.   

A generation licence authorises the licensee to construct, own, operate and maintain a generation 
station for the purposes of the generation and supply of electricity.  The holder of a generation 
licence may supply electricity to any transmission, distribution and retail licensee who purchases 
electricity for resale and, with the approval of the ZERC, to any one or more consumers.  

4.3.3 Industry structure and role of national power utility 

ZESA Holdings is the state-owned vertically integrated electricity utility in Zimbabwe.  ZESA 
Holdings is responsible for generation, transmission and distribution services, as well as other 
electricity sector activities, through the following subsidiaries11:

 Electricity generation: Zimbabwe Power Company (ZPC); 

 Transmission and distribution: Zimbabwe Electricity Transmission and Distribution 
Company (ZETDC); 

 Investments: ZESA Enterprises (ZENT); and  

 Internet provider: PowerTel Communications (Pvt) Ltd.  

ZETDC represents Zimbabwe in the SAPP. 

4.3.4 Power system size, customer base and key features 

ZPC owns the Kariba South hydropower station12. The station is part of the Kariba Dam complex, 
damming the Zambezi River.  The Zimbabwean-owned capacity is 750 MW.  ZESA also owns four 
thermal power stations, of which Hwange Thermal Power Station in the extreme west of the 
country is by far the largest with a nameplate capacity of about 920 MW.  The other three thermal 
plants at Harare, Bulawayo and Munyati together have a nominal capacity of 270 MW, but with 

                                                     
11 The Minister of Energy recently announced government’s plan to collapse ZESA Holdings into a national transmission company, with
the current ZETDC remaining responsible for distribution and customer services only.  This structural change is expected to happen 
during 2013/14. 
12 The complementary hydropower plant on the north bank of the Kariba dam, being the Kariba North Hydropower Plant, is owned by 
ZESCO Limited, the national utility of Zambia.  Water usage by the two stations is coordinated through a bi-national entity called the 
Zambezi River Authority (ZRA), jointly owned by Zimbabwe and Zambia. 
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actual available capacity being in the order of 100 - 150 MW currently.  Over the past few years, 
contributions from the small thermal stations have been very limited due to coal supply shortages 
and maintenance neglect. 

The chart below shows the percentage of electricity sales by ZETDC to the different categories of 
customers in 2010.  It should be noted that the mining sector load as a percentage of the total 
system load is understated due to the suppressed level of mining and industrial activity currently, 
significantly negatively affected by power supply constraints.  The mining sector’s contribution to 
overall system demand under an unconstrained power supply scenario would be expected to be in 
excess of 25 - 30% of total demand. 

Figure 6: Zimbabwe electricity sales by customer segment  

Source: ZESA 2010 

4.3.5 Electricity prices and tariff structures 

The operating environment improved significantly over that of the recent past after the Government 
of Zimbabwe adopted the United States Dollar (USD) as its functional currency with effect from 
1st February 2009.  Year on year inflation, which rose to reach about 231,000,000% in July 2008 
(after which compilations were suspended), tumbled to an average of 7.9% in 2009 as availability 
of goods improved, mostly through imports.  This brought about stability in planning and 
operations. 

The tariff moved from denomination in Z$ to a new USD based average tariff level of 7.53 
USc/kWh.  The tariff was further increased on 1st September 2011 to 9.3 USc/kWh, an increase of 
31%.  This price is considered too high for many customers and has resulted in many customers 
defaulting on payments.  The rollout of a prepayment meter program in 2010 has helped with 
revenues of about US$40m per month as compared to US$6m earned per month previously. 

ZESA Holdings and ZERC recognise that tariff levels in Zimbabwe will have to increase further in 
order to be able to attract the necessary investments into expansion and rehabilitation of both 
generation capacity, as well as transmission and distribution infrastructure.  Such further tariff 
increases are being discussed between ZESA Holdings, ZERC and the Government of Zimbabwe, 
with a Cost of Service Study recently commissioned by ZERA to assist this process. 
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4.3.6 Interconnections with neighbouring countries and participation in regional power trading 
initiatives and arrangements 

The figure below provides an illustration of the Zimbabwe power system, including interconnections 
with neighbouring countries.  Zimbabwe’s power network provides a strategic hub for the transfer of 
power within the SAPP.  The country is interconnected with Zambia, Botswana, South Africa and 
Mozambique. The main interconnections are at 330kV with Zambia (across Kariba), with 
Mozambique at 330kV (but with the transmission line designed for 400kV), and with Botswana at 
400kV and 220kV (and via Botswana to South Africa). 

Figure 7: Overview of Zimbabwe power system and regional interconnections 

4.3.7 Key sector development priorities 

Zimbabwe’s power generation capacity is insufficient to meet demand, with mining and 
manufacturing suffering particularly from the current supply shortfall.  Import of electricity from other 
SAPP countries has eased the situation somewhat, but load shedding is used on a routine basis 
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and some rural areas do not have electricity over long periods.  Zimbabwe’s continuing unresolved 
political situation compounds the problems, with the hope that forthcoming elections (potentially in 
2013) may provide a more stable outlook.  The difficult economic situation causes part of the 
problems, as coal for power stations may at times not be produced in sufficient amounts.  On the 
other hand, the economy is severely hampered by the prevailing energy supply situation, curtailing 
the economic recovery resulting from introduction of a USD based economy. 

The medium term electricity sector priorities are to: 

 Increase generating capacity at Hwange Power Station by 600 MW (new units 7 & 8), 
targeted for 2016; 

 Increase generating capacity at Kariba South by 300 MW, targeted for 2016; 

 Sengwa IPP Power Station, 2,400 MW when fully developed, is targeted to come on 
stream with the first 300 MW unit in 2017; and 

 Lusulu IPP Power Project, 2,000 MW, has been licensed but still requires a coal purchase 
agreement.  No confirmed commercial operations timeline is available for this project. 

CBM exploration is relatively advanced in Zimbabwe, with this fuel source / technology option 
representing an additional generation expansion option for Zimbabwe, but without any concrete 
project(s) defined at this stage. 

It should be noted that the targeted timelines outlined above for additional generation capacity to 
be brought on stream remain uncertain as none of these projects have yet reached financial close.  
The uncertainty is linked to the prevailing political environment in Zimbabwe, which represents a 
major challenge for mobilising large scale long-term funding for power generation developments. 

4.4 MOZAMBIQUE 

Mozambique has a large and diverse energy resource base, including a hydropower potential of 
more than 12,000 MW (of which only some 2,100 MW is developed so far), large scale thermal 
coal resources which could support up to 6,000 MW of power generation and significant natural 
gas resources (with production from the onshore Pande / Temane fields in the central part of the 
country since around 2005). 
The key challenges confronting the electricity sector in Mozambique include: 

(i) unlocking of Mozambique’s large scale power generation potential – to meet demand 
growth in Mozambique but also in the Southern Africa region (in particular South Africa); 

(ii) need to establish one integrated national power system (currently there is a central-
northern system and a southern system, with no connection between the two); 

(iii) rehabilitation of existing power transmission and distribution infrastructure, including 
addressing infrastructure damaged during the long civil war in the country (up to 1992) 
and subsequently by severe flooding in 2000/01 and again in 2008/09, resulting in poor 
reliability of electricity supply; 

(iv) the capital intensive nature of system expansion – both for generation and transmission 
(the latter due to long distances and low loads); 

(v) current low access to electricity supply: and 
(vi) limited implementation capacity of the key sector institutions. 

As a result of a dispersed settlement pattern over a wide geographical area, many major load 
centres are found in distant locations from the sources of supply, which are predominantly centred 
around the Tete Province / Beira Corridor and to a lesser extent the area close to the capital 
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Maputo in the south of the country.  The cost of supply is high despite the availability of 
inexpensive hydro resources, as well as an abundance of coal (in the Tete Province)13.

The high cost of network expansion to reach distant and in most cases low load centres will 
continue to pose a challenge to the Government of Mozambique’s (GoM) efforts to increase the 
household access to electricity from the current level of about 15% to 20% by 2020, as envisaged 
in the PARPA (the country’s Poverty Reduction Strategy Programme).  

4.4.1 Energy policy objectives 

GoM considers access to reliable and sustainable forms of energy important for poverty alleviation 
and promoting economic development.  The energy sector’s vision is hence to develop the 
country’s energy potential for social upliftment and economic growth, exploiting regional marketing 
opportunities while continuing to preserve and protect the environment. 

Key electricity sector objectives include: 

 Interconnection of Mozambique power systems north-south by creating the Backbone 
Transmission System; 

 Electricity supply at affordable prices to load centres and consumers along transmission 
corridor; 

 Commence realisation of Mozambique’s large hydropower development potential; and 

 Position Mozambique as long-term supplier of clean, renewable and competitively priced 
energy to Southern Africa. 

The GoM has created a conducive framework to promote and manage electricity sector 
developments, including: 

 Electricity sector strategy with emphasis on clean, renewable energy; 

 Well defined legal frameworks; 

 Commitment to application of international best practises for sustainable development; 

 Project realisation through long-term concessions – providing substantial investor certainty; 

 Competitive and supportive fiscal framework; 

 Promotion of partnerships with leading international and regional energy companies for the 
realisation of major developments (generation and transmission); and 

 Engaged and supportive government, including inter-governmental frameworks with South 
Africa and other neighbouring countries. 

4.4.2 Governing legislation and regulatory frameworks 

Mozambique’s electricity supply industry (ESI) is governed by the Electricity Law (1997), which 
defines the general policy for organization of the power sector and the administration of the supply 
of electrical energy. The Electricity Law provides the legal framework for electrical energy 
generation, transmission, distribution and sales within Mozambique, as well as its exportation and 
importation, and the granting of concessions for these activities.  The Electricity Law also provides 
for mandatory third party non-discriminatory access to the transmission system, and permits cross-
border electricity trade, subject to the approval of the GoM. 

                                                     
13 Recent discoveries of very large scale natural gas resources, estimated to exceed 100 tcf, located predominantly in deep water
offshore the northern Cabo Delgado Province, offer a new long-term opportunity to shape the Mozambique (and Southern Africa) 
energy landscape.  This requires clearly articulated and defined policies around local use of this resource, for power generation and 
other use, including export of gas and/or electricity to neighbouring countries.
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Mozambique does not have an independent regulatory body for the energy sector.  Electricity 
policy and regulations are developed and issued by the Minister of Energy (MOE).  The National 
Electricity Council (CNELEC) serves as a forum for consultation and protection of the public 
interest on electricity matters and may over time evolve into an independent regulatory agency.  
CNELEC currently undertakes such regulatory responsibilities as dispute resolution, protection of 
customer interests, and tariff reviews and recommendations. 

4.4.3 Industry structure and role of national power utility 

The three key current industry players in Mozambique's electricity supply industry are: 

 Electricidade de Moçambique E.P. (EDM), established in 1977 as a national power utility 
wholly owned by GoM responsible for generation, transmission, distribution and 
commercialization of electricity throughout Mozambique; 

 Hidroeléctrica de Cahora Bassa (HCB) is owned 92.5% by the GoM (through EDM) and 
7.5% by REN of Portugal, HCB is responsible for hydropower generation at the 2,075 MW 
Cahora Bassa South Bank power plant; and 

 The Mozambique Transmission Company (MOTRACO) is an independent transmission 
company that is owned 33.3% by EDM, 33.3% by Eskom, and 33.3% by the Swaziland 
Electricity Board (SEB).  MOTRACO's primary customer is Mozal, a large aluminium 
smelter located close to Maputo with a power requirement of some 930 MW (supplied by 
Eskom of South Africa), which accounts for 95% of MOTRACO’s revenues.   

4.4.4 Power system size, customer base and key features 

With an installed total capacity of some 2,400 MW, of which 2,200 MW being hydropower, 
Mozambique is one of the largest power producers in the SADC region, almost exclusively due to 
the 2,075 MW Cahora Bassa hydropower plant.  Both EDM and HCB are members of the Southern 
African Power Pool (SAPP). 

Impressive strides have been made in connecting new customers, from about 15,000 per annum in 
2000, to 54,000 in 2005, and 163,400 new customers in 2011, when EDM’s customer base totalled 
1.010,780.  National access to electricity coverage is at present around 16% of the number of 
households, although with a wide spread between the southern parts of the country (32%) and the 
remaining parts (around 7%).  These achievements were made through the on-going grid 
intensification and rural electrification programmes.  As of end of 2011 a total of 107 out of the 
country’s 128 district headquarters were connected to the grid and the remaining should be 
connected within the next 2-3 years if the necessary funding can be mobilised.  Outside district 
headquarters, however, coverage is in most cases very low. 

The annual growth in energy sales has consistently been above 10% p.a. for the past 5 years, with 
the system peak demand reaching 620 MW in 2012 (excluding the Mozal demand of 930 MW 
supplied directly from Eskom in South Africa), with a total energy demand of 2,953 GWh (before 
system losses).  Energy sold to customers in Mozambique amounted to 2,197 GWh.  An additional 
580 GWh was sold to neighbouring countries, mainly Swaziland and Botswana.  About 88% of the 
energy supplied in 2011 was purchased by EDM from HCB, 10% produced by EDM’s own 
generating plant and about 2% imported (from Eskom). 

No reliable statistics are available for energy demand by customer sector, although a geographic 
distribution of demand is available, showing that 33% of the demand was in the Maputo area, 
another 31% in the rest of the Southern power system, 23% in the central part and 13% only in the 
northern part.  With rapid expansion of mining operations in the country, in particular large-scale 
coal mining for export, demand is currently growing fastest in the central part of the country. 
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4.4.5 Electricity prices and tariff structures 

EDM’s tariff structure and current tariff levels are illustrated in the tables below.  The applicable 
exchange rate as of 31 December 2012 was 1.0 US$ = 29.45 Mt (New Mozambique Metical). 

The average tariff for low voltage customers (apart from subsidised social consumption) is in the 
order of 11.0 – 14.0 USc/kWh, while the tariff for major customers are in the order of 5.0 – 6.0 
USc/kWh. 

Table 6: EDM Tariffs for different customer categories 

Social, Household, Agriculture and General LV tariffs 

Recorded kWh / month 
Social Household Farming General Basic charge 

Mt/kWh Mt/kWh Mt/kWh Mt/kWh Mt
0 to 100 1.07 

0 to 200 2.34 2.36 2.61 75.26 

201 to 500 3.11 3.46 3.74 75.26 

>500 3.27 3.68 4.09 75.26 

Prepayment 1.07 2.98 3.27 3.75 

Source: EDM 2012 

Major consumers Energy (Mt/kWh) Capacity (Mt/kW) Basic Charge (Mt) 

LV – Large Customer 1.47 112.65   220.37 

Medium Voltage 1.21 126.09 1034.38 

High Voltage 1.09 138.88 1034.38 

Source: EDM 2012 

4.4.6 Interconnections with neighbouring countries and participation in regional power trading 
initiatives and arrangements 

EDM owns and operates more than 5,000 km of high voltage transmission lines.  Figure 8 below 
provides an illustration of the Mozambique power system, including interconnections with 
neighbouring countries. 

Mozambique’s power system is not yet fully integrated, consisting of a central-northern system and 
a southern system, with the two systems only integrated via South Africa (at 400kV and 275kV) 
and Zimbabwe (at 330kV), the latter interconnection having a capacity of up to 500 MW. 

The 400kV connection to South Africa has a firm transfer capacity of 1,350 MW and is owned and 
operated by MOTRACO (refer section 4.4.3). 
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Figure 8: Overview of Mozambique power system 

4.4.7 Key sector development priorities 

Mozambique is seeking to boost power output as demand grows in Mozambique but also in 
neighbouring South Africa, the latter representing an attractive large market for bulk power supply 
from large generating plants in Mozambique.  National demand growth is fuelled by rapid economic 
growth, driven by significant mining sector activities, focused primarily on coal and heavy minerals. 

A top priority for GoM and EDM is the implementation of the Mozambique Transmission Backbone 
Project, also known as the STE development (formerly called CESUL).  A detailed technical and 
economic feasibility study was concluded late 2011, with the Project being officially launched by the 
GoM in November 2011.  The recommended solution includes the following (for Phase 1 of the 
Project – total capacity 2,650 MW): 
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 Combined HVAC & HVDC solution 

 HVAC solution includes: 
o 1,340 km 400kV AC line for up to 900 MW continuous power transfer at 400kV, but 

with 550kV design of equipment 
o 50% series compensation of AC line 

 HVDC solution (Phase 1) includes: 
o 1,275 km ±500kV DC bipolar transmission line and converter stations with 2,650 

MW capacity 
o 90 km transmission lines to Cataxa and Maputo electrodes 

 Implementation of HVDC solution is proposed in two stages: 
o Stage 1: ±500kV DC line with 1,325 MW converter capacity 
o Stage 2: Additional 1,325 MW converter capacity 

 Timeframe to implement Phase 1 / Stage 1 is about 60 - 66 months: 

 Project structuring, design, tendering and contracting period: 18 - 24 months 

 Construction period: 42 months. 

Realisation of the Transmission Backbone will go hand-in-hand with the first new major hydropower 
development in Mozambique, expected to be the 1,500 MW Mpandha Nkuwa project, with 
commercial operation of both the transmission and generation facilities expected around 2019.  
These are large-scale development premised on bulk export of hydropower to South Africa, with a 
total funding requirement in the order of US$5.5bn for the generation and transmission 
developments combined. 

A further priority is realisation of certain gas-fired power generation projects located in Southern 
Mozambique.  Three different projects are currently under development with about 400 MW 
capacity being planned, fuelled by gas offtake from the main gas transmission pipeline from the 
onshore Pande and Temane fields close to Vilankulos in central Mozambique via Maputo to 
Secunda in South Africa. 

EDM is also pursuing significant strengthening of its transmission and distribution systems 
throughout the country, to increase its ability to provide reliable power to support a rapidly growing 
local demand – for mining, industrial, commercial, agricultural and domestic consumption. 
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5 Electricity Demand and Supply Analysis 

This section provides a summary analysis of electricity demand and supply developments in each 
of the four countries covered by this review report, including identification of potential CBM 
opportunities for power generation. 

5.1 BOTSWANA 

5.1.1 Electricity demand drivers 

Over the decade to 2008 there was a close relationship between economic growth and the demand 
for electricity.  For instance, the non-mining sector of the economy grew by 59% between 1999 and 
2008, whereas non-mining electricity consumption grew by 88% - indicating that each 1% of non-
mining GDP growth led to a 1.5% increase in electricity demand.  The close relationship between 
electricity consumption and economic activity means that electricity shortages potentially have a 
major negative impact on the economy, restricting growth, productivity, diversification and 
employment creation. 

The figure below illustrates the Botswana demand and supply capacity balance (in MW) for the 
period to 2025, with demand being projected with and without a system reserve margin of 15%, 
considered prudent from a system planning and operations perspective to cater for generating 
plant outages (planned and unplanned). 

Figure 9: Botswana demand - supply capacity balance (in MW) with existing supply options

Botswana’s peak electricity demand is exceeding 600 MW and even with implementation of the 
Morupule B (528 MW net capacity) coal-fired power station currently under construction, peak 
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demand is expected to outstrip supply from 2013 onwards (when emergency diesel is excluded 
from the picture) as illustrated in the figure above. 

While the capacity balance will remain precarious without further new developments as illustrated 
by Figure 9, the energy balance (in GWh) is better as the new Morupule B power plant will provide 
significant amounts of base load energy, with some excess energy expected to be available for the 
next 3 - 4 years during mid-merit and off-peak period. 

5.1.2 Demand forecast (peak demand and energy) 

Demand has been growing steadily, and has doubled over the past decade.  In recent years, the 
main driver of demand growth has been the non-mining sector of the economy (firms, households 
and government).  The last major demand forecasting exercise was undertaken by BPC in 2007, 
resulting in a forecast annual growth of between 3 - 5% a year, implying that peak demand would 
reach about 890 MW by 2020.  Mining growth is projected to shift away from the large Debswana 
mines to smaller diamond mines and other mining (e.g. copper, uranium).  These mines have a 
much higher intensity of electricity consumption per unit of economic output than the large 
Debswana mines, and hence the shift in the pattern of mining growth will lead to a greater intensity 
of electricity consumption by the mining sector as a whole.  

BPC is in the process of updating its long-term demand forecast, with such updated forecast 
expected to become available early 2013.  It is expected that the revised forecast may show a 
slightly lower demand growth than previously expected, illustrating the impact of the temporary 
economic slow-down and also customer response to increasing electricity tariffs. 

5.1.3 Supply developments 

Botswana’s net dependable supply capacity will rise to around 660 MW by 2013, when Morupule B 
is fully on stream, broadly similar to expected system peak demand in 2013.  However, prudent 
energy policy and power system operations require that a “reserve margin” be maintained 
equivalent to a minimum 15% of capacity, in order to ensure security of supply while catering for 
maintenance and unplanned generation outages, implying that the system capacity requirement 
would grow to about 1,000 MW by 2020.  Without any additional new generation (after completion 
of Morupule B), the power system shortfall would therefore increase rapidly, reaching some 300 – 
350 MW by 2020.  These projections indicate that for Botswana to have secure power supplies, 
additional new generation capacity or firm cross border supply contracts will be needed, even in the 
short to medium term.  Furthermore, with the dominance of coal-fired plant, addition of more 
flexible load-following gas-fired plant would be much welcome, with gas-fired generation having 
increased value in mid-merit and peaking duty applications. 

With a continued regional shortfall likely in the medium term, it is unlikely that sufficient firm cross-
border supply will be available.  Given the magnitude of Botswana’s supply needs, this means that 
substantial new domestic generation capacity will be needed.  The graph below shows the impact 
of the proposed 180 MW Open Cycle Gas Turbine (OCGT) plant at Mmashoro14, should this 
become available from 2014.  Even with Mmashoro, a significant capacity gap would remain from 
2017 onwards which will need to be plugged.  To this extent GoB has recently confirmed that it is 
planning to release a tender within the first three months of 2013 for 300 MW of coal-fired base 
load capacity to be provided by an IPP, with the intention that such additional capacity shall be 
available from around 2017/18. 

                                                     
14 The location at Mmashoro refers to previous indicative plans by BPC.  The reality is that the envisaged 180 MW gas-fired generating
plant could be located at any site where a long-term sustainable CBM gas supply would be available.
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Potential generation options in response to the GoB tender could be a further expansion of 
Morupule B with two more units 5 & 6 (most likely a Public-Private Partnership with BPC) or a fully 
private IPP initiative by one of the several coal developers in Botswana, such as CIC Energy15 at 
Mmamabula which has previously been promoting the 300 MW Mookane Domestic Power Project. 

While the GoB tender specification is not yet known, it is possible that gas-fired generation might 
be allowed to participate in this tender, or alternatively that a portion of the capacity being tendered 
for could be met by CBM fuelled generating plant. 

Figure 10: Botswana demand-supply capacity balance (in MW) - with new supply options 

In addition to coal-fired and CBM-fired generation options, a possible concentrating solar power 
plant rated at 200 MW is being studied at feasibility level, but this should be considered a longer-
term option as best, scale, technology and costs taken into account. 

5.1.4 Managing the capacity balance 

Even with implementation of the Morupule B project by BPC, Botswana has a need for additional 
power generation capacity or import supply.  In the short to medium term, the supply gap is unlikely 
to be met by imports through the SAPP due to limited supply capacity available in the southern 
Africa region.  While further development of coal-fired base load supply is envisaged from 2017/18, 
Botswana has an urgent need for diversification of fuel supply and generation technology, with 
primary focus to be put on gas-fired options. 

Availability of gas supply, most likely from coal-bed methane, would both allow for repowering of 
the Orapa plant (90 MW) currently being operated on very expensive liquid fuel supply and for 
additional gas-fired capacity at Mmashoro or other convenient locations when taking into account 
both the location of potential gas fields and the existing and planned BPC transmission grid. 

                                                     
15 CIC Energy was acquired by Jindal BVI Limited (JBVI), a subsidiary of Jindal Steel and Power Limited (JSPL) on 6 September 2012. 
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Currently some 50 – 150 MW of diesel-fired generation is used for peaking and mid-merit 
regulating duty, with an estimated average load factor of some 30-40%.  This represents an 
opportunity to replace in the order of ~60 million litres of diesel on an annual basis, with significant 
potential cost savings to the Botswana economy if CBM as fuel is priced at a discount to diesel. 

In the future, CBM-fuelled generation could become a permanent feature of the generation supply 
mix in Botswana as soon as commercially proven CBM solutions are confirmed.  The immediate 
opportunity is represented by the plan to deploy another 180 MW of CBM fired generation for mid-
merit duty, representing another fuel replacement opportunity equivalent to ~200 million litres of 
diesel fuel on an annual basis. 

In total, the identified diesel replacement opportunities in the Botswana power sector may amount 
to the equivalent of 250 million litres of diesel fuel per annum16.

In assessing the scope for CBM fuelled generation options, it should be recognised that the GoB 
and BPC are already stretched financially by their commitments to Morupule B, as well as the need 
to finance the cost of fuel used in the Orapa plant for system regulation purposes (the fuel cost 
alone of this operation exceeding BPC’s average selling tariff by a big margin17).  As such, the 
scope for private sector solutions is significant, with particular emphasis being put on 
environmentally friendly generation options that contribute to fuel supply diversity. 

The gas price that could be realised from CBM supply to replace Botswana’s current and medium 
term diesel fuel use for power generation will on the one hand be informed by the current cost of 
diesel used in peaking plant operations, estimated to be in the order of 25.0 USD/GJ or even 
slightly higher, and on the other hand by use of coal-fired generating plant for load following 
operations, being an inefficient and relatively costly way of operating coal-fired plant.  The marginal 
cost of load-following operations by BPC’s coal-fired plant is estimated to be in the range 6.0 - 8.0 
USD/GJ.  This can therefore be expected to represent the lower end for valuing CBM supply for 
power generation in Botswana, with the replacement cost of diesel fuel representing the upper end.  
BPC will clearly be arguing for a CBM price in the lower end of this range, in particular as CBM as 
fuel source is still new and untested in Botswana.  It is also noted that the value that CBM may 
achieve will obviously depend on issues such as the CBM supply security, location compared to 
the BPC power grid and the ability to offer some CBM off-take flexibility to align CBM fuelled 
generation to daily electricity demand variations. 

With an expectation that environmental taxation may be introduced at some time in the future (in 
particular if Botswana is expected to adapt a similar approach as contemplated by the Government 
of South Africa), the value of CBM as fuel (as opposed to coal and/or diesel) will increase. 

While some work is required to finalise the detailed frameworks required to actively engage with 
private IPP initiatives, including CBM fuelled generation, Government’s commitment to pursue 
viable and commercially sound private power supply options, as a complement to BPC’s initiatives, 
is undisputed.  This is combined with a recent realisation of the true cost of new generation 
capacity, with a political recognition that tariffs still have to increase in real terms to ensure the 
viability of generation capacity expansion – whether by BPC or the private sector. 

                                                     
16 With an energy content of 38.3 MJ/l for low sulphur diesel, the diesel replacement market for CBM is equivalent to an approximately 
10 million GJ/year market for CBM.
17 The variable fuel cost of diesel fired generation, based on current diesel prices in Southern Africa, is in the order of 40.0 USc/kWh or 
some six (6) times the current average BPC electricity tariff.
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5.2 SOUTH AFRICA 

5.2.1 Electricity demand drivers 

South Africa is a large growing economy which is heavily energy dependent, with a historic close 
relationship between economic growth and the demand for electricity. In the period up to around 
2000, each 1% growth in GDP tended to result in a similar 1% growth in electricity demand.  
However, as economic growth has increasingly been shifting towards the tertiary (service) sectors 
of the economy, the relative electricity intensity has reduced somewhat, supported by economic 
policies targeting energy conservation and a more energy efficient economy. 

As a whole though, the forecast assumption is that a 1% economic growth will result in a 0.7 – 
0.8% growth in electricity demand, reflecting the relatively mature stage of development of the 
South African economy, its already energy intensive nature and the need for mining and 
manufacturing processes to become more energy efficient for these South African industries to 
remain globally competitive.  However, the close relationship between electricity consumption and 
economic activity means that electricity shortages potentially have a major negative impact on the 
economy, restricting growth, investment, productivity, diversification and employment creation.  To 
this extent, the policy makers in South Africa have realised that it is better to err on the side of 
caution when planning future generation capacity requirements. 

5.2.2 Demand forecast  

The demand forecast in the IRP2010-30 is based on a moderate forecast by the System Operator, 
estimating an average energy growth rate (in GWh terms) of 2.9% over the 20 years period, with 
the energy sent out growing from 259 TWh in 2010 to 456 TWh by 203018.  The associated growth 
in system peak demand is estimated at 3.3% p.a. over the 20 year period, indicating a slight 
reduction in the overall system load factor during the period, resulting from a relative reduction in 
mining and manufacturing demand compared to domestic and commercial demand over time as a 
result of economic growth increasingly being focused on the tertiary sectors of the economy. 

Figure 11: South Africa demand - supply capacity balance (in MW) to 2020 

                                                     
18 It should be noted that the growth in 2012 was virtually stagnant (0.2%) due to low economic growth, temporary shut-down of mining
operations for a period due to labour unrest combined with the impact of certain Eskom ‘buy-back’ programmes with major consumers.
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The IRP2010-30 stipulates a 19% system reserve margin as a target level for reserves.  This is 
higher than the 15% commonly used for power system planning in South Africa in the past, but is a 
reflection of a significant shift in the composition of supply, with many more suppliers and a wider 
variety of fuel and technologies involved, including a significant element of self-despatch renewable 
energy plant (in particular wind and solar solutions). 

Figure 11 above illustrates the expected demand-supply capacity balance (in MW) to 2020, using 
the demand forecast in the IRP2010-30, with a 19% reserve margin and with and without the 
forecast impact of various DSM initiatives that the government hope will contribute to reduced 
demand growth and an overall more energy efficient economy. 

The figure makes the assumption that Eskom will be able to deliver on its already committed 
14,000 MW capacity expansion programme and that the remaining shortfall in capacity will be 
made up from IPP projects in the period up to 2020. 

5.2.3 Supply developments 

The IRP2010-30 published in May 2011 details planned supply developments over the period to 
2030 that are required to ensure that the demand forecast can be met with an acceptable level of 
system security and reliability.  The plan includes a 14,000 MW approved Eskom new build 
programme, predominantly focused on completion of return to service of previously mothballed 
coal-fired plant (1,500 MW), the two new coal-fired base load plants Medupi and Kusile (together 
some 8,700 MW of net capacity), 1,300 MW of pumped storage plant and various other smaller 
generation expansion projects. 

In addition to the committed Eskom build programme, the IRP2010-30 sets out an additional 
43,000 MW of additional capacity required as illustrated in Figure 12 below. 

Figure 12: South Africa generation expansion to 2030 – additional to Eskom’s programme    
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The dark shaded projects in Figure 12 need to be decided before the next IRP iteration, with the 
identified capacities thereafter assumed as “committed” projects: 

 Coal fluidised bed combustion (FBC) 2014/15: These coal units will be built, owned and 
operated by IPPs. They need to be firmly committed to by private investors, in a timely 
manner, to ensure that this expected capacity will be met. 

 Nuclear fleet: Long lead times for new nuclear power stations require immediate, firm 
commitment to the first 3,000 MW, but government policy is19 to pursue the full nuclear 
fleet.

 Import hydro 2022 to 2024: The import hydro options require cross-border negotiations 
and a time-consuming upgrade in transmission infrastructure. To enable timely connection 
of this capacity to the South African grid a firm commitment is required immediately. 

 CCGT 2019 to 2021: Building gas-driven CCGT power plants requires the creation of gas 
infrastructure. In addition to the CCGT power plants, a LNG terminal needs to be decided 
on unless a suitable domestic supply is developed, and built together with the associated 
gas infrastructure.  In the absence of domestic gas supply, it could be highly beneficial to 
develop an anchor industrial customer (for example petro-chemical) for the LNG terminal. 

It is clear that some of the envisaged IPP capacity assumed in the IRP2010-30 will not materialise 
within the timeframe to 2020 hence the recent Ministerial determination for over 9,000 MW of new 
thermal and hydro including over 3,00 MW of gas generation by 2024/25.  This includes an 
assumption of some 1,000 MW of private coal-fired IPPs which should have been deployed by 
2015/16.  These projects, although known and identified, are currently going nowhere, pending 
outstanding policy and regulatory clarifications, with Eskom continuously creating obstacles to such 
developments materialising in a timely manner, mainly related to terms and conditions of third party 
access to Eskom’s transmission grid, as well as issues related to back-up supply solutions (in 
recognition that coal-fired IPPs cannot offer more than ~85% average annual availability of supply, 
implying that a supply solution is required for the 15% of the time when the coal-fired IPP plant is 
not available due to planned and unplanned outages). 

While the renewable energy programme is making good progress as already noted, the jury is still 
out on the timely implementation of this new capacity.  A particular concern is linked to grid 
integration of these renewable plants into the Eskom transmission (and distribution) grid.  The grid 
capacity is insufficient in many areas, e.g. in the Southern and Eastern Cape, where a number of 
significant wind power developments are envisaged.  The timeframe to unblock the grid constraints 
is currently not known. 

5.2.4 Managing the capacity balance 

The IRP2010-30 contains an inventory of plants foreseen to meet future requirements under 
various scenarios in addition to projects that have already been committed.  There may be 
opportunities for power imports mainly in the form of mid-merit and base load energy.  Hydropower 
and gas-fired options appears most attractive from an import perspective. 

The IRP2010-30 recognises that risks associated with the plan, including but not limited to: 

 Supply side risks: 
o Timely roll-out of renewable IPP programme; 

                                                     
19 There is a shift in government policy following the adoption of NDP2030 and the recent Ministerial determination to add over 
9,000 MW of thermal and hydro capacity including over 3,000 MW of gas by 2024/25, the same timeframe and capacity as for the 
proposed nuclear build programme. 
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o Realisation of targets for co-generation and own generation by private sector; 
o Delays in transmission and distribution system strengthening required to integrate IPP 

generation; 
o Energy availability from existing Eskom base-load plants; 
o Delays on Eskom’s new build programme; and 
o Delays or non-realisation of base load coal-fired IPPs assumed in IRP2010-30. 

 Demand side risks: 
o Failure of planned energy efficiency programmes, e.g. delay in roll-out of government’s 

plan for installation of one million solar water heaters; 
o Delays or non-realisation of demand-side management initiatives; and 
o Insufficient customer response to tariff signals aimed at energy efficiency and 

conservation. 

A combination of supply side and demand side failure could have significant implications, with 
some estimates estimating a system shortfall of up to 10 – 15 GWh per annum up to 2016, 
equivalent to 1,500 to 2,000 MW supply shortfall per year. 

Such situation would put the system under significant pressure as illustrated by Figure 13 below.  
In this illustration, renewable capacity additions are adjusted to its equivalent reliable energy 
capability (e.g. 1,000 MW of solar PV capacity is considered equivalent to 250 MW of thermal 
capacity). 

Figure 13: Potential South Africa electricity supply shortfall (at 19% reserve margin) 

The current level of diesel fuel usage to meet demand in the South African power system is 
worrying.  Eskom’s 1,400 MW of open-cycle turbines currently run at 10-20% average load factor 
(against a planned usage of some 2-3% load factor only for peaking purposes).  These represent 
annual consumption of 300 to 600 million litres of diesel fuel for power generation, at a cost per 
kWh which is estimated to be some 6 to 8 times higher than the average cost of generation. 
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A fair amount of private diesel-fired generation is also run at times of supply constraints, implying 
that one can safely assume that some 500 million litres of diesel fuel usage could be replaced by 
gas if a gas supply solution would be available.  This is equivalent to 20 million GJ/year of gas 
supply. 

The South Africa market for gas as fuel for power generation also includes the plan for deployment 
of gas-fired combined cycle plant from around 2018/19, initially with some 700 MW of capacity.  
With delays on other generation expansion programmes, this need for gas-fired generation could 
easily triple to at least 2,000 MW equivalent capacity, for mid-merit usage.  This would equate to 
some 80 – 90 million GJ/year of gas supply. 

The most significant opportunity for gas supply for power generation in South Africa would unfold if 
the nuclear programme (9,600 MW by 2030, commencing in 2022/23) is significantly delayed or 
abandoned20.  In such case the gas market opportunity would be very significant, potentially in the 
order of an addition gas demand of some 200 – 300 million GJ/year. 

The scope for gas-fired generation would obviously depend on the price of gas, when compared to 
other supply options.  In the IRP2010-30, the assumed price of natural gas supplied to combined-
cycle gas turbine plant located at the coast is 10.0 US$/GJ, based on estimates provided by iGas, 
being the South African Government’s gas infrastructure development company. This price is 
understood to be based on imported LNG and is considered to include the cost of the necessary 
LNG import terminal and regasification infrastructure required (most likely to be located at Coega in 
the Eastern Cape Province). 

At 10.0 US$/GJ, combined cycle plant is competitive against new coal-fired plant for mid-merit to 
base load applications.  Any reliable source of gas (being natural gas or coal-bed methane) with a 
threshold price below this level would therefore be attractive in terms of increasing the role of gas 
fired generation in the South African electricity supply mix. 

All of the above indications about the potential size of a gas market for power generation are based 
on the assumption that gas could be supplied at a price that would make the options comparable to 
other base-load / mid-merit generation options.  This appears possible, in particular taking into 
account the South African government’s decision to gradually phase in carbon taxes, thereby 
providing an incentive for gas-fired generation when compared to coal-fired options. 

5.3 ZIMBABWE 

5.3.1 Electricity demand drivers 

Zimbabwe’s situation is characterised by significant un-served demand with the current level of 
load shedding being in the order of 600 MW (at times more), implying that about 25% of the current 
real demand is not met.  As such, it becomes misleading to talk about demand drivers in the short 
to medium term.  Expectations are that even under favourable political and economic conditions, 
Zimbabwe will at best be able to return to a genuine demand – supply balance by around 2018. 

While all sectors of the economy are suffering from the current electricity supply shortfall, the 
situation for the mining and manufacturing industries are particularly dire, with manufacturing 
output at only some 25% of the theoretical economic capacity.  A number of mining developments 
are currently on hold due to lack of a credible power supply solution. 

                                                     
20 There is a shift in government policy following the adoption of NDP2030 and the recent Ministerial determination to add over 
9,000 MW of thermal and hydro capacity including over 3,000 MW of gas by 2024/25, the same timeframe and capacity as for the 
proposed nuclear build programme.
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Access to financial resources to undertake much needed investments in repair, rehabilitation and 
expansion of the power supply infrastructure is a major challenge to restore the demand – supply 
balance.  Within the limited resources available to the Government of Zimbabwe (GoZ) and 
therefore also to ZESA Holdings, the power sector is receiving priority attention. In its Short Term 
Emergency Recovery Program (STERP) of February 2009 and, subsequently, the Three Year 
Macro-Economic Policy and Budgetary Framework (MEPBF) (2010-12), the GoZ prioritised the 
rehabilitation of dilapidated generation and transmission infrastructure to restore a minimum level 
of electricity generation capacity and supply reliability as a key factor to support the fragile 
economic turnaround. 

GoZ resources have been directed at two important generation assets - the Hwange and Kariba 
power stations, as well as improvements of critical transmission and distribution systems. It is 
estimated that US$ 1.0 billion is still required for the most urgent power infrastructure rehabilitation. 

5.3.2 Demand forecast (peak demand and energy) 

In establishing a demand forecast for Zimbabwe, the forecast up to 2018 is largely based on 
assumptions about what supply capacity will be available, from generating plant in Zimbabwe and 
imports to complement the supply shortfall, but recognising that the entire Southern Africa region is 
supplied constrained until 2016, if not longer. 

An energy demand forecast for Zimbabwe (in GWh) is illustrated in Figure 14 below.  The 
projection of energy demand growth is based on the following assumptions: 

o Mining Sector:  Demand is expected to grow in the medium term due to envisaged 
improvement of supplies at the Hwange Collieries, as well as increase in gold and platinum 
mining activities, supported by increased power import (with mechanisms put in place to 
allow miners to import power directly and/or restructuring of the import arrears debt). 

o Industry Sector:  The problems have been compounded by erratic supply.  In the short to 
medium term growth in demand is expected from recovery of industry, which is closely 
linked to economic policies in place to resuscitate certain critical industries.  
Implementation of demand side management and energy efficiency programmes are also 
expected to have a positive impact on industrial production. 

o Commercial Sector:  This is the only sector that has not shown any decline since major 
commercial centres are usually exempted or sheltered from load shedding.  

o Agricultural Sector:  It is assumed that by 2015 new mechanisms would have been put in 
place to boost agricultural productivity and food security.  In the short to medium term, a 
number of projects in Middle Sabi, Chisumbanje and Mwenezi areas are lined up to 
produce ethanol from sugar cane.  Energy requirements will be minimal since the same 
projects will be implementing co-generation projects.  Long term plans to construct dams 
such as Tokwe-Mukosi, Biri-Manyame and others will result in increase in irrigation and 
power consumption.  

o Domestic Sector: Domestic sales will remain subdued in the short and medium term 
because of lack of large scale housing infrastructure developments.  In the long term it is 
assumed that as the economy recovers, infrastructure will be developed to alleviate 
housing problems.  Total electrification in urban areas is expected to be achieved by 2025.  
In rural areas, some 5,000 households will be connected per annum in the short term, with 
this increasing to 10,000 connections per annum in the medium term, rising to over 20,000 
in the long term (after total electrification of urban areas).  
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Figure 14: Zimbabwe energy demand forecast (in GWh) to 2030 

In interpreting the above forecast, it should be noted that any forecast beyond 2018 will at this 
stage be speculative as there is limited certainty as to the political and economic development in 
Zimbabwe in the medium to longer term. 

5.3.3 Supply developments 

Refurbishment work is being undertaken to improve the generating capacities of the Hwange 
power station to 750 MW (compared to an installed capacity of 920 MW) and the Kariba South 
power station to 710 MW, providing reliable available generation capacity of 1,200 to 1,600 MW 
(including small power plants and imports of 50 MW from Mozambique), against an estimated 
unconstrained power demand of 2,200 MW. 

Bids have been received by ZPC for additional generating units at both Hwange (2 x 300 MW) and 
Kariba South (2 x 150 MW).  These priority projects, together with certain co-generation projects 
and potential CBM fired generation are the best projects for contributing to increased supply 
capacity in Zimbabwe in the medium term. 

The government has licensed 13 independent power producers (IPPs), with a combined planned 
capacity of 4 546 MW.  However, due to the capital-intensive nature of such projects, none of these 
have yet reached financial close. 

Of the larger projects, the 2,400 MW Sengwa Project sponsored by Rio Tinto Zimbabwe (RioZim) 
is targeted to reach financial close in 2013, with commitments of sufficient funds to at least start 
construction of some 600 MW of initial capacity.  This appears overly optimistic at this stage. 

ZETDC is currently working towards the upgrading of its transmission network, including the 
installation of a second line from Hwange to Insukamini (close to Bulawayo) as well as the 
construction of a new line from Insukamini to the Marvel substation. 

5.3.4 Managing the capacity balance 

Zimbabwe’s energy resource base is diverse but is largely dominated by the country’s vast coal 
reserves with proven reserves of some 12 billion metric tonnes, situated mostly in the northern / 
north-western part of the country. Zimbabwe’s coals are generally good quality with calorific values 
ranging from 20 to 32 MJ/kg. 
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Current estimates of coal bed methane (CBM) put CBM resource potential at 40 trillion cubic feet 
(TCF), indicating a significant potential for contributing meaningfully to meeting Zimbabwe’s power 
generation challenges.  However, Zimbabwe still needs to establish the full potential and 
commercial feasibility of exploiting this energy resource.  The most advanced project is the 
envisaged Lupane project targeting a capacity of 250 MW.  If this project was to be developed for 
base-load operation, it would equate to annual gas demand of about 20 million GJ/year. 

In terms of the period up to 2018, however, all efforts need to be focused on ‘low-hanging’ fruits, 
with particular emphasis on re-establishing a high level of reliable capacity at Hwange and Kariba 
South, close to the installed capacities.  Second priority is the further expansion of the same two 
stations, potentially adding a total of 900 MW to the system capacity.  A number of small 
hydropower developments with a total capacity of about 50 MW also appear feasible and worth 
pursuing, as do a number of co-generation projects linked to the agricultural sector, the latter with a 
total potential in the order of 100 – 200 MW. 

Success with these initiatives will largely depend on access to equity and debt finance, which again 
is closely linked to the political and economic developments in Zimbabwe over the coming years. 

Until larger scale grid-based supply solutions can be implemented, which may easily take another 
6-8 years if not more, localised short-to medium term solutions may offer some opportunities for 
CBM-based generation projects.  As an example, a 20 MW mining operation could require 
approximately 1.5 million GJ/year in gas supply.  As long as the cost of CBM is kept below the cost 
of diesel, this would be an attractive option. 

5.4 MOZAMBIQUE 

5.4.1 Electricity demand drivers 

Demand for electricity has been increasing at annual rates up to 14% p.a. over the recent past, 
reflecting the rapidly growing Mozambique economy but also a significant EDM programme of 
connecting new customers, with the rate of annual new connections reaching 163,400 in 2011. 

Key demand drivers in the period ahead include: 
- Sustained economic growth with annual GDP growth of up to 8% p.a. to 2015, 7% p.a. 

thereafter to 2020, gradually tapering off to 4.0% p.a. after 2020; 
- GDP elasticity of 1.2, tapering off to 1.1 over time (except for large loads); 
- Significant load growth related to large user projects (defined as > 5 MW initial loads), including 

a number of mining and minerals processing projects, large-scale agricultural developments 
(including irrigation farming) and a number of industrial developments; 

- A move towards fully cost-reflective tariffs, with (negative) consequences for certain energy 
intensive projects that rely on low tariffs (e.g. Mozal expansion); 

- Continued connection of new customers, focused particularly on urban and peri-urban areas, 
with the target of increasing the level of household access to electricity from 16% presently to 
at least 20% by 2015. 

5.4.2 Demand forecast (peak demand and energy) 

For the country as a whole it is predicted that the peak load will increase from 620 MW in 2011 
(excluding Mozal supplied directly from South Africa) to 2,338 MW by 2030, or roughly four (4) 
times the present peak load.  The Southern part of the EDM system dominates the country picture 
and, for the country as a whole, large new projects are responsible for a significant share (~ 40%) 
of total growth.  The geographical growth in energy demand (in GWh) and system peak demand (in 
MW), but under a Medium Case Scenario, are illustrated in Figure 15 below. 
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Figure 15: Mozambique demand forecasts 

5.4.3 Supply developments 

A large number of new generation developments are being contemplated in Mozambique as 
illustrated by Figure 16 below, although the timeframes indicated for the Mphanda Nkuwa and 
Cahora Bassa North Bank projects in particular, but also for the Moatize and Benga projects, are 
all considered too optimistic. 

The latest indications, also recognising that large generation developments will depend on the 
associated implementation of the Mozambique Backbone Transmission Project discussed in 
section 4.4.7, is that Mphanda Nkuwa (1,500 MW base load to mid-merit hydro) and Cahora Bassa 
North Bank (1,245 MW mid-merit to peaking hydro) may be implemented by around 2019 and 2020 
respectively. 

Both the Benga21 and Moatize coal-mining developments are now expected to pursue a staged 
development process for on-site power generation, with initial developments at each site in the 
order of 300 MW.  Generation from such plant can at the earliest be expected by late 2015, but 
possibly later. 

Certain gas-fired development in Southern Mozambique (at Ressano Garcia, close to the 
Mozambique – South Africa border) might materialise by 2014 / 15, with two projects currently 
making good progress with 175 MW and 100 MW planned capacity respectively. 

                                                      
21 With the recent massive write-downs taken on Rio Tinto’s coal assets in Mozambique, significant uncertainty persists as to the scale 
and timeframe of the Benga development.  This will also in all likelihood impact on the associated power generation development at 
Benga. 
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Figure 16: Potential Mozambique generation developments 

Mozambique is currently one of the few countries in Southern Africa that already exports a 
significant portion of its electricity production.  The main reason is that the bulk (about 75%) of the 
output from Cahora Bassa is exported directly to South Africa, with additional exports to Zimbabwe 
and Botswana.  In addition to sales from HCB, EDM supplies limited amount of export power to 
Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland, amounting to 580 GWh in 2010 (equivalent to about 
100 MW supply) 

South Africa will also in the future be the major market for large-scale power export, initially 
focused on large scale hydropower developments, with such developments needing a long-term 
PPA with Eskom of South Africa to be bankable.  To this extent it is envisaged that 90% of the 
output from the planned 1,500 MW Mphanda Nkuwa project will be exported to South Africa, with 
the remaining 10% being sold to EDM. 

With the recent large scale natural gas discoveries offshore the Cabo Delgado Province, potential 
future large-scale export of gas-fired power (alternatively gas as fuel for power generation in South 
Africa) is also emerging on the agenda, although it is still early days to make any firm predictions 
about how natural gas potentially may contribute to transform the Mozambique (and Southern 
African) energy and electricity sectors.
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5.4.4 Managing the capacity balance 

With rapid electricity demand growth forecast for the country, Mozambique needs to pursue 
significant generation developments, as well as complementary development of its transmission 
grid to facilitate evacuation of power. 

The GoM has realised that public-private partnerships and private IPP developments will be key to 
realise Mozambique’s electricity generation potential.  EDM’s priority in this regard is to facilitate 
the implementation of the Transmission Backbone Project, through partnering with leading regional 
and international utility players in realisation of the Project. 

GoM (through EDM as its appointed representative) wants to participate in generation 
developments, although the capital intensive nature of these projects creates limitations as to the 
extent of such public sector involvement.  The primary focus is on ensuring good control and 
meaningful involvement in realisation of Mozambique’s large clean energy potential in the form of 
major hydropower developments, with the 1,500 MW Mphanda Nkuwa project expected to be the 
first off the ground.  The GoM’s buy-out of the Portuguese interests in HCB plays a key strategic 
role in this strategy, with the buy-back expected to be fully completed within the next few years 
(GoM currently controls 92.5% of HCB through EDM).  By focusing on hydropower as an attractive 
and environmentally benign power supply option, Mozambique has the potential to carve out a 
leading role as a major regional exporter of power, primarily to the vast South African market. 

Mozambique follows a concession-type approach for awarding generation and supply rights, 
something which bodes well for realisation of future projects as it facilitates tailor made solutions 
and creates long-term stability and predictability to government, investors and power users alike. 

Apart from the focus on large generation developments, Mozambique also offers numerous 
opportunities for small and medium scale project developments – focused primarily on hydropower 
and gas-fired solutions.  CBM exploration rights have been awarded to a number of groups, 
although the long-term future of CBM in Mozambique is somewhat uncertain based on the latest 
large-scale natural gas discoveries made. 

CBM as fuel for power generation may, however, still have an important role to play in localised 
environments, in particular where mining operations are remote from the transmission and 
distribution grid.  A reasonably sized mining operation with some minerals processing involved 
would easily require some 1.0 to 2.0 million GJ/year in CBM gas supply. 

In recognition that small-scale local power generation may not be cost-efficient and sustainable in 
the long-term, a strategic partnership with suppliers of temporary power solutions (such as Aggreko 
and others) may be strategically important for any localised CBM development to materialise. 
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6 Key Power Supply Challenges and 
Opportunities 

From the review of the power demand and supply situation in Southern Africa, focused primarily on 
the four (4) countries Botswana, South Africa, Zimbabwe and Mozambique, a number of key power 
supply challenges and opportunities can be identified. 

6.1 POWER SUPPLY CHALLENGES 

Key challenges identified include: 

 Managing an expected supply shortfalls in the short to medium term, applicable to 
Botswana, South Africa and Zimbabwe, while Mozambique has sufficient capacity (from 
Cahora Bassa) to meet its demand requirements; 

 Zimbabwe’s situation is particularly precarious with suppressed demand and load shedding 
expected to continue for the at least the next five (5) years;

 Diversifying generation solutions by fuel source and technology; 

 Increasing focus on supply options contributing to managing governments’ climate change 
objectives, with renewable energy (in particular in South Africa), realisation of hydropower 
opportunities and an increased role for gas-fired generation (both natural gas and coal-bed 
methane) being high on the agenda;  

 Complementing generation expansion plans and projects with much needed transmission 
expansion – focused on strengthening of cross-border interconnections as well as internal 
transmission system expansion and strengthening in each country; and 

 Finalising and implementing robust frameworks supportive of private IPP developments,
with IPPs to alleviate challenges faced by national utilities, including but not limited to 
financing and human resources constraints. 

6.2 OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEW GENERATION AND SUPPLY SOLUTIONS 

The power supply challenges facing Southern Africa represent distinct opportunities for new 
generation and supply solutions to make an impact, not least gas-based solutions: 

 Mozambique is increasingly looking to become a regional power house offering both 
attractive hydropower opportunities, while substantial natural gas fired power generation may 
become a longer-term option when natural gas developments offshore the Cabo Delgado 
Province takes off for real; 

 Unconventional gas based generation solutions fuelled by coal-bed methane and/or shale 
gas represents obvious options to Botswana and Zimbabwe, not least to complement 
the system limitations imposed by too strong dependence on coal-fired base load generation 
with limited (and costly) regulation flexibility; 
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 South Africa is still struggling with political and public acceptability of coal-bed 
methane / shale gas as an acceptable supply solution, with significant environmental 
concerns raised about the potential negative impacts of using hydraulic fracking in the Karoo 
Basin to release significant resources of tight gas from coal and share deposits; 

 However, the most recent political statements on the issue in South Africa seem to indicate 
that government is slowly coming around to accept CBM / shale gas as a potential 
technology option22.  While the discussion is currently focused on potential domestic CBM / 
shale gas supply, cross-border supply of CBM (e.g. from Botswana) could materialise as a 
potential attractive option in the medium to longer term; 

 With the significant size of the South Africa market, this could represent the largest CBM 
opportunity for power generation application, with annual gas demand for power generation 
(from natural gas and/or CBM) under certain scenarios potentially amounting to as much as 
300 million GJ/year; 

 Botswana represents a fertile market for sizable generation operations based on 
unconventional gas.  The short to medium term potential is in the order of +/-250 MW for 
Botswana’s own needs, for diesel replacement and additional generation expansion; 
although this may be scaled up to also serve exports markets – in South Africa and 
Zimbabwe in particular.  The Botswana power market opportunity alone would equate to a 
CBM market opportunity of some 10 million GJ/year in the short to medium term; and 

 Over and above grid connected CBM fuelled generation opportunities, CBM may have an 
important role to support localised mining and minerals development activities in more 
remote areas (far from the main electricity grid).  This would appear to represent an 
interesting opportunity in countries such as Zimbabwe and Mozambique, but also other 
Southern African countries. If a CBM supply is available in the vicinity of such mining 
developments, each such opportunity could represent a 1.0 – 2.0 million GJ/year CBM 
market opportunity.  From a CBM supplier perspective, such opportunities would most likely 
be best tackled through a partnership with a specialised temporary power solution provider, 
offering modular solutions based around gas engines. 

6.3 TRANSMISSION INTERCONNECTIONS 
The four countries reviewed in this report are interconnected to a greater or lesser extent.  Various 
initiatives to strengthen and/or debottleneck regional and national transmission infrastructure are at 
advanced stages of planning and development, some promoted by the SAPP while others (in 
Mozambique in particular) are driven by realisation of domestic policy agendas focused on 
realisation of large-scale power export opportunities, targeting supply to the South African market. 

Important regional transmission initiatives include the Mozambique Transmission Backbone, the 
ZIZABONA initiative (intended to create a new western corridor north south through Namibia by 
connecting Zambia, Zimbabwe, Botswana and Namibia) as well as further strengthening of the key 
Central Transmission Corridor (CTC) through Zimbabwe.  These key transmission developments 
are indicated in Figure 17 below. 

                                                     
22 With the recent acceptance of NDP 2030 the government position is changing with recognition that the shale gas exploration in the 
Karoo basin should continue and that the potential for mining CBM gas and underground coal gasification technology should be 
explored, as should natural gas imports from neighbouring countries. 
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 Figure 17: SAPP regional power transmission grid and priority initiatives 

To ensure timely realisation of key regional transmission initiatives, these require use of innovative 
solutions, including public-private partnerships where the projects are developed, implemented and 
operated under Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) type of arrangements and funded on a limited 
resource project financing basis.  Both the Mozambique Transmission Backbone and ZIZABONA 
are envisaged to follow this approach to project structuring and implementation. 

Realisation of transmission developments will be important for larger scale initiatives for use of 
CBM as fuel for power generation, allowing access to a wider national and regional market. 
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Below is a general summary of the tax treatment that could apply to Shareholders who acquire Shares under this 
Prospectus to hold on capital account. This summary does not apply to Shareholders who do not hold their Shares  
on capital account, such as taxpayers that carry on a share trading business. This summary reflects the Australian 
taxation laws in place at the date of this Prospectus, and it is possible that future legislation will affect the matters 
considered in this Prospectus.

A particular taxpayer’s liability under the Tax Laws is determined having regard to the application of the Tax Laws  
to the particular facts and circumstances of the taxpayer. Accordingly, the following is only a general overview of  
the potential application of the Tax Laws and is not intended to be a detailed or complete analysis of how those  
laws may apply to a particular taxpayer.

All potential investors in the Company are advised to seek their own independent financial and taxation advice about 
the consequences of acquiring, holding and disposing of Shares and other securities in the Company. The Company, 
its officers and each of their respective advisers, to the maximum extent permitted by law, accept no liability or 
responsibility with respect to the taxation consequences of subscribing for Shares under the Offer pursuant to  
this Prospectus.

13.1 Taxation of Dividends

An investment by a Shareholder in Shares or other securities in the Company constitutes an equity interest for tax 
purposes. Any dividends which may be accrued or paid thereon by the Company should be capable of being franked 
(to the extent that it has paid sufficient Australian tax to attach franking credits to the dividends).

Dividends paid by the Company to Australian resident individual and superannuation fund Shareholders should be 
included in the Shareholder’s assessable income in the year the dividend is received, together with the declared 
franking credit.

Subject to the holding period rule discussed below, the Shareholder should generally be entitled to a tax offset equal 
to the franking credit. Where this tax offset exceeds the resident Shareholder’s income tax payable, the Shareholder 
should generally be entitled to a refund of the excess franking credit.

Corporate Shareholders are also required to include both the dividend and associated franking credit in their 
assessable income. They are then allowed a tax offset up to the amount of the franking credit on the dividend. Excess 
franking credits cannot generate a tax refund, but may be able to be converted into carry forward income tax losses.

An Australian resident corporate Shareholder should be entitled to credit its own franking account to the extent of  
the franking credit on the distribution received. This will allow the Corporate Shareholder to pass on the benefit  
of the franking credits to its own Shareholder(s) on the payment of franked dividends.

13.2 Holding Period Rule

For Shares acquired after 1 July 1997, a Shareholder is required to hold Shares “at risk” for more than 45 days  
in order to qualify for franking benefits, including franking credits. This “holding period rule” is subject to certain 
exceptions, and does not apply where the total franking rebates for an individual in a year of income do not exceed 
$5,000. Special rules apply to trusts and beneficiaries.

13.3 Non-resident Shareholders

Franked dividends paid by the Company to non-resident Shareholders will not be subject to any further tax  
in Australia.

Unfranked dividends paid by the Company to non-resident Shareholders will be subject to Australian dividend 
withholding tax imposed at 30% unless the Shareholder is a resident of a country with which Australia has a  
Double Taxation Agreement, in which case the withholding tax is generally reduced to 15%.

Unfranked dividends paid by the Company to non-resident Shareholders, declared to be paid from “conduit foreign 
income” will not be subject to Australian dividend withholding tax. Conduit foreign income is generally foreign income 
which is derived through an Australian corporate tax entity. Conduit foreign income may include dividends from 
non-resident subsidiaries, non assessable capital gains on disposal of shares in a foreign subsidiary and other 
foreign income which is sheltered from Australian tax by foreign tax credits.

13.  AUSTRALIAN TAXATION SUMMARY
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13.4 Capital Gains Tax (CGT) on Disposal of Shares by Australian  
Resident Shareholders

Australian resident Shareholders will be subject to Australian CGT on the disposal of any Shares in the Company.  
A Shareholder will derive a capital gain on the disposal of Shares to the extent that the consideration on disposal 
exceeds the CGT cost base of those Shares (generally, the amount you paid to acquire the Shares plus any transaction 
costs). A Shareholder will incur a capital loss on the disposal of Shares to the extent that the consideration on 
disposal is less than the CGT reduced cost base of the Shares.

Generally, all capital gains and capital losses arising in a financial year are added together to determine whether  
a Shareholder has derived a net capital gain or incurred a net capital loss in a year.

If a Shareholder derives a net capital gain in a year, this amount is included in the Shareholder’s assessable income 
subject to the following exceptions:

•	 Australian resident individual Shareholders will in certain circumstances be liable to tax on only half of any net 
capital gain (after offsetting available capital losses) made on the disposal of the Shares. This 50% discount is  
only available if the Shares are owned by the Shareholder for at least 12 months prior to disposal; and

•	 the CGT treatment of complying Australian resident superannuation funds is, in general, the same as that set  
out above for Australian resident individuals, except that the “discount” is 33.3% rather than 50%.

•	 If a Shareholder incurs a net capital loss in a year, this amount is carried forward and is available to offset capital 
gains derived in subsequent years, subject in some cases to the Shareholder satisfying certain rules relating to  
the recoupment of carried forward losses.

13.5 Capital Gains Tax (CGT) on Disposal of Shares by Non-resident Shareholders

Non-resident Shareholders will only be subject to CGT on the disposal of taxable Australian property. The shares  
in the Company will only be considered taxable Australian property where the following conditions are met:

•	 the non-resident Shareholder owns more than 10% in the Company; and

•	 at least 50% of the value of the Company reflects taxable Australian property which included an interest  
in land and building, or mining tenements.

Based on the information contained in the Prospectus, the shares in the Company are unlikely to be considered 
taxable Australian property. As such, non-resident Shareholders disposing of their shares may not be liable for  
CGT in Australia.

13.6 Goods and Services Tax (GST)

The acquisition, redemption or disposal of Shares is not likely to be subject to GST.

Where an Australian resident is registered for Australian GST it should not generally be entitled to claim full input  
tax credits in respect of the GST incurred on their expenses relating to the acquisition or disposal of the Shares,  
for example, lawyers’ and accountants’ fees.

13.7 Tax File Number and Australian business Number

An Australian Shareholder may quote its Tax File Number (TFN) or, where relevant, Australian Business 
Number (ABN) to the Company. If a TFN or ABN is not quoted, and no exemption is applicable, tax may be deducted 
by the Company from the unfranked portion of dividends distributed to Shareholders. The rate of withholding is 
currently 46.5%.

Shareholders that hold their Shares as part of an enterprise may quote their ABN instead of their TFN.
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This section provides information about a number of other matters not covered elsewhere in this Prospectus.

14.1 Corporate History

The Company was incorporated in Queensland under the Corporations Act as a proprietary company limited  
by shares on 23 April 2009 and was converted to a public company limited by shares on 16 March 2010.

14.2 Company Tax Status

The Company will be taxed in Australia as a public company.

14.3 Rights and Liabilities Attaching to Shares

The rights attaching to ownership of the Shares arise from a combination of the Constitution, the Listing Rules,  
the Corporations Act and general law.

A brief summary of certain provisions of the Constitution and the significant rights attaching to Shares is set out 
below. This summary is not exhaustive nor does it constitute a definitive statement of the rights and liabilities of 
Shareholders. The Constitution may be inspected during normal business hours at the registered address of  
the Company.

Shares – The Shares in the capital of the Company can be issued with preferred, deferred or other special rights, 
obligations or restrictions in relation to dividends, voting, return of share capital, payment of calls or other matters, 
as determined by the Board from time to time. All unissued shares are under the control of the Board, which may 
grant options, issue option certificates, allot or dispose of the Shares on the terms and conditions and for 
consideration it thinks fit. This power is subject to contract or any contrary rules in the Constitution.

The Constitution permits the issue of preference shares on terms determined by the Board within the scope  
of the key terms contained in the Constitution.

alteration of rights – The rights and restrictions attaching to any class of shares (unless provided by the terms of 
issue of the Shares of that class), can only be varied with the consent in writing of members with at least three-quarters  
of the votes in that class, or with the sanction of a special resolution passed at a separate meeting of the holders of 
shares of that class.

calls – The Board may from time to time call upon Shareholders for unpaid monies on their Shares, although this will 
not be relevant to the (fully paid) Shares being issued under this Prospectus. If such a call is made,

Shareholders are liable to pay the amount of each call in the manner and at the time and place specified by the Board. 
Such calls may be payable by instalments, as determined by the Board. When a resolution of the Board authorising 
the call is passed, the call will be deemed to have been made. It may be revoked or postponed at the discretion  
of the Board.

Forfeiture and lien – The Company is empowered to forfeit shares in relation to any part of allotment monies, calls, 
instalments, interest and expenses which remains unpaid following any notice sent to a Shareholder. Such forfeiture 
must occur in accordance with the Constitution, the Corporations Act and the Listing Rules. The Company has a first 
ranking lien or charge for unpaid calls, instalments and related interest and any amount it is legally required to pay  
in relation to a Shareholder’s Shares. The lien or charge extends to all dividends declared in respect of the Shares 
provided that, if the Company registers a transfer of any Shares subject to this lien or charge without giving the 
transferee notice of the claim it may have at that time, the Shares are freed and discharged from the Company’s  
lien or charge in respect to that claim.

Share transfers – Shares may be transferred in any manner required or permitted by the Listing Rules or the 
Settlement Rules and by any instrument in writing in any usual or common form or in any other form that the Board 
approves. The Board may only refuse to register a transfer of securities of the Company as permitted by the Listing 
Rules or the Settlement Rules.

no share certificates – Subject to the requirements of the Listing Rules and the Corporations Act, the Company need 
not issue share certificates.

14. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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meetings – ASX and each Shareholder and Director of the Company is entitled to receive notice of and attend any 
general meeting of the Company. Two Shareholders must be present to constitute a quorum for a general meeting 
and no business may be transacted at any meeting except the election of a Chairman and an adjournment, unless  
the quorum required is present at the start of the business. The Company is obliged to convene and hold an annual 
general meeting.

Voting rights – Each Shareholder has the right to receive notices of, and to attend, general meetings of the Company. 
Subject to restrictions on voting from time to time affecting any class of shares in the Company, and any restrictions 
imposed by the Corporations Act, the shares in the Company carry the right to cast one vote on a show of hands  
and, on a poll, one vote for each fully paid share held, and for each partly paid share held, a vote having the same 
proportionate value as the proportion to which the Shares have been paid up. Voting may be in person or by proxy, 
attorney or representative.

remuneration of Directors – see Section 6.3 for details relating to the remuneration of Directors.

Interests of Directors – A Director is disallowed from being present or voting on any matter in which he or she has  
a material personal interest, except where permitted by the Corporations Act.

election of Directors – There must be a minimum of three Directors and a maximum number of nine Directors  
(not including alternate Directors), which the Board may from time to time determine, but it may not reduce the 
number below the number of Directors in office at the time of the reduction. A Director must retire from office  
no later than the latter of the third annual general meeting or three years, after the date that he or she was last  
elected or re-elected.

Indemnities for Directors – The Company must indemnify current and past Directors and secretaries of the Company 
against any liability and legal costs incurred by them by virtue of their holding office as, and acting in the capacity of, 
director or secretary to the extent permitted by law. See Section 6.3 for a summary of the Deeds of Access, Indemnity 
and Insurance entered into by the Company with each Director.

Insurance for Directors – The Company may also pay insurance premiums for current and past Directors and 
secretaries of the Company in certain designated circumstances to the extent permitted by law.

Dividends – If the Board determines that a dividend is payable to a class of shares, it will be paid on all shares of that 
class proportionate to the total amount for the time being paid on each Share. Such dividend payment is subject to  
the rights and restrictions on the holders of Shares created or raised under any special dividend arrangements.

The Board may establish and maintain a bonus share plan and a dividend reinvestment plan, which shareholders  
may elect to take up, in respect of some or all their shares subject to the rules of the plan. The Board has the power  
to decide whether to pay Shareholders an interim dividend. Any distribution may be paid otherwise than in cash as 
specified in the Constitution. No dividend or other monies paid in relation to a Share will carry interest as against  
the Company.

capitalisation of profits – Subject to the Listing Rules, the Board has the power to capitalise and distribute the  
whole or part of the undivided profits of the Company or standing to the credit of any reserve or other account and 
which is available for distribution. Such capitalisation and distribution must be in the same proportions, which the 
Shareholders would be entitled to receive if distributed by way of dividend or in accordance with the terms of issue  
of any Shares or terms of any plan for the issue of securities for the benefit of officers or employees.

partial takeover bids – The Company must prohibit registration of transfers of Shares purporting to accept partial 
takeover bids unless a resolution of the Company has been passed approving the offers in accordance with the 
provisions of the Constitution.
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14.4 Options

At the date of this Prospectus the Company has granted to the parties below the following 15,970,055 options:

option holder role
options granted 

as at 30 June 2012
options granted 

post 30 June 2012

Talon Metals Corp Tlou’s largest Shareholder 4,945,0551 Nil

Tony Gilby Managing Director/CEO 4,000,000

Christopher Pieters Executive Director 2,000,000

Nathan Mitchell Non-Executive Chairman of the Board 1,500,000

Glen Smith Chief Operating Officer 500,0002 350,000

Cydonia Holdings  
Pty Ltd as trustee  
for Geisha Trust

Controlled by Mark Di Bacco,  
Chief Geologist 350,000

Colm Cloonan Group Financial Controller 100,0003 250,000

Martin McIver Independent Non-Executive Director 250,000

Stuart Comline Former Non-Executive Director 250,000

Henri van Rooyen Former Non-Executive Director 250,000

Stephen Rodgers Company Secretary 250,000

Philip Hicks Director of Integra Advisory Partners 
Pty Ltd (Joint Lead Manager)

250,000

Bruce Jagga Former Chief Financial Officer 250,0004 Nil

Donald Langdon Chief Financial Officer 150,000

Michael Langford Former Consultant 125,000

Gabaake Gabaake Botswana Government Relations 100,000

Francois Badenhorst Operations Manager 100,000

Total 5,795,055 10,175,000

Notes: 1. Exercise price of $1.25.

2. Includes 250,000 options at an exercise price of $1.25, and 250,000 options at an exercise price of $2.00 (these latter options do not vest 
until certification of a 2C contingent resource while Mr Smith employed as Chief Operating Officer). The remainder of the options granted  
to Mr Smith listed in the table above are exercisable as set out below.

3. Includes 50,000 options at $1.00 per option, and 50,000 at $2.00 per option (these latter options do not vest until the earlier of 18 July 2013, 
or termination without cause by Tlou occurring, or a change of control event occurring). The remainder of the options granted to 
Mr Cloonan listed in the table above are exercisable as set out below.

4. Exercise price of $1.00

Except as otherwise set out above, each of the options has vested and is exercisable at $0.625 per option.

The Board has valued the options granted post 30 June 2012 at $0.103, using generally accepted valuation techniques. 
The basic assumptions and inputs underlying this option valuation are contained in Section 4.5.9.
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14.5 Material Contracts

14.5.1 Underwriting agreement

The Offer is fully underwritten by the Joint Lead Managers pursuant to an underwriting agreement dated the  
20th of February 2013 between the Company and the Joint Lead Managers. (“Underwriting Agreement”). 

The Obligation of the Joint Lead Managers to underwrite the Offer is conditional upon: 

•	 the Company implementing and completing due diligence investigations and verification to the satisfaction of  
the Joint Lead Managers before this Prospectus is lodged with the ASIC (this condition has been satisfied); and 

•	 various other steps that, on lodgement of this Prospectus with ASIC and lodgement of an application for  
Official Quotation, are satisfied. 

termination events

A Joint Lead Manager may terminate the Underwriting Agreement by notice to the Company at any time before  
the issue of the Shares under the Offer if: 

(aSX 200 fall) at any time up to and including the issue of Shares under the Offer, the S&P/ASX 200 Index is at a level 
that is 10% or more below the level it was at 4.00pm on the ASX trading day (as that term is defined in the Listing 
Rules) immediately preceding the execution of the Underwriting Agreement.

(offer documents)

(a) the Company fails to lodge the Prospectus with ASIC;

(b) any adverse new circumstances arises or becomes known which if known at the date of the lodgement of this 
Prospectus would have been required to be included in the Prospectus under the Corporations Act;

(c) an Offer document is or becomes false, misleading or deceptive (including by way of omission);

(d) the Prospectus does not comply with section 710(1) of the Corporations Act, the Listing Rules or any other 
applicable laws or regulations;

(e) any forecasts, expressions of opinion, intention or expectation contained in the Prospectus are not based  
on reasonable assumptions, become unable to be met or unlikely to be met in the projected time; or 

(f) a matter referred to in section 719 of the Corporations Act occurs in respect to the Prospectus. 

(Supplementary prospectus) the Joint Lead Manager reasonably form the view that a supplementary or replacement 
document must be lodged with ASIC under section 719 of the Corporations Act and the Company does not lodge  
the supplementary or replacement document in the form, with the content and within the time required by the  
Joint Lead Manager. 

(notice in relation to prospectus) a person gives a notice under section 730 Corporations Act in relation to the 
Prospectus, or a person who consented to be named in the Prospectus, withdraws that consent.

(certificate) a certificate which is required to be furnished by the Company under the Underwriting Agreement is  
not furnished by the relevant time or a statement in that certificate is untrue, incorrect or misleading or deceptive.

(Illegality) there is an event or occurrence, including any statute, order, rule or regulations, official directive or 
request (including one compliance with which is in accordance with the general practice of persons to whom the 
directive or request is addressed) of any government agency which makes it illegal for a Joint Lead Manager to  
satisfy an obligation under the Underwriting Agreement or to market, promote or settle the Offer in accordance  
with the Underwriting Agreement.

(material adverse change) there is a material adverse change, or any development involving a prospective material 
adverse change, in the condition, financial or otherwise, or in the assets, liabilities, earnings, business (including  
the revocation or suspension of any authorisation or licence from a governmental authority required to effect the 
Company’s activities), results of operations, management or prospects of the group from that disclosed to the  
Joint Lead Managers prior to the date of the Underwriting Agreement.
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(ASIC action) ASIC:

(a) issues an order under section 739 Corporations Act or applies for an order under Part 9.5 Corporations Act  
in relation to the Offer or the Prospectus;

(b) holds, or gives notice of intention to hold, a hearing or investigation in relation to the Offer or the Prospectus 
under the Corporations Act or the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth); or

(c) prosecutes or gives notice of an intention to prosecute, commences proceedings against, or gives notice of an 
intention to commence proceedings against the Company or any of its officers, employees or agents in relation  
to the Offer or any Offer document.

(ASIC and ASX Waivers) any of the ASIC waivers or ASX waivers obtained in connection with the Offer are withdrawn, 
revoked or amended without the prior written approval of that Joint Lead Manager.

(Repayment) any circumstance arises after lodgement of the Prospectus that results in the Company either repaying 
the money received from applicants or offering applicants an opportunity to withdraw their applications for Offer 
Shares and be repaid their application money.

(Withdrawal) the Company withdraws the Prospectus or the Offer or, without the prior written permission of the  
Joint Lead Managers, the Company lodges a supplementary Prospectus.

(Listing)

(a) ASX makes an official statement to any person, or indicates to the Company or the Joint Lead Managers that:

(i) the Company will not be admitted to the official list of ASX; or

(ii) ASX approval will not be given;

(b) ASX approval has not been given before the closing date;

(c) information provided by the registry to the Joint Lead Manager pursuant to the Underwriting Agreement indicates 
that condition 7 of Listing Rule 1.1 will not be satisfied as a result of the Offer; or

(d) an ASX Approval granted to the Company is withdrawn, qualified or withheld before the completion of the Offer.

(Insolvency) where the Company or any of its subsidiaries is or becomes Insolvent, or any act occurs or any omission 
is made which may result in the Company or any of its subsidiaries becoming Insolvent.

(Directors and Senior Management) a Director or a member of the senior management:

(a) resigns or their engagement is terminated;

(b) is charged with an offence relating to any financial or corporate matter under any laws; 

(c) dies or becomes permanently incapacitated; or

(d) is disqualified under the Corporations Act from managing a corporation.

(Timetable) any event specified in the timetable is delayed for more than two business days without the prior written 
consent of the Joint Lead Managers.

(Financing) 

(a) The Company or any subsidiary breaches, or defaults under, any provision, undertaking, covenant or ratio of a 
material debt or financing arrangement or any related documentation to which that entity is a party which has,  
or may have, a material adverse effect on the Company; or

(b) under or with respect to any such debt or financing arrangement or related documentation mentioned above, 
there occurs:

(i) an event of default;

(ii) a review event which gives a lender or financier the right to accelerate or require repayment of the debt  
or financing; or 

(iii) any other similar event;

(c) the Company is denied debt financing from a financer on the terms described in the Prospectus.
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(prescribed occurrence) an event specified in section 652C(1) or section 652C(2) Corporations Act occurs in relation 
to the Company, but replacing ‘target ’with ’the Company’.

A Joint Lead Manager is also entitled to terminate the Underwriting Agreement if in the reasonable opinion of that 
Joint Lead Manager, any of the events listed below: 

(a) has had or is likely to have a material adverse effect on the success of the Offer, the ability of that Joint Lead 
Manager to promote the Offer, the willingness of persons to apply for or settle obligations to subscribe for Offer 
Shares under the Offer, the price or likely price at which Shares are likely to trade on ASX, or the willingness  
of institutional investors (or would in the absence of any contractual obligation have or be likely to have such  
a material adverse effect) to pay the Offer Price; 

(b) has given or is likely to give rise to a contravention by that Joint Lead Manager of, or that Joint Lead Manager 
being involved in a contravention of, the Corporations Act or any other applicable law; or

(c) a liability for that Joint Lead Manager (other than any obligation to subscribe for shortfall Shares under the 
Underwriting Agreement).

(Disclosures in Due Diligence report) the due diligence report, verification material or any other information  
supplied by or on behalf of the Company to the Joint Lead Managers is or becomes misleading or deceptive,  
including by way of omission.

(regulatory action) any government authority commences any investigation, public action or hearing against the 
Company, any of the Directors or any member of the senior management, or publicly announces that it intends  
to take any such action.

(Breach) the Company fails to comply with any of its obligations under the Underwriting Agreement, or any 
representation or warranty by the Company in the Underwriting Agreement is or becomes untrue or incorrect.

(no contravention alleged) the Company or any subsidiary contravenes or a government authority alleges the 
Company or any subsidiary, Director or member of senior management contravened any applicable law.

(Hostilities) in respect of any one or more of Australia, the United States of America, any member state of the 
European Union, Indonesia, Japan, Russia, the People’s Republic of China, India, North Korea or South Korea:

(a) hostilities not presently existing commence (whether or not war has been declared);

(b) a major escalation in existing hostilities occurs (whether or not war has been declared); 

(c) a declaration is made of a national emergency or war; or

(d) a significant act of terrorism is perpetrated anywhere in the world.

(change in law) there is introduced, or there is a public announcement of a proposal to introduce, into the Parliament 
of the Commonwealth of Australia or any State or Territory of Australia a new law or regulation, or the Government of 
Australia or any State or Territory of Australia, the Reserve Bank of Australia, or any Minister or other governmental 
authority of Australia or any State or Territory of Australia, adopts or announces a proposal to adopt a new or 
amended law, regulation or policy (other than a new or amended law, regulation or policy which has been announced 
before the date of the Underwriting Agreement).

(adverse change in financial markets) any of the following occurs:

(a) any adverse change or disruption to the political or economic conditions or financial markets of Australia, the 
United Kingdom, the United States of America, Asia or any change or development involving a prospective change 
in national or international political, financial or economic conditions; or

(b) a general moratorium on commercial banking activities in Australia, the United States of America or the United 
Kingdom is declared by the relevant central banking authority in any of those countries, or there is a material 
disruption in commercial banking or security settlement or clearance services in any of those countries; or

(c) trading in all securities quoted or listed on ASX, the London Stock Exchange, the New York Stock Exchange  
is suspended or limited in a material respect for one day on which that exchange is open for trading,

the effect of which is such as to make it, in the reasonable judgement of the Joint Lead Manager, impractical  
to promote the Offer or to enforce contracts to issue and allot the Offer Shares.
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(Litigation) legal proceedings are commenced against the Company or any subsidiary or any director of the  
Company or any subsidiary.

(Supplementary prospectus) the Company lodges a supplementary Prospectus.

(Unauthorised announcement) a Director or senior management makes a public statement concerning the  
Offer without the prior approval of the Joint Lead Managers.

(material contracts) any contract, deed or other agreement which is material to the making of an informed 
investment decision in relation to the Offer Shares is:

(a) terminated, rescinded, altered or amended without the prior written consent of the Joint Lead Managers  
(such consent not to be unreasonable withheld); or

(b) found to be void or voidable.

14.5.2 Kalahari/Sekaname Licence Farm-In agreement

On 2 August 2007 Sable Energy Holdings (Barbados) Inc. (Sable), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Tlou, entered into  
an Amended and Restated Licence Farm-In Agreement with Kalahari Energy Ltd (Kalahari) and Sekaname (Pty) Ltd 
(Sekaname) regarding the following coal-bed methane prospecting licences in the Karoo Central district, Botswana: 
37/2000, 35/2000, 1/2004, 2/2004 and 3/2004.

Pursuant to the agreement, Kalahari made the above licences available to Sable (via a subsidiary entity (Newco))  
to exploit on the terms of the agreement, including escrow arrangements relating to shares in Newco. The farm-in 
arrangements under the agreement (other than the grant of a mining licence) have been completed, and to date  
90% of the shares in Newco have been released from escrow to Sable.

The key outstanding matters under this agreement (which is governed by English law) are:

(a) if Sable elects by written notice to Kalahari and Sekaname not to proceed with further exploration and/or 
development of lands subject to licence, Sekaname has a right to purchase such licence from Newco at a 
purchase price equal to the aggregate amount of exploration and development expenses incurred;

(b) if Sable decides not to, or fails through Newco to, apply for a mining licence, all further exploration, development 
and operating expenses will be contributed by each of the shareholders of Newco in a proportionate interest (as 
defined in the agreement);

(c) Sekaname (or its assignee) is entitled to receive payment from Newco in the event Newco develops a wellfield for 
commercial exploitation of gas contained in any land subject to a licence covered by the agreement. If a payment 
obligation arises, the amount payable is the greater of South African Rand 2.0/mcf produced at the wellhead, or 
12.5% of the wellhead selling price. The wellhead selling price is based on actual proceeds received by Newco 
less actual costs incurred to transport the gas and to gather, compress, treat and process the gas (or where  
such facilities are owned by Newco, fees ordinarily payable for these services); and

(d) Kalahari has the right to develop and exploit any excess reserves on land subject to a licence, if Newco has not 
reached financial close on the development and exploitation of the excess reserves within 5 years of the later of 
commencement of commercial coal-bed methane production or the date of an independent engineering report 
confirming the excess reserves (in excess of 2.0tcf of CBM reserves). An exception applies if it could interfere 
with Newco’s plans and operations for other resources/reserves.

The licences the subject of this agreement are currently held by Tlou Energy Exploration (Pty) Ltd and Tlou Energy 
Resources (Pty) Ltd.

14.5.3 exporien mining (pvt) Limited Shareholders agreement.

Tlou’s interests in Zimbabwe are held through Exporien Mining. Tlou has a 49% ownership interest in Exporien 
Mining, which it acquired by subscription for US$315,000. Mr Samuel Chikowore holds the remaining 51% ownership 
interest in Exporien Mining.

As part of Tlou’s acquisition of its 49% ownership interest, Tlou, Mr Chikowore and Exporien Mining entered into a 
shareholders agreement (Shareholders Agreement). The effect of certain provisions of the Shareholders Agreement 
is that the effective minority interest in Exporien Mining not held by Tlou is 20% as calculated in accordance with 
Australian Accounting Standards. This minority interest is held by Mr Chikowore. However, any funding required  
from shareholders will be proportionate to the respective shareholdings in the company.
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Under the Shareholders Agreement a change of control of a shareholder must not occur without the other 
shareholders’ prior written consent. Tlou has obtained written consent from Mr Chikowore in relation to any change 
of control caused by the Offer.

The Shareholders Agreement restricts shareholders from transferring any of their Exporien Mining shares, except in 
accordance with the Shareholders Agreement. The Shareholders Agreement includes pre-emptive, last refusal, tag 
and drag along rights. The Shareholders Agreement also restricts Mr Chikowore from transferring any of his shares 
for 5 years after the Shareholders Agreement became effective. Further, no Exporien Mining shareholder may grant 
any encumbrance over any of its shares, without the consent of other shareholders.

The Shareholders Agreement includes a put option for Tlou to sell all (but not part only) of its Exporien Mining shares 
back to Mr Chikowore at par value. This put option expires 3 years after the Shareholders Agreement became effective.

The Shareholders Agreement also provides that if at any stage it is permitted by law or otherwise in Zimbabwe that 
more than 51% of the shares in mining companies incorporated in Zimbabwe can be held by foreign investors, then 
and despite any provision in the Shareholders Agreement to the contrary, the Exporien Mining board may issue shares  
at par value to Tlou so as to ensure that Tlou holds a maximum of 80% of the ownership interest in Exporien Mining.

Notwithstanding that the effect of the Shareholders Agreement is that the minority interest not held by Tlou is 20%, 
Zimbabwe exchange control approval will be required to repatriate any funds.

14.5.4 Voluntary escrow agreements

The Company has or proposes to enter into voluntary escrow agreements with certain Shareholders pursuant to 
which the relevant Shares are escrowed for a period commencing on Official Quotation until Tlou announces to  
ASX its financial results for the half year ending 31 December 2013, or 28 February 2014, whichever is the earlier.

The escrow will cease to apply:

(a) to the extent necessary to allow the Shareholder to accept a takeover bid for Tlou, provided that holders of not 
less than 50% of the shares in Tlou not subject to escrow which are then on issue have accepted the takeover bid 
and if the bid does not become unconditional, the escrow provisions will continue to apply for any escrow Shares 
that are not acquired under the takeover bid;

(b) to the extent necessary to allow the escrow Shares to be acquired under a scheme of arrangement under  
Part 5.1 of the Corporations Act or other reorganisation or acquisition of share capital; and

(c) to that number of escrow Shares, if, after a request in writing by the Shareholder to Tlou to release certain 
escrow Shares for sale by the Joint Lead Managers, in Tlou’s sole discretion, consents in writing to the 
Shareholder that those escrow Shares (or other lesser number of escrow Shares) be released from the  
escrow provisions for sale by the Joint Lead Managers.

14.6 Related Party Transactions

Chapter 2E of the Corporations Act governs related party transactions with respect to public companies. Related 
parties include Directors and entities controlled by Directors. Related party transactions require Shareholder 
approval unless they fall within one of the exceptions in Chapter 2E of the Corporations Act.

Since incorporation, the Company has entered into a number of transactions with related parties which have taken 
place before Tlou was a public company, or fallen within one of the exceptions in Chapter 2E of the Corporations Act.  
A summary of the transactions which are currently on foot is set out below.

14.6.1 alice Street, Brisbane Lease

On 13 September 2012 Tlou entered into a commercial lease with Gilby Alice Street Pty Ltd ACN 134 668 205 (an entity 
controlled by Tony Gilby) and McKay Alice Street Pty Ltd ACN 134 664 592 (an entity controlled by James McKay, 
former director, and former alternate director) as trustees under instruments (Lessor) for part of the ground floor 
and first floor at 210 Alice Street, Brisbane, Qld 4000. The term is 1 year commencing on 1 March 2012, with one 
option in favour of Tlou to extend for one year. The rent payable is $114,982.28 (exclusive of GST) (being $9,581.86 
(exclusive of GST) per calendar month), increasing by 5% annually from 1 October 2013. In addition to the rent payable, 
Tlou must also reimburse the Lessor for 75% of the increase in body corporate levies and Brisbane City Council rates 
with the base date for determining increases being 30 September 2009. Tlou may terminate the lease by giving not 
less than 1 month’s notice of its intention to terminate. Tlou considers that the lease is on arm’s length terms.
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14.6.2 casual technical assistant services provided by Fleur Gilby

As at the date of this Prospectus, Tlou has paid for casual technical assistant services totalling $5,300 provided  
by Fleur Gilby (the daughter of Tony Gilby, Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of Tlou), at a rate of  
$30 per hour. Tlou considers that this agreement is on arm’s length terms.

14.6.3 executive assistant services provided by Jenny egan

As at the date of this Prospectus, the Board of Tlou has approved the engagement for executive assistant services 
provided by Jenny Egan, an employee of Gilby Resources Pty Ltd ACN 061 187 086 (an entity controlled by Anthony 
Gilby, Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer of Tlou), at a rate of approximately $40 per hour. To date  
the estimated cost to the Company is $35,500. The arrangement with Ms Egan will continue until a suitable 
replacement to provide such services is found. Tlou considers that the arrangement is on arm’s length terms.

14.6.4 Key executive Service contracts

Tlou has entered into executive agreements with Tony Gilby (Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer), 
Christopher Pieters (Executive Director), Don Langdon (Chief Financial Officer) and Stephen Rodgers (Company 
Secretary), or their related entities. Under those executive agreements Mr Gilby, Mr Pieters, Mr Langdon and 
Mr Rodgers are entitled to remuneration set out below. Tlou considers that the below contracts constitute  
reasonable remuneration and reimbursement.

The key terms of the executive agreements are as follows:

Key terms
ceo and managing 
Director – mr Gilby

executive Director 
– mr pieters^ cFo – mr Langdon^^

company Secretary 
– mr rodgers ^^^

term 29 February 2012 
until terminated by 
either party (see 
below)

1 March 2012 until 
terminated by either 
party (see below).

1 March 2012 until 
terminated by either 
party (see below).

Circa 26 August 2009 
until terminated by 
either party (see 
below).

Fees and 
expenses

$469,476 per  
annum, inclusive  
of superannuation 
and subject to 
increase on 1 July 
each year by a 
minimum of 3%  
per annum.

Tlou to reimburse 
Mr Gilby for expenses 
reasonably incurred 
in performing his 
duties.

$1,500 per 8 hour day 
exclusive of GST, 
(limited to actual 
hours worked if less 
than 8 hours per day).

Tlou to reimburse  
Mr Pieters’ for any 
expenses reasonably 
and necessarily 
incurred in connection 
with the performance 
of the services.

$1,153.23 per 8 hour 
day exclusive of GST, 
(limited to actual 
hours worked if less 
than 8 hours per day).

Tlou to reimburse  
Mr Langdon for any 
expenses reasonably 
and necessarily 
incurred in connection 
with the performance 
of the services.

$122.72 per hour 
exclusive of GST  
(a minimum retainer 
of 10 hours per week 
applies, except where 
services are also 
provided to another 
oil & gas entity to a 
total of 40 hours per 
week) or $981.76 per 
day exclusive of GST. 
(These rates increase 
on 1 July each year  
by a minimum of 5% 
per annum or the  
CPI All Ord Index for 
Brisbane, whichever 
is greater).

Tlou to reimburse  
Mr Rodgers for any 
expenses properly 
incurred in connection 
with the provision of 
the services.
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Key terms
ceo and managing 
Director – mr Gilby

executive Director 
– mr pieters^ cFo – mr Langdon^^

company Secretary 
– mr rodgers ^^^

Bonus/
short term 
incentive

4,000,000 options, 
exercisable at  
a strike price of 
$0.625 per share

Nil. Nil. Nil.

termination 
by 
executive

Mr Gilby may 
terminate his 
employment on  
the giving of three  
(3) months notice

Mr Pieters may 
terminate his 
executive services on 
60 days notice.

Mr Langdon may 
terminate his 
executive services on 
5 days notice.

Mr Rodgers may 
terminate his 
consultancy services 
on 30 days written 
notice.

termination 
by tlou

The employment  
of Mr Gilby may be 
terminated by the 
Company giving 
three (3) months 
notice or by paying 
Mr Gilby an amount 
equivalent to 1.5 
times base salary  
in lieu of notice for 
that period.

The Company may 
terminate Mr Gilby’s 
employment at any 
time without prior 
notice or payment  
in lieu if he commits 
any act of serious 
misconduct.

Tlou may terminate 
Mr Pieters’ executive 
services on 60 days’ 
notice or pay an 
amount equivalent to 
the average number 
of hours worked each 
day for the previous 
3 months at the daily 
rate, pro rata if 
necessary for the 
supply of the services 
for the 60 day period 
in lieu of notice.

Otherwise, Tlou may 
terminate Mr Pieters’ 
executive services  
for cause in which 
case he is entitled  
to unpaid salary  
and statutory 
entitlements.

Tlou may terminate 
Mr Langdon’s 
executive services on 
5 days’ notice.

Otherwise, Tlou  
may terminate 
Mr Langdon’s 
executive services  
for cause in which 
case he is entitled  
to unpaid salary  
and statutory 
entitlements.

Tlou may terminate 
Mr Rodgers’ 
consultancy services 
on 30 days written 
notice, in which  
case Tlou must  
pay Mr Rodgers  
for services 
performed up to  
the time termination 
becomes effective.

restrictions (see below) Nil. Nil. Nil.

restrictions under mr Gilby’s employment contracts

While the Company carries on business in Africa, Mr Gilby may not pursue any hydrocarbon related business 
interest within any member countries or territories of the Southern African Development Community as at the 
date of the agreement.

For a period of six (6) months following the termination of Mr Gilby’s employment, he must not, without prior 
written consent directly or indirectly:

(i) entice or solicit a person or entity with whom he has had work-related dealings within the 12 months prior  
to termination, to cease to provide services to the Company or its related bodies corporate;

(ii) canvass, solicit or deal with any customer or potential customer of the Company or any of its related bodies 
corporate with whom he has had work-related dealings within the 12 months prior to termination, with a view 
to obtaining custom or business to the detriment of the relationship between the person or entity and the 
Company or its related bodies corporate; or
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Key terms
ceo and managing 
Director – mr Gilby

executive Director 
– mr pieters^ cFo – mr Langdon^^

company Secretary 
– mr rodgers ^^^

restrictions under mr Gilby’s employment contracts continued

(iii) carry on, be employed by or engaged in or otherwise interested in any “competitive business” for the purposes 
of providing services which are the same as or similar to those Mr Gilby provided to the Company at any time 
within the 12 months prior to the termination of his employment. “Competitive business” means a hydrocarbon 
related business within a member country or territory of the Southern African Development Community as at 
the date of the agreement, that competes with the Company or its related bodies corporate by providing the 
same or similar services or products.

The restrictions in (i) and (ii) above do not apply where the relevant person or entity makes contact without any 
direct or indirect solicitation by Mr Gilby, or in response to a bona fide general and untargeted advertisement  
or solicitation in the media.

^ Mr Pieters has contracted with Tlou through Wood Duck Holdings (Wood Duck), a company controlled by him. Under the engagement,  
Wood Duck is to procure that the services are carried out by Mr Pieters and no other person without Tlou’s prior approval.

^^ Mr Langdon has contracted with Tlou through Laguna Capital Pty Ltd (Laguna), a company controlled by him. Under the engagement,  
Laguna is to procure that the services are carried out by Mr Langdon and no other person without Tlou’s prior approval.

^^^ Mr Rodgers has contracted with Tlou through Cuirass Pty Ltd (Cuirass). Under the engagement, Cuirass is to ensure that the services  
are carried out by Mr Rodgers.

See Sections 4.5.9 and 14.4 for information regarding options granted to Mr Gilby, Mr Pieters, Mr Langdon and 
Mr Rodgers and other directors, employees and consultants. Tlou considers that these options constitute  
reasonable remuneration.

14.6.5 Director participation in the offer

Tony Gilby (Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer) has advised that he or entities that he controls intend  
to participate in the Offer by applying for 1,000,000 Shares under the Offer for which the Joint Lead Managers have 
agreed to pay a fee of 4% of the amount subscribed for from their underwriting fees. Nathan Mitchell (Chairman) has 
advised that he or entities that he controls intend to participate in the Offer by applying for 500,000 Shares under the 
Offer. Other Directors may also participate in the Offer.

14.6.6 other

From time to time, Tlou may also enter into commercial agreements or arrangements with the Mitchell Group  
of companies (entities controlled by Nathan Mitchell, Chairman of Tlou), in relation to drilling services and other 
matters. As at the date of this prospectus, no such agreements or arrangements are on foot.

14.7 Litigation

The Directors are not aware of any litigation of a material nature pending or threatened involving the Company.

14.8 Consents

Clayton Utz has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus as legal adviser to Tlou in 
relation to the Offer in the form and context in which it is named. Clayton Utz has not authorised or caused the issue 
of this Prospectus and takes no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other than references to its name.

BDO East Coast Partnership has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus as 
Investigating Accountant, in the form and context in which it is named and to the inclusion of the Investigating Accountant’s 
Report in the form and context in which it is included. BDO East Coast Partnership has not authorised or caused the 
issue of this Prospectus and takes no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other than references to its name  
and the Investigating Accountant’s Report.

BDO East Coast Partnership has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus as auditor 
of Tlou, in the form and context in which it is named. BDO East Coast Partnership has not authorised or caused the issue 
of this Prospectus and takes no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other than references to its name.
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BDO East Coast Partnership has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus as taxation 
adviser of Tlou, in the form and context in which it is named. BDO East Coast Partnership has not authorised or caused 
the issue of this Prospectus and takes no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other than references to its name.

Integra Advisory Partners Pty Ltd has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus  
as Joint Lead Manager to Tlou in relation to the Offer in the form and context in which it is named. Integra Advisory 
Partners Pty Ltd has not authorised or caused the issue of this Prospectus and takes no responsibility for any part  
of this Prospectus other than references to its name.

RBS Morgans Corporate Limited has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus  
as Joint Lead Manager to Tlou in relation to the Offer in the form and context in which it is named. RBS Morgans 
Corporate Limited has not authorised or caused the issue of this Prospectus and takes no responsibility for any  
part of this Prospectus other than references to its name.

RISC Operations Pty Ltd has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus in the form  
and context in which it is named and to the inclusion of the Independent Expert’s Geological Report in the form and 
context in which it is included. RISC Operations Pty Ltd has not authorised or caused the issue of this Prospectus and 
takes no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other than references to its name and the Independent Expert’s 
Geological Report.

Norconsult Africa (Pty) Ltd has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus in the form 
and context in which it is named and to the inclusion of the Independent Expert’s Market Report in the form and context 
in which it is included. Norconsult Africa (Pty) Ltd has not authorised or caused the issue of this Prospectus and  
takes no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other than references to its name and the Independent Expert’s 
Market Report.

Netherland, Sewell & Associates, Inc. has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus  
in the form and context in which it is named and to the inclusion of the Resources Report in the form and context in 
which it is included. Netherland, Sewell & Associates, Inc. has not authorised or caused the issue of this Prospectus  
and takes no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other than references to its name and the Resources Report.

Armstrongs Attorneys, Notaries and Conveyancers has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this 
Prospectus in the form and context in which it is named and to the inclusion of the Botswana Legal Report in the form 
and context in which it is included. Armstrongs Attorneys, Notaries and Conveyancers has not authorised or caused 
the issue of this Prospectus and takes no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other than references to its 
name and the Botswana Legal Report.

Link Market Services Limited has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus as Share 
Registry to Tlou in relation to the Offer in the form and context in which it is named. Link Market Services Limited has 
not authorised or caused the issue of this Prospectus and takes no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other 
than references to its name.

Mitchell Drilling International Pty Ltd, Mitchell Energy Services Pty Ltd and Mitchell International Holdings Pty Ltd 
(trading as Mitchell Drilling Services) has given, and has not withdrawn, its consent to be named in this Prospectus in 
the form and context in which it is named and to the inclusion of Figure 9, the “Horizontal Well Schematics” diagram 
in Section 2.6.1 of the Prospectus. Mitchell Drilling Services has not authorised or caused the issue of this Prospectus 
and takes no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other than references to its name and the diagram in 
Figure 9.

Each member of senior management has given, and has not withdrawn, his or her consent to be named in this 
Prospectus as a Director or member of senior management, in the form and context in which they are so named. 
Members of senior management (with the exception of Messrs Gilby and Pieters) have not authorised or caused  
the issue of this Prospectus and take no responsibility for any part of this Prospectus other than references to  
their names.

No person named in this section (with the exception of Messrs Gilby and Pieters):

•	 has authorised or caused the issue of this Prospectus; nor

•	 makes any statement in this Prospectus other than a statement or report included in this Prospectus with their 
express consent.

Some laws impose obligations that cannot be excluded. To the maximum extent permitted by law, each person  
named in this section expressly disclaims, and takes no responsibility for, all parts of this Prospectus other than  
any statement or report attributed to them and included in this Prospectus with their express consent.
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14.9 Privacy

By making an Application for Shares, you are providing personal information to Tlou through Tlou’s service provider, 
the Share Registry, which is contracted by Tlou to manage Applications. Tlou and the Share Registry on its behalf, 
collect, hold and use that personal information to process your Application, service your needs as a Shareholder, 
provide facilities and services that you request and carry out appropriate administration.

If you do not provide the information requested, Tlou and the Share Registry may not be able to process or accept  
your Application. By submitting an Application, each Applicant agrees that Tlou and the Share Registry may use  
the information provided by an Applicant (including in an Application Form) for the purposes set out in this privacy 
disclosure statement and may disclose it in accordance with Tlou’s privacy policy for those purposes to Tlou, and  
to its related bodies corporate, the Joint Lead Managers, agents, contractors and third party service providers, 
including mailing houses and professional advisers, and to ASX and other regulatory authorities.

The types of agents and service providers that may be provided with your personal information and the circumstances  
in which your personal information may be shared are:

•	 The Share Registry for ongoing administration of the Shareholder register;

•	 Printers and other companies for the purpose of preparation and distribution of statements and for handling mail;

•	 Market research companies for the purpose of analysing Tlou’s base and for product development and  
planning; and

•	 Legal and accounting firms, auditors, contractors, consultants and other advisers for the purpose  
of administering, and advising on, the Shares and for associated actions.

If an Applicant becomes a Shareholder, the Corporations Act requires Tlou to include information about the Shareholder  
(including name, address and details of the Shares held) in its public register of members. The information contained 
in Tlou’s register of members must remain there even if that person ceases to be a Shareholder.

Information contained in Tlou’s register of members is also used to facilitate dividend payments and corporate 
communications (including Tlou’s financial results, annual reports and other information that Tlou may wish to 
communicate to its Shareholders) and compliance by Tlou with legal and regulatory requirements. An Applicant has  
a right to gain access to the information that Tlou and the Share Registry hold about that person, subject to certain 
exemptions under law. A fee may be charged for access. Access requests must be made in writing or by telephone 
call to Tlou’s registered office or the Share Registry’s office, details of which are disclosed in the Corporate Directory. 
Applicants can obtain a copy of Tlou’s privacy policy by visiting the Tlou website www.tlouenergy.com.

14.10 Governing Law

This Prospectus and the contracts that arise from the acceptance of the Applications are governed by the laws 
applicable in Queensland and each Applicant submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Queensland.

14.11 Statement of Directors

The Directors report that after due enquiries by them, in their opinion, since the date of the audited financial 
statements in Section 4, there have not been any circumstances that have arisen or that have materially affected  
or will materially affect the assets and liabilities, financial position, profits or losses or Prospectus of the Company, 
other than as disclosed in this Prospectus.

14.12 ASIC Class Order 03/634

The Company has relied on ASIC Class Order 03/634 in relation to any Shares the subject of Voluntary Escrow 
Agreements as set out in Section 14.5.4.

14.13 Authorisation of this Prospectus

Each Director has authorised the issue of this Prospectus and has consented to the lodgement of this Prospectus 
with ASIC.
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Image: Tlou drilling operations, Botwana
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In this Prospectus the following expressions have the meanings set out below:

term

~ approximately

$ Australian Dollars (unless otherwise stated)

1c, 2c and 3c the gas volumes and parameters associated with the low, best, and high estimate scenarios  
of Contingent Resources are referred to as 1C, 2C, and 3C, respectively

aeSt Australian Eastern Standard Time

applicant a person who submits an Application

application an application made to subscribe for Shares offered under this Prospectus

application 
Form

the application form attached to or accompanying this Prospectus (including the electronic form 
of the application form)

application 
monies

the Offer Price multiplied by the number of Shares applied for

aSeG Australian Society of Exploration Geophysicists

aSIc Australian Securities and Investments Commission

aSX Australian Securities Exchange

australian 
accounting 
Standards

Australian Accounting Standards issued by the Australian Accounting Standards Board

australian 
accounting 
Interpretations

Australian Accounting Interpretations issued by the Australian Accounting Standards Board

BBL US Barrel

BcF billion cubic feet (109 cubic feet)

Board or 
Board of 
Directors

the board of directors of Tlou

Broker any ASX participating organisation or other party selected by the Joint Lead Managers and  
Tlou to act as a Broker to the Offer

Broker Firm 
offer

the offer of Shares under this Prospectus to Australian resident retail clients of Brokers who 
have received a firm allocation from their Broker

BWpD barrel of water per day

cBm Coalbed Methane, also referred to CSG or Coal Seam Gas

cHeSS ASX’s Clearing House Electronic Subregister System

15. GLOSSARY
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term

closing Date the date by which Applications must be lodged for the Broker Firm Offer, being Wednesday,  
20 March 2013 unless varied

constitution the constitution of Tlou

contingent 
resources

those quantities of petroleum which are estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially 
recoverable from known accumulations, but for which the applied project or projects are not yet 
considered mature enough for commercial development because of one or more contingencies

corporations 
act

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)

Director a member of the Board

DSt Drill Stem Test

existing 
Shareholders

the persons holding Shares as at the date of this Prospectus

exporien 
mining

Exporien Mining (Pvt) Limited, a company registered in Zimbabwe

GDp Gross Domestic Product

GIIp Gas Initially in Place

GJ gigajoule (109 joules)

GSt Goods and Services Tax

GWh gigawatt Hours (109 watt hours)

Historical 
Financial 
Information

Comprises:

•	 the audited Consolidated Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2012; and

•	 selected notes to the audited Consolidated Statement of Financial Position.

Institutional 
Investor

Investors who are:

•	 persons in Australia who are wholesale clients under Section 761G of the Corporations Act 
and either “professional investors” or “sophisticated investors” under Sections 708(11) and 
708(8) of the Corporations Act; and

•	 institutional investors in certain other jurisdictions, as agreed by Tlou and the Joint Lead 
Managers, to whom offers of Shares may lawfully be made without the need for a lodged  
or registered Prospectus or other form of disclosure document or filing with, or approval  
by, any governmental agency (except one which Tlou is willing in its discretion to comply)

Institutional 
offer

the invitation to Institutional Investors under this Prospectus to acquire Shares

Investigating 
accountant

BDO East Coast Partnership

Ipo Initial Public Offering
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term

Joint Lead 
managers

means RBS Morgans Corporate Limited and Integra Advisory Partners Pty Ltd

Karoo central the area of 4,027.2 km² in Botswana covered by prospecting licence numbers PL 01/2004,  
PL 02/2004, PL 03/2004, PL 35/2000 and PL 37/2000 which are held by Tlou subsidiaries and 
identified in Figure 1

Karoo West the area of 3,152.8 km² in Botswana covered by prospecting licence numbers PL 230/2007,  
PL 231/2007, PL 232/2007 and PL 233/2007 which are held by Tlou subsidiaries and illustrated  
in Figure 1

Km2 square kilometres

Listing rules the listing rules of ASX

m³/t cubic metres per tonne

mamba the area in between Karoo Central and Karoo West covered by an application for a prospecting 
licence submitted by a Tlou subsidiary and detailed in Section 2.5.1

mD millidarcies (permeability)

mcf thousand standard cubic feet

mW megawatt (106 watts)

nSaI Netherland, Sewell & Associates, Inc.

offer the offer under this Prospectus for the issue of Shares by Tlou

offer price $0.50 per Share

official 
Quotation

quotation on the Official List of ASX

oGIp original gas in place

peSa Petroleum Exploration Society of Australia

pJ petajoule (1015 joules)

pro Forma 
Financial 
Information

comprises:

•	 the unaudited Pro-forma Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2012; and

•	 selected notes to the unaudited Pro-forma Statement of Financial Position

prospective 
resources

those quantities of petroleum which are estimated, as of a given date, to be potentially recoverable  
from undiscovered accumulations by the application of future development projects.

prospectus this document (including the electronic form of this Prospectus) and any supplementary  
or replacement prospectus in relation to this document

reserves those quantities of petroleum anticipated to be commercially recoverable by application of 
development projects to known accumulations from a given date forward under defined conditions
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term

Saber energy the prior operators of Tlou’s tenements in Botswana

Sapp Southern African Power Pool

ScF standard cubic foot (under standard conditions)

Share a fully paid ordinary share in the capital of Tlou

Share registry Link Market Services Limited ABN 54 083 214 537

Special Grant a right to mine and prospect for coal, mineral oils or natural gases in Zimbabwe in accordance 
with the terms of the special grant

tax Laws Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 
Income Tax Assessment Act 1997

tcF trillion cubic feet (1012 cubic feet)

tFn Tax File Number

the council ASX Corporate Governance Council

tlou or 
company

Tlou Energy Limited ACN 136 739 967 and/or, as the context requires, its controlled entities

tWh terrawatt hour

Underwriting 
agreement

the agreement of that name between the Joint Lead Managers and Tlou. Refer to Section 14.5.1 
for further information

US or United 
States

the United States of America

US Securities 
act

United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended

USc/kWh United States cents per kilowatt hour

USD United States Dollar

Zar South African Rand

ZIZaBona the transmission initiative between Zimbabwe, Zambia, Botswana and Namibia
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CORPORATE DIRECTORY
Registered and Head Office

210 Alice Street
Brisbane QLD 4000

Joint Lead Managers

RBS Morgans Corporate Limited
Level 29
123 Eagle Street
Brisbane, QLD 4000

Integra Advisory Partners Pty Ltd
210 Alice Street
Brisbane, QLD 4000

Legal Adviser

Clayton Utz
Level 28, Riparian Plaza
71 Eagle Street
Brisbane, QLD 4000

Investigating Accountant

BDO East Coast Partnership
Level 10, 1 Margaret St
Sydney, NSW 2000

Taxation Adviser

BDO East Coast Partnership
Level 10, 1 Margaret St
Sydney, NSW 2000

Auditor

BDO East Coast Partnership
Level 10, 1 Margaret St
Sydney, NSW 2000

Share Registry

Link Market Services Limited
Level 15,
324 Queen Street
Brisbane, QLD 4000

Phone: 1300 554 474
Fax: +61 2 9287 0303

Offer Contacts

Web: www.tlouenergy.com
Phone: +61 7 3040 9940
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